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1. This work

This book is one of the products of the “Atlas of the Traditional Material Culture 
of the Saho” (ATMCS), a project born in 2007, which was initially focussed 
on the Saho-speaking communities of Eritrea, but was extended to those of 
northern Ethiopia in 2013. It has been a collaborative enterprise between 
the non-profit association “Ethnorêma”, the Department for Asia Africa and 
the Mediterranean (DAAM) of the University of Naples L’Orientale,1 and the 

* The authors of this volume are grateful to all those who helped them in preparing 
this volume. In particular for Italy, the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the University of 
Naples L’Orientale, the former IsIAO, and Ilaria Micheli who co-ordinated the FIRB project. 
Thanks to the Museum of Natural History of Florence and its section for Anthropology and 
Ethnology and to the Photographic Archive of the Italian Geographic Society of Rome. For 
Eritrea, the Eritrean Ministry of Education and its Saho Panel of the Curriculum Department, 
in particular Ibrahim Mohammed Ali and Suleman Mohammed Ahmed, all the administrators 
of the cities and villages visited during the research, as well as all the directors and 
teachers of the Saho schools, all the LRPs that are mentioned below, and the Research and 
Documentation Centre of Asmara. Special thanks to Dott. Abdulkader Saleh Mohammad, 
and the late Ezio Tonini of the library of the Pavoni Social Centre. For Ethiopia, the Irob 
Culture and Language Association (ILCA) of Mekelle; the Saho Desk of the Mekelle Branch 
of the Ethiopian Ministry of Education, the University of Mekelle, the Ethiopian Catholic 

Introduction
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Ca’ Foscari University of Venice. At first, this university took part through its 
Department of Historical Studies, and later through its Department of Asian 
and North African Studies. The teams of “Ethnorêma” and the University of 
Naples “L’Orientale” had been working on the Saho language for more than 
ten years, and this had already produced several publications such as Vergari 
& Vergari (2003), Vergari (2005) as well as Banti & Vergari (2005). On the 
other hand, since the early Nineties the team from the Ca’ Foscari University 
of Venice had been studying the ethnography and history of some population 
groups of northern Eritrea and of the Eritrean and Ethiopian highlands on the 
basis of direct field research and of early colonial sources. The field trips from 
2008 to 2011 of the ATMCS project were co-funded by the University of Naples 
“L’Orientale”, the IsIAO (“Istituto Italiano per l’Africa e l’Oriente”), the Italian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and  the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice. From 
2013 to 2016 it has been part of the wider ATRA project (“Aree di Transizione 
linguistiche e culturali in Africa” ─ “Linguistic and Cultural zones of transition 
in Africa”), which was funded by the Italian Ministry for Education, Universities 
and Scientific Research as a FIRB ─ Futuro in Ricerca project.

Carried out in close co-operation with official institutions of Eritrea and 
Ethiopia, the ATMCS project aims at documenting the traditional material 
culture of the Saho, its variation across the different Saho-speaking communities 
of Eritrea and northern Ethiopia, the terminology it is associated with as well 
as the more general dialect variation in phonology, grammar and the lexicon. 
This approach has been used fruitfully and effectively especially for European 
language and population groups, for instance by the Wörter und Sachen 
movement of the early 20th century in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France 
and Italy. It is an approach that is still well alive and kicking; one recent example 
is the CD-Rom by Kezich, Mott & Tisato (1998) on the traditions of the farmers 
from Trentino in north-eastern Italy. However, it has been seldom adopted 
for the study of languages and cultures from Sub-Saharan Africa. Among the 
few exceptions one can mention Broß & Ahmad Tela Baba (1996), a dialectal 
documentation of Hausa traditional crafts. Moreover, projects aimed at Language 
Documentation sometimes not only include language, but also material culture 
and their local variation. A related approach has produced cultural dictionaries 

Eparchy of Adigrat, Abune Tesfaselassie Medhin (bishop of the Ethiopian Catholic Eparchy 
of Adigrat), the priests of the Calliteena monastery, Esayas Tajebe and other scholars of the 
University of Mekelle, the Bureau of Tourism and Indigenous Knowledge of the Irob and the 
Administration Office of Dhawhan, all the LRPs that are mentioned below. Important help 
was also provided by the directors of the Italian Cultural Institute of Addis Abeba, the Hon. 
Ato Berhe Zigta Tesfay (Irob representative in the House of Peoples’ Representatives of the 
Ethiopian Federal Parliamentary Assembly), and the University of Addis Ababa. A particular 
mention is also deserved by the translators, Colette Renee Richards e Martin Brady.

1 Actually, the department was called Department for African and Arab Studies at 
that time. It merged with two other departments and became the new Department for Asia, 
Africa and the Mediterranean in 2012.
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or encyclopaedic lexicons, such as Leus & Salvadori (2006) for the Boorana 
Oromo of south-western Ethiopia and north-eastern Kenya, Micheli (2007) on 
the Kulango from the Ivory Coast, or the multidialectal dictionary of the Tuareg 
language and culture by Ritter (2009; reviewed by Di Tolla, 2012, and Gori, 
2010b, who called it a “dizionario etnografico-antropologico”). Otherwise, the 
sad norm is that dictionaries and lexicons provide very little information about 
the material cultures of the communities that speak the languages or dialects 
they describe. Since they are changing at a quick pace, and many traditional 
handcrafted objects are replaced by cheaper or allegedly “more efficient” ones 
produced by local factories or imported from abroad, failing to include it can 
mean losing for ever a wealth of skills, knowledge and traditions that have 
been developed by past generations and that are in most cases sustainable and 
well adapted to the local conditions and environments.

2. The Saho

The Saho traditional homeland lies south of Asmara and Massawa and reaches 
the ʿAfar depression. According to Eberhard, Simons & Fennig (2021), there 
are more than 240,000 Saho native speakers in Eritrea. Southern Saho dialects 
are also spoken by ca. 33,000 people belonging to the Irob and a few smaller 
groups in Ethiopia, mainly in Tigray. Several ethnically Saho individuals who 
were born in Sudan or in other countries of the Saho diaspora, or even in the 
major urban centres of Eritrea and Ethiopia tend to shift to other languages 
and use less and less Saho as their mother tongue.

The Saho population includes several major groups,2 most of them having 
their distinctive territories. In Eritrea these were partly established during the 
early decades of 20th century by the Italian colonial authorities and consist 
in narrow bands of land that stretch from the highlands to the coastal plains. 
Like the ʿAfar, most Eritrean Saho are Ḥanafī Sunni Muslims; many of them 
follow the Khatmiyya Sufi order, especially since the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries (cf Miran 2005). However, the Irob in Tigray and some Eritrean 
villages around Sancafe (Ty Sänʿafä; En Senafe; It Senafè) and on the Amba 
Soyra plateau traditionally follow Orthodox Christianity. Several of them 
became Catholic during the last two centuries.

The Saho-speaking communities call their own language Saahot luqha 
‘language of the Saho’ or Saahot waani ‘id.’.3 It forms the Saho-ʿAfar group of 

2 Notice that here “group” will refer to major sections of the Saho-speaking 
communities, such as the Minifire. “Clan” will refer to subsections of a group, such as the 
Dhasamo within the Minifire, whereas “lineage” will be used for subsections of a clan, such 
as the Cabdalla Xarak within the Dhasamo.

3 Saho words are written in the Roman-based Eritrean official orthography of this 
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East Cushitic together with ʿAfar, which is spoken from south-eastern Eritrea 
and northern Djibouti almost until Dire Dawa in eastern Ethiopia.

The origin of the term Saho is unclear, but it is interesting to point out that it 
occurs with a number of variants in its two neighbouring Ethiosemitic languages: 
Ty Šäho ~ Šahu ~ Šoho ~ Saho, Ti Säḥo. The first European travellers used 
another variant with a different vowel, i.e., Shiho (Salt 1816: 343). Surprisingly, 
there seems to be no mention of the Saho in Arab or European sources from the 
Middle ages or the Early Modern period (see also Vergari 2021:95 f.).

Three major dialect groups are distinguished within Saho: Northern, Central 
and Southern Saho. Northern Saho is spoken mainly by the Tharuuca and the 
Casawurta (It Assaorta), Central Saho by the Minifire and the Dabrimeela, 
Southern Saho by the Irob and the Xazo (~ Xado). [Fig. 1, 37]. There are 
considerable phonological, morphological and lexical differences between 
Northern and Southern Saho dialects. Generally speaking, some Southern Saho 
dialects like Xazo share more isoglosses with Afar than the Northern ones and 
Irob (cf Morin 1994, 1995; Ibrahim Mohammed 1997; Banti & Vergari 2017).

The Eritrean Ministry of Education tried since 1998 to curb language shift 
and the loss of the traditional culture among the groups of Saho who had 
been resettled in the western lowlands of Eritrea by establishing a few Saho 
primary schools in the Gash Barka region, e.g., in Mayshigli. The language is 
not particularly endangered in the traditional Saho-speaking homeland areas 
of the highlands and coastal plains of central Eritrea, where several children 
and women in rural areas are still wholly monolingual. According to official 
Eritrean data (Ministry of Education 2007), in those years there were 39 Saho 
primary schools attended by more than 5000 students. They used Saho books 
for Science, Mathematics, Social Studies, Life Skills, and Saho Language, printed 
in Eritrean written Saho, a standardized and partly koineized variety (cf. Banti, 
Vergari 2008). The Irob of Tigray had Irob Saho introduced in 2010 as a means 
of instruction in the schools of their administrative zone but its orthography is 
an adapted form of the Ge’ez script, rather than a Roman-based one.4

Whereas the Saho-speaking groups of Tigray are settled agriculturalists, 
most of the Eritrean Saho had a mixed farming and pastoralist economy. Their 

language. Whenever there is also a commonly used English or Italian spelling, or a Tigrinya 
version of these terms, these have also been added. If the correct form of a Saho word 
or place name found in one of the sources could not be identified, the term has been 
entered here as it occurs in the source, but placed between angle brackets or chevrons, 
e.g., <Turub> from Conti Rossini (1903: p. 37 of the excerpt), near the Qooxayto (Ty 
Qoḥayto; En Qohaito; It Cohaitò) plateau. Words from other Semitic languages have been 
transliterated according to the conventions of the Encyclopaedia Aethiopica.

4 This is a strategy that has also been adopted for a few other languages in Ethiopia, 
e.g., for Harari, and for Kunama, even though each of them has adapted the Geʿez script 
in a different way. On the other hand, Oromo, Somali, ʿAfar, Sidamo and a few other 
languages opted for Roman-based orthographies.
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herds of cattle grazed in the central highlands of Eritrea and were moved 
during the rainy season to the coastal lowlands, while fields were cultivated 
both in these two areas and on the escarpment. Some central Saho-speaking 
groups also used to drive their herds to graze in the appropriate season in 
the fertile Hazamo (Ty Ḥazǝmo ~ Ḥazamo; En Hasamo; It Hasamò) plain, 
southwest of Caddi Qayyix (Ty ʿAddi āyǝḥ; En Adi Keyh ~ Addi Qeyh; It Addi 
Caièh). During the second half of the 20th century, the Ethiopian occupation, 
war and drought caused several thousands of Eritrean Saho to seek refuge 
in Sudan or other countries; others were resettled as farmers in the eastern 
lowlands of Eritrea, mainly in the Gash Barka region. The loss or dramatic 
reduction of many herds caused settled farming to play an increasing role 
also in the economy of many traditional areas of the Eritrean Saho. On the 
other hand, an increasing number of Eritrean Saho and Irob have engaged in 
trade, teaching or other services or tertiary activities.

However, also the growing impact of modernization has caused a 
considerable loss of the traditional culture in several areas of life. For 
instance, while wedding songs such as the margaddiino, religious Moslem 
poetry like the nazme (cf. Banti and Vergari 2014), work songs, or children’s 
songs are still quite alive, the political cadar poetry of the great poets like 
Farhekoobe (died 1867 or 1868) and Xajji Saalix Xindago (died 1993), which 
was closely linked to the traditional power structure of the reezon (‘chiefs’, 
sing. reezanto), declined in Eritrea during the Ethiopian occupation, and 
didn’t find a renewed place in the new political system after independence. 
However, cadar poems of the great poets of the past are highly revered today 
(cf. Ibrahim Mohammed Ali 2007, pp. 76-160, and the articles by Axmadsacad 
Maxammad in the journal Xanlake).5 The major living Eritrean Saho poets 
today live in the diaspora. Instead, cadar poetry appears to be quite alive 
among the Irob in Ethiopia: poets are invited for important celebrations 
like weddings, and other festivals, and it is not infrequent to watch them 
competing with each other. Important collections of cadar poems have been 
published in Addis Ababa during the last decade, such as Berhe Zigta (2011, 
2012). On the other hand, the popular culture of male and female singers, 
who often compose their own songs on nationalism, social issues and love 
with formal and stylistic procedures that are not very different from those of 
cadar poetry, is now well known in all Saho communities.

The shift to settled agriculture and increasing sedentism causes knowledge 
about cattle herding to be less widespread than in previous times, and many 
kinds of traditional temporary dwellings to be replaced by permanent buildings 
both in the Eritrean highlands and in the lowlands. Dore’s contribution in this 
volume provides abundant details about this. Early accounts such as those by 

5 Cf. Axmasacad Maxammad Cumar (2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2009), where he 
published several papers on Saho culture and language.
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the Italian mission of 1905-06 (Dainelli, Marinelli 1912; Ciruzzi et al. 2002) 
point out that there were no specialized craftsmen or craftswomen in the 
Eritrean Saho settlements: every man was able to build his own house or help 
others to build theirs, and manufactured the wooden objects needed in his 
household, such as the large bowls known as koora or galadda, while every 
woman was able to tan animal skins, prepare leather objects, weave doum 
palm (Hyphaene thebaica) fibres, and manufacture clay containers. This has 
been changing considerably. Stone buildings in the highlands are increasingly 
built by specialised masons, who are sometimes also called in the lowlands 
for building the stone houses with which the wealthiest families are slowly 
replacing the traditional macdani dwellings made of wooden poles, branches 
and grass. With the only exception of traditional beehives, wooden objects 
are used less and less, and are increasingly replaced by industrial plastic 
and metal tools and containers. Also clay jars are much less common, while 
earthenware cooking and coffee pots such as the jabana (Ty ǧäbäna) are widely 
used, but are bought in markets rather than being handcrafted at home. On 
the other hand, skin mats and, especially, leather containers of different sizes 
are still prepared by several women as part of their daughters’ dowries, even 
though they are increasingly replaced by objects in other materials. The other 
traditional female handcraft that is still quite alive is weaving for producing 
mats, baskets, and other kinds of containers. Doum palm fibres are still used 
to this purpose, but also synthetic coloured raffia.

Thus, even though some aspects of the cultural heritage and handcrafts 
are still alive in the traditionally Saho-speaking areas of Eritrea and Tigray, 
it is clear that several of them have vanished or are in decline, and that the 
linguistic and cultural knowledge that is associated with them will disappear 
during the next decades.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the picture that has been sketched 
above, as well as the data that are discussed in the following subsections 
and chapters of this volume could be updated until February 2020, when 
a team of this project last travelled to Tigray. After the war broke out in 
November 2020, the Saho-speaking areas of northern Ethiopia have been 
heavily affected, and some of the things described here may have changed or 
been lost.

3. The ATMCS project in more detail: its history, methodology 
and aims

As mentioned above, this project aims at documenting the traditional material 
culture of the Saho and its variation across the different Saho-speaking 
communities of Eritrea and northern Ethiopia, the terminology it is associated 
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with as well as the more general dialect variation in phonology, grammar and 
the lexicon. In particular, it has been collecting data on the following cycles 
of traditional activities:

a) bee keeping and honey harvesting;
b) traditional buildings (houses, enclosures etc.) and how they are built;
c) preparing leather objects;
d) preparing mats and other objects with plant fibres;
e) animal husbandry;
f) cultivating different domesticated plants;
g) food (acquisition, transformation, cooking, eating and commensality, 

i.e., how people eat together).
It should be pointed out that Italian sources from the colonial age provide a 
wealth of useful data on several of these aspects of the Saho material culture 
for the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. In particular, 
the Eritrean Mission of 1905-06 by A. Mochi, L. Loria and others crossed the 
core Saho-speaking areas of that time and collected an impressive amount 
of data on how they lived, as shown by Mochi (1906), Loria, Mochi (1906), 
Dainelli (1908, 1910), Dainelli, Marinelli (1912), Loria (1912, 1936), Venieri 
(1935), Ciruzzi et al. (2002), etc. The objects that mission collected were 
brought to Italy, and part of them is still displayed in the Museum of Natural 
History of Florence (Section of Anthropology and Ethnology). In this manner, 
the objects and practices that are observed today can be compared with those 
of more than one century ago. This diachronic depth provides the particular 
enterprise of documenting the cultural heritage of the Saho with a dynamic 
dimension: what can be documented is not only what exists today in the 
different areas they live in, but also how it has changed and evolved during 
the last 100 years, at least for the areas they inhabit in Eritrea.

The sources used for preparing this book have been the following ones: 
– simple notes of travellers and missionaries (especially of the 19th 

century); 
– reports or records of expeditions from the Italian and British colonial 

times; 
– old and recent lexicographic sources; 
– several (even recent) contributions by historians, anthropologists, 

linguists and archaeologists; 
– Saho schoolbooks; etc.

For comparative purposes, dictionaries and other sources on the ʿAfar, 
Tigrinya, Tigre, Geʿez, and Arabic languages have been used whenever it has 
been possible.

However, the main source of information was fieldwork done by Moreno 
and Roberta Vergari, Ahmedsaad Mohammed Omer (an Eritrean researcher, 
who had been trained during the first stage of the project), Giorgio Banti 
and Gianni Dore in different documentary locations of Eritrea and northern 
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Ethiopia. Such locations had been chosen for representing different dialect 
varieties of Saho as well as the above mentioned cycles of activities as they are 
carried out by native speakers of this language. Whenever possible, the same 
locations of the above-mentioned Italian mission of 1905-06 were selected. 
In each location local informants were administered specific questionnaires 
in order to collect data about:

• the above-mentioned seven cycles of activities;
• the artefacts that are used for performing them;
• how such artefacts are used;
• who builds them and how;
• technical knowledge and how it is transmitted;
• popular beliefs, tales and proverbs about such artefacts;
• dialect variation.

As mentioned above, the ATMCS project started in 2007. Field research and 
interviews were carried out from 2008 to 2011 in Eritrea and, subsequently, 
in 2013-2014, 2017-2018, and 2020 in Ethiopia.6 However, field research 
on the Saho had already been carried out by Moreno and Roberta Vergari 
during 12 field trips in Eritrea, which were done between 1994 and 2007, 
together with Ahmedsaad Mohammed Omer starting from 2000, in Asmara, 
Xirhgiigo, Laaxazen, Ayromale, Malka, Forho, Cabi Giraat, Igiila, Sibirraso, 
Sancafe, Cayba. On the other hand, Giorgio Banti has already started to 
work on several aspects of the Saho language with native speakers from the 
Eritrean diaspora in Italy during the 90s, and it was the late Klaus Wedekind 
who suggested he and the Vergaris should join their research efforts on this 
language and the community of its speakers.

Up to now the ATMCS team collected more than 100 hours of audio 
recordings, ca. 17 hours of video recordings, and more than 5000 pictures in 
the documentary locations showed in Figure 2.7 

6 In particular, Moreno Vergari took part in all the field trips, Roberta Vergari didn’t 
take part in 2014 and Ahmedsaad Mohammed Omer in 2017. Gianni Dore took only part in 
the 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2014 field trips, and Giorgio Banti in those of 2008, 2010, and 
2014.

7 For further information about the ATMCS project see the websites www.sahoarchive.
org, www.ethnorema.it/en/saho. The publications the project produced are listed in 
the references. In addition to these, two videos have been produced, the one a general 
presentation of the ATMCS project, the other about the Mesqel (Ty Mäsqäl) celebrations 
among the Irob.
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4. The documentary locations8

ERITREA

1. Laacaytan. A village located a couple of kms from Nafaasit (En, It Nefasit, 
Ty Näfasit), at the beginning of the Nafaasit-Deqqemaxaare (En Dekemhare, 
It Decamerè, Ty Däqqämḥare) road. It was a seasonal camp of the Tharuuca 
Saho till the second half of the 80s. After that the Eritrean government gave 
the territory to them as permanent settlement. 

Region: Northern Red Sea [Zooba Qilbat Casa Bad]
Sub-Zone (Province): Gindac (En, It Ghinda, Ty Gindaʿ)
Coordinates: 15°19’20’’N  39°03’50’’E
Altitude: 1700 m
Population: 1700 (420 households)
The interviews were conducted on the 2nd and 3rd February 2010, in 

different locations of the village.
Main LRPs: Ibraahim Xuseen Cali (IX), a 48 year old farmer and Diini 

Cabdalla Abraahim (DC), a 53 year old farmer, both of them from the Bet 
Sarax clan of the Tharuuca group of the Saho.

Other LRP: A Casawurta woman.
[Fig. 3]

2. Xadish. A village located a few kms after Forho, on the Massawa-Assab 
road. Its alternative and new name is Khadra (“greenness”). The inhabitants 
of Xadish (“new”) are from the Casaleesan clan of the Casawurta group of 
the Saho.

Region: Northern Red Sea [Zooba Qilbat Casa Bad]
Sub-Zone (Province): Forho
Coordinates: 15°13’45”N   39°36’19”E
Altitude: 95 m
Population: data not available
The interview was carried out on the 31st January 2010, in the house of 

“Xajji” Maxmuud Maxammad Saciid.
Main LRP: “Xajji” Maxmuud Maxammad Saciid (XM), an 86 year old 

farmer, from the Casaleesan clan of the Casawurta group of the Saho.
 [Fig. 4]

8 Coordinates are taken from Google Earth and indicate approximately the centre of 
the village or town. The age of the Language Resource Persons (LRPs) is that of the time of 
the interview.
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3. Irhaafalo. A village 75 km. south of Massawa, 25 km. south from Forho, 
on the Massawa-Assab road. Located on the Gulf of Zola, Irhaafalo is a place 
for pasture for the Minifire clans of the highlands, from November to April 
(during the zazac, the short rainy season of the lowlands). In the past, Irhaafalo 
was an important trade centre, whit its two caravan routes to Akkale Guzaay 
(En Akele Guzai, Ty Akkälä Guzay), Dankalia and Tigray.

Region: Northern Red Sea [Zooba Qilbat Casa Bad]
Sub-Zone (Province): Forho
Coordinates: 15°04’23’’N  39°44’51’’E 
Altitude: 10 m
Population: data not available
The interview was carried out on the 28th January 2010, in the house of 

Maxmud Maxammad Cali.
Main informant: Maxmud Maxammad Cali (MM), a 49 year old farmer 

from the Cabdalla Xarak lineage of the Dhasamo, one of the Minifire clans of 
the Saho.

 [Fig. 5]

4. Buyya. A village located about 30 km south of Irhaafalo, in the northest 
part of Dankalia. It is inhabited by Xazo Saho and by Afar people. Recently, 
Buyya has become an important archeological and paleontological site.

The interviews were conducted on the 24th and 25th January 2010, in 
different locations of the village.

Region: Northern Red Sea [Zooba Qilbat Casa Bad]
Sub-Zone (Province): Galacloo
Coordinates: 14°49’40’’N  39°50’41’’E
Altitude: 290 m
Population: data not available
Main LRPs: Ismaacil Maxammad Xigo (IM), a 56 year old farmer; Adam 

Cumar Cali (AC), a 49 year old trader; Jumca Maxammad Ismaacil (JM), a 41 
year old housewife; Maryam Cumar Cali (MCC), a 33 year old shop keeper. 
The first was from the Xakabi Gaysa clan of the Xazo group, the other three 
from the Casa Cali Gaysa clan of the Xazo of the Saho.

[Fig. 6] 

5. Caddi Qayyix. The town of Caddi Qayyix (“Red town”) is located 110 kms 
southeast of Asmara. It is populated by Tigrinya- and Saho-speaking communities.

Several interviews were conducted in 2008 and 2009, but Caddi Qayyix 
was the base for most of the travels in the Saho-speaking area in the highlands 
in the previous and following years.

Region: South [Zooba Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Caddi Qayyix 
Coordinates: 14°51’0”N   39°22’20”E
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Altitude: 2400 m
Population (approx.): 25-40.000
Main LRPs: Axmadsacad Maxammad Cumar (AM), a 31 year old (2009) 

teacher of the Faqhat Xarak clan of the Minifire group; Xajji Siraaj Xajji 
Maxammad Cumar (XSX), a 73 year old farmer from the Kunsubi fire clan of the 
Xazo group; Ibraahim Shuum Maxmud Xajji Xammad Moosa (IS), a 62 year old 
Cultural Assistant, from the Casaleesan clan of the Casawurta group of the Saho.

[Fig. 7]

6. Ciyaago. Small village on the Qooxayto plateau, very near to Saafira. 
Important rock shelters in the surroundings. Ciyaago is mainly occupied by 
people of the Faqhat Xarak, a clan of the Minifire group of the Saho.

The interviews were performed the 28th and 29th January 2008 in the 
house and in the apiary of Maxammadnur Xajji Axmad “Baska”.

Region: South [Zooba Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Caddi Qayyix 
Coordinates: 14°51’43’’N  39°24’42’’ E
Altitude: 2600 m
Population: data not available 
Main LRP: Maxammadnur Xajji Axmad “Baska” (MN), a 62 year old 

beekeeper, from the Faqhat Xarak clan of the Minifire group of the Saho.
[Fig. 8]

7. Saafira. Saafira is the main village on the 32 km2 wide Qooxayto plateau, 
famous for its archaeological sites, its rock inscriptions and paintings. Even 
though people of different Saho clans live on the plateau, Saafira is mainly 
occupied by people of the Faqhat Xarak, a clan of the Minifire group of the 
Saho.

The interviews were performed the 31st of January and 1st February 2008, 
and the 31st of January 2011, mainly in the house of Xajji Suleemaan Cumar 
Maxammad.

Region: South [Zooba Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Caddi Qayyix 
Coordinates: 14°52’10’’N  39°25’12’’ E
Altitude: 2630 m
Population: 272 (76 households)9. 
Main LRP: Xajji Suleemaan Cumar Maxammad (XS), a 66 (2011) year old 

farmer and guardian of the archeological sites of Qooxayto, from the Faqhat 
Xarak clan of the Minifire group of the Saho.

Other LRPs: Maxammad Xajji Cumar Xajji Axmadsacad (MX), a 69 year 
old (2009) herder and shopkeeper; Xaliima Saalix Axmad (XSA), a 39 year 

9 Source: Population Census 20.04.2006, Adi Keih Administration, Southern Region.
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old (2008) housewife; Xaliima Idirish Cumar (XIC), a 51 year old (2008) 
housewife, all from the Faqhat Xarak clan of the Minifire group of the Saho.

[Fig. 9]

8. Cishka. A village on the escarpment below Saafira, along the valley of the 
Garadaf.  Cishka is mainly occupied by people of the Faqhat Xarak, a clan of 
the Minifire group of the Saho.

The interviews were performed the 27th of January 2009.
Region: South [Zooba Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Caddi Qayyix 
Coordinates: 14°52’31’’N  39°25’45’’ E
Altitude: 2400 m
Population: 283 (67 households)10. 
Main LRPs: Saciid Bushra Maxammad (SB), a 20 year old student and 

farmer; Axmad Maxammad Axmadsacad (AMA), a 65 year old farmer, both 
from the Faqhat Xarak clan of the Minifire group of the Saho.

[Fig. 10]

9. Kaaribossa. A village located 7 km. from Saafira (by car). The village is 
the main settlement of the Xasabat Care group of the Saho. According to a 
folk etymology, the name of the village means “(there is) only a dog” 11 (from 
kare ‘dog’ and busa ‘only’). 

The interviews were conducted the 6th and 7th February 2008, the 3rd 
February 2009 and the 3rd February 2011 in the house of Maxammadcali 
Axmad Maxammad.

Region: South [Zooba Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Caddi Qayyix
Coordinates: 14°55’00 N 39°25’30 E
Altitude: 2570 m
Population: 374 (80 households)12 
Main LRP: Maxammadcali Axmad Maxammad (MC), a 69 year old (2011) 

farmer and beekeeper, shuum of the Xasabat Care group of the Saho 

10 Source: id.
11 During his visit to the Saho area, the Governor of Eritrea Ferdinando Martini received 

from the local people the following information about Kaaribossa: «In Caribossa, where H.E. 
the Governor stayed on the 21st and 22nd of this month, he was met by all the members of the tribe 
of the H.A., which has recently become autonomous. The tribe descends from the sons of Israel or 
from Shewa according to the legend. It is in C. that a reconnaissance center had been set up by the 
famous bandit A., who died during a clash on the Cora mountain two years ago. The Saho say that 
this has confirmed the came of the place: Cari (dog), bussa (last).». Typewritten copy from the 
Bollettino Ufficiale nr. 47 (21 November 1903), pp. 9-10 (FEP [Document nr. 295 - Escursioni 
di S.E. il Governatore tra i Saho [Estratto] 1903 November 21, [Asmara]).

12 Source: Population Census 20.04.2006, Adi Keih Administration, Southern Region.
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Other LRPs: Saalix Cumar Ibraahim (SC), a 51 year old farmer from the 
Xasabat Care group of the Saho.

[Fig. 11]

10. Dhamxina. A village located 27 km. from Saafira (by car) on the road 
to Forho. The inhabitants of the village are almost all Saho Casawurta of 
the Casakare and Casaleesan clans. The Saho name of the village means “it 
is cold”. It became a permanent settlement during the first years of the 20th 
century13.

The interviews were conducted the 26th January 2009, mainly in the house 
used as mosque.

Region: South [Zooba Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Caddi Qayyix
Coordinates: 15°00’56 N’’  39°27’28’’ E
Altitude: 2200 m
Population: data not available
Main LRPs: Maxmud Ibraahim Aboobakar (MI), a 59 year old agro-

pastoralist and beekeeper and Maxmud Maxammad Ibraahim (MMI), a 68 
year old agro-pastoralist, both from the Casaleesan clan of the Casawurta 
group of the Saho.

[Fig. 12] 

11. Xaruba. Situated some kms after Dhamxina and Raaw, at the feet of the 
mount Farhum.

The inhabitants of the village are almost all of the Casakare and Casaleesan 
clans of the Casawurta.

The interviews were conducted in Xaruba (but the LRPs were from other 
villages) the 2nd February 2009. 

Region: Northern Red Sea [Zooba Qilbat Casa Bad]
Sub-Zone (Province): Forho
Coordinates: 15°02’36 N’’  39°26’13’’ E
Altitude: 2400 m
Population: data not available
Main LRPs: Axmaddin Cabdalla Ibraahim (ACI), a 60 year old farmer 

from Maahiyo; Maxammad Axmad Idris (MA), a 55 year old farmer from 
Raaw; Cusban Sacad Moosa (CS), a 65 year old farmer from Raaw; Ibraahim 
Maxammad Cali (IMC), a 50 year old teacher from Dananlo. All are from the 
Casakare clan of the Casawurta group of the Saho.

[Fig. 13]

13 «Like all the other tribes from Upper Assaorta it doesn’t have any fixed village. It is 
however now building one on the Coaito, which has been given the name of Damhena.». Magg. 
Teobaldo Folchi (1898), in Zaccaria (2009:230).
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12. Thiisha. A village located a couple of km. northeast of Sancafe. Its Saho 
inhabitants are mainly form the Gacaso and Dhasamo clans of the Minifire 
group of the Saho.

The interview was conducted the 5th February 2008, in the house of 
Cumardiin Ibraahim Ismaacil.

Region: South [Zooba Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Sancafe
Coordinates: 14°43’31’’N  39°26’36’’E
Altitude: 2450 m
Population: data not available
Main LRP: Cumardiin Ibraahim Ismaacil (CI), a ca. 50 year old beekeeper 

of the Gacaso clan of the Minifire group of the Saho. 
[Fig. 14]

13. Golo. The village of Golo (“valley, canyon, gorge”) is placed on the Soyra 
plateau.

The interview was conducted the 29h January 2009, outside the school of 
the village.

Region: South [Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Sancafe
Coordinates: 14°43’20’’N  39°29’54’’E
Altitude: 2720 m
Population: data not available
Main LRPs: Maxammad Axmad Xigo (MAX), a 67 year old farmer; Cabdu 

Yoosuf Cabdu (CY), a 65 year old farmer; Suleeman Ismaacil Suleeman (SI), 
a 85 year old farmer; Siraaj Cabdalla Axmad (SCA), a 63 year old farmer. All 
are from the Gacaso clan of the Minifire group of the Saho. 

[Fig. 15]

14. Mako. A village on the Amba Soyra plateau. Mako is the main village of 
the Dabrimeela group of the Saho.

The interviews was conducted the 29h January 2009 in the house of 
Xammad Adam Axmad.

Region: South [Debuub]
Sub-Zone (Province): Sancafe
Coordinates: 14°42’40’’N  39°31’34’’E 
Altitude: 2720 m
Population: 620 (127 households)14

Main LRP: Xammad Adam Axmad (XA), an 81 year old agro-pastoralist, 
from the Dabrimeela group of the Saho. 

[Fig. 16]

14 Source: Administration office in Mako, 29.01.09.
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ETHIOPIA

15. Caddigirat15 [It, En Adigrat, Ty ʿAddigrat]. Capital of the Eastern Tigray 
[Ty Tǝgray] zone, Caddigirat was the main city of the historical Cagaame [It 
Agamè, En Agame, Ty ʿ Agamä] province. Located near the border with Eritrea, 
it has held for centuries a strategic position being a crossroads to different 
important cities.

The interviews were conducted in October 2014, February 2017, 
September-October 2018, and January-February 2020.

Region: Tigray
Zone: Eastern Tigray
Province-District: Caddigirat
Coordinates: 14°16’46’’N  39°27’3’’E 
Altitude: 2450 m
Population: 57,58816; estimation (July, 200817): 71.314 
Main LRPs: Alema Gebray Woldemaryam (AGW) teacher at the Language 

Department (Saaho) of the College of Teachers Education & Educational 
Leadership of ʿAbiy ʿAddi; Zigta Xadgu (ZX), an Irob teacher and writer, and 
people from the Irob Culture and Language Association of Mekelle (Mäqälä).

Other LRPs: Several other Saho-speaking people from the Irob area, form 
the Buknayti Care, Adgadi Care and Xaasaballa clans of the Irob group. Among 
them Alema Gebray (AG), Kidane Xagos (KH), Kumenit Med-hin (KM), Meles 
Xayis (MH), etc.

[Fig. 17]

16. Dhawhan. Administrative centre of the Irob wereda, few kms south of 
Calliteena.

Region: Tigray 
Zone: Eastern Tigray
Province: Irob 
District: Dayya-Calliteena
Coordinates: 14°30’45’’N 39°33’28’’E
Altitude: 1930 m
Population: 209118

Main LRP: Desta Sebxat (DS)19 of the Bureau of Tourism and Indigenous 
Knowledge of the Irob of Dhawhan, from the Buknayti-Care clan of the Irob group. 

[Fig. 18]

15 Also spelled Caddigiraat.
16 Source: 2007 Population and Housing Census of Ethiopia
17 Source: http://www.ethiodemographyandhealth.org/Tigray.html - last check 10.02.2022.
18 Source: 2007 Population and Housing Census of Ethiopia – Tigray Region.
19 Other meetings with him also in Kallacasa.
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17. Calliteena. Located 47 kms from Caddigirat and 5 from Dhawhan, 
Calliteena was the administrative centre of the Irob wereda till 2013, when 
Dhawhan replaced it. Calliteena was, since 1845, the main centre of the first 
activity of the Catholic Lazarist missionaries. The school of Calliteena became 
one of the first centres of modern education in Ethiopia.

The interviews were conducted in October 2014, February 2017 and 
January 2020, mainly in the monastery of Calliteena. 

Region: Tigray
Zone: Eastern Tigray
Province: Irob
District: Dayya-Calliteena
Coordinates: 14°31’27’’N 39°34’11’’E
Altitude: 1880
Population: 4.90520

Main LRPs: Abba Haylu Xagos (AHX)21, Director of the Minor Seminary 
of Caddigirat, former Director of the pre-Seminary of Calliteena; Alema 
Misginna (AMI), a 39 year old Administrator of Kallacasa and farmer.

Other LRPs: Several inhabitants of Calliteena, mainly from the Buknayti 
Care clan of the Irob.

[Fig. 19]

18. Kallacasa. Kallacasa (“having red soil”) is on the road to Cayga, very few 
kms after Dhawhan, and very near to Calliteena. 

The interviews were conducted the 9th, 10th and 13th October 2014 and 
17th February 2017 in the house of Tesfay Misginna.

Region: Tigray
Zone: Eastern Tigray
Province: Irob
District: Dayya-Calliteena
Coordinates: 14°32’03’’N  39°33’01’’E
Altitude: m 2000 
Population: not available
Main LRP: Tesfay Misginna (TM), an approximately 60 years old farmer from 

the Yaabo Debesay Dik sub-clan of the Buknayti-Care clan of the Irob group.
Other LRPs: Desta Ber-he (DB), a 61 year old housewife; Dori Asgedom22 

(DA) of the Irob Culture and Language Association of Mäqälä. All are from 
the Buknayti-Care clan of the Irob group, and other inhabitants.

[Fig. 20]

20 id.
21 Other meetings with him also in Caddigirat.
22 Other meetings with him also in Mäqälä and Caddigirat.
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19. Dayya. Dayya is at about 2-3 kms from Calliteena. 
The interview was conducted the 30th January 2020 in the house of Kaxsay 

Suba.
Region: Tigray
Zone: Eastern Tigray 
Province: Irob 
District: Dayya-Calliteena
Coordinates: 14°31’35’’N 39°34’50’’
Altitude: 1930
Population: data not available
Main LRP: Kaxsay Suba (KS), a 59 farmer from the Buknayti Care clan of 

the Irob group.
[Fig. 21]

20. Cayga. Located in one of the highest places of the Irob area, about 15 kms 
from Dhawhan. Wonderful view to the Eritrean mountains (like the Amba 
Soyra and the mountains around Sancafe) and the Shumzaana (Ty Šǝmzana) 
area.

The interviews were conducted the 29th January 2020 in the houses of the 
two LRPs.

Region: Tigray
Zone: Eastern Tigray 
Province: Irob
District: Waratle
Coordinates: 14°33’35’’N 39°32’125’’E 
Altitude: 2780
Population: data not available
Main LRPs: Abraha Tesfay Bezzexe (AT), a 65 year old farmer; Alema 

Haylu (AH), a 64 old farmer, both from the Buknayti Care clan of the Irob 
group. 

[Fig. 22]

5. Contents of this volume

This book comprises two long contributions. In the first one, Gianni Dore 
provides a historical and anthropological overview of the dwelling practices 
of the Saho-speaking communities. In its introductory part the population 
dynamics of the Eritrean Highlands, the costal lowlands and the Danakil 
depression is described, on the basis of the historical accounts from pre-
colonial and colonial sources, and of more recent observations by different 
subjects and the ATMCS project team. Transhumance and trade routes such 
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as the centuries old salt routes are highlighted and discussed, as well as the 
social categories of identity that play a role in the different population groups 
that live in the area.

The 19th and early 20th century sources provide a wealth of observations 
about the different kinds of homes and housings used by the Saho-speaking 
communities, which make it possible to treat them not only by observing 
what is happening now, but also by developing a historical perspective on 
their changing vs. their inherited features. On the one hand, mobile and 
provisional dwellings such as the daasa used on the slopes of the escarpment 
are described. Traditional architecture made much use of tree trunks and 
branches, but deforestation reduced forests from 30% of the Eritrean territory 
in 1889 to 0,4% in 1986. The national Government is now trying to stop this 
and to extend the total surface of national forests by planting new trees and 
placing severe restrictions on tree cutting. This has caused an increasing use 
of stone masonry and concrete bricks, with zinc roofs and iron doors. The 
growing Tigrayan influence has also contributed to the generalisation of the 
naxsa type of dwelling on the Eritrean Highlands. In the Irob area of Tigray, 
the corresponding kind of dwelling is the stone hidmo. The gendered division 
of the spaces in these different types of dwellings and of domestic work are 
also examined, together with the techniques of construction, the materials 
and tools used in the homes, and how food is transformed. Pastoral spaces 
and the abur for domestic animals are described together with the spaces 
devoted to agriculture and farming.

In the lowlands the traditional dwellings are quite different, the most 
widespread being the macdani. But they are being slowly replaced by new 
hybrid types or by concrete bricks buildings. In the two final sections, access to 
water and to the mountain areas, as well as the residential areas are described, 
and the general trends in place names and their meanings are briefly analysed, 
together with a list of pastoral place names from the colonial era.

The second contribution is an encyclopedic lexicon23 of Saho and Irob 
building practices, dwellings, and daily activities authored by Moreno and 
Roberta Vergari, and Ahmedsaad Mohammed Omer. The main terms used 
for the different kinds of buildings and their annexes, for their construction, 
and the normal day-to-day activities that are performed in them are defined 
and explained. Whenever necessary, the lexicon also describes what is done 
in connection with these things. All the Saho words mentioned in the first 
contribution by Dore are included in the encyclopedic lexicon.

The entries are frequently illustrated by pictures, or refer to pictures in 
Dore’s essay. Each entry is structured in the following way:

i. Saho entry.
ii. Basic grammatical information.

23 See also § 1 in this “Introduction”.
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iii. English gloss.
iv. Singulative and/or plural forms with their respective genders and 

variant forms.
v. Dialectal variants.
vi. Cross references to variant forms, to other entries that appear to be 

derivationally related to the entry, as well as to semantically related 
entries.

ix. Cross reference to the entries in Leo Reinisch’s Wörterbuch der Saho-
Sprache (1890) when they refer to the same word. His entries are listed 
in the “Appendix” of this contribution. 

x. Etymologically related words in ʿ Afar, Arabic and Ethiosemitic languages 
(mainly Tigrinya and Tigre).

This encyclopedic lexicon includes around 1000 full entries for headwords 
that display the above structure with 10 sub-sections, and an additional set of 
about 400 entries for variants of the above headwords.

6. Major features of the Eritrean and Irob Saho 
orthographies

Eritrean and Ethiopian Saho now have official orthographies. The Eritrean 
People’s Liberation Front introduced the Latin script for Saho schoolbooks 
in 1983, and officialized this choice in the 1990s. This initiated the Eritrean 
written Saho that is now taught in schools and used in published materials. 
In Ethiopia, an orthography based on fidel, i.e., on the Geez script was 
introduced in the 1970s. It was officially modified in 2009. Today, it is used 
in schoolbooks from grade 1 to 8 in Irob schools in Tigray, and recently it 
has also been used in other publications. Table 1 shows the major differences 
between the two writing systems. Notice that whereas [ʔ] is represented by the 
series of እ in the fidel-based Ethiopian Saho orthography, in the Latin-based 
Eritrean one it is represented by Ø word initially. Word-internally it mainly 
occurs in Arabic loanwords, where it is represented by a hyphen, e.g., qiraa-a 
‘reading, learning’ < Ar qirā’a. Furthermore, [ɖ] and [ɽ] and, respectively, 
[k’] and [x’] are contextual variants, i.e., allophones of the two phonemes /ɖ/ 
and /k’/. They are distinguished in the Eritrean Saho orthography, but not in 
the Ethiopian one, which is based on Irob Saho, rather than on northern Saho 
like the Eritrean orthography. This is also the reason why the Ethiopian Saho 
orthography lacks symbols for sounds that do not occur in southern Saho, 
such as [ʧ], [ʤ], [ʃ], [ɲ], [ʧ’], and [x].
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IPA Eritrean Saho Ethiopian Saho

[ɖ, ɽ] dh, rh ጽ

[ʧ] č ─

[ʤ] j ─

[ʃ] sh ─

[ɲ] gn ─

[t’] th ጥ

[ʧ’] ch ─

[s’] ts ፅ

[x] kh ─

[k’, x’] q, qh ቅ

[ħ] x ሕ

[ʕ] c ዕ

[ʔ] ─ እ

Table 1. Eritrean and Ethiopian Saho orthographies: differences in the representations of some consonants.

Long vowels and consonants are represented in Eritrean Saho orthography by 
doubling the letters that represent them. The fidel-based orthography used in 
Ethiopia marks instead vowel length by means of a tilde, i.e., 〈~〉 after the vowel 
but consonant length, i.e., gemination by means of the 6th order symbol followed 
by the required order of the vowel that follows the long consonant. Notice that 
the 4th order represents consonants followed by [a], and the 1st one consonants 
followed by [e]: the 5th order is not used in Ethiopian Saho orthography.

IPA Eritrean Saho Ethiopian Saho

[ʔa, ba, baː] a, ba, baa ኣ, ባ, ባ~

[ʔe. be. beː] e, be, bee አ, በ, በ~

[ʔi, bi, biː] i, bi, bii ኢ, ቢ, ቢ~

[ʔo. bo, boː] o, bo, boo ኦ, ቦ, ቦ~

[ʔu. bu, buː] u, bu, buu ኡ, ቡ, ቡ~

Table 2. Long and short vowels in the two Saho orthographies.
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IPA Eritrean Saho Ethiopian Saho

[ʔabːa] ‘father’ abba ኣብባ

[ʔoːbːe] ‘I heard’ oobbe ኦ~ብበ

[rabːi] ‘Lord’ Rabbi ራብቢ

[maːbːo] ‘hearing’ maabbo ማ~ብቦ

[sabːuːra] ‘blackboard’ sabbuura ሳብቡ~ራ

Table 3. Long consonants in the two Saho orthographies.

Finally, one should note that minimal tonal pairs such as [báɖa] ‘son’ vs. 
[baɖá] ‘daughter’ are distinguished in Ethiopian Saho by means of 〈’〉 after 
the final letter of the word that has a penultimate high tone, e.g., ባጻ’ [báɖa] 
‘son’ vs. ባጻ [baɖá] ‘daughter’. Instead, the final high tone is marked in such 
pairs by a diaeresis or umlaut in Eritrean Saho orthography: <barha> ‘son’ 
vs.<barhä> ‘daughter’ 
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Abbreviations

? uncertain
→  see the entry
~ variant
Ahm Amharic
cf compare
CS Central Saho (Minifire, Dabrimeela)
CS1 Central Saho 1 (Northern Central Minifire, mainly Faqhat Xarak)
CS2 Central Saho 2 (Southern Central Minifire, Dabrimeela)
En English
Er Eritrea
Eth Ethiopia
ex example
f feminine
Fig figure 
i.e. that is
It Italian
lit literally
LRP Language Resource Person, i.e., informant
m masculine
n noun 
NS Northern Saho (Tharuuca, Casawurta, Xasabat Care)
num numeral 
pl plural  
pp postposition 
Prov proverb  
pt particle 
rel to related to 
S Saho
sgtv singulative 
SS Southern Saho (Xazo of Eritrea, Irob of Ethiopia)
SS-Ir Southern Saho (Irob of Ethiopia)
syn synonym 
Ti Tigre
Tr translation   
Ty Tigrinya
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Bibliographic abbrevations used in the etymologies of the 
Encyclopedic lexicon

Af: cAfar (Parker 2006, 2009)
AfMor: cAfar (Morin 2012)
Am: Amharic (Kane 1999)
AmLes: Amharic (Leslau 1976)
Ar: Arabic (Wehr 1994)
ArL: Arabic (Lane 1893)
ArSud: Sudanese Arabic (Hilleslon 1925)
ArSudTP: Sudanese Arabic (Tamis, Persson 2013)
ArWatl: Arabic (Behnstedt, Woidich 2010-2014)
ArYem: Yemeni Arabic (Piamenta 1990)
G: Geʿez (Leslau 1991)
ReinApp: Appendix (Reinisch 1890)
Ti: Tigre (Littmann, Höfner 1962)
TiSM: Tigre (Saleh Mahmud Idris 2015)
Ty: Tigrinya (Kane 2000)
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1. Borders, crossings and identities between the Eritrean 
highlands and the Danakil Depression

In Eritrea, the eastern section of the highlands, with its slopes descending 
towards the Red Sea, was the stage of complex and difficult relations between 
Tigrayan farmers and Saho-speaking pastoralists. In particular, the historic 
region of Akele Guzai (Ty Akkälä Guzay, S Akkale Guzaay),1 which borders 
Northern Danakil in the east and Massawa (S Mutsuwwac) in the south, for 
centuries saw the continuous seasonal migration of Saho herdsmen between 
the Danakil Depression and the highlands. Divided into dispersed settlements 

1 In this contribution it has been chosen to write the place names from the Saho 
area with the official Eritrean Saho orthography, described in § 6 of the “Introduction”. 
In several case also the Tigrinya transliteration has been added with the exception of 
internationally well-known names such as Asmara, Massawa, Adigrat etc. However, in 
such cases also the Tigrinya and Saho forms have been recorded together with their first 
occurrences. Exclusively Tigrinya names are marked as such by adding Ty.

Also the names of the different fractions or subgroups of the Saho have been written 
with the Eritrean Saho spelling. This also happens for personal names and the names of 
different objects. The latter are italicized, and are described in full detail in the encyclopedic 
lexicon that forms the third part of this volume.

Dwelling practices of the Saho 
speaking communities: a historical 
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along the slopes, under the guidance of enterprising leaders, they controlled 
the passes, imposing tolls, under the authority of the nāʾib (Ar, S, Ty nayb) 
rulers appointed by the Ottomans, and organizing raids and counter-raids, 
even against the Ethiopian’s expeditions who would move from the eastern 
border regions of the Tigray (Ty Tǝgray), claiming control on the dues and 
revenues. These were mandatory passages, in fact, where the lines of pastoral 
transhumance passed, which coincided with the commercial routes, as well. 
These routes had been active since the time of the Aksumites, where different 
goods and the valuable and highly sought after Danakil salt transited. As 
elsewhere, these were not linear and continuous borders, but rather pores and 
“gates” that allowed transit between the two regions. Yet it was precisely for 
this reason that they would spark conflict. The ruggedness of the mountain 
paths and crossings became an economic and political resource to manage, 
both in the direction of the sedentary Christians of the highlands and towards 
the ʿAfar of the coastal lowlands. Along the high ridge paths Saho dwellings 
rose up in strategic positions, at careful intervals from one to the next, made 
difficult to access due to their orographic position for incursions by the Tigray 
rulers who sought direct control of the caravan routes and the salt of the 
northern route. 

The narratives of origin, the genealogical charters and even the names of 
these villages and hamlets evoke this history and are part of the Saho collective 
memory, which contemporary events and new historical contingencies are 
always capable of reviving. According to Lanfranco Ricci, the settlement of 
Saho-speaking families and individual shepherds in the eastern highlands 
probably may go back to the first centuries of the Christian era if we analyze 
philologically some toponyms (Ricci 2002: 83). At any rate, pending further 
historical and archeological research, the organization of the stable villages 
saw conclusive acceleration in the early 1900’s, when the area was not 
excluded from the innovation produced by the presence of the Italians during 
the colonial period2. Progressively, part of the Saho-speaking families went 
from pastoralism to complementary agro-pastoralism or even a predominance 
of agriculture, settling in the highland towns or in the newly established 
villages along the slopes. According to Robel’s reconstruction of the history 
of the Faqhat Xarak kisho, based on the internal oral memory, traveller’s 
accounts and archeological signs, the first period was characterized as the 
lineage-segmentation process; they moved from the Nabagade valley for 
seasonal transhumance to the plateau searching new pasturelands. Nabagade 
operates as an intermediary ecological and topographical area which has 

2 The documents of the colonial “Commissariato” of Caddi Qayyix, kept today in 
Italy, are invaluable for the reconstruction of the history of the Akele Guzai region and 
the position of the Saho sections in the ethnic and economic context of the region (Ellero - 
Pezzoli Fund (= FEP), Specola Library, Alma Mater University of Bologna).
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to be included in a complex system: «the highland-lowland dichotomy 
ignores the existence of a medial (intermediary) ecological zone between the 
highland and the lowland»3. Robel describes the complex and multi-variate 
logics of the valley to plateau expansion of the Faqhat Xarak lasting four 
centuries. Two periods could be identified: the first incorporated the lineage 
segmentation factor until the 9th generation roughly until the early decades 
of the 19th c. when new ecological and social factors occurred. In the second 
period the forces and factors driving the expansion of sedentary village were 
not based on lineage or kinship.  The plateau was reached with seasonal 
pastures conflicts with the Tigrayan villages. As Robel writes, the Dhiicot 
plane is a mid-altitude area with an extensive agricultural field of Casawurta 
fractions which plays the same role of Nabagade valley for the Faqhat Xarak. 
The Italian colonial records confirms Dhiicot’s intermediary key position, and 
its specific micro-ecology related to the Xaddas (En Haddas, Ty Ḥaddas) river. 
An analytical census lists 686 names of cultivators and places, their kisho, 
and the extension of each plot. It is an invaluable record on the Saho pastoral 
mobility and the process to be converting into agricultural activities.4 

Control of the transhumance routes and the seasonal alternation of 
pasture areas became for the Saho, as well, a treasury of crucial experience 
and perfected knowledge of the different ecological micro-environments 
between the lowlands and the eastern highland. Their material culture was 
largely forged and organized around a pastoral economy in specific ecological 
environments, and even today, in an age of transformations, this defines their 
cultural makeup and distinctiveness with respect to other Eritrean ethnic 
groups. 

The eastern slopes in time came to operate as a buffer zone and an area of 
identity transformation, an interface between the Red Sea and the highlands. 
The various Saho groups were mediators and local agents of this interchange, 
which assumed both a positive and a negative reciprocity. Some Saho 
individuals and families, involved in trade and brokerage, quickly became 
active in a cosmopolitan Massawa, too, joining the vast commercial network 
that connected the Red Sea and the hinterland up to eastern Sudan, becoming an 
active part of the Islam of brotherhoods (Miran 2009) [Fig. 23]. In the various 
forms that this process assumed, the Saho groups transformed themselves, 
as well, establishing relationships and alliances or even incorporating other 
ethnic elements. They changed their sub-ethnic labels, internal identity, and 

3 Robel Haile 2016: 51. Robel criticizes Morin’s simple categorization into bound 
highland and lowland classes (agani vs. gubi) which «underestimates the high rate of 
pastoral mobility the Saho tribes practice every year» (ivi).

4 FEP, doc.  289: 24 (Caddi Qayyix, February 1942). The following kisho had been 
listed and counting in the census: ‘Bet Fachih’ 105 units, ‘Bet Lelisc’ 235, ‘Idda’ 149, 
‘Fogorotto’ 62, ‘Assacheri’ 17, ‘Hassabat’ 3,  ‘Barodotta’ 36, ‘Assalesan’ 64, ‘Bet Serah’ 1.
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political borders, repeatedly forging and adapting their own genealogies and 
narrations as political and self-legitimization tools, to be used to lay claim to 
autonomy or supremacy in infra-Saho relations, as well as in relations with 
the regional and state powers that succeeded one another over time. 

Spreading out across the territory, which extended even to Enderta (Ty 
Ǝndärta) and Ethiopian Agame (Ty ʿAgamä, S Cagaame) with the Irob, who 
were also Saho speakers, and in their contacts with other people groups and 
the complication of their economic and political relations, they also produced 
variant dialects of their language. Beyond the variable establishment of internal 
borders and the fragmentation of Saho sub-ethnic names like Casawurta, 
Minifire, Tharuuca, Dabrimeela, Xazo, or Xado, and Irob with their further 
divisions [Fig. 37], they did, in fact, and do share a single language and 
a common history, without ever having constituted a single political entity 
(Conti Rossini 1903; Ciruzzi et al. 2002; Abdulkader 2013, Morin 2010). 

The transformation of the mobile Saho dwelling of the lowlands into the 
stable and more complex home, called naxsa, can be considered historically 
and verifiably indicative of this progressive social change within their 
material culture.

2. The Agame, the Mareb Melash and the Ethiopian Danakil. 
Other identifying dynamics

South of the river Mareb (Ty Märäb, S Marab), in the area farthest to the 
North-East of the Ethiopian highlands, the Irob wereda (Ty wäräda) can be 
found today, a district of the macro-region of the Tigray, which has Mekele 
(Ty Mäq̱älä, S Meqhele) as its capital, located just a bit further south, in the 
historic region of the Enderta. This administrative-political organization 
was a significant change with respect to the past of both imperial Ethiopia 
and the socialist-military regime of the DERG. The wereda, organized in 6 
thaabiya (Ty ṭabya) which each included in turn 27 qushet (Ty qwǝšät), is part 
of the historic region called Agame, with Adigrat (Ty ʿAddigrat, S Caddigiraat) 
being the main inhabited area, in the past known also as the Gulomakeda 
(Ty Gulo Mäḵäda) district [Fig. 24]. This territory has narrow valleys and 
is ecologically more vulnerable than the already vulnerable Tigray, since it 
is characterized by the most unfavorable rains, overpopulated with respect 
to the capacity of its lands, which are subject to erosion, and due to the 
quality of the lands which are poorly suited to agriculture and not productive 
enough to maintain the rural households (Strebel 1979; Asfaha, Waters-Bayer 
2001; Nixon-Darcus 2014). For its peripheral position at the border between 
states, it has historically been in communication and intense exchange, often 
of conflict, both with the ambas of neighboring Shumzaana of the Akele 
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Guzai of Eritrea and the Danakil lowlands, where the streams that are born 
there come together, and which only recently, beginning in the 1990s, were 
partially regulated with drainage systems, check dams and terracing, locally 
called daldal and setanmadhdhuwa, ‘Satan’s tie’, [Fig. 209, 273]. This is a 
system protecting the riverbank from flood, thanks to the continuous efforts 
of small farmers who were capable of innovation, and with the Casabol dam, 
which was officially inaugurated in 2008 (Tesfay Ghebray Woldemariam 
2004; Mengistu Hailu Weldegebriel 2014).

The state of crisis following the war between Eritrea and Ethiopia from 
1998-2000 brought about the militarization of the borders and the resettlement 
project during the war. The mountains that divide the Irob territory from 
southeastern Eritrea, once a permeable and manipulable edge, thus became 
rigid borders subject to military and security checks, and so economic exchange 
was blocked, modifying the projections of the region, and breaking its location 
at the cross-roads between the two countries (Seyoum Berhe 2013). The young 
Irob of the 1980s saw temporary migration to the Gulf countries, such as Saudi 
Arabia, as an escape route from a poor economy and famines. 

The Irob speak a southern variant of Saho, as well as Tigrinya. Although 
they use the name Irob for their own ethnic identification, they recognize 
the term Saho for their language and are aware of their bonds with the Saho 
across the border. On the other hand, in the contemporary situation, even in 
the Eritrean context the members of the clan or kisho called Casawurta, in 
self-representing their identity, consider themselves independent. Even in the 
migratory diaspora, they do not strictly identify as Saho, constructing their 
own socio-cultural associations, even on the internet, and giving precedence 
to their own name. As for the Irob, they have the weight of a long history, 
although the history of the Casawurta is perhaps of more recent origin. 
During the colonial period, in fact, at least after the military defeat of 1901, 
they had the strongest political relations with the Italian colonial regime, 
who considered them “more evolved” and definitively the most reliable Saho-
speaking section with which to negotiate (Conti Rossini 1910: 868; Zoli 1930; 
Pollera 1935). For this reason, in the literature of the time, their ethnonym 
was extended in colonial discourse to indicate all the Eritrean Saho sections5. 

In the case of the Irob, the oral traditions gathered and organized in the 
past by internal intellectuals, recorded in writing by Conti Rossini, as well as 
subsequent ones, place settlement in the current Ethiopian territory in the 
context of a possible migration from a district, Kǝlǝtä Awlǝʿalo (Ty), of Seraye 
(Ty Säraye), the historic Eritrean region to the south-west, Wämbärta, Dessa 
and Agella’ǝ (Conti Rossini 1903, 1910, 1913; Tsegay Berhe Gebrelibanos 

5 Naasir Aboobakar bey [Fig. 25] had been appointed “capo dei capi”, paramount 
chief of the Saho (Puglisi 1952, p. 218 ad vocem). Cali Bey, chief of the Minifire, was 
another protagonist of the political interplay with the colonial regime.
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2003). A possible dating sets this relocation in the 12th or 13th century, in 
an era of intensified displacements of people groups in the Ethiopian north. 
Other folk narratives of ethnogenesis coexist with this historical hypothesis 
and sustain their concept of identity. The identity of the Irob, with their own 
oral literature, representations, and material culture, should be studied in 
its dynamism and within the context of its compenetration, even through 
marriage exchanges, in a stratified, hierarchical Tigrinya-speaking agricultural 
society. This integration has had consequences on the customary system, on 
its familial structure and on the means of acquisition and management of 
land. In this territory that was once the theater of the ancient history of 
Ethiopia, they were involved, at least from the 18th century, in its political 
conflicts, also with leading personalities of the Tigray government, such as 
the däğğazmač Säbagadis in the 19th century (1816-1830). Having settled in 
Agame, the Irob of today found themselves living in a poor micro region that 
had already caused immigrants to filter towards Eritrea in search of work as 
manual laborers or askari during the Italian colonial regime. In light of this 
history, therefore, this region and its inhabitants saw themselves assigned a 
devalued identity by the neighboring peoples in the west and south (Conti 
Rossini 1903; Pollera 1935). In recent times, recognized Irob leaders have 
had an active and important role in the opposition and guerilla warfare 
against the DERG regime, and they are represented in the new parliamentary 
makeup of Ethiopia. 

Immersed in the Tigray, with their variant of Saho the Irob are a minority 
linguistic and cultural group within a Tigrinya-speaking majority, which 
is, however, itself a minority when compared to the more widespread and 
dominant Amharic language in Ethiopia. The Saho language is recognized, 
with the adoption of the Ethiopic script, and enjoys institutional advantages, 
with its own textbooks and language teaching within the school system, but 
not with resources and political strength in accordance with its distribution. 
Tigrinya is the second language of the Irob, while Amharic is understood 
and used by the intellectual elite of the group. The Irob cultural association 
is the point where all the strengths of this people come together in order to 
maintain, through the change and inevitable hybridization, a distinctive and 
recognizable identity (Seyoum Berhe 2013). 

The Irob wereda is also divisible into three ethno-historical components, 
sustained by a genealogical charter that is generally shared, which are situated 
from north to south: Adgadi-Care, Buknayti-Care, and Xaasaballa (Baeteman 
1930; Strebel 1979; Gigar Tesfaye 1985). While the other segments of the 
Irob are tied to the Orthodox Christian religion — although Muslims are also 
present — the Buknayti-Care Irob, in the central part of the wereda consider 
their being Catholic to be an important trait of their identity. 

Their own tale of their establishment refers back to the oath that the elders 
are said to have made in 1848 when the Vincentian Giustino De Jacobis 
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decided to settle at the hill of Calliteena (En Alitena, Ty ʿAlitena), right where 
the people officiated prayers to the local protective spirits (De Jacobis 2000). 
Having won the trial of strength between the spiritual powers, observing 
that the God of the Catholics had not caused unfavorable events, the elders 
swore that they would convert and forever be Catholic Christians. Even the 
old Orthodox church of Qidane Mǝhrät (Ty) was conceded to the Vincentians 
(Lazarists). However, the significance of the place of that first settlement 
went beyond this. Even today, the Catholic monastery of Calliteena is, in 
fact, indicated as the Barri Care, where bärr is the ancient Geʿez term used 
to indicate a pass, a place of transit and therefore a place of tolls and checks, 
and is situated in a strategic position in front of mount Cayga, beyond which 
is Eritrea. Thus, the monastery, with its geographically privileged position, 
is located at the intersection of a religious, political and economic history, 
to which the Irob firmly ascribe. At the same time, its decisive and massive 
construction, which was embellished and honed over the years, stood 
monumentally as an example of high architecture in the micro region. The 
Catholic monastery acts as a counterbalance for the Orthodox Christian 
convent of Gunda Gunde, which has a prestigious history [Fig. 26].

Deconstructing their current composition, the Irob have strong ties to 
the Saho, and, in fact, various individuals who live among the Buknayti-
Care descend at least in part from the Saho across the border, even going 
back only to their memory of the first generation of forefathers. The Amba 
Soyra (S Soyrat kooma) just to the north, over which the first Ethiopian ambas 
rise, is an area of transition and exchange between the north and the south. 
Intermarriages with Dabrimeela, Tharuuca and even with Minifire (Gacaso and 
other sub-divisions) have sustained this interchange at various times. If this 
clearly emerges when looking today at individual life stories and genealogies, 
at the same time the social agents at work in the construction of their identity 
reaffirm their distinctiveness and originality as Irob (Dias 2012a, 2012b).

3. The transhumance factors of anthropization and 
hybridization

Pastoral transhumances, with their trajectories and inevitable cyclic rhythm, 
have historically allowed a cultural and techno-economic exchange, and even 
when they have incited land conflicts with the Tigrayans and conflicts over 
water or pastureland, whether internal or with ʿ Afar groups, were fundamental 
agents in hybridization6. The Saho sheep and goat herders were mediators 

6 FEP, doc. 236 (Censimento delle popolazioni assaortine), 237 (Censimento delle 
popolazioni assaortine e aggregate), 241 (Escursione nel bassopiano [orientale]).
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in the relations between Tigrayan farmers and the pastoral world, between 
the highlands and the escarpment and the Red Sea region. In addition to 
initiating the exchange of products, techniques and know-how, they have 
also handled the transhumance of the livestock of Tigrayan farmers in the 
more complicated transactional context, with important consequences, as we 
will see, on dwellings and ways of living [Fig. 27, 28, 29].

3.1. The transhumances of the Akele Guzai

The routes between the eastern Eritrean plateau and the Danakil lowlands 
were crossed in one direction or the other according to the alternating seasons 
of the rains.

Given the conversion of various families or family groups to residential 
agriculture, which took place over the course of time, many pastoral 
migrations follow short-range routes for pasture. The area of the plateau 
called Qooxayto has acted as a relais, for a long time highly prestigious, 
as attested to by the archeological remains, safeguarding the commercial 
routes and exchanges with the ports and docks of the Red Sea, while further 
south the ambas of Amba Soyra with the settlements of Golo and Mako have 
allowed for connections with the ambas at the Ethiopian border. 

The long and short transhumances move from different directions, as 
well as from now stable settlements in the highlands. From modern zobä 
in Debub, and Eritrean administrative province, long-range transhumances 
still leave today, although less than in the past, for Northern Red Sea zoba 
(S Qilbat Casa Bad). Between September and February transhumant groups 
move from Xeebo (Ty Ḥebo) and Tsancadagle (Ty Tsenadägle), in the area of 
Segeneiti (Ty Sägänäyti, S Saaganayti), towards the Caali Gade (En Aligide, 
Ty Aligäde) and up to Cagamadda; some circulate into Semhar (Ty Sämhar), 
into the pasturelands of Laacaytan, Nefaasit (En Nefasit, Ty Näfasit) and up to 
the areas of Damaas (Ty Damas) and Gaxtalaye (Ty Gaḥtälay) of Gindac (Ty 
Gindaʿ) (Dinucci-Zeremariam Fre 2003). From the fertile agricultural plain of 
Hazamo, where Saho families had been settled since the times of the Italian 
colonization, there was transhumance migration towards the lowlands7. Once 
again, the information given by Mochi offers a model of the migration which 
must have been recurrent: 

7 FEP doc. 304 (Hazamo demaniale), 307 (Appunti sull’Hazamo), 330 (Debrimela), 331 
(Vertenza tra Gaaso e Debrimela Lebha-le). Managing the conflict between Dabrimeela and 
Gacaso in Mako, the Italian Commissariat decided to give Dabrimeela access to the lands of 
Hazamo.
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We also have the fortune to pass in front of an Asawurta caravan that is taking our 
same road. It comes from Hasamò and is going towards the lowlands. It is made 
up of 3 men, 4 women and some children. The women, dressed in red fabric, are 
carrying satchels of clothing and some domestic tools. The men are leading two 
mules and some oxen laden with burdens in which there are provisions and the 
remaining furnishings (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 58).

Hazamo, in addition to being important for transhumance, is also a place 
where the transition of Saho families to residential farming has historically 
taken place. The plain, which is fertile due to the presence of the waters 
that flow into it, in part perennial, and to a good humus of productive soil, 
located at the borders of the Seraye and the Akele Guzai regions, has long 
been the site of conflicts for these regions. The appreciation for Hazamo was 
well expressed in this old saying of the Minifire, recorded by Conti Rossini: 
«Heìaunco Rasamo, hólco qoromò, balóco Hazambe, saràl mátane, “Among 
men Rasámo, among plants moerua oblongifolia, among the lands those of 
the Hazamò are the best”», better rendered with Xiyaako Dhasamo, xorhko 
qoromo, baarhooko Hazamo, sarral tanem male, “there is nothing better than 
the Dhasamo among the peoples, qoromo among the trees, Hazamo among 
the lands” (Reinisch 1889: 20-21). The saying has also worked in the past as a 
positive self-representation of a competitive infra-Saho, which today they try 
to forget and supersede; it reiterates, however, the importance of the Hazamo 
lands. Even more, it testifies to the link between seasonal migration of the 
Saho herders and the plain.  

An important transhumance route led through the lowlands along the 
trajectory of the sandy lands of Samuuti and Badda towards the fertile basin 
of Randakooma, crossed by the Cindeeli, a river that fills with water when 
there are rains from the highlands and whose bed holds water to be dug 
out when the lowland rains begin. Conti Rossini noted: “it remains green 
throughout the year and relatively good for pastoralism” (Conti Rossini 1904) 
[Fig. 30]. Four hours south water can be found in Garsat, which was defined 
as its “natural dependency”. Randakooma is exemplary in the means of using 
the pasturelands by the Saho communities. The land was considered under 
the control of the Xazo Cumarto, while Garsat was of the Danakil Balcossuwa. 
Both agreed therefore to a reciprocal use and the agreement was extended 
to Casa Waddo of the Danakil and Bookitte of the Xazo. The position of 
Randakooma was strategic for communications because an easy camel ride of 
three or four days connected it to Irhaafalo (En Arafali ~ Irafaile~ Irafayle). It 
was also the access point for the raids beyond the border against the Wangabo 
pasturelands and Boore peninsula. Moreover, it allowed the Balcossuwa to 
control the salt mines of Gebro (Mallaaxo Gebro), in the northern part of 
the salt plain, and the small bordering markets, while Cas-Cale in Ethiopian 
Danakil was a two-day hike. From Garsat two paths led quickly up to 
Agame either going up to Laacasi Gade by way of Adigrat or reascending 
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the Garsat river that flows from Cadaaga Xamus (Ty ʿƎdaga Ḥamus). Near 
Garsat there were the waters of the stream <Edbòra> to<Elefàn>, rich 
in water and fertile pasture, which could be accessed by the Waddo and 
the connected Subuura and Daahi-meela Koborto. The Cindeeli itself with 
its riverbed is the connection between Eritrean Shumzaana, by way of the 
Masoolay stream, and the Calliteena and northern Agame. The case of the 
migrations of the Faqhat-Xarak can be indicative, having supplied religious 
leaders to the various Minifire divisions. In the early twentieth century, in the 
highlands’ rainy season (karma), they would migrate in the direction of the 
Kaaribossa highlands, to <Turub>, to Dabeeli Madhdhaa east of Qooxayto 
(Ty Qoḥayto), to Keskese (Ty Käskäse) and to the Hazamo plain north of the 
Bäläsa (Ty) stream (S Balasat weeca), between the district of the Loggo Särda 
(Ty) and the Mareb. In the opposite direction they would push to Kartat, in 
Aydacale, which was contested with the Casawurta Casa-Leesan, and up to 
Sicto-le dhage and Casfat. A traditional song of the Minifire, collected by 
Reinisch and recorded by Conti Rossini, expresses the historical importance 
for their own livestock from the lowland areas of Irhaafalo, Wangabo, Xaade, 
which are invoked as the “beautiful land”, “our land”, where there are neither 
foreign courts nor tributes to be paid. 

The kisho, as essential divisions of the Saho, had their pasturelands 
in the eastern lowlands or entered into agreements for the shared use of 
lands: individual families could move only within these group identities and 
collective negotiations. Today the Saho herdsmen who migrate from Sancafe 
(Ty Sänʿafe) go to the area of Irhaafalo and the Casawurta occupy the lands 
near Forho. The herdsmen of Saafira, and of its hamlets, like Gurubtiya, who 
are a minority in comparison with the farmers, essentially belong to the kisho 
Faqhat Xarak. They find pasture in the territory between Sicto-le dhage, 
Aydacale and Mabbarhoyta. They normally migrate in December, but if the 
weather allows, they can also leave in October, returning in this case, as well, 
according to rainfall, between May and July. The usual date will coincide 
with ziyaara teena, the annual pilgrimage of Candal, where sadaqha is made, 
the sacrifice in which a cow or an ox was butchered from among the livestock 
and eaten collectively, around the beginning of May. The duty of religious 
devotion and the end of transhumance make Candal an important location for 
the Faqhat Xarak. They traditionally attribute their origins, isaas, to Candal, 
firmly anchoring them to the Sharīʽa, Islamic practices and common law. The 
expansion began from here towards new settlements:

 
it is a place where our forefathers legislated according to Islamic law [xukmushsharci 
from Ar] and we don’t want that it is forgotten. It’s an ideology we inherited 
from our noble ancestors of conducting it there forever. The other reason is that 
we choose it as it is the central point of all Faqhat Xarak around it. There is the 
gadiima ‘oldest’ graveyard there too and we pray for the people who died there. 
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We believe that our prayers are accepted if we pray to God in the place where our 
forefathers [awwal ajilla] had died. The other reason is that there are people from 
other sections [kisho] like Gacaso, Dhasamo, etc. who donate different things on 
the occasion of the pilgrimage of Faqhat Xarak in Candal, such as the cow for the 
slaughter, a quintal of rice. In return they ask us to bless them for the people who 
have no offspring, who has confined etc. They say, ‘pray for us when you get there’ 
and they donate sugar in kilos and coffee as well. There are some Arab Muslims 
who send the gift as well. But there is no specific person we do the memorial (Xajji 
Suleeman Cumar Maxammad, Saafira 2011).

Robel’s field research (2016) confirms that Candal is regarded as the 
ancestral homeland of the Faqhat Xarak during the lineage-segmentation 
period from where the expansion to the Qooxayto plateau and the formation 
of new sedentary villages began. In the pilgrimage to Candal they renew their 
own historic memory and their own identity as a kisho. To reconfirm their 
identity, members of the kisho can arrive from as far as Asmara or Massawa, 
as well as Sancafe and Caddi Qayyix (Ty ʿAddi āyǝḥ), although this event 
has become rarer in times of crisis for the country, especially for women. The 
pilgrimage can also attract members of other kisho who are seeking blessing 
and spiritual protection. 

Thus, the pilgrimage fulfills several social purposes: it reaffirms the 
special bond with that territory, it strengthens the bonds between the 
Saho communities, it is a religious occasion where agreements regarding 
pasturelands and other affairs are confirmed or revisited, and it underlines 
the common recognition of the special role of the Faqhat Xarak, as holders of 
the kaarama and of their shaykhs, as ijaaba (Ar), those who offer prayers and 
religious services8. A committee of from three to five prominent men oversees 
its organization. The ceremony also requires a significant financial investment 
and the availability of livestock to be sacrificed, which depends on the more 
or less fortunate events and the success of that year. The social organization 
of the memorial assigns women a separate space with respect to men and it is 
from the latter that the sacrificial meat that the women eat on this occasion 
comes, reaffirming the asymmetry of gender roles in this religious and social 
recurrence.  

 

8 The pressure of Wahhabbism against the cult of saints and the animal sacrifices, 
considered morally wrong, produces defensive responses: «The pilgrimage of Faqhat Xarak 
in Candal is not anymore regarded as a sacrifice to our ancestors., but is now turned 
to a yearly festival (5th of May), where people get together and pray to Allah  for the 
wellbeing of the people and property and for wishing a prosperous rainy season» (Interview 
to Hajji Osman from Faqhat Xarak, February 2010, in Ahmedsaad Mohammed Omer, 2013, 
unpublished paper).   
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3.2. The transhumance of the Agame

In the area inhabited by the Irob, the physical environment is marked by 
deep, narrow valleys, with erosion phenomena and low rain falls, cut through 
by seasonal torrential streams of water; in a rocky terrain, the lands that can 
be used for agriculture are very limited and only in recent generations has 
there been a passage to stable agriculture according to the Tigrinya model 
(Mengistu Hailu Weldegebriel 2003; Tesfay Ghebray Woldemariam 2004). 
Occupying the northeastern strip of the great Tigray, the Irob land rises from 
the 200 m above sea level of the valley of the Cindeeli (Raagali) river to 
the 3200 meters of Mount Casimba (Alema Tesfaye 2012). Transhumant 
pastoralism, based on the herding of cows, goats and sheep, has nonetheless 
continued, albeit to a lesser degree, to the present day. As happened further 
north, along the eastern Eritrean slopes and the lowlands toward the Red Sea, 
until the solidification of the borders with Eritrea after the year 2000, the 
Irob herdsmen also migrated within the Eritrean lowlands, during the rainy 
season, dadac (~ zazac), going towards the sea as far as Badda, where the 
waters of the torrential stream Hegir, which rise from mount Sanako are lost 
in the sands in the coastal plain between Irhaafalo and Buyya (Tsegay Berhe 
Gebrelibanos 2003).

We took the livestock wherever we wanted. For example, we used the Xazo territory. 
[Towards the Cindeeli River] we knew people who had relations with us. From there 
we went as far as Lammaytaf and Arkaysar. We reached as far as Lacin-laye, the hot 
springs, to Wangabo up to the coast (Tesfay Misginna, Kallacasa 2014).

Therefore, the limits were set by agreements and negotiations between 
the communities, which were reached in assemblies called rakhbe, and the 
possibility of practicing reciprocality; only within this regulation could the 
choices of the pastoral families be realized. Mediation of the inevitable 
controversies between herdsmen and farmers, in order to avoid violent conflict, 
was regulated by respected men. Conflict over waters and pasturelands has 
nonetheless periodically arisen in these relations, often expressed in the form 
of raids (boyla) and the theft of livestock, and the lowlands have often acted 
as a refuge for political and religious dissidents and as a base against the 
raids and military political operations. When relations with Eritrea were 
cut off with the second war, a forced retreat came into effect, and they cut 
their transhumant migrations short, turning inland towards the pastures of 
Sangade and Zagabla. They move towards Sangade to Abune Yacqoob on the 
18th of October, and the length of their stay is decided, whether for the entire 
hot and dry season, xagaa (or ganna), or for a more limited period of time, 
based on variables like custom and how their own livestock adapt to those 
pastures. The pasturelands of Sangade had and maintain such relevance that 
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the fruit of a poetic pastoral tradition, known as dide, is tied to them, which 
is accompanied by the flute (foorhima) [Alema Ghebray Woldemariam 2013]. 

Mengistu Hailu Weldegebriel has analysed a local and enduring institution 
related to the cooperative management of a common pool resource, the 
grazing land of Sangade. The customary law established rules, fines, and 
structures to enforce them although the communal framework has been 
recently challenged. Mengistu’s interviewees confirm that the opening is 
connected to Abune Yacqoob and to religious values by a church ceremony; 
Sangade is closed from grazing from June (15) to October (28):

The size of the grazing is not known accurately. According to the farmers 
description it takes 3-4 hours to cross from north to south and another 4 and half 
hours to go from east to west for a good traveller (…) The Sengede by-law was 
documented in a written form in the early 70s by the EPRP [Ethiopian People’s 
Revolutionary Party]. Only two Tabiyas (…) Weratle and Alitena of the Boknaitos 
graze the area. Representatives of family groups, 24, of these two Tabiyas drew the 
rules and got it endorsed by the people: They also signed by-law at the end. These 
people drew the rules not only for Sengede but also for Meshafta, Mabarayto and 
Silah areas. (Mengistu Hailu, Waters-Bayer 2003: 85-87).

The Xazo (Xado in southern pronunciation), whose identity is between the 
Saho and the ʿAfar due to intermarriage and bilingualism, in the name of 
reciprocality, in turn go up into the Irob territory in search of pasture in various 
directions in well-defined areas, as shown on the map of their migrations 
drawn by Strebel [Fig. 31]. Mochi, at Irhaafalo, had already documented 
these migrations in both directions, and even the varying and contradictory 
results, based on the witness of the Xazo shuum: of Xazo families, who, having 
become Christians, lived in Surrukso a six-hour walk from Sancafe, beyond 
Cadaaga Xamus, in Agame. In general, this pastoral migration has brought 
about various consequences, one of which is the entrance and settlement of 
Muslim families in an area that is Christian, both Orthodox and Catholic. 

The long transhumance routes have fundamentally coincided with caravan 
routes, creating resistant and enduring ties between the eastern slopes of the 
highlands, now Eritrean and Ethiopian, and the Danakil lowlands. During 
the Italian period, innovation of the communication routes and new means 
of transport, as well as the granting of salaries to the leaders, reduced the 
commercial areas occupied by the Saho, but did not eliminate them entirely. 
Over a long period of centuries, an anthropization of the regions came to be 
created around the dynamics and rhythms of the seasonal migrations and the 
pastoral material demands, characterized both by the more transient marks 
of their passage and stronger architectural marks, from sheep pens or abur to 
veritable and stable settlements.

The need for pasture and water, according to the seasonal rhythms, created 
adjacent connected areas and privileged control for the Saho communities of 
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the lowlands and along the slopes, and differentiated allocations and alliances 
among the cultivated lands of the Tigrinya speakers, which have changed 
according to the relations of powers and political contests. Italian colonial 
politics was a decisive factor in the transformations of the 20th century; 
subsequently, the legislative innovations, especially by the Ethiopian DERG, 
the Provisional Military Government of Socialist Ethiopia, and then by the 
new governments after 1991 in both Eritrea and Ethiopia, have created new 
juridical and economic contexts.

3.3. The salt routes and the exchange between the highlands 
and the lowlands

The operations of the extraction and commerce of salt (mulxu) have today, 
after many centuries, progressively replaced manpower and animal traction 
with mechanized processes, transforming and replacing an entire part of the 
technical environment of the macro area (Lupi 2009; Pollini 2015). While 
involving the Agame in part, this seems to have primarily involved the more 
significant adjacent region of Enderta, with the market of Mekele at its 
center (Haile Michael Mesghinna 1966; Tsegay Berhe Gebrelibanos 2009). 
The territory incorporated material traces of the caravan activities related to 
rest, camping and salt transport, whose tracks ethno-archeologists are able to 
interpret (Woldekiros 2019). The Saho merchants have been involved in the 
transport of salt towards the highlands, although the greatest involvement of 
the Saho leaders and communities has historically concerned the control of 
the passes, toll enforcement and the supply of pack animals. During the Italian 
colonial period in Eritrea, Casawurta and Casa-Leesan are also indicated as 
merchants involved in the organization and direction of caravans. They were 
engaged in the northern salt route that was fed by the Eritrean salt mines 
and descended by way of Cadaaga Xamus toward Mekele or turned west 
for Däbarq and Gondär 9. The Minifire merchants also dealt in the salt of 
Bardoole in the western tip of the Boore peninsula and one of their songs 
of praise said, “of stones the most beautiful is salt, of discourses the most 
beautiful is the Quran”. Bardoole is also the name of rock salt while xasmat 
indicates both the sea salt and the place; a saho proverb says Bardooli yarhigeti 
Xasmatak mulxu maaba, “who knows Bardooli, doesn’t extract from Xasmat” 
(Abraahim Maxammad Cali 2005). The value and appreciation of salt is well 
expressed in some proverbs like mulxu hin folo kee xiyaw kin baarho, “food 
without salt and (= is like) a land without men” or mulxu hin zangaadi, cilme 

9 FEP, on salt trade and mining see doc. 200 (Carovane del sale), 302 (Le saline di 
Barduli), 359 (Commercio del sale), 360 (Commercio saline di As ale), 361 (Saline).
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hin qaadi, zangada (eleusine multiflora) without salt (=is like) a qāḍī without 
knowledge”. Another proverb holds Cindha maraa kee mulxutta, cawat maleh 
yalayin, “children and a grain of salt are lost with no praise”, which means 
that whatever a young person does, it seems unimportant like a piece of salt 
and yet both children and salt are precious.

Some households, primarily Tigrayans, even in the recent past, within the 
context of a necessary strategy that combines limited resources and expertise, 
have designated a part of their working capital and agricultural surplus to 
salt commerce, when the opportunities and the successes of the life cycle of 
their households have allowed it (Tancredi 1911; Bauer 1977; Lyons 2009) 
[Fig. 32, 33, 34, 36].

4. Social order categories for identification

When we use the general term “sections”, where the Saho and Irob literature 
primarily uses terms like “tribes” and “clans” and even “sub-tribes” and “sub-
clans”, we use it when it is not necessary to details the specific social structure 
of the group in question or this physiognomy is ambiguous and in flux, or 
several levels of social order are involved. In any case, in referring to specific 
historic and anthropological situations, in order to better delineate the terms, 
it is also necessary to make use of local vocabulary and categories, while at 
the same time accepting their changeability and flexibility.

We must therefore acknowledge the correspondence of the terminology 
used internally by the Saho and the Irob. These groups have different 
collective and relational identification categories, which are selected and used 
according to the social occasions and the discursive context, but which can 
also be preferred based on the area in question. For the most part, variation 
and the meaning of the lineage terminology depends also on the historical 
period considered and the political changes, as well as the competence and 
social status of the speakers. 

The term mara is used with the general meaning of people, or people 
group, while the related term mare is used to indicate both patrilineal and 
matrilineal relatives, as happens among the ʿAfar (Chedeville 1951-1954: 57-
59; Morin 2003: 116-117).

The term kisho or kiso is used to indicate the divisions that we could 
define as lines of descent that are identified based on the male progenitor 
and a specific agnatic genealogy. On this subject, the Eritrean Saho scholar 
Abdulkader Saleh Mohammad, following Suleman Axmed, a member of the 
Saho curriculum panel for the Eritrean Ministry of Education, identifies 
the Saho socio-familial order as a “segmentary lineage system”, based 
on “patrilineal descent” (Abdulkader Saleh Mohammad 2013), without, 
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however, distinguishing it from the rigorously unilinear and exogamous kin-
systems, like the matrilineal descent system of the Kunama of the western 
lowlands, also in Eritrea. Designating as relevant the term “ethnic group” 
for the Saho collectively, he uses the macro categories kisho and qabiila as 
equivalent, corresponding to the English tribe, also associating the term 
meela alongside these. Meela is generally used more among the Casawurta 
and Tharuuca, with qabiila being the corresponding term in Arabic. The 
level of “sub-tribe”, considered interchangeable with clan, corresponds 
to a genealogical memory of 30/40 generations (although this temporal 
depth does not offer any means of calculation or a reference point either 
in the literature or in oral research) and could be expressed with the Saho 
metaphorical terms gaysha (horn), xarak (arm), and care, a term used more 
by the Minifire and Xazo. 

Despite the apparent order and clarity of this proposal, substantially 
coinciding with that contained under the Saho Ethnography entry of the 
Encyclopaedia Aethiopica [Abdulkader Saleh Mohammad, Morin 2010], 
shared with Didier Morin, the categories are more fluid if we consider the real 
shifts in relationships and situational discursive uses, as well as the temporal 
and locational differences. It is also necessary to consider the demographic 
impoverishments, including the lack of offspring in relation to competing 
demographic fortunes (in terms of human beings and livestock) and the 
expansive capacities of other groups. These factors have led to disappearances 
or fusions or associations, and therefore to organizational and denominational 
changes or to changes in respective standings. For the most part, the current 
Saho dispersion not only in Eritrea and Ethiopia, but also in other parts of 
the world as migrants, has changed their senses of belonging, especially for 
younger generations. Among them, the construction of individuality and 
identification as modern Saho follows other paths, even when the individual 
maintains memory of his or her own belonging to a kisho and to his or her 
own segment. [Fig. 37].

Historically, the need to ascribe to a genealogical group, on the level of 
a kisho and one of its sections, was vital in order to have access to set water 
resources, pastures and lands. It is specifically this anchoring to a particular 
land tenure system, both agricultural and pastoral, which is the determining 
factor for the multiple connotations of these categories. In pastoral society, 
sharing a genealogy was a way to deal with dispersion across a wider 
territory and keep a group politically united, normally led by a leader called 
reezanto or reedanto. In the case of access to the highlands farmland system, 
in the Tigrayan villages the Saho heads of household, however, had to follow 
local common law and ask for a plot of land to build and cultivate, as they 
were considered outside the local ʾǝnda, or newcomers (maʾkälay ʿalet). In 
the common law collection that was the result of the 1943 assembly of the 
leaders of the Casawurta, Minifire, Xazo and Dabrimeela (Alades care), 
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following the input of senior political officer F.S. Nadel of the British Military 
Administration (BMA) in Eritrea,10 it was even established at what level, 
referring to paternal lineage, the joint obligation of compensation for feud 
or diya came into effect. In the passage from oral tradition to written text, 
organized according to the European codes into articles, Arabic terms, and 
not Saho ones, were used, however [Abdulkader Saleh Mahammad 2008]. 
The English translation of the original Arabic text poses further problems 
because it uses, without specifying its meaning, the term “family” as an 
obligated social entity in diya (art. 15 and 26). As Alessandro Gori observes, 
the Arabic term used in the Arabic text is āqila, which indicates not the 
nuclear family, but the wider kin-group implicated in the application of diya 
(Gori 2010: 275-278). Article 20 added that, if this were impossible, the 
obligation would fall to «the most closely sub-tribes of his paternal line», 
a translation of the Arabic text that bears the expression [ʾĀʼilat al-qātil in 
ʿaǧazatʿan dafʿ ad-diya yuḍammu ilayhā] aqrab al-qabāʾil nasaban min ǧihat 
al-ʾab. At other points, as in article 94, the editor uses the English “clan” to 
translate the less specific term ahl, people, which, as Gori maintains, would 
be an interpolation of it, replacing āqilai. It should be observed that the 
Saho term ahle is currently used today in an expression to indicate both the 
members of one’s own father’s group and those of one’s mother: abbat ahle, 
relatives of one’s father, inat ahle, those of one’s mother. To indicate the 
relatives of one’s mother the collective term abiino can be used. 

The community names of the kisho can be attested in the colonial 
period, from which the oral history collections and genealogies come that 
are continually presented and recast, transferred into the writing and into 
Italian reports and censuses, always tending to attribute an Arab ancestry to 
themselves (Gori 2006). The tales of ethnogenesis, as well as the genealogical 
charters and diagrams, if seen in their different stages and compared 
to one another, reveal their dynamic nature and a tendency to adapt to 
new political conditions and changes in both external and internal power 
relations. The political engineering of the Italian administration, intersecting 
infra-Saho competition, facilitated decompositions and recompositions 
of the sections. This was not only a mere unilateral colonial practice of 
dominion, however. The Saho sections, on various levels, tried to pursue 
their interests, putting pressure on colonial officials to defend or obtain land, 
water, and pasture, even if this was to the detriment of competing Saho 
collective groups. Their leaders, for personal ambition or even interpreting 

10 See G. Dore, Intersezioni di età coloniale: il diario inedito di S.F. Nadel in Eritrea (1941-
1943) = Colonial Intersections: S.F. Nadel’s unpublished Diary in Eritrea (1941-1943), in 
Fabiana Dimpflmeier ed., Il lungo viaggio e le storie piccole. Scritti in onore di Sandra Puccini, 
Sette Città, Viterbo, 2020, p. 243-254. Nadel’s diary will soon get into print with a detailed 
comment by Gianni Dore and Moreno Vergari.
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the interests of their representatives, in presenting their genealogies and 
historical accounts, claim autonomies, political privileges or prerogatives 
in the administration of justice, colonial salaries or other material benefits. 
The result was a social dynamism forged not only out of dominion, but 
also of economic and political negotiations, rearrangements, and unstable 
equilibriums, which favored new relations and identifications. The fission 
processes were not a colonial invention, but the Italian colonial experience 
blocked or enabled new possibilities for division. To mention just one 
example, under the name of the Casawurta, a kisho given political privileges 
by the Italians, a complicated human makeup that varied over time could 
be identified. There were not only members who belonged by way of agreed 
and demonstrable agnatic filiation. Historical witness has documented the 
assimilation of groups into divisions of the Casawurta kisho: the Idda and 
the Baradotta in the Bet Leelish (Leelish-Care), and the Xasabat-Care mainly 
in the Casa-Leesan. Through these two affiliations, the territory controlled 
by the Casawurta kisho was enlarged. The Italian colonial regime, however, 
allowed these same groups to regain their own autonomy, although those 
who had assimilated them usually recognized preeminence over their lands 
and paid usage rights (Conti Rossini 1903: 49) [Fig. 38, 39]. 

Even the Labha-le, one of the two Dabrimeela segments that continued 
their lineage, agriculturalists absorbed by the Tigrayan language and the 
Christian religion, having settled on the Mako plain and been dispersed by 
the Gacaso, who wanted their pasturelands, reacquired from the Italians 
almost all of their previous territory. The descendants of the Konsubi Fire, 
as well, once divided into oona Axmed Gaysha, oona Cali Gaysha, and Casa 
Dawud Gaysha, once dispersed and fragmented, recovered their ancient 
lands between the Dhandheelo and the northern part of the Cindeeli after 
six generations through an Italian colonial political decision. The term oona 
identifies, in the traditional political system, a political authority that led 
a section, was selected in a genealogical lineage, and was elected for life 
(Reinisch 1889; Abdulkader Saleh Mahammad 2008, 2013): this authority 
was commonly recognized both by the Italian administration and the British.

In any case, the category kisho is amply attested to across both time 
and space, is still used today and is widely understandable. Despite social 
changes, a Saho male or female is able to indicate the kisho to which each of 
his or her two parents belongs, while at the same time ascribing personally 
to the one to which his or her father belongs. A Saho from the kisho Minifire 
could also internally be identified through a further division; for example, he 
could declare himself to be Faqhat-Xarak, where Xarak appears to function 
as a sub-division of the kisho, within which one can be further specified and 
identified as being from Qaadi Silaan dik, etc. If one were to use Arabic to 
express this, which is very common in the lowlands, the pertinent translation 
of kisho would be qabiila.
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As far as the Irob are concerned, as already mentioned, the first level 
divisions, also indicated in administrative documents, are Buknayti-Care, 
Adgadi-Care and Xaasaballa-Care, which have persisted over time. The term 
care, which has a remarkable semantic extension in the Saho language, is 
encapsulated in these, and can indicate both the house as a household, as 
well as the physical reality of the house with its annexes and connected 
areas. Moreover, care can indicate any building or structure, however basic, 
and not only for humans, but also for animals, or even a functional building 
connected to a dwelling accompanied by a specifier, and even appear as 
a toponym alluding to an extra-human world, as in the case of the mount 
called Sheethan care, house of Satan. However, if a speaker is asked to ascribe 
to a group genealogical identification, as we have already mentioned, the 
metaphorical terms gaysa or gaysha (lit. “horn”) or even xak (“branch”) can 
also be used, and an Irob will answer by saying that he is of the Buknayti-Care 
or one of the other two sections. Both terms could also be used, however, to 
indicate a sub-division. The term xak is applied to the marriage-exchange 
within the same section or sub-division: xak xak-ah obtaya, kino inki xarha, 
which means “we are all branches that descend from the same tree”. A clan 
can be conceptualized «as a body, with blood (biilo) and flesh (xazo), which 
has the metonymical meaning of a body with its internal parts» (Ahmedsaad 
Mohammed Omer 2016).

The Minifire, the descendants of the progenitor Mina according to their 
own genealogy, considered themselves to be divided into different clans 
like the Faqhat-Xarak, Dhasamo and Gacaso and others (Abdulkader Saleh 
Mahammad 2008: 107). The former also had an alternate name, Selebi-Care, 
according to colonial records, but care also appears in two of the five sub-
divisions of the Dhasamo, while in the other three the Semitic term bet was 
incorporated. Four sub-divisions of the Gacaso incorporate the term gaysha 
into their names instead. If we look back to the Casawurta divisions from a 
century ago, there were five sections (“tribù” in Italian reports): “Asa Cheri, 
Asa Lisan, Bet Lelish, Fogorotto, Bet Fachich” (= Casa-Kare, Casa-Leesan, 
Leelish-Care, Faqhi-Care). However, the “Asa Lisan” had a sub-division called 
Sarma-Care or even Cingaagit, in colonial census. It can also be supposed 
that the collective name, interchangeable or usable across and along various 
genealogical positions and levels, also depended on complicated historical 
events. Conti Rossini hypothesized that the Casawurta, in their migrations, 
had assimilated pre-existing populations who changed their name and took 
a Saho one: this would have been the case of the descendants of Xasaab Izgi 
who took the name Xasabat-Care. 

An appropriate, but generic term could also be xazziiman, “division” or 
“part”, from xaze, “divide”. This term also became a sub-ethnonym, as for 
the kisho Xazo, “those who were divided”. According to the historical tales 
and folk etymologies, the Xazo and Tharuuca supposedly split as the result of 
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a dispute over livestock. The name of the former, then, is to highlight their 
desire to divide and the second their complaint (Vergari 2003, Nadel 1944)11. 

If intending, however, to be defined in relation to their own administrative 
division, in the current Tigray political configuration it would be fitting to use 
the technical administrative term thaabiya. If, for example, the inhabitants of 
the Irob village Kallacasa were to be situated, it could be said that they belong 
to the Calliteeni Thaabiya, like Caygi Qushet, “section” of the Cayga, from the 
mountain that overlooks it, or, skipping the administrative identification, are 
simply part of the Buknayti-Care. Another possible name would be Mender/
Kallacasa, where mender means communal land. As they are ascribed in a 
Tigrinya-speaking world, in interactions the Tigrinya term inda (Ty ʾ ǝnda) is also 
used to indicate a line of descent (Bauer 1982, Tronvoll 1998). In Tigray society, 
ʾǝnda is also a socio-familial term with varying connotation: it can indicate in 
general the organizational system of village lineages of descent of even just an 
agnatic lineage of even, accompanied by the name of the head of the family, 
“the house of…” or “the family of”, where the context then dictates if it is a 
nuclear family, an extended family or an agnatic group (Tronvoll 1998: 95).

Another term used to express the possible divisions of a kisho is meela, 
which can be incorporated into a sub-ethnonym like Dabri-meela. Meela can 
be used to indicate the relatives of one’s father, whereas abiino, as has already 
been mentioned, can be used to identify the relatives of one’s mother. An 
Irob of Kallacasa, when asked to identify himself, would prefer to replace 
this term with dik, a collective social category, which is mutually intelligible 
for the Saho and for the Irob. With the identifying expression «we are four 
dik», he means to delineate paternal lineage groups within the recognized 
Buknayti-Care in the village and the Cayga qushet, whose members, however, 
do not necessarily all live in the district today. In addition to his own Yaabo 
Debesay dik, there are also families of the shuum Zahlay-Izgit dik, of the Cali 
Thucum dik, and of the Yaabo Seleeman dik, to which, upon reflection, the 
Yaabo Tinsaa-et dik can also be added. This list, in reality, brings to five the 
total number of diks which are more or less consistently represented.

There is a proverb which conveys the privileged status of the paternal line 
and its decisive role for young males: Abbat dikille care cindhooki lubak, inat 
dikille care cindhooki sacayto, yan, “a boy who has been raised in the dik of 
his father is a lion [courageous], a boy who was raised in his mother’s dik 
is a follower in the flock [fool], they say”. Here we see the terms abbat dik 
and inat dik to identify paternal and maternal relatives respectively. From the 
abbat dik, and not from the side of maternal relatives or abiino is where one’s 
heritage comes from. Belonging to a paternal group and being raised to have 
male values are intimately connected and are competitively opposed to the 
influence of the group to which the mother belongs. What is claimed here is, in 

11 FEP, doc. 67 (Genealogie Saho), 94 (Notizie su paesi e tribù), 268-286, 290 (Note sui 
Saho), 291 (Genealogie Saho), 292 (Escursione di S.E. il Governatore tra i Saho).
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reality, loyalty to the paternal dik in competition with the possible assimilation 
of young male members into the maternal dik, where in any case it would be 
the adult male members of the latter who would exercise their educational role. 

Here dik stands for the line of descent that is represented in its agnates 
who are responsible for the formation of a young person. Marriage with the 
daughter of one’s father’s brother, while not unknown, was not particularly 
sought after, also because in the case of conflict, the sharing of resources like 
pasturelands and water would be put at risk.

Seeking a wife outside of this context could have the advantage of 
expanding, through agreements, the possibility of pastures in different areas. 
Several proverbs use the dik to indicate the village or the family or the relatives 
that claim a line of descent, defined as the agnatic lineage: Riishko yoome dik 
kee wofraako yoome laa ten sarra liya, means that a dik, that is, a family, is 
ruined because of a firstborn and livestock that went to pasture irresponsibly.

The scholar Abdulkader himself recognizes how dik and care can be 
found at the second level (sub-tribe), but also at the third (clan and family), 
which then dissolves confusingly with the categories “extended family” and 
“lineage”, which do not give justice to the content, despite the rich and 
controversial anthropological discussion.

What is certain is that dik is a persistent and flexible collective social 
category. It was widely used in the Italian colonial censuses under the spelling 
“digh” or “digg”. On these forms, a dik grouped together a determined and 
variable number of families that shared inclusion in the same agnatic lineage, 
who could even be spread out across a vast territory, with some in a fixed 
location and others following seasonal migrations. For example, in a census, 
“Hassabat are” (Xasabat-Care) has Xasaba as its founder and is made up of 6 
dik of varying demographic size, both human and animal (but the numbers 
are given by approximation), as even, in one case, with highly insufficient 
genealogical awareness. Following the colonial spelling, these were “Alìt” 
arè with 25 families, “Hummed Abùssa” with 60, “Mehengot arè” with 35, 
“Sendeghè Arè” with 30, “Nasser Boca [= Nasser the bald]” with 40, “‘Hambarà 
Abussà” with just 4 stable families in <Alabòllo>, whose genealogy, however, 
was “forgotten”. In this case, the category care is used both at the level above 
the dik and as its equivalent. In this example, it is also clear, counting both 
the stable settlement and the transhumant migrations, how the Xasabat 
Care was spread out across the territory, which went from the low Xaddas 
to the low Kumayle, to the Caarat, to the Hazamo plain, to the Seraye. This 
dispersion was an indicator of the strategies of the group and the individual 
dik and families even in the large number of agreements and negotiations 
with Tigrayan communities and notables, which were certainly necessary to 
guarantee economic and social reproduction in each place. As a situational 
term dik can have a remarkable semantic extension denoting country, clan, 
family, place of birth, home (Ahmedsaad Mohammed Omer 2016: 52-53).
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The term dik can be restricted to indicate only the family or the “people of 
the house” as in the expression dikti care, for the members who originate and 
belong to it, and with the term in Buyya, in the lowlands, the female quarters, 
the most intimate of the macdani type home is also indicated. Equivalent 
terms, even in their numerous connotations, are sǝdra bet (Ty) or betäsäb 
(Amh) (Tronvoll 1998).

Since much interaction, and even part of the official Eritrean and even 
Ethiopian discourse, is done in English, it is interesting to note the translation 
choices that are used on each occasion (and who uses them). We have 
already noted this feature in the choices of two Eritrean Saho scholars in 
their scientific literature. In a conversation with an authoritative inhabitant 
of Saafira, if talking about Saho, the usual label used in translation is “ethnic 
group”, which is also used in political-administrative discourse. If the term 
“tribe” is used, it is intended to mean a Saho division, at the kisho level, and 
so, for example, it would be relevant to use it to refer to sociological entities 
of collective identity like Faqhat-Xarak. At this point, the English “clan” 
becomes a sub-division of kisho, translating dik, which is then handled on two 
levels: as “family” by Axmadsacad Maxammad Cumar, but also as “clan” by 
Qaadi Silaan, the great-great grandfather of Axmadsacad, who becomes one 
of the nine “clans” or dik that are presented as part of the divisions of the 
Faqhat-Xarak, who recognize Faqhi as their founder. Regarding the divisions 
of the Faqhat-Xarak presented to the Italians during the colonial period, which 
we have already mentioned, in this contemporary presentation, with further 
examination, these have been presented as being divided into two greater 
entities: Foqoofish (Foq Yoofish) and Foq Cabdalla. In the explanation, the 
geography of their current settlements and the dispersion of the members of 
these divisions is also shown. The area of Saafira, on the Qooxayto, is said 
to belong to the Faqhat Xarak, who reserve the right to cultivate and build 
their dwellings there, since they claim to be the founding inhabitants. This 
right is also recognized by common law to those who are descendants of 
the members of the kisho and who, formerly residing in other sections, like 
Gacaso, Dhasamo, and Xasabat Care, ask to move there and have gibre, a plot 
of land to cultivate, in Saafira.

The contemporary descendants of Foqoofish live in Dhaalo, a village near 
Saafira in the direction of Caddi Qayyix, but they also have settlements along 
the lower eastern slopes in Dhaalo. The Foqoofish are divided into the Foq 
Xusen, Foq Cumar, etc. The Cabdalla, in turn, are divided into nine sections. 
This clearly shows that at least the older and authoritative members continue 
to consider a good awareness of identity and dispersion across the territory 
as a political and economic resource, as a repertoire of potential alliances to 
be counted on, including for possible exchange marriages.

Social dynamism, historic migrations, the transition to agriculture, and the 
dispersion of younger members into different economic sectors and into other 
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countries have modified and continue to modify in various ways the value 
and significance of these collective identities. These factors, together with the 
diverse political contingencies, do not allow the collective divisions to be boxed 
into fixed entities, and are also at the base of the differing lists and numbers 
of the Saho kisho. Leo Reinisch, more than a century ago, wrote of seven 
lineages, sieben stimmen (“Assorta, Toru’a, Dasamo, Ga’aso, Haso, Dabrimela, 
Herto”). Others number five, while others, like Abdulkader, propose nine, 
although they recognize that these represent different demographic sizes. 

One can marry, for example, within the Faqhat-Xarak, but the choice 
of the bride can be from outside, for example from the Gacaso, or outside 
the Minifire themselves. The marriage exchange would express as follows: 
Gacaso Dhasamot bahrä beeten (“the Gacaso ate a girl of the Dhasamo”). In 
any case, the history of the families of the partners and of previous exchanges 
is inevitable. Especially in the past, the respective relationships with access 
to water, lands and pastures, precedents of conflict, and historic negative 
relations with certain kisho had to be taken into careful consideration. At the 
same time, marriage exchanges could be sought to extend alliances and have 
access to pastoral resources. Even today, however, marriage exchanges with 
other ethnic groups are rare. Even in leaving for Ethiopia or even farther as 
migrants, it seems that belonging to a kisho still holds value, although the 
significance of that identity is redefined, especially among newer generations.

5. Saho housing from a historic perspective

Documentary research on housing and Saho homes began with the Italian 
mission of 1905-1906, conducted by geographers Olinto Marinelli and 
Giotto Dainelli, and by the ethnologists Aldobrandino Mochi and Lamberto 
Loria (Ciruzzi et al. 2002; Dainelli 1908-10; Banti 2009) [Fig. 40]. In its 
results, it could also be interpreted as the beginning, set in the exotic, of 
the geographic and folkloric tradition of rural dwellings in Italy, which 
gained its methodological and planning impetus from the geographer and 
ethnologist Renato Biasutti, who belonged to the same Florentine school as 
Aldobrandino Mochi (Biasutti 1924, 1926; Barbieri – Gambi 1970). This is 
the fundamental documentary ground which is also the historical basis on 
which the contemporary linguistic and anthropological mission about the 
Saho and the Irob is based, entitled “Atlas of the Traditional Material Culture 
of the Saho” (ATMCS) (Banti 2009; www.ethnorema.it/saho/).12

Surveys, sketches, photographs, and textual descriptions made up the 

12 We remark that the term “traditional” implies history, dynamism and refers to a 
complex of activities based on the exploit of the elementary natural forces and animal and 
human energy.
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methodological apparatus used by the mission in 1905-1906 [Fig. 41]. The 
research aimed to identify a regularity and a logic behind the settlement 
and the location of the dwellings, noting the altimetric levels, wind and sun 
exposure, and cultural mediation. At the same time, they sought to establish 
a possible typology of the houses, identifying their form and structure and 
possible variations and transformations being made: Saho housing has its 
own specific dynamism across time and space. To reiterate what has already 
been affirmed in the context of categories, care is the general term for a 
building destined for either humans or farm animals and, as we have seen, 
can also refer to a social group. Among the Irob from Arac, as we will see 
later, dik is used for household, while care means more specifically the type 
of house called adgoyta, a term used specifically in Calliteena [Fig. 42, 43, 
44, 47, 183, 184].

5.1. Mobile dwellings and provisional dwellings. Daasa 
typology on the eastern slopes of the Danakil lowlands

The layout of old Saho settlements which grouped together several families, even 
from different sections, had a certain variability and a certain spatial logic.

As can be seen in the attached diagram […], there is a certain tendency to lay out 
the huts one next to another in order to form a sort of horseshoe with the opening 
facing the valley, where the bush is located. But it cannot be said that this rule is 
followed consistently. Often it can be the nature of the land that determines the 
shape of the group of huts. I will also note that the whole of the group that we 
are now visiting consists, if anything, of at least 3 distinct horseshoes. From what 
I understand, people from different tribes live in each of these divisions of the 
village; but I am not certain of this. It is certain that members of various Asawurta 
[equivalent to Saho in the colonial documents] tribes dwell in each one of these 
provisional villages. In this one, for example, there are Asacari and Asabatari 
families…13 (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 18). 

At the beginning of the 20th century, according to the 1903 census, there 
were numerous agricultural villages, and their populations were limited. In 
the Akele Guzai region, 297 villages were counted, with an average of 180 
people for each: there were also some Saho in them, but mostly seasonally. 
Giving precedence in field surveys to the Saho sections and their possible 
cultural difference with respect to the Tigrayan world, the scientific strategy 
of the geographers was clearly set out by Dainelli. Observation focused on 
the “intermediate territory”, that is, the eastern slopes where the Saho could 
exercise more control with respect to the other people groups. 

13 Xasabat Care is a different section from Casawurta.
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If one wants to have an idea of the typical dwellings of these people groups, 
it is fitting to examine them in that intermediate territory. Our observations 
refer almost exclusively to the settlements inhabited by the Casawurta and 
Minifire people groups. These populations, especially the first, currently have 
real villages that certain people never abandon. It does not seem improbable, 
however, that this is a relatively modern condition of things, and that 
originally these pastoral populations had, in their same rightful lands, only 
isolated camps for livestock and people, with few permanent structures. 

It is certain that even now the same word dik is used to designate both the 
villages and these encampments, which are still frequently found, especially 
spread out across the Minifire territory (tributaries of the Kumayle and the 
Dhandheero). (Dainelli 1912: 418-19).

So, it was that in these settlements the most common and distinguishing 
form of dwelling was the daasa, although we will see how it is not the only 
term used and how the same building type is not found in all of the areas 
considered.

We can include the daasa, which has a long history among the Saho, 
among the rigid frame dwellings, with a propensity for curved lines. The 
daasa is a monocellular dwelling. Today speakers in the lowlands, to explain 
themselves to Tigrinya speakers or those from the highlands, compare the 
daasa to the Tigrayan agdo, even though the monocellular Saho dwelling can 
be significantly different compared to the Tigrayan agdo [Fig. 45, 46, 47]. 
Others recall the experience of the tukul, an Arab term from the coast, which 
has not completely disappeared from the lowlands of today, such as Buyya. 
The term tukul was already well known in the Italian colonial period: this 
was mainly used to indicate, in the common ethnographical sense and in the 
colonial and administrative vocabulary, the circular dwelling of the highlands, 
and specifically the agdo. It was, however, actually a colonial reinterpretation 
of the latter. It was introduced both in the neighborhoods for natives, as in 
the urban planning of Asmara, and, beginning with the operations of 1916, 
in the “family camps”, a hegemonic “bio-political” operation in which askaris 
could live together with their families in the new tukul, conical structures 
with higher walls, laid out in rows at set distances as a health precaution. 
This colonial reinterpretation influenced the housing experience of the Saho 
who were enlisted among the askaris [Fig. 48].

The picture of May Faaro, which was widely circulated and sometimes 
used imprecisely, has historic value nonetheless, because it takes us back 
more than a century. Here the housing settlement and morphologies are well 
represented, which allow us to discern techniques, values, and implied social 
values, documented throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. The daasa seen 
in the picture is made up of a domed frame of branches and flexible shrubs 
and the frame coverings are made of various materials. Boughs and branches, 
skins, wicker, and canvas, together or alternated, in variable proportions 
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according to the duration of the stay or the season, or even availability, were 
the materials used to build these dwellings. A pastoral household group lived 
in the daasa, with annexes next to it for livestock, and this was the starting 
point from which they would depart for various, but not random, pastures 
along the slopes [Fig. 49]. In his famous journey, Henry Salt described a Saho 
camp where these dwellings were laid out in a circle:

At half past seven, after an irregular course, we reached a spot where the road 
divided in two, and here we left the stream (which, as I was informed, runs off 
in an eastern direction to Wéah) and turned northward up the ascent of the high 
mountain of Assauli. Near the entrance of the pass, we visited a Shiho encampment, 
consisting of a circular range of conical huts, put together in a manner somewhat 
resembling the kraal of the Kaffers, from which the natives were beginning to 
drive their goats up into the mountains to graze; the whole of this encampment 
had the appearance of great neatness and comfort, and the number of milk goats 
and kids amounted to several thousands. (Salt 1816: 343). 

Parkyns, several decades later, repeated this description, confirming that 
these dwellings, organized into villages and camps, were temporary, easily 
built with materials for the most part readily available in the land and closely 
connected to pastoral migrations:

It was a “Saho” or “Shoho” camp; for though these people build themselves huts 
instead of tents, they in other respects follow the custom of all nomadic tribes, 
only remaining in one spot as long as there is a good pasture for their cattle, and, 
when this is eaten up, seeking another.

The villages are composed of huts, formed of straw and boughs of trees, neatly 
enough fashioned, and thatched; they are placed so as to form a circle, with 
one or two spaces left as entrances, in which the cattle are penned for the 
night, the entrances being closed by bushes strewed before them. (Parkyns 
1853: 124-125)

Later, the British Napier expedition also documented the same settlement 
model in its relation to seasonality, the exploitation of natural recesses with 
enclosures as dwellings or shelters for animals, a typological distinction:

The Shoho agriculturists come out from the ravines and rocks of the lower hills to 
pasture their cattle, and take possession of the scattered villages, of which the only 
remnants during the dry season are few badly built stick huts […]
Villages in all the district are few and far between. The people live in the plains 
only part of the year; and when they retreat to the hills for water and pasture, they 
seem to dispense with all artificial habitations, and betake themselves to holes in 
the cliffs, and caves in the dry beds of the ravines, from whence they only emerge 
when washed out by the rains. Such houses as there are, are built of stick and 
grass in a circular fashion, and stand about 8 feet high, and 10 or 12 feet wide. 
Sometimes there is an attempt at a roof; more generally the boughs of which they 
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are composed are bent inwards and tied together at the top. (Holland, Hozier 
1870, I: 410-411). [Fig. 50, 51].

Linguist Leo Reinisch, who was responsible for the first important scientific 
work on the language, in describing the transhumance of Saho herdsmen, 
which foresaw their presence in the lowlands from October to April, observed 
how the housing model was centered around this provisional house, with the 
formation of sparse and very small settlements of several families:

It does not take much work to assemble a house. A few rods are planted into 
the ground to form a rectangle, and skins are tied to these rods to form a roof, 
while the side walls are made either of skins, or straw or cane matting, which 
they acquire from the Bedouins through bartering. The matting is made in Taka 
or Baraka and transported here through Dschellabin up to Massaua, where these 
articles are sold as far as Arabia and Egypt. (Reinisch 1870: 70).

The Irob herdsmen, in the same period, had a similar custom of provisional 
and mobile dwellings:

In a few days, M. Biancheri and I are going to start two rough tents made of sail-
cloth, like the native ones. Until now, we have crept into the little dens or caverns 
which the shepherds use while guarding their flocks; or else slept in the wood huts 
of the Irobs, which are made of boughs of juniper and sycamore: for the dwellings 
of the elders of the tribe alone are constructed of mud and stone, with a mortar 
of cow’s dung. But, however miserable the Irob habitations may be, there is no 
doubt about the cordiality of your reception; their welcome goes straight to one’s 
heart. The best corner of the hut, the cleanest cow-skin, is instantly placed at your 
disposal. It is thus, cross-legged, that the missionary sits and catechizes his new 
converts; not without, I must own, sundry contortions in his efforts to catch the 
vermin which swarm round him and about him, and from which it is impossible 
to escape. (Herbert 1867: 99).

The most complete documentation, however, in part thanks to the 
iconographic section and the information contained therein, is that of the 
Italian mission from 1905-06. The essential form and structure of the daasa is 
easily recognizable, despite the variations that are found:

the bottom of the hut consists of a low wall about 50 cm high made of large stones 
and serves the purpose of raising the floor of the hut being built above it. The 
Asawurta use these buildings only when they settle in damp lowlands. 
[...] We arrive to the Asawurta camp located on a little mountain in a location 
called Dir or Midir Adì Asserat, between R. Ganzel to the west and Amba Toquilè 
to the east… the huts are the same sort as those we saw yesterday. That is, they 
are irregularly conical with a frame made of boughs and tree branches, covered 
on the outside for about 60 cm with dried oxen dung used as mortar. (Ciruzzi et 
al. 2002: 16).
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Dainelli observed how the dik, understood in its restricted sense of a pastoral 
household that combines daasa and annexes for animals, rose «isolated on 
small flat areas, cleared at least in part, artificially, set on top of hillocks or 
along their slopes» (Dainelli, Marinelli 1912: 421) [Fig. 52]. If this was the 
prevalent model for dispersive housing, the «veritable Assaorta village» could 
also be found, made up of a limited number of very simple daasa and of 
others which, «more or less perfected» and larger in size, seemed closer to the 
Tigrayan hidmo. He set forward the hypothesis that variables like property 
type, ground conformation, type of pastoral herding and combination with 
agriculture, were at work in the transformation [Fig. 53].

If we follow the period documentation, we see that the dwellings described, 
while tending to be “irregularly circular” in shape, showed structural and 
material differences and seemed to offer varying degrees of provisionality. 
They ranged from a hemispherical hut with a frame that can be dismantled, 
covered just with skins and mats, which can be defined as mobile and used in 
particular in the lowlands, to a provisional dwelling that allows a relatively 
more stable presence and is more complex from the small wall of varying height 
to the hint of a roof. A ‘beehive’ dwelling has also often been documented, 
even by the Mochi-Dainelli mission, similar to the type that was widespread in 
the western Eritrean lowlands, sometimes defined as the “Sudanese type”. In 
Forho, Dainelli observed, both the circular hut with thatched walls anchored 
to the ground, in general with rocks set on top of the base, for which he used 
the term “dazà”, as well as the type with the small wall, were present: 

There are two shapes to the Assaorta huts, which, however, correspond to a 
single type, and essentially differ, rather, in the greater wealth or poverty of 
their construction, in relation to the wealth or poverty of the owners: they are, 
in a word, houses or palaces. In the huts of notables, and of the rich, a greater 
structural solidity can be observed; it is in these that the poles and the boughs, 
which together make up the roof and the walls, generally lay on low masonry 
walls, sometimes built by dry-laying, and other times spread with mud as if it were 
plaster. (Dainelli 1910: 122). [Fig. 54, 55, 56, 57].

A complicated situation then arises, of coexistence and plurality of forms, 
similar to the one described by Didier Morin for ʿAfar dwellings. Morin 
confirms how even the simple “hemispherical” or “oval” framed houses of 
the ʿAfar showed, in their concrete versions, variations in their foundations, 
the materials used, the frame and the covering. The variables could be 
financial means, the limited materials available, as well as the need to 
reconcile, in many cases, a form of sedentary lifestyle with pastoral mobility. 
The geographer Dainelli attributes the morphological differences to financial 
means. [Fig. 58, 59].

These travelers and early scholars, like Mochi and Dainelli, generally use 
the generic term “are” (S. care) for house, or, in its plural form, “aroà” (S. 
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carwa). If we have used the term daasa then, it is only to draw closer to this 
multiform situation and because it is the term that most often appears and is 
used in the relational sense to distinguish it from the subsequent and more 
sophisticated dwelling, the naxsa, which we will discuss below. In fact, the 
documentation gathered by the ATMCS mission, with regard to the Saho, 
following the Mochi-Dainelli mission, has found at least four terms used to 
describe these monocellular dwellings, with a generally circular layout: agdo, 
daasa, soqhlo, gujje. They co-exist or vary locally and are also chosen according 
to the experience and the socio-cultural background of the speakers [Fig. 60].

On the Qooxayto highlands, in the town of Saafira, daasa for most 
continues to indicate the variable sized conical houses, distinguishing a small 
one and a large one, which can be indicated respectively with generic terms 
like ucundhuu-erhxe and eneeb-erhxe. The latter could easily be identified with 
the Tigrayan word agdo. In this local and temporal context, the large daasa 
or agdo is characterized by a central pole, and two gendered internal spaces, 
the female gooxo and the male labhat gaza (we will see alternative names 
below). In Kaaribossa, the village on the first descent from Qooxayto, next to 
the naxsa we still today find daasa. Here, as in nearby Saafira, daasa and agdo 
are considered interchangeable terms that identify the same type: «Daasa and 
agdo are the same thing» [Fig. 61, 62, 63].

In everyday and discursive uses the term daasa, under Tigrayan influence, 
for some today simply becomes a synonym of reedo, which in Saho is the 
great tent for wedding or funeral ceremonies, and which in Tigrinya would be 
more specifically the das. The reedo is rectangular in shape, with two or three 
poles in the center and a horizontal crossbeam called gamal that holds up the 
pillars, camid, and is built specifically for wedding ceremonies, marca, or for 
funerals and commemorations, uraye. [Fig. 64, 199, 269].

Other linguistic variations are revealed to us in the housing experience 
of the village of Laacaytan, located at about 1600 meters up the Eritrean 
slopes, which has a mixed population. This people were brought together 
from different areas in 1984, both through the input of the DERG government 
resettlement program and as a consequence of the severe famine that hit 
the herdsmen’s livestock in the Tigray, who combined agriculture with the 
management of their livestock in the highlands during the hot and dry period, 
ganna. Given this mixed composition of the population, it is to be expected 
that not everyone comes together in using the same clear terms. Here the 
speakers distinguish between agdo and daasa: a fundamental distinction is 
made about the structure. The agdo has a central pole; the daasa is generally 
without one. The agdo, which is built on its own plot of ground, by right, 
resting on a low circular wall of stones, onto which a frame that has a forked 
central pole (camidda) is inserted [Fig. 199]: this dwelling is called a soqhlo. 
The variant without the vertical pole, also in Laacaytan, takes the name gujje. 
The term daasa shifts to indicate a different basic type, without a pole, built 
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with shrubs and boughs, not conical in shape. Compared to the first two, it is 
designated primarily for complementary functions with respect to the main 
house. This difference is expressed clearly by a Casawurta man from the town, 
whose rudimentary daasa serves her stable home with subsidiary functions.

The construction technique has several basic sequences and choices. We 
saw that the low wall, depending on the variations, can have unmortared 
stones, called kaana or qaana (makarimte qanna) if circular, or secured with 
mortar, dried bovine dung, or even cement nowadays. This second type of 
low wall is properly called mandaqh. Both names are closely connected to the 
Tigrinya language. The unmortared low wall, according to needs or inclination, 
can be 50 cm high or up to a maximum of a meter and a half. Leaving space 
for a door, which can be triangular or rectangular, based on the height of the 
wall, cut branches or saalico (=muxuts) are placed onto the stones, on which 
branches, and shrubs woven together are set for the purpose of insulation, 
for which the generic term xalel is used, or even guruf. These are plants that 
are not edible for animals. A long, forked pole is used as an arm extension in 
order to work on the thatching above from inside. The weave of the thatching 
allows for air circulation and temperature control. Thermal insulation works, 
with specific adaptations, both for the scorching heat of the lowlands and for 
the climate of the hillsides, and it is also effective at protecting against water. 
The best woods are wild olive, oolac, and waybo (Terminalia brownie), because 
they are hard woods that are resistant over time, while more perishable wood 
materials, which must be chosen due to limitations in availability, are aloe 
(cuure) and ciqqa, a type of agave. The woods need to be able to resist attacks 
from termites, insects and worms (qunqune, ziiza, awwaaxa, etc.). Anchoring 
to the ground is, then, accomplished with stones, a more stable solution, which 
allow for better protection from insects and from excessive water. A channel 
dug behind the daasa (xontol) allows water to flow, following the slope. The 
stones remain, then, even when the household migrates, as a tangible sign of 
belonging, which can always be claimed and at any rate remains in the faint 
memory of each herdsman. A smoke hole is provided thanks to the weave of 
the thatching. [Fig. 65].

The poles of the frame are called sabsab, and they are held up by forked 
poles, gashshale or mamxitstso, with a crossbeam across them, generically 
called fantat-boxotta and not sarwe, which is instead used in “real houses” 
(hamme-le carwa), and this expression indicates the naaxis (pl. of naxsa) [Fig. 
199, 262]. As we have already seen, xalel, foliage and shrubs of alaaki or 
abaaqhaco or other low plants, which are gathered by the women on the 
first day of construction, are woven into a covering. If the auxiliary daasa 
is designated for kitchen use, inside of it in the carcarto, or earth floors, are 
three hearth stones or miskillix, the oton, a clay structure, built by the women, 
where the mogogo or gasa are set, with a lid, buuleena (= Ty mogde), all 
heated by wood or dried bovine dung (kibino). In the compound studied, 
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there is also a simple hut with a privy hole that serves as an outhouse. These 
covered privy holes are connected to the homes of the wealthy or are made 
with cement provided by the government and are sometimes called the “red 
cross” or “the red moon”.

This building technique, therefore, foresees a minimum of expertise and 
tools, for the most part in order to cut wood materials and shape stones, which 
is essentially done by males. But the hands used as tools are often those of 
women in the simple actions of the work sequences, both in construction and 
in the replacement of those parts that are subject to wear, because the daasa, 
even if it is well made, as is often the case along the hillsides, does not have 
the architectural complexity of the highlands naxsa. Each gender has its own 
specific know-how and skills, which are applied, however, asymmetrically in 
terms of technological equipment, a pattern that we will later see confirmed in 
the construction of other types of houses. It should not, however, be forgotten 
that, thanks to their observational experience, although passive, women can, 
as needed and in emergency cases, such as at times when the men are away at 
war, reproduce techniques assigned to the men of the group in this gendered 
division of labor.

In the most stable and refined daasa Saho women seal the inside 
foundations, molding, and sometimes painting and plastering the interior 
with clay and ochre (Dore, Vergari 2016). The environmental habitat, as we 
have seen, dictates the availability of building materials that are suited to the 
climate and to pastoral activities. Skins are scraped clean and sewn by the 
women, while other products, such as canvas and mats, may also be obtained 
through trade with the outside world. Within these boundaries, there can 
also be cultural and familial variability. These natural materials, paired with 
a precise technique, define the processing, environmental know-how, times, 
and gendered division of labor. 

The daasa, then, cannot be interpreted in purely evolutional terms; rather, 
it coexists with another type, the naxsa, because it continues to satisfy specific 
necessities in certain phases of pastoralism or agro-pastoralism. The daasa 
and its variants satisfy the need to define fundamentally gendered micro-
spaces that follow gender categories. It is possible to define a threshold that 
has its own symbolic and functional value even in a monocellular space of 
limited size. In Laacaytan, the barrier that separates the two parts is called 
gidgidda or gidgido, if it is made of wood, or dimca, if of stone, or goleena 
when it is just a curtain. In the daasa called soqhlo, since it is larger, there 
is an entrance, ifee, for each of the two spaces. The relevant term for the 
women’s area, designated mainly for the processing of food, is gooxo or even 
addat-care, while the open area outdoors is called the makaado or irot-care. In 
the gooxo is where the active and passive technology for food processing is 
found, and some sininstira can be found in its walls, which are recesses where 
objects can be stored [Fig. 66, 67, 68, 69, 226].
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Old diagrams sketched at the very beginning of the last century show the 
relational position of the quern, portable grindstone, in the interior of a daasa 
and the mill in a more complex house like the naxsa or the hidmo.

Even the immediate outside of a daasa functions as an open-air laboratory 
for different domestic techniques. A picture taken in the same survey (1905-
1906) portraits a Saho woman processing pottery with a quern used as a 
multifunctional grindstone [Fig. 70], while another picture shows a woman 
grinding foodstuff [Fig. 71].

Mobile houses are tied to the nomadic pastoral experience and the two 
environmental habitat types, that of the Danakil lowlands and of that of its 
slopes. We can understand it as having building parts that can be dismantled 
and reassembled at the next stopping place, with the exception the integration 
of materials that are readily available on site. But the house can be provisional 
with variations that are, in reality, important for the rhythms and means of 
herding and raising animals. We can see as provisional houses the seasonal 
ones built along the slopes of the transhumance routes, where herdsmen 
could live together with their families. When it was time for migration, these 
huts were reduced to the simplest wooden frames or, in many cases, were not 
dismantled but left in place, sometimes barring the entrance with siici kayetta, 
thorny acacia shrubs, trusting to find them, or at least the circles of stone, 
upon their return, although obviously with the need to renovate those parts 
that had deteriorated in the meantime. This opportunity had to be assured 
by the knowledge and respect for reciprocal routes and settlements of abur, 
sheep pens. A social remembrance of anthropization, which was not to be 
circumvented, guaranteed respect for the spaces and micro-spaces, and their 
regulation and relations. Different photographic witnesses from the end of 
the Nineteenth century and beyond show the morphologies and structures of 
provisional dwellings. The huntsman’s shelter indicates, in turn, an extreme 
provisionality, which was functional for staking out wild animals: it is a 
temporary shelter made of branches and boughs and destined to deteriorate, 
with very limited technical investment [Fig. 72, 73, 74].

Stable dwellings have a different social and physical horizon compared to 
nomadic wandering: an essential mark of this in construction is the mandaqh, a 
solid wall foundation. Burhurh care or xirho indicates the permanent residence 
(in Tigrinya it would be called nabaari), which requires, in fact, foundations, 
and stands against the reduction of the house to a mere temporary hut, 
which can also be called beet-albi care, specifically the type built along the 
transhumance routes towards the baxra, the lowlands. Beet-albo, without 
a house, is a common Tigrayan expression that indicates a young man, an 
unmarried man or widower and therefore one who is socially deprived and 
not complete, but it is also applicable to a transhumant herdsman who does 
not have the woman who cooks for him and his family with him, and for 
whom social deprivation is temporary. And at the other extreme, towards a 
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zero point, is sifra, a camp merely for an overnight stay, with the makaado out 
in the open air, to which is added a simple natural shelter in the pasture, that 
is, a shady place (silalto), under a tree, or in a more hidden and secure shelter 
like behind a rock (celto).

The Saho housing traditions have taken advantage of every possibility, 
even natural caves (galba), used not only as shelter for animals but also as 
dwellings for families or for herdsmen when staying at pasture. These shelters 
could be expanded with human intervention and protected by a fence of 
shrubs or even a crude unmortared low wall. These are the ones that were 
called “troglodyte” dwellings by explorers and western scholars in the past, a 
housing solution that is certainly not foreign even to Mediterranean society. 
Henry Salt saw the construction technique in Dixan (S Digsa):

(…) except that a few additional huts or caves had been constructed in the lower 
town. In the course of the morning I observed some labourers busily engaged in 
excavating and forming one of these singular habitations, and, as the only tools 
employed consisted of a small kind of adze, to shape the stones, and the blade-bone 
of a bullock to dig out the earth and temper the mortar, it was somewhat surprising 
to remark the facility with which the work was executed. (Salt 1816: 190).

Dainelli and Mochi and Loria photographed a “troglodyte” dwelling in 
the vicinity of Golo along the Amba Soyra, with clear human intervention 
consisting of a stone wall. Remarkably, this dwelling or shelter remains today, 
according to the 2009 survey, and it appears to continue to play a pastoral 
role [Fig. 75, 76, 77, 78, 79].

5.2. Transformations and Tigrayan influence in housing

Italian researchers from the early century, particularly Mochi and Dainelli, 
came upon the dawn of the transformation of the daasa, understood as the 
conical hut adapted to transhumant pastoralism along the slopes and in 
the lowlands. This research produced a historical hypothesis of typological 
variation of the Saho dwelling. Forty years after the mission, towards the end 
of the colonial period, as documented by photographs and descriptions, the 
process of transformation into the naxsa through subsequent innovations has 
by now been completed.

The naxsa appears in a historical perspective as the result of coming into 
contact with the hidmo, the Tigrayan dwelling (hǝdmo), in the context of 
socio-productive negotiations with farmers that took place at the time of the 
Italian mission. With the growth of Caddi Qayyix as an urban center in the 
Akele Guzai region under colonial impulse, an intensification of the action of 
Italian models and construction and residential methods can be hypothesized 
that must also have influenced the Saho, refining and hybridizing the 
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Tigrayan cultural influence. This new architecture probably not only created 
a new visual familiarity, but also required Saho labor as a social participant 
involved in construction. There is evidence of this even in contemporary 
Saho vocabulary for material culture, which is a witness to an absorption and 
adaptation that is not passive, but creative and re-imaginative in accordance 
with their needs [Fig. 80, 81, 82].

The term naxsa, which is dominant today, is the product of a semantic 
shift. The term, which means “flat roof” in Geʿez, appears only once in 
Mochi’s travel journal and indicates a shelter for livestock that has a flat roof 
and masonry foundation: «a pen for oxen called Nahsà, unmortared stone 
walls and a flat roof held up by wooden columns that covers about 2/3 of it» 
(Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 139). The modern dwelling takes up this term, preferring 
these two classifying elements, and applies it to the innovation of the family 
home, which is constructed, in fact, with a flat roof, a stone foundation and 
a rectangular form, although differing considerably from the previous daasa. 
Thus, among the Saho, this new dwelling does appear as a loan from the 
Tigrayan world but is also “domesticated” lexically with the shift of a term 
from their own housing culture, to denote their own reinvention of the rural 
hidmo. 

Another important typological element is the rear wall that is almost 
entirely underground, which, as often is the case for hidmo, rests on the 
rock or on a raised part of the ground behind it. Due to this, naxsa can be 
widely found, tending to rest at different levels along a ridge, in order to take 
advantage of the incline to facilitate the use of the hillside for grounding the 
rear wall [Fig. 83, 84]. Additionally, a strong point like the multifunctional 
outdoor courtyard has also been adopted, with a protruding awning, partially 
covered and held up by vertical poles. This solution did not keep the Saho, 
over the course of this process, from continuing to use care and/or daasa, or 
daasa from then becoming a seasonal or temporary dwelling with respect 
to the naxsa, a term that at this point would no longer be used for livestock 
shelters, for which other specialized terms would be adopted.

While in the lowlands daasa continues to exist, generally as a subsidiary 
dwelling, or as a provisional one along the slopes, the experience that would 
initiate innovation was the use of a portion of the courtyard of the hidmo, 
as a temporary dwelling in highland transhumance. Negotiations would be 
made with a Tigrayan highland farmer, who would become a partner with 
which to trade products and services, like grouping his animals to one’s own 
livestock for pasture. This agreement, reached by varying means, would lead 
to the experimentation and reflection that would later lead to the naxsa. It 
was, therefore, primarily an internal conversion, whose process was observed 
at its inception by Italian researchers. The colonial push to convert Saho 
families to agricultural work was not foreign to this process, at least in part, 
even in the lowlands with the cultivation of sorghum and corn, but especially 
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in the highlands, with barley and sorghum, with evident repercussions on 
housing structures and ways of living. Following the transhumance routes 
and opportunities, Saho families also settled along the slopes from Massawa 
towards Gindac or in the fertile plane of Hazamo, but also in the lowlands 
themselves, where they appointed the most enterprising leaders in contact with 
the colonial service.

The conversion to agriculture as a complementary or exclusive activity 
pushed progressively forward for the entire century, transforming part of 
the Saho herdsmen into farmers, with significant expansion and enrichment 
of their material culture and with the new demand for a dwelling suited 
to the passage to residential agriculture. The notes of Mochi and Dainelli 
show these first arrangements and coexistences, giving clues to the agents of 
change and are able to discern different settlement strategies in the different 
Saho sections. It becomes possible to have an idea of the numeric proportions 
by cross-checking colonial data: in Thiisha, a village near Sancafe, re-founded 
closer to the cultivated areas, having achieved a degree of safety, in the open 
valley as opposed to the old residence, they number 25 hǝdmo compared to 
3 care in the census. “Are” (S care) is the term in the Mochi journal and in 
Dainelli’s accounts. Despite some contradictions and uncertainty, it seems for 
the most part to indicate a larger daasa in these Tigrayan majority villages, 
with a more evident differentiation of indoor spaces, marked by the partial 
raising of the floor and the qafo partition, and spacious containers, made of 
clay, attributed to wealthier Saho. The prevalence of daasa in the highlands 
does not necessarily mark a lingering remnant, as we have already observed. 
Saaro, divided into the upper, middle, and lower sections (Agani, Fanti, 
Gubi), of which only a few abodes and ruins remain today, was the first to 
be reached reascending the ancient water source of the Qooxayto [Fig. 85, 
86]. At the time of the Italian mission, tall junipers were still growing in this 
place, which in the past had served as reinforcements for the old dwellings. 
Here, according to local memory, the previous hidmo were destroyed by 
Subagadis, the Xaasaballa Irob leader, who was a key political figure in the 
Tigray region at the end of the 18th century, and in their place daasa were 
built. In this case, an unfavorable historical contingency dictated the less 
advanced architectural solution and modified the temporal relations between 
the two types:

[Saro] They tell me that this Dik of the Assalissan was established here 15 or 16 
generations ago, back in the times of Assaur. And they also say that the town was 
with hedmò. If now there are also aroà it is because the Assalissan built them after 
Degiac Sebagadisc of the Agamè destroyed their houses and livestock (Ciruzzi et 
al. 2002: 145).

The adaptations proceeded, therefore, first in a “parasitic” way or by using 
house fences or portions of them, or through the adaptation of the old 
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abandoned hidmo, which began to be redefined even more if the whole family 
and not just the herdsman went to live there, at least for the pasture season. 
They forewent, then, the construction of a veritable daasa that would be a 
repeat of their own home. 

[at Senafè] The hut belongs to an old Minifire […] the little house nearby was 
built, to which, under the past military influence, gave shape to the agdò. I then 
enter into a hedmò where an Assalissàn family lives. It is a house abandoned 
by the Abyssinians. The newcomers did not change anything. The same indoor 
layout remains. There is nothing particular except the poor state of the entire 
construction, to which the Assalissàns make no repairs.
I stay in the end to examine the Assalisàn and Minifire huts built under the porticoes 
of several hedmò in detail and I make a diagram of three of them. These Saho take 
advantage of the corner of one of those porticoes in front of the hedmò and with 
a few branches, twigs and sod and dung, with rags, straw and other materials, 
perhaps European ones, they build a sort of backdrop that limits a circular or 
rectangular space. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 92).
These Saho huts located in the hedmò enclosures are fairly common in Adì Caièh 
and in the area nearby (see the one described in Toconda). The Ethiopian owner 
of the hedmò, if he knows an Asawurta or Minifire who comes into town for the 
pasture season, easily gives him permission to build a hut in the portico area. 
As compensation, when the highland rainy season ends and the lowland season 
begins, the nomad takes the herds of the hospitable Ethiopian into his care and 
brings them with him to the plain. When he returns to the highlands, he will go 
again to live with the hospitable Christian in the same hut. It sometimes happens 
that these nomads end up staying permanently in the Ethiopian town and then he 
will rarely stay in the adapted hedmò: for the most part, in that case he will build 
a dwelling for himself. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 94).

In the beginning of the 20th century, families could by then be found, for 
example in Leelish Care, that had at that point resided in towns like May 
Hambto and Xalay (Ty Ḥalay) for years. These fundamentally Tigrayan and 
Christian villages where agreements and partnerships were experimented 
and established, which in any case involved the collective group and the 
ʾǝnda, that is, the set of agnatic lineages of a Tigrayan village, were those that 
were found along the transhumance routes that coincided with trade routes 
at lower altitudes. This route follows the depressions produced by the courses 
of rivers like the Xaddas (Ty Ḥaddas) and the Kumayle, which are transitable 
with dromedaries. [Fig. 7, 88]. The main villages were May Cayni (Ty May 
ʿAyni) and Xalay.

[in the indigenous village of Mai-Haini] [...] I observe that there are many H[edmo] 
and many tukul in ruins […] they are used as shelters and temporary dwellings for 
several Assaorta families who are now here for the pastures. Rather than building 
huts and grouping themselves into camps with their own in the vicinity, some 
families even prefer to use these hovels. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 20).
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The beginning of the last century saw the stable settlement of Saho groups, 
to the point of becoming a distinguishing feature of several villages, and this 
was reflected in the housing.

The Assaorta village of Amptò has the air of a rather more stable group that the 
two villages visited in the previous days: the bushes are thick and laid out more 
precisely, the larger houses are built with more care and, as we will see later, with 
more comforts. And it is only natural: this group of Assaorta have been living here 
uninterruptedly for 5 years, in which time it has never returned to its country. It 
has therefore found a second homeland here and has settled in as best as it could. 
The Assaorta in this village are from Bet Lelisc. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 27).

Halai has a rather mixed population and it is an essentially Abyssinian town; 
however, for some time, several Assaorta families have spent the greater part of 
the year here for some time now, making do for housing the best they can either 
in uninhabited hedmò or in a tukul. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 68).

In the village of Maahiyo, Dainelli observed that the Saho families preferred 
the scattered settlements

For the most part nestled into the steep mountainsides, where it is difficult, or at 
least inconvenient, to reach them; at the same time, there is, on the other hand, 
the custom that leads them to build huts in complete isolation from one another or 
at best in very small groups. (Dainelli 1910: 106).

From the explanations of the Saho leaders in Bar Heenas (Berhnet), it seems 
clear that housing and dwellings are useful as specific markers of material 
culture to set a starting point and end point for Saho social change, to reflect 
on the cultural transition that needs to be explained and to place it along the 
timeline of an even longer history:

«In ancient times» Cantibà Maasciò continues, «our fathers did not cultivate the land 
and they wandered from place to place with their livestock. Then we did not have 
the hedmò. We built houses that looked like the Tukul». (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 83).

But, along the high caravan route, where it is only possible to pass with the mule 
track and the passes are narrow and Saho control is more practicable, there are 
dwellings that are recognizable as Saho, even relatively new ones. Kaaribossa, 
at about seven kilometers from the edge of the Qooxayto plateau towards the 
lowlands, and shortly thereafter Dhamxina and Raalo are, in fact, villages that 
were born in favorable locations for the control of the mule track [Fig. 89]. 

Another small Assalisan village, called Libirassò, was born shortly thereafter, also 
on the edge of the Qohaito plateau, at mid ridge. [...] From what I can see, it is 
made up of about fifteen Arè and 4 or 5 subrectangular flat-roof buildings that are 
useful for livestock. [...] A bit lower I observe several huts that are used to shelter 
goats at night. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 156).
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 Not far ahead, especially in Kaaribossa, the naxsa now has a complete 
form and marks the residential area with its architectural form, in an 
intimate fusion with plots of cultivated land. These transitions are also the 
sign as well as the cause of a clear change in rhythms, times, and spaces, 
both in pastoral herding and in family relationships and relations between 
families and lines of descent. The anthropized slopes were occupied by 
Saho sections according to internal relations that the Italians attempted to 
understand and even use for the purposes of colonial control. [Fig. 90, 91]

In the administrative documents of the Italian Commissariato of Caddi 
Qayyix at the end of the 1930s, it appears that the shift was sanctioned: 
the naxsa is what the Tigrayans call hidmo. The process had substantially 
been completed. At the beginning of the British administration (april 1941), 
Siegfried Frederik Nadel, in charge as senior political officer in Akele Guzai, 
but also an anthropologist who trained in London at Malinowski’s lectures, 
confirmed the result of this process concerning the highlands, using the term 
“Asaorta” not just for the Casawurta but also for the different Saho sections:

The settlements of the Asaorta are small, and composed of primitive shelters made 
of loose wood, shaped like tents, and as temporary as these. Only in the mountains, 
among the more sedentary sections of the tribes, in the house of more permanent 
type, built of stone and thatch. Where the Asaorta have penetrated into the area 
of the highland population, they have also adopted the solid flat-roofed house of 
Abyssinian type. (Nadel 1944: 128).

The interior division here as elsewhere repeats the fundamental distinction of 
the Tigrayan hidmo, even adopting its terms and using them interchangeably 
with the Saho ones:

The interior division of the houses of the Rezhamarà of Berhenèt is also interesting. 
Already in the Shuum’s residence, which is a fairly large Hedmò (generally 
speaking), I observe that the division of the interior spaces does not correspond 
exactly to the Abyssinian division and the first room, called medribet by the 
Abyssinians, where there is a hearth for making coffee, and a part of the floor 
that is raised up (20 cm from the surface), made of packed earth and dung, on the 
margin of which there is a sort of small step with four hollows, a larger one for 
the coffee carafe and three smaller ones for cups, all details that bring it closer to 
the Assaorta huts. The grain receptacles are made of earth and dung (cofò); the 
millstone and the kitchen hearths, however, are purely Abyssinians. (Ciruzzi et al. 
2002: 79).

It seems clear that the innovation towards the naxsa primarily regarded those 
with financial means initially, like the leaders and the interior organization 
of its functional spatial realms owes much to the Tigrayan model, but it 
incorporates elements from its own tradition, even of interior design and 
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esthetics, which enable them to feel it as their own. The technology of the 
materials, which conveys a long-term material culture, which has not yet 
exhausted its efficacy, is in itself productive from the standpoint of terminology 
overlap, as well. The materials used are stone, wood, plant fibers, and even 
a complementary coating of dry bovine dung, but the form and the structure 
have at this point been re-adapted and are recognizable for a Saho as being 
their own.

5.2.1. Structure and shape of the naxsa.

Observing the houses at the foot of Amba Sancafe, the geographer Dainelli 
observed how resident Saho families and Tigrayan farmers shared the same 
technical ensemble (Leroi-Gourhan 1993). The Saho interpretation of the hidmo 
was by then accepted by all as an integral part of the local housing panorama, 
a shared trait in a common landscape. The structural, morphological, and 
sociological features of the naxsa were precisely summarized:

(…) I will say immediately that the walls, here, have been raised and squared so 
well that they do not function only as a shelter from outside, but also as veritable 
supports for the flat roof. The interior division is essentially the same; and the 
names given to each space are, more or less, the same. The exception is that the 
portico has been greatly developed and has been given a front wall, so that this, 
too, has become a closed space. While the next two rooms have maintained the 
names that we found in the Abyssinian hudmò, the center of intimate family 
life, which was there in the second, has moved here to the first, with that one 
remaining as a grain deposit and storage area for a little of everything. There is, 
therefore, a relocation of the various functions of the different spatial realms: the 
degghè, or portico, once closed, takes the functions of the medribèt. The medribèt, 
while maintaining its primitive name, takes on those of the usciatè, and, lastly, 
the usciatè becomes a space with new functions. The medribèt, having changed 
its role, also naturally takes on a different layout: perpendicular to the walls are 
the immense mahakèn, grain storage containers, similar to the gofò, but square, 
rather than circular as the latter. Between these and the others, the ground is 
raised; these are the beds (naasdà) and the sofas. Entering, the hearth (uton) is on 
the right and the millstone (maktan) is on the left. And this, in short, is everything.

We can add, however, that often a real courtyard (tzanhà) is added to each 
house, enclosed by walls, where for the most part beehives are kept, and 
where the women tend to many household chores (Dainelli 1910: 57-58) 
[Fig. 92, 93].

Dainelli adds an important piece of information about the settlement. In 
this case there is a sort of frérèche, because several brothers with their own 
families would choose a common residence, arranging their dwellings around 
a shared courtyard:
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(…) often still, when a family is made up of various housed brothers, they all live 
together, but having only a large degghè in common, laying out the dwellings of 
each one around it. (Dainelli 1910: 58).

The naxsa, which is a residential and a consumption unit, from a structural 
standpoint must respond to a combination of agricultural activities and the 
endurance of pastoral undertakings. The current configuration is then the 
result of a detailed effort, a redefinition of the functional gendered spaces, of 
an apposition of courtyards and porticoes that are more or less elaborate, of 
annexes that are home to household chores, potentially including an enclosure 
for beehives, as well. From the monocellular reality of the old daasa, there is 
a transition to an ideal bicellular reality, which comes into play in both the 
division of male and female spaces and the opening to hospitality; on the other 
hand, the spatial introversion of women’s activities emerges. The result, then, 
is respectively the makaado, male and extroverted, and the gooxo, female and 
tendentially introverted.  To complicate the picture, the introversion must be 
defined with more clarity: the gooxo opens on the side towards the external 
area where space can be found both for a chicken-coop and a mobile hearth 
that supplements the indoor fires. This side entrance is also open to a female 
presence. This is the case of the naxsa of the shuum of Kaaribossa, which will 
be described, where the exit of the gooxo remains outside of the enclosure of 
the gabala, even when this has been completed and holds the main entrance. 
It is necessary, however, to keep in mind that the individual constructions can 
show variations at least in the details. [Fig. 94, 95].

In each case, Saho oral literature, especially in its formalized outputs 
like proverbs, expressively and effectively renders the socio-spatial and 
symbolic significance of the two housing categories, makaado and gooxo, and 
expresses in an exemplary way the ideology of gender relations and family 
roles in housing and dwellings. In different proverbs, makaado is used as a 
synecdoche to represent the entire house, evidently because its masculinized 
connotation, which is open to the outside world and hospitality, establishes 
it as a preferred reference. A Saho proverb says: Ina hin makaano kee gunde 
hin makaado sittiyaako ashshinnexe xeewo, yan, “a place without a mother 
and a makaado without a seasoned log to burn are orphans, they say”. 
The makaado is identified in turn with its main sociologic and functional 
element, the burning hearth, and the log of seasoned wood, which burns 
slowly and a long time, heating and lighting the house as a mother does for 
her family’s well-being. As the mistress of the house, cari baclä, is firmly 
set, according to the gendered division of work and roles, inside the home. 
The position of the gooxo, which is not just an area where food is processed, 
but also a hoard for foodstuffs and the tools that allow the depiction of 
the family and the centrality of the woman of the house are highlighted 
in the proverb laatiina badinnixa, aqhcazit gooxo kafinnixa, yan, “before the 
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nursing cow dies and before the gooxo of a good homemaker dries up, they 
say”, which is an auspice that rain would arrive from God before these two 
disastrous events happen. The good management qualities of the house, 
which are the concern of both the man and the woman, in accordance with 
the asymmetrical division of labor, are decisive for the good running of the 
house, as the proverb admonishes: Abxoyti ishi care rada, “a weak (or bad) 
person destroys their own house”.

The external enclosure, the gabala, a perfected version of the tazbab awning, 
is the multifunctional open space and characterizes the style and prestige of a 
house: it houses the livestock and tools and is at the same time an extension 
of the inside as a primarily male, but in part also female, workspace. 

It is not possible, however, to study the structure and form of the dwelling 
without considering the history of households and their life cycle and the 
kinship relationships or alliances that can determine affinity and openness, as 
Mochi and Dainelli had already foreseen (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 35-36).

Innovation itself proceeds by deviations, even contemporaneous ones, 
in a typology that, while having a recognizable and shared trend, shows 
adaptations to factors like environmental and economic possibilities, 
legislative norms, family cycles and even the individual look itself. 

The complete survey of the morphology intended use and nomenclature 
of the shuum Maxammad Cali in Kaaribossa, a town of the Saho Xasabat-
Care, done by the ATMCS mission, can be useful as an example and took into 
account the history of the household life cycle. The town is at an altitude 
of 2,570 m. with the houses placed along the contour lines based on the 
widespread model that gradually descends towards a non-perennial stream.

The history that recalls the phase of ascent and settlement of the household 
therefore individualizes and historicizes the morphology. It reveals constants 
that can be extended to other households and other areas, as owners confirm; 
but it also reveals the reasons for morphological variations that find their 
explanation in family history or in micro-events that modified for a time at 
least a part of the intended use of the spaces.

At this point, the complete history of the dwelling across its phases can 
be read and, if the terms used below are frequently used in the Tigrinya 
language, this happens because this history is written within a historically 
Tigrayan land regime. The land for the naxsa was assigned, at the time of 
independence (naatsinnet) by village administrators, both those nominated 
by the government and notables (annabaabarti). Maxammad Cali received 
authorization, fiqhaad, because he belonged to the moboqqol, that is, he 
descends from the agnatic lines considered to have been the founders of the 
village. They gave the authorization (ifqide) specifically because he had land 
to cultivate in the area. On the other hand, his old naxsa, which is located in 
the same village, was inherited from his father. The new concession took into 
account a distance from the neighbors of at least 10 meters. The boundary, 
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xuduud, was set clearly from the beginning and it cannot be expanded or 
violated, on penalty of intervention by the notables, or as a next resort, in 
the case of disagreement, of the locally elected judge. He would only allow 
a close relative, like a son, to attach his house to his own, so as to share the 
same wall, natsala mandaqh (Ty = dividing wall).

The house of Maxammad Cali in its earliest time was made up of only one 
area, but with the project to create two areas: it is 15 meters long, excluding 
annexes. In 2008, it had two rooms at the ends and a makaado in the center, 
but while the gooxo is recognizable on the right looking at the front of the 
house, the room on the left would appear to be a simple materials storage 
place and occasional animal shelter at first sight, while waiting for the gabala 
to be completed, which did then happen in 2011.

What distinguishes this one from others is not, however, only its structure, 
but also the quality and workmanship of the woods used and the precision 
of the stonecutting. This expert workmanship makes it a good house then: its 
durability, comfort and aesthetics are therefore fused in the shared opinion of 
the village. As a good ruler, Maxammad Cali first built the entire mandaqh, 
the perimeter wall, with the help of an expert or naddaaqh, so a wall without 
clay and earth (chiqqa), but of stones, which takes a longer time, at least a 
month, in addition to the slow accumulation of the stones needed which lasts 
two months. Then he inserted the pillars or camid, 18 of them, with the help of 
two men. After that, another day of work was needed with the mobilization of 
friends and neighbors in exchange for help in the village dik, that is, for wofora 
(Ty wӓfӓra). If the time needed to collect the wood needed for the various 
parts is also added, construction of the house lasted half a year, iggidi abrha.

What is concealed, however, without the metatext of the account of 
Maxammad, is that, at the time of this observation, the family of his son was 
living with him, since he, as other Saho men, had emigrated to Saudi Arabia. 
A third independent naxsa was set aside for the son, which he had asked of 
the shumagalle in his son’s name. But, even more remarkable, the household 
of the shuum was made up of two wives (xaggo). It was then a polygynous 
family, which is not the mere addition of two nuclear families, but a different 
structure that presupposes a male-centered strategy of united resources, 
which must handle both cooperation and conflict. Themes and ways of living 
are conditioned by this. When the house was built, about 18 years before the 
survey, at the time of Eritrean independence, he moved out of the old naxsa 
with his first wife, xeema, and the second, but – this is the reason put forward 
– so that the second wife would have more space, he later moved her to the 
old naxsa. That this was a matter of difficult co-existence between the co-
wives can reasonably be hypothesized. At any rate, this explains the double 
gooxo and the central location of the makaado. Following the terminology 
used by the shuum, the two women’s parts are called sawot gaza, while the 
term mazlis or majlis used for the central part, reserving the term makaado for 
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the hearth that is located in it. In the sawot gaza currently in use, that is, in 
the operative gooxo, the hearth (bounded by three stones) is called miskillix. 
[Fig. 96, 97, 98].

Moreover, a micro-event explains the asymmetry between the wall 
completed to the ceiling, with the exception of the first low section for keeping 
objects which divides from the gooxo in use, and the opposite wall which is 
completely low. [Fig. 99, 100]. In fact, for four years, until 1995, the makaado 
was used as a madrasa, the Koranic school of the village, and for this reason 
it was useful to raise the wall. So, the difficult cohabitation of the co-wives in 
the first case, the emigration of the married son, and service as village chief, 
as both an obligation and a source of prestige, and the collective religious need 
in the second, temporarily bent the domestic environment to unexpected use 
and forms. The front entrance through the makaado restores and confirms the 
prescribed male space, while the vital gooxo, confirming its introversion, opens 
to functional annexes on the side, a chicken coop and outdoor cooking fire. It 
should be remembered how, a century before, Mochi explained the presence 
of two kitchens with the cohabitation of a man and his elderly mother. Here, 
as well, the typological variation led back to a phase in the family cycle, in 
which an expanded family was created because the surviving woman from the 
old couple, which had by then concluded the descendent phase of its cycle, 
claimed her own distinct kitchen. Among the notables, the choice to have two 
wives often leads to two homes: they can be two naxsa or one of the two can 
be a modern house with a metal roof and cement walls. 

As Mochi and Dainelli recorded, leaving us drawings and diagrams in their 
surveys, the fundamental gendered division of interior spaces of the Tigrayan 
hidmo is between wǝšaṭä (Ty) and mǝdri-bet (Ty). This division remains in 
current times, as the work of ethnographer Kjetil Tronvoll in the Eritrean 
village of Akele Guzai, May Wӓyni (Ty), attests. Mǝdri-bet is translated by 
Tronvoll as ground-house: mǝder means ground, but it also means the heart 
or center (of the house). Mǝder richly indicates, in rural culture, the ground 
that gives nutrition, that enables eating and living (Tronvoll 1998: 91-92; 
Bausi et al. 2001). This corresponds precisely to the dual partition between 
the gooxo and the makaado that we have seen repeated in the Saho naxsa. 
This is, moreover, a fundamental and binary division between the women’s 
part and the men’s part that distinguishes even the elementary dwellings of 
other ethnic groups in Eritrea. Among the Kunama of the western lowlands, 
in the ‘beehive’ hut or in the agdo type, which are in any case monocellular, 
the female quarter, which is more internal, is duuma, while the male part 
where one first comes in from the entrance is the kaka. What changes in 
the case of the naxsa, inspired by the hidmo division, is, however, the much 
clearer dividing line highlighted by architectural elements or at least by room 
dividers, which can be made up of grain containers like qafo, which take on 
a decisive architectural value. [Fig. 101].
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In the naxsa of the town of Saafira, on the Qooxayto, owned by Suleymaan 
Cumar, the boundary between the two environments, the divider called des, 
is a curtain, goleena. Inside the gooxo two functional micro spaces can be 
distinguished. The part with the lower flooring is igix, with the carcarto, the 
protection made a raised area of earth or stones, generally three, where the 
miskillix, the cooking fire, is located, while the raised area is the gooxot cara 
[Fig. 226, 227].

Here the passive and active tools for the processing and cooking of food 
which will be found also in the hidmo: libdo is the structure with the platform 
equipment for milling, the marhxan (or sifaalo). In this care the two slabs where 
different grains are ground with two stones, araaracisheenä, the larger one 
with a concave surface for the first stage of processing, and siyyaacisheenä, the 
smaller one for refining [Fig. 243, 244]. The two active stones are necessary 
for grinding coarse grained cereals or small grained cereals (or beans, spices, 
oily plants, coffee…) or for refining. Moodod is the other term to indicate the 
upper grinding stone of a marhxan and it summarizes the entirety of the grain 
processing activities in a proverb that says:  Xato geyte cari bacla, moodod 
taacure, “A housewife who got help/support, hides her grindstone”. One gloss 
explains it like this: the housewife who asks for help, fears that she will have to 
share the fruit of her grinding. It can also refer to those who do not trust others 
or those who scorn others, thinking they can do better, or refuse the help and 
advice of others. In any case, the proverb places the milling of grain in the 
center to express the ambivalence of the exchange of help in female work 
processes, both the positive and negative implications of mutual assistance or 
the uncertainty in the choice of an impossible self-sufficiency in rural society, 
with which one presumes to avoid the burden of reciprocity. 

Mädit is an alternative, used by the Tigrinya-speakers, for the upper 
stone. The rounded shape of the moodod or mädit increases handling to make 
grasping more comfortable for a woman. Shaping, reshaping or rehabiliting 
the use surface is usually the output of the interaction between the male 
craftsman and the female operator. A well done artifact is at the same time 
aesthetically appreciated [Fig. 244].

On the millstone, there are two recesses, bokhra, for the first grinding of 
the grains, and for refining. Dhaafi, when available, corn (cilbo), sorghum, 
(maseela), and barley (cadeelaw), need a sieve for sifting (siyyaxta) [Fig. 243]. 
At least two different sieves (mixe and mamfiyo) are required according to the 
size of the foodstuff. They are usually made of woven willow wands. Mixe has 
larger holes than the mamfiyo sifter. A Saho proverb states: mixe mamfiyod 
tammikkixe, ‘the bigger sieve prides itself over the smaller one’, which means 
that a mixe boasts erroneously became its holes are larger than the ones of 
mamfiyo, so more impurities can pass through it. The internal gloss explains: 
who judges superficially should not boasts his judgment because it is less 
accurate than that of those who judge more carefully.
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An efficient position of the grindstone inside the gooxo should let the 
woman observe and control at the same time the other processes like cooking. 
Multi-tasking is an essential inescapable mark of the whole female work. 
Manual milling is female time consuming. J. Mc Cann in his invaluable 
historical study on Ethiopian agriculture quotes a sympathetic view from the 
Portuguese traveller Manuel de Almeida:

Simple as this food seems it is no small labour to prepare it in Ethiopia, primarily 
because they have no mills to grind the meal. It is all ground by hand and it is 
the women work; men even slaves will not grind at any price […] A woman grind 
every day enough for 40-50 apas (enjera) […] Grinding meal and making apas, 
grinding more for sava [= sawwa] or beer they drink (which uses a lot of meal) 
and making that, all this is work which calls for many slave women. (McCann 
1995: 75)

Since the very beginning of the 17th century things have not changed much. 
Muscular strength and body’s endurance are required for hours and repetition 
of the identical elementary gesture and monotony denote this feminized 
operational sequence of food processing. According to the Tigrinya-speakers 
consultants interviewed by Nixon-Darcus «an average time spent grinding 
was reported to have been as many as 8 hours and as few as 3 hours, every 
day except days» (Nixon-Darcus 2014: 109, 189). The variability depends 
on the fertility of the agricultural year, the seasonal time and the size of the 
family during its life cycle; ceremonies demand an extra work. Women were 
compelled to grind during the night because the daytime was exploited for 
other domestic tasks. As a housekeeper explained to the researcher: «we had 
to grind so much because there was no alternative, life depends on it» (Nixon-
Darcus 2014: 110). Female labor time has less value and could be broaden to 
extremes. A social cleavage within the households could lighten the burden 
of the richest women: «local widow women were grinding in the wealthiest 
households for wages in kind. This was conducted openly and secretly with 
and without the knowledge of the husband of the employer» (Gebre Teklu 
2012: 52).

Observing and taking part in a grinding session Nixon-Darcus describes 
the bodily habitus, involving hands, shoulders, arms, hips, legs, and 
absorbing appropriate rhythmical motions. An apt skill reduces time and 
energy consuming. The interplay between palm, fingers and wrist is crucial in 
learning the correct technique. The standing position is more ergonomic and 
efficient over the kneeling posture, according to experimentations reported 
in cross cultural studies, but, as we have noticed, only a portable grindstone 
fits the needs during the pastoral transhumance14.

14 A rotatory grinding wheel powered by animal energy exists in the higlands. 
However, it processes only sesame, oil seeds like linseed and nihug, not cereal grains. 
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An essential piece of equipment in every household is the gasa, the griddle 
for cooking breads (ximboshsha, bokkoco, qichcha, xabaza). The mortar, 
mogoorh, is another indispensable tool for handling grains: it is significant 
that in the kitchen of a naxsa a mortar is made of julla, which is nothing other 
than a bomb casing. As the rural and pastoral economy of recycling requires, 
domestic bricolage uses everything and even molds modern materials and 
products to new uses as needed. In another example of women’s craftsmanship, 
the sewing of hides, in the case of the residential area of Saafira, the awl is 
not of bone, but is made from the shaft of an umbrella and its tip is made 
from a melted plastic pen cap. Various other containers like the gabbeetha 
for drinking milk and an entire series for storage and cooking complete the 
kitchen. The gamma of these containers can be more or less vast depending on 
the financial means of the family. A part of them is still made by women, but 
the possibility of buying tools at the market, made of plastic, aluminum, and 
enameled iron, has led to changes that are reflected in gender relationships 
even with respect to techniques and materials. [Fig. 102, 103, 104, 105]. 

5.2.2. Internal and external annexes of the naxsa

The gabala, a partially porticoed internal courtyard, is particularly important 
for its multifunctionality. Its centrality, as we will see, is confirmed in the 
Irob hidmo, as well.

Its functional comprehensiveness and the precision of its architecture 
bestow prestige upon the entire farmhouse and the social image of its ruler. 
This is well explained in a proverb: Waanit cirhi lee missila, cari cirhi lee gabila, 
yan, “the beauty of discourse is the proverb, and the beauty of the house is the 
gabila [= gabala], they say”. The aspiration, which is not always achieved, 
is, in fact, to accomplish its introversion, enclosing its three sides, which 
are then completed with the living quarters on the fourth side. If we take 
the Kaaribossa naxsa, over time shuum Maxammad came to complete it with 
sturdy walls of mortarless stone: in this way he closed the courtyard, in fact, 
on the three sides surrounding the front side of the naxsa. This construction, 
however, can take years, and in the meantime the walls are completed one 
meter at a time, one side at a time, with the patient accumulation of stones 
and wood. [Fig. 106, 107].

The gabala is normally made up of a covered section, initially as a portico 
extension of the closed rooms of the living quarters, and an uncovered area, 
which becomes the courtyard, and this also appears to be a re-elaboration of 
the Tigrayan hidmo enclosure. The coexistence of animals is fundamental: in 

According to our field research, the Saho cultivators don’t use this grinding machine.
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the courtyard cattle (laa) and donkeys (okolo) can find shelter, but not the 
dromedary, gaala, which is kept in the countryside, in the barre, outdoors. 
Sheep and goats have a shelter specifically for them.

Its multifunctionality, even over the course of its completion, is soon 
realized because it becomes a workshop for part of both male and female 
household chores. The concept of household chores that we adopt must also 
include the activities of men and women which take place on the homestead 
and its connected areas and surroundings: body care, processing activities for 
agricultural products and for food, the repair of agricultural and pastoral and 
consumer tools, storing tools and materials, shelter in the covered area for 
the work animals and their offspring and the working of their products. Some 
of the women’s manufacturing jobs continue to be performed even in the 
current stage of technical transformations, such as the production of ovens 
or clay supports for the mogogo, or like containers for milk, dagudde, fiber 
prayer mats, siggaada, and palm fiber trays, safo. Others are done only by 
some families, like siibole, the leather sack used by brides as a suitcase, which 
is sometimes hung from a wall in modern interior decorating. In this case, 
it loses its intended use to acquire an aesthetic one or a representative one, 
or, if in an area of migration, it even becomes a symbol of attachment and 
nostalgia. Metal items like cooking griddles or other containers are bought 
at market.

In the area covered by the porch roof that extends from the dwelling, a 
raised area is made of clay, which can be more or less conspicuous, but at any 
rate well smoothed out, where social activities can take place and hospitality 
can be shown, or one can even sleep at night, and where a place can easily be 
found for the mobile fire for shaai, tea, or buun, coffee [Fig. 98]. The solution 
of raised areas, which can mark the separation of functions and demonstrate 
the pursuit of aesthetic appeal, is adopted primarily inside the living quarters. 
Normally, the two functional spaces, even when aligned, are separated by 
a clear mark like a low wall or a row of qafo, food containers, or an entire 
wall, as would be the case indoors. In the naxsa of the authoritative elderly 
interviewed in Mako on the Amba Soyra, the wide portion of the gabala 
covered by a porch roof held up by sturdy wooden poles that is used in showing 
hospitality to guests. It is the same construction that we also find in the Irob 
hidmo. Normally, in the porticoed area, everyday activities take place, as well 
as extraordinary ones where food and beverages are consumed. [Fig. 108].

The courtyard is a flexible space according to necessity. It is an empty 
space that is more or less restricted both by the portico and the expansion of 
little inside dagge or by the complication of annexes. It is a vacuum that is 
continually crossed to fulfil both men’s and women’s jobs. It would also be 
possible ideally to trace a diagram of the movements of men and women in 
the open space that mark male and female microspaces, whose boundaries 
are not otherwise marked [Fig. 210, 211, 226, 227, 237].
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In the naxsa of the shuum of Kaaribossa, closed external annexes are also 
added, such as chicken coops, dor-hot care, located on the side where there is 
the door of the gooxo, because it is a female task, but, most importantly, it is 
partially surrounded by open enclosures with low walls of mortarless stones, 
which were specialized like the dagge for the beehives [Fig. 109, 110, 111].

Dagge is the term widely used in the Saho area and the general term to 
which specifications are added to indicate a precise function. Thus zizzaalet 
(or didaalet or dilaalet) dagge (or care) is the enclosure for bees, but there are 
dagge for different animals, alat dagge for goats or ciidot dagge for sheep, all 
shelters of basic construction from an architectural standpoint and in the 
materials used, normally consisting of poles, branches, and boughs of various 
sizes according to the species and the stage in the life cycle of the animals 
being raised. It also appears to indicate the place for public functions, like the 
Koranic school, darasat dagge. [Fig. 112].

6. The rural house of the Irob: the hidmo

The area of the Soyra plateaus, as has been highlighted, was a transition area 
between southeastern Eritrea and northeastern Ethiopia, and in it there are 
both Muslim and Orthodox Christian households. In it, naxsa are built today, 
as well as modern dwellings with well-built stone walls and roofs reinforced 
with standard boards. In the beginning of the century daasa were built near 
the pass: 

Near the pass there are old huts of branches and straw, as the ancient custom of the 
fathers had handed down, and as the position along the border advised to maintain, 
quickly built, as well as easily abandoned without regret (Dainelli 1910: 58).

And next to these were the dwellings made from natural shelters:

modifications made by man to complete the work of nature: these are walls, 
primitive staircases, partition walls, which have transformed certain caves into 
real homes, which are wide, spacious, and comfortable (Dainelli 1910: 63-64).

Entering Irob territory, today the integration of the housing style of the Saho-
speakers in the Tigrayan world has long been complete. Many Irob households 
today are either totally or partially agricultural, and this allows their material 
culture to be shared with the Tigrayans.

In identifying himself, a farmer defines himself as a xarastaa, a “farmer”, 
which derives from the verb uxruse, “to plow”, and he therefore chooses the 
heart of agricultural activities, with the term maxras (Ty maḥras), “plowing”, 
by synecdoche meaning the entirety of the work of cultivation, which has at its 
center the plow pulled by oxen. The identification is, however, inflected to the 
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masculine form: the one who plows, and, therefore, uses the plow (masaaric), 
the crucial, most technologically advanced tool in farm work, is man. The use 
of the plow, then, implies the management of a yoke of oxen and the raising 
of animals is the prerogative of men. The relevant skills therefore relate to 
both the functioning of the eight parts into which this is divided, maintenance, 
relations with the expert, replacement of materials, knowledge of the local soil 
types, where the plow must be adapted, the sensory memory that integrates 
the tool and the body so that he knows how much force and what angles are 
needed for a certain plot of ground and crop (McCann 1995: 45-50). Inspecting 
the plow therefore defines an entire set of practices and skills that, once 
transferred through the male line, become a pillar of the gendered division of 
agricultural work. The division of labor, as we will see below, regulates the set 
of agricultural activities and is carefully gendered, by assigning the operations 
to men that are considered to be central, for the procurement or construction 
and use of the crucial tools and through the definition of differentiated spaces. 
Women participate in agricultural work, taking part in the chaîne opératoire, 
in normal times in subsidiary technical sequences and with simpler tools; 
their work time, which is intensified in moments of crisis of the household, is 
devalued even though it is at least equal to that of the men (McCann 1995: 72-
77). We will discuss this asymmetry and vulnerability of women in the ox-plow 
complex below, which is justified by the Irob, the Tigrinya-speaking farmers 
and even the Saho with the ideology of complementarity, which, however, 
could otherwise be interpreted as social inequality.

For the Irob farmers, the farmhouse is not called naxsa as it is by the Saho; 
rather it is called hidmo as it is for the Tigrayans. The term naxsa remains, 
however, but it is used for the flat roof, which seems to be a conservative 
phenomenon if we consider the aforementioned meaning of Geʿez. The Irob 
hidmo, therefore, fully joins the architectural history of the Tigray region, 
which included vernacular architecture and the architectural achievements 
of the elite, which are more prestigious and can be identified by their shape 
and structure, as well as for the greater use of materials like stone, especially 
schist, which is the most widely available in the geology of the area. This was 
the case of the däbri, the house of a chief, in the circular area and in the size 
of the larger agdo, with two floors and of stone. 

6.1. An exemplary case. The hidmo of Kallacasa

Kallacasa, [town] of the “red earth”, included in the Cayga qushet, is a short 
distance from Dhawhan, the current administrative capital of the Irob wereda, 
in a more elevated position at about a 20-minute walk on an unpaved road. 
The settlement, at an altitude of 2000 m, is incorporated into the history of 
Calliteena and administratively is a part of this thaabiya. 
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This is where the farm of Tesfay Misginna is located, who is a farmer and 
a leader, with past experience as an administrator, who was born here and 
lives here with his wife Desta Berhe. 

At variable distances, but all visible, various hidmo are also spread out 
across the northern slope of the hill. This system of scattered houses, which 
were multiplied through additions as space allowed, strongly anthropizes the 
landscape that rises towards the mountain ridge. This constitutes a decisive 
contrast with the nearby concentrated residential area of Dhawhan, an 
administrative center which has an essentially orthogonal system, modernized 
rectangular dwellings with cement blocks, often on top of one another 
and with a direct view over the streets and annexes and the courtyards 
incorporated in the rear, and public buildings for offices and schools, shops, 
and eateries [Fig. 18]. Calliteena offers yet another face in this central area 
of the Irob, which does indeed have a concentrated residential area, but also 
has a more irregular system that climbs up along the ridge, leading up to and 
lower than the impressive building of the Catholic monastery. In this case, the 
houses have stone walls, like those of the monastery. Here, as well, the new 
division into zones has positioned new public constructions, schools, and new 
religious buildings with their education systems [Fig. 113, 114, 115, 116]. 

In comparison with the hidmo of Tesfay, the closest hidmo belonging to a 
family related to him, on the path that leads to the white road for Dhawhan, 
is the smallest. Its shape and structure are simplified, and its external 
annexes limited, but the perimeter wall of its front side, facing East, has 
the characteristic mark of protruding corner stones that stick out from the 
vertical alignment to allow for its possible continuation. In these simplified 
hidmo, the courtyard is not always completely enclosed by perimeter walls 
and the instrumental annexes are limited in number and size. [Fig. 117, 118]. 
In the architectural culture of the area, this means that the possibility of 
future expansion is anticipated, which is precisely what we see fully realized 
in the hidmo of Tesfay. The builder and owner shows design, first planned and 
then practically studied, which is materialized in a visible communicative 
mark that others read as an architectural promise and intention for desired 
demographic and economic growth [Fig. 119].

The hidmo of Tesfay, which we take as a classic example, displays complex 
structure and morphology, the result of a history that began with the previous 
generation, that of his father. The rear part is not underground as it is with 
some of the other hidmo of the area and in most naxsa of the Saho area. 
Surrounded by portions of grounds, integrated into its constructional logic, 
according to local experts and mediators, this hidmo recapitulates the other 
possibilities of variation that were also realized in the area. Therefore, the 
vocabulary, which this implicates, also includes that which is more essential 
and minimal in the other hidmo of the area, although less complicated from 
a structural and morphological standpoint. There exists a shared model with 
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tacit but strong consent: it is current modernizations that lead to a necessary 
reflection and call it into question. Naturally, from an anthropological point 
of view in each hidmo, apart from its simplicity or complexity, different 
histories are incorporated, and each construction binds itself to the singular 
history of a specific family cycle (or more than one), in a set context of 
social stratification and technical possibilities. Each house can portray limits, 
capabilities, abilities, and even different esthetic preferences; this means that 
the description of this sample hidmo does not exhaust all of the ways of living 
in this region. On each of these houses, as with the towns, there are local 
narratives that incorporate the histories of individuals and families, and the 
changes to artifacts and landscapes.

The hidmo, with a flat roof as usual, has two spacious closed living areas 
that were built in a linear and temporal sequence by Tesfay’s father, the 
second with his help when he was still young. Therefore, this represents 
the paternal legacy that Tesfay received: yabbaako raacise, «I acquired it 
from my father», he specifies. In Tigrinya-speaking society we could hear the 
term wӓrӓsӓ used (iwrise, inherit), the root of which leads to a fundamental 
term of the Tigrayan land regime, rǝsti (Tronvall 1995, Bausi et. al 2001, 
Crummey 2010: 381-382). But, according to local vocabulary, he also uses 
the term coona, a Tigrinya word that means “ruins”, legacy of the past, 
which Kane translates in his dictionary as hovel and traces back to ʿanäwä, 
collapse, fall (of walls, buildings in a village after it has been abandoned 
by its inhabitants). The term, in fact, appears in Tigrayan place names to 
indicate an abandoned village or a new village whose founders came from 
one in ruins (Conti Rossini 1938: 790-791). With this expression, one refers 
synthetically and effectively not as much to the state of the house as to 
the fact that it is what remains, specifically as an inherited legacy, after 
the decline of the founding couple. His mother died and left his father a 
widower with his sister, and so Tesfay, who, having been emancipated by 
his father, had already set up his own nuclear family in a neolocal dwelling, 
moved into it, taking up the viripatrilocal residence and creating an enlarged 
household that included the remnants of his father’s family. A Saho proverb 
emphasizes the intimate relationship that is created in the generational 
continuity between a father and son. For the most part, he anchors it to the 
transfer and good management of the house, in turn identified in the crucial 
male area, the makaado, which stands for the entire residential property 
by synecdoche: Uma barhi lee abba xabe makaado yaylaye, mece barhi lee 
abba xabinnexe makaado ugusa, which can be translated “A bad son lets the 
makaado that his father has left go to ruin and a good son builds a makaado 
that his father did not leave him”. 

Tesfay is the first son, and this increases his social obligations and exposure, 
as this proverb explains well Riish adde yoome dik kee xaakale adde toome 
xazo, “a dik [family] whose first son does evil and quality meat [=xaakale, a 
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breast cut] that goes bad are the same”. The future of a dik or a family is in 
the hands of the abilities and actions of the firstborn (male).

This house becomes the result of an investment that took place at three 
different times. The ability of Tesfay to keep the house of his father efficient and 
expand it was a factor that contributed to forming his positive social image and 
increasing his symbolic capital, as a man who “knows many things” and has an 
appreciable balance. Even if a man were to move out of the village, for a shorter 
or longer absence, the possibility remains of keeping and maintaining the house 
in order as the Saho proverb affirms Agaacazo liyo tih ishi care mashshaamin, 
“even if you are thinking of moving, do not send your house into ruins”.

The farm has carved out a portion of space that includes, as its expansion, 
enclosures bounded by low mortarless walls, and so portions of land that are 
differentiated by function. So productive uses are accomplished in a wide 
front area, the farmyard, and in the back a garden, a cement cistern, tanker 
or baska, which is damaged and not in use, and again the dagge as daytime 
shelters for animals and for beehives. The same flat roof, as with the naxsa, 
is not only a covering but can also function as a temporary storage area, 
for example, for straw heaps or qafo, beehives made of bovine dung (gidac) 
and ash (gombod), to be dried. The two room-units, or basic houses, since 
they were built at later times and open towards both the courtyard and the 
outside, but are not connected to one another, show two subsequent stages 
of the family cycle of his father, Misginna. When Tesfay returned to live 
there with his nuclear family, upon his mother’s death, their functions and 
reciprocal relations would have progressively been redefined. Even if each 
of the doors was opened upon the construction of each added section, they 
all seem to be active and functional. For this reason, despite the fact that the 
courtyard enclosure surrounds the three walls around the two closed living 
areas, we cannot speak of introspection. The ifiyaf is the doorway through 
which guests enter and it opens from the middle of the main portico of the 
gabala, from the open space that is next to the farmyard. The gabala, held up 
on the side of the main entrance by a twin set of 5 large wooden columns that 
rise up and are inserted into the reinforcement of the roof, is organized in a 
complex manner and has been fully completed, through subsequent additions, 
and is still used in its functional parts. The couple, Tesfay and Destà has 
at this point seen their own male sons leave home, emigrating to the cities 
and no longer farmers, as well as their daughters, and has then begun to 
include a paid young worker, casbi bacla, (“owner of the salary”), to perform 
the essential agricultural jobs and manage the larger livestock, following a 
common practice that seasonally, and sometimes permanently, incorporates 
manpower into the farming hidmo. This family situation is shared by other 
households in the rural areas, not just the Irob, but also the Tigray. A strong 
and dramatic migration towards the urban areas took place during the great 
crisis between 1984 and 1991. Urbanization is still under way, however, due 
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to the development programs of centers like Mekele and Adigrat, that have 
continued steadily through the years after 2000, still subtracting manpower 
from the reproduction of rural households. 

[Fig. 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125].
The small windows (finistira) generally open next to the door, and they 

can be accentuated by a plastered strip. The roof is an essential architectural 
element and carefully made, which combines different materials through the 
several layers that compose it. To take care of hanging edges, qatsre, made 
of qaatseela, thin, flat schists, make it possible to protect the perimeter walls 
from rain, and where there are not suitable stones, wood can be used and 
then the edge of the roof is called zaabeeba or even tambarik [Fig. 279]. The 
frame of plant fibers and thin branches of available wood, which interweave 
the covering, is the xugayyo, which indicates both the technical operation 
and the set of assembled materials. On the inside, a herringbone pattern of 
the beams is preferred and is considered to have esthetic value (Lyons 2007).

The presence of animal shelters is a defining feature of the hidmo. It could 
be affirmed that the house is the result not just of a human presence, which 
can vary demographically and economically, but also of the presence of 
animals, which places certain demands and leaves its mark on this dynamism 
of the hidmo. The house pulsates with both human and animal life and both in 
their relationship are responsible for its form and structure (Ingold 2001). The 
hidmo of Tsegay and Destà has a dagge in the courtyard for sheep and goats 
and the back portion of the portico is for work oxen. But there are two small 
dagge for the sheep and goats outside, as well. The species and physiology of 
the animals kept, and the place of each animal in its life cycle, dictate the need 
for shelters that are differentiated by size, make and location [Fig. 126].

6.1.1. The gendered division of spaces and domestic work

The roof of the gabala leaved a central courtyard uncovered, which is made 
up of functionally interpenetrating parts. This is where the chicken coop, 
made of earth and clay, is located; protected by poles as if it were a dagge, 
under the porch roof to the East and set against the perimeter wall, is the 
kitchen, kishshina, with fires, griddles and the moogogo. 

The opposite side of the gabala, with access from outside, forms the maybet, 
which in a very narrow sense indicates the wooden pillar, or rather the area 
included between the two horizontal poles, as Dainelli had observed at the 
time, which he considered to be a nave of the portico in the Tigrayan hǝdmo 
(in general three, or at the most four, without special boundaries between 
them). Here, more comprehensively, maybet means the porticoed aisle of 
space, with the thatched roof and the succession of wooden columns. This 
is made up of two spatially and functionally distinct parts, but in reality it 
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includes a third part, as well, a central one, since the two short sides of the 
main door become a compartment with the racks, which hold the agricultural 
and artisan work tools when not in use. To the right of the entrance, the 
maybet is open to socialization, which is highlighted by the well-formed 
raised flooring, with seats and even mattresses in the area sheltered from the 
wind, which indicate its role as a rest area, only during the day nowadays, 
but once also at night. In one corner there is now a television, which offers 
a new reason to gather together. It is not by chance that maybet can mean 
room or even by synecdoche the entire family in the households of Tigrayan 
farmers. The raised area for seating in the maybet is called dandas, edge; if it 
is taller and wider, for sitting but also for sleeping, it is called cari cara, while 
cara is the generic term for floor. This section can also be called by the local 
term sefer. Together, this part of the gabala corresponds in function to the 
makaado of the Saho naxsa. In the lowered section, there are other seats (now 
sometimes plastic ones) and there can also be the fernello, a mobile burner for 
making coffee, or a mosob, for serving guests who might come [Fig. 127, 128, 
129, 130, 132, 133, 269].

The second section, to the left of the entrance, which is also defined by 
the raised floor, forms a decisively female space, which, in contrast to the 
previous one, corresponds to the Tigrayan wushshaathe, but not exactly, as we 
will now see. Here for cooking and processing, we find the miskillix, a hearth 
for the preparation of buun and saahi and for heating foods, the moogorh, 
a mortar with a large pestle (moogorh naa) for grains, clay containers and 
other tools, shelves or sareegalla, like the mederder, for keeping the tea set, 
saahit nuway, the coffee set or buun nuway, as well as the cups, figgan, and 
the madagdag, the small mortar, and the pestle, maataka. This spatial realm is 
the daraba, which they define to be a “semi-kitchen”, that is, only one of the 
two parts of the functional set needed for food transformation and cooking. 

In fact, compared to the gooxo of the Saho naxsa, but also compared to 
the other more basic hidmo, here we have feminized functional sections that 
are broken down spatially, because the section designated for cooking, the 
kishshina, with the metal griddle, gasa, and the burners, with pots, such as 
those of terracotta (tsaxla), is on the other side, set against the opposite 
perimeter wall. And in any case, there is a continual coming and going in 
the uncovered section of the courtyard between them which connects them 
according to the chaîne opératoire in place.  [Fig. 134, 135, 136].

However, things are more complicated in this gendered spatial 
organization. In fact, the two closed quarters, that is, the two juxtaposed 
basic houses, also have within them an interaction of raised floors that 
highlight different functions and passages, where aesthetic purposes are also 
involved. As we have seen in the two parts of the maybet, the raised sections 
are an architectural element that was present in the naxsa, especially in the 
makaado, but in this hidmo the element is more complicated.  
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The first room now houses the grain mills, made of clay, where the woman 
works from a standing position, as well as jars that can be quite large and 
sacks containing foodstuffs, especially flours. The second room, which is 
the one built second, contains foodstuffs and containers, which can also be 
made of plastic nowadays. This is also a storage area for accessories like 
mechanical parts for pressing, impeded by the limits in electricity, which is 
often unavailable, which witness to the failed and interrupted attempt of the 
owner to modernize these operations and replace traditional manual milling 
with mechanical processing. This space can be used by men and women. 
For this reason, the former is called nuwayti care, storage room. The term 
makhaazino, warehouse or storage area, is also used, mainly, although not 
exclusively, because there is also a carat bed, for resting, which can even be 
used for a guest who could not otherwise be hosted in the raised area of the 
maybet with mattresses. The duty of hospitality, even at night, is not only 
owed to relatives and acquaintances; it is central to rural farming society, 
as this proverb suggests Gerhenti mece fugih faroyta, “A guest is a messenger 
from the good Lord”. Adequate accommodation is provided for in the house, 
as the proverb underlines: Marin careeko tadiyendah micelle akdifee, yan, “In 
a stranger’s house stay in a good accommodation until you leave, they say”.

These are, therefore, rooms that were used differently in times of enlarged 
families and full demographics, which are today closed to outside socialization 
and set aside for production, consumption and storage, a sort of organized 
disorder, and for night rest. Between the two rooms, in the gendered division 
of spaces, that for which the generic term agabi care, women’s room, is 
used, or else gooxo, or even saygudet care, and which in Tigrinya is called 
wushshaathe, is the room that holds the mills and the flour and the grain 
stores, even though only part of the processing of food takes place here 
and none of cooking of food, as we have seen.  This – another expression 
says – is the macure, the treasure place, where women keep “their things”. 
This is a significant expression because the management and calculation of 
food stores, and the reasoning behind their use, usually fall into the range of 
women’s decision-making. 

6.2. Innovations in housing

In the hidmo, as in the naxsa, the phases in the family life cycle and alternating 
fortunes determine the structure and size. The growth of animal stock and of 
the family demographic contingent requires additions, expansions and even 
modernization, which can also consist of the introduction of new materials 
and in the contamination by other housing models and new aesthetic 
reflections both on the outside and in interior decorating. The hidmo can 
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reflect the initial phase of a new family or an advanced phase or even the 
final one in a cycle. As in the example of Kallacasa, at least two family cycles 
can contribute to this result, which can now be considered the full realization 
of an ideal design. This static nature is reached, if we consider that this couple 
has also now begun its decline and its daughters have left home and been 
married off, and the sons have chosen a profession far from the world of 
farming. This hidmo is as if it were hanging in the balance, pending a new and 
uncertain destiny, which only the moment of inheritance will resolve [Fig. 
137, 138, 139].

The house today, even among the Irob and the rest of the Tigray, is 
made increasingly with a zinc roof, which is lighter and does not need to be 
periodically remade. 

Cement is also used in bulukketti or for the entire structure, as happens in 
the modern dwellings like Dhawhan, or partially, as in the exemplary case 
in which Tesfay built the dividing wall with cement blocks to separate the 
entire height of the maybet for hospitality from other sections of the portico. 
Cement is also used today to build cisterns for collecting waters. Cement is 
a widely used material in Eritrea: the anthropologist Tronvoll noted how, 
in the beginning of the 1990s the “modern house” had become widespread, 
called mareba, with walls of stone and cement, and a metal roof, built next 
to the hidmo, which was not necessarily inhabited, but often used for storage 
(Tronvoll 1998). 

The house with a zinc roof is called qorqorre or even zingo or marabbac. 
The zingot care, therefore, more than an aspiration, is a practical and eco-
nomical choice and has taken hold to counter the scarcity of wood today: it 
saves time and does not require the level of skills and technique previously 
required. Maintenance is simpler and does not require constant repairs, but 
falls into the range of the metalworking specialist, who possesses the tools for 
the cutting of corrugated sheet metal, which can now be bought at market, 
like cement. These houses have now replaced the urban hidmo in centers like 
Mekele and Adigrat, which sometimes had two floors, and remains only in 
neighborhoods which are considered today to be part of the “historic city 
center” and included in modern public heritage15. They are usually incorpo-
rated into an urban grid, although often irregularly; they face the street and 
sometimes have quarters that are used for a store or are rented out. Placed in 
the context of this modernization, naxsa and hidmo have now become vernac-
ular or rural or “traditional” architecture, because their model was founded 

15 In the historical area of Mekele a classification of the building types documents 
the process from old typologies to the modernized houses. Okazaki’s research dealing with 
the hidmo and its derivatives explains the evolution of building types in the town «as the 
reception process of rural archetype by urban people»: the hidmo type «may have played 
the role of the archetype for urban version of detached residential buildings» (Okazaki 
2014: 268).
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on community consent, widespread expertise, the possibility of expanding 
through additions, and the preeminence of pre-industrial socio-productive 
relations. On the other hand, “modern” houses depend on rules and models 
that are fixed by institutions, on laws and standards that come from above, 
and require specialists (Rapoport 1969). The “Urban land lease holding proc-
lamation” of 1993 (no. 80) regulates, in Tigray, access to lots that remain 
public property, and since 1994 a master plan has governed, although imper-
fectly, urban planning, in a real situation of overcrowding, lack of water and 
services, and impromptu neighborhoods, which do not discourage urbanized 
peasant farmers (Lucchi 2009). 

Change in rural areas like the Irob region, in general imposes not only 
the use of new materials, but also smaller sizes than in the past, especially in 
crowded residential areas, where soil consumption is limited and regulated 
differently. Gibda is the house built all at once, which does not foresee functional 
additions, incorporating them instead from the very beginning. These new 
houses provide for sturdier foundations and this technical procedure requires 
salaried work, means and money, which replace the community exchange of 
help, which is highlighted by the townspeople. Furthermore, innovation also 
comes into play in the division of spaces: the kitchen, as a place for preparing 
meals, with burners, moogogo, gasa, is built as a separate room from the living 
room, the sefer. It is not always possible to have an uncovered courtyard 
within, which can be more or less spacious, for storage and where various 
domestic chores are performed. In the context of the new urban planning, 
these new houses are prominent in modern residential areas. 

The migratory experience of Saho men in Sudan and in the countries of 
the Arabian Peninsula plays an important role in this modernization. Their 
first investment, even before their return, is to begin building a modern house, 
which can then be completed with subsequent additions over time. In the 
Danakil lowland it is common to see these modern homes in towns, perhaps 
closed, as the investment of migrants towards their re-entry plans. In Thiisha, 
near Sancafe, a farmer and beekeeper, after a long period as an emigrant, which 
led him to Sudan, Ethiopia and Saudi Arabia, built for himself -- as an innovator 
in the town - he maintains - a zingot care or marabbac, adding another room to 
the original monocellular unit. The difference from the naxsa is in its higher 
wall, even though it has the same structure, and especially in its roof. The term 
naxsa is not abandoned, however: it is simply reserved for the third part of 
the house, which has a roof of straw, branches, and earth for its cover, which 
is the functional area designated for keeping animals. An alternative term for 
this same part of the dwelling is dhaal, which has the cari-garba as its ceiling, 
and the cari-cara as its floor, with the roof itself taking the name of naxsa, 
recovering thereby its ancient meaning, which we have already examined.

The interior division of living spaces of this zingot care, having reached 
its completion, includes a bedroom or dhintimat-care, a makaado open to the 
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enclosure where the hearth, girat-cara, is located, while any guests for the 
night would be situated in a gerhenti elyacrufe cara, a place to be prepared in 
the maakado, which is actually often called by the Arabic term majlis today, 
since it can be used for sitting and for resting. An access door separates it 
from the gooxo, where the specialized tools for cooking foods are found, like 
the miskillix or gullushsha as a support for pots and the oton, the clay frame, of 
which are various types in this house: oton for pots, dishti for the iron griddle 
or gasa, for baking bread ximboshsha, and the larger oton for the moogogo, to 
cook thaabita, the Saho engeera. [Fig. 140, 141, 261].

6.3. Borders, lands, rights and social relations

The history of the settlements tells us a good deal about the relations among 
the kisho, among the villages, about the dynamics of housing and co-existence 
or changes in the types of houses. The choices of individuals or of families 
are explained in the context of migration movements, whether short-range, 
voluntary, forced or imposed, and of wider political and historical events 
that influenced the areas inhabited by the Saho. They are also explained on 
the basis of adaptation to what McCann calls micro-agronomic economies, 
that is, to the specific crops made possible by different combinations of soil, 
climates, and water and which vary even in the Tigray just a few kilometers 
away (McCann 1995).

If we take the case of Saafira, we see how the villagers explain the reasons 
for their migratory choices and the current prevalence of modern rectangular 
houses, made with cement and a zinc roof, which does not entirely replace 
the old naxsa. The modern town is located at an altitude of 2630m and 
is considered to be newly founded as a result of resettlement during the 
long guerrilla warfare between the Eritrean alliances and the Ethiopian 
government.

The reason why we settled here is that, first, all of us who are settled here, 
our former settlement was in Cishka. Half of us were in Cishka and the other 
half of was in Gurubtiya. And then what happened is that, in this area there 
were Jabha ‘ELF’, and here happened qitaal (Ar “massacre”). Because of this 
massacre, all of us, either from Cishka or from Gurubtiya, everyone was iljiye 
(Ar “migrated”) and escaped to the bush. After that having been in the bush, 
there was a clever person, whose name was shuum Dawud Ansara and he was 
our mesleyniya (S. reezanto). He was quite knowledgeable and had political 
interaction with the so-called Ethiopian government of the time and he asked 
them: «If I am said to be the reezanto (“chief”) of my people, then allow me 
to bring them back from their hideouts». All these areas were full of thoor kee 
thoor seraawit (Amh “troops and soldiers”) and then the government allowed 
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him to bring them back. Then they decided to build 11 houses on one side 
and 11 houses on the other side, totally twenty-two houses facing in the 
opposite direction. (Saafira 2011)

Thus, the town is the result of a displacement and of a crisis situation: 
when the war ended, some remained and others decided to return and 
populate Cishka and still others returned to Gurubtiya or other villages like 
Boozo and Abca. So, in spite of several naxsa that remained in the area, which 
had belonged to the notables, the new Saafira was distinguished from the 
very beginning by the zingot care. [Fig. 142, 143, 144].

Its position situates it in a historic zone because of the ancient reservoir and 
the prestigious remains of the ancient site that acted as a relais between Adulis 
on the Red Sea and the hinterland routes, which some identify in the city of 
Koloe. The archeological ruins, asaaraat (from Ar), make it a taarikhaawi boota 
(from Ty “historical place”), whose value in terms of tourism can be expected, 
but has not yet been realized, despite the project of an archeological park. 
This history has become part of the historic imagination and the ethnogenesis 
of the inhabitants and lays the foundations for the folk etymologies on the 
name of the town: Saafira is said to derive from the Tigrinya and Saho sifra, 
camp, the place where people coming from Yemen stopped. Or else the 
name is said to come from the Arabic saafi, pure, and from the term raa for 
dam, indicating pure water, even though there is no water there, which can 
instead be found at lower locations, such as the spring of Gooriito. But the 
settlements, from the Qooxayto to the slopes, relate to the borders that the 
kisho have established between themselves, and the claims are founded in 
a long history that also refers back to the Italian colonial period. The land 
of Saafira is claimed as a part of Faqhat-Xarak, of the Minifire, from which 
allocations to build their own houses come, a right that can also be claimed 
by kisho members who come from outside. The nearby hamlet of Ciyaago 
belongs to other kisho and Saaro, as well, which is in a higher location. From 
there begins the area where the Casawurta are present down to Mudxulo. The 
strips of land from the plateau to the coast are well known by each kisho, as 
this testimony from the point of view of Saafira records:

The land known for Faqhat Xarak is from the edge, from where Caddi Qayyix can 
be seen towards us. From that edge we go down the river. There is a river which is 
called Ganreero and then we go up from that leaving Aydacale in our side. Then, 
we descend to a place called Sidima. From Sidima, we descend to Zuxzux. The final 
destination is Zuxzux, which is in a place called Mabbarhoyta down in the coast. 
From the other side, we go along the edge towards a place called Gooriito, and 
from the water source of Gooriito, we proceed to a place with a graveyard, leaving 
Masaggole Zola on the other side (right). From that we go down to the river. 
Except for there might be some very few places in which the Dhasamo diverge in 
us, we continue to descend down the river. Anyway, the known boundary is the 
river. There is a small place that the Dhasamo have taken from us in the form of 
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consolation, after the dispute had taken place during the Italian era, when Tonini 
was a king, like the current president we have. Then we come to a place called 
Subulaale and continue down the river and proceed to a place called Abac. From 
Abac we come to a place called Maymacyan/Macyan, which is a water source. 
From Macyan, they ascend up to the mountain. There is a mountain side as sharp 
as the dagger. They go up on the top. Finally, they go down like that. From the 
side of Casawurta, we descend down to a place called Zuxzux. Nonetheless, there 
is a saying that our forefathers have said regarding us and Dhasamo. The saying 
is: “Mini darat male, caran camidda male” ‘Mina has not a boundary and the sky 
has no column’. In the land of Minifire we don’t have macruuf (Ar. ‘fixed/known’ 
boundary) down there (towards the sea), except up there on the edge (which 
is towards the watershed of Caddi Qayyix). (Xajji Suleeman Cumar Maxammad, 
Saafira 2011).

In Kaaribossa, as well, where the demographic increase has led to a total of 
about 40/50 families, among the 5 or 6 that are considered founding families 
by local memory, the inhabitants are prevalently from one kisho, in this case 
Xasabat-Care, and any members of these families from outside would be given 
permission to reside there as new settlers if they asked for it. Although several 
Leelish-Care and Minifire Salmunta families reside there, any other members 
of these who arrived would not be allowed to settle there. The inhabitants 
of Kaaribossa, too, have a long pilgrimage to make for their annual sacrifice, 
which also serves to unite the communities of the village: the destination is 
mount Siihat, a mountain that is at a lower altitude along the road for the 
town of Dhamxina, the “cold country”, which is at an altitude of 2200 m 
about sea level.

The Saho dwellings and the Irob ones follow the orography of the land, 
taking advantage of the level areas along the slopes, and are preferably situated 
downward following a model of spatial organization that can still be found 
today near the crowded modern residential areas. Their location depends 
on a series of constraints, in addition to topographic ones. In the first place, 
it depends on the basic division in land for construction and in lands suited 
for crops and pasturelands, which in turn depends on both environmental 
reasons and historic relations between different villages and peoples. This also 
depends on the customary or regional and national legislative norms on land 
rights, which have followed in succession over time, as well as the rules for 
the respect of distances and safeguarding paths and shared access points. The 
boundaries of a hidmo and its connected areas area marked with mortarless 
low walls, tsoqhla mekkebaabiya (this Amharic expression is often used), a 
more prestigious and preferable solution, or with rows of balasa, prickly pears 
(Opuntia ficus indica), imported in the Nineteenth c., a human and animal 
food which is a landmark and a sign of a sedentary life. The dividing lines are 
nonetheless well-known to the community and carefully memorized. Beyond, 
establishing its immediate horizon, there are either other houses with their 
connected areas or the interruptions created by common paths or tracts ceded 
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for public use, like the clearings where a church or schools or, as among 
the Saho of Eritrea, even mosques have been built. The boundaries build 
the landscape by creating distinct units, but within the context of the whole 
which is perceived as unified. [Fig. 145, 146].

Not respecting boundaries is a serious affair and the greater danger 
might come from the trespassing of livestock, rather than doubts about the 
jurisdiction of strips of land. Eating the prickly pears of the dividing hedge, 
which belong to the neighbor, would not be so much stealing a food resource, 
which would willingly be shared by invitation; rather, it is a lack of respect, 
a sign of the possibility of other more serious thefts of one’s property and 
failures to respect the norms for good neighborly conduct. The neighbor 
should not become “too close”. Careful observation avoids conflicts, and 
each citizen must remember the residence rights, hereditary histories, and a 
mental map of the boundaries and of the social quality of the neighbors and 
of the lands and pay careful attention to details.

Also in Saafira and the other Eritrean villages where Saho families live, 
the property line, darat, is an important matter in housing. Distance between 
houses is a function of social proximity. Between normal neighbors, houses 
cannot be connected with the tsirbo, the edge of the roof, but däsa (Ty), which 
is a common connected area, must be maintained, with a respectful distance 
of at least 8 meters. Only by making an agreement can an exception be made. 
Close relatives, like two brothers, could be allowed to be closer or even 
connect their houses, as with the house of Suleymaan in Saafira. The coming 
and going is also regulated: usually one does not cross the space right in front 
of the neighbor’s house, but is careful to pass behind it. [Fig. 147].

As we have already remembered, the community territory divides the 
lands for building from those for agriculture. Lands designated for agriculture 
share with the entire Irob wereda the lack of sufficient rains. The toponym 
Kallacasa indicated a quality of soil that covers about 1% of the surface area 
of the wereda. It is marked by red earth, with a higher clay component than 
elsewhere, which holds more water and is one to two meters thick, and 
so suited to growing crops, within the limits of the general weakness and 
poor productivity of the entire area. The plots of land designated for limited 
qualities of barley, sorghum, especially if there is light rain from April to 
May, and various species of legumes, are therefore the object of meticulous 
care and management. These plots are in relation to the land designated for 
residential settlement and for pasture, which is also the cause of excessive 
soil exploitation and deforesting. Deforesting is a crucial phenomenon, in 
the Tigray as in Eritrea, and it has been the subject of many studies, as well 
as technical and legislative intervention, especially in the past decade: its 
historic variability is nonetheless the subject of contradictory analyses. The 
general oral and visual memory has the perception of a continual decrease 
of the forested surface area due to colonial exploitation, then in the politics 
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of the days of the Federation, and finally due to excessive exploitation 
during the long period of guerilla warfare. Recent studies have used 
archive documents, and namely statistical surveys and photojournalism, to 
demonstrate the dissonance between the perception of a radical loss and the 
reality of a landscape that has had limited forestation since the end of the 
1800s (Boerma 2012). In reality, the local communities have responded to 
periods of variability, to differences in the environmental micro-areas, and 
to demographic growth with a new balance between lands for building, for 
agriculture and for pasture. What would seem to be able to be confirmed is 
primarily the qualitative loss with the replacement of wild olives and spurge 
with acacia and eucalyptus. As far as houses are concerned, even before 
legislative limits, another response came through the transition to a greater 
use of stone.

The fields to be cultivated must be evaluated in relation to the irregularity 
of the heavy rains of the wet season, which fall between June and the beginning 
of September, but which are limited by evaporation and the inadequate 
ability of the soils to hold water in, as they have limited vegetation (Nyssen 
et al. 2004; Terwilliger et al. 2011). Residential settlement also defines a 
portion of common land, which is designated to hold the waste produced, 
guduf, generally on the edge of a slope, or else it is the slow accumulation that 
becomes in the end a small hill.

In the exemplary cases of the naxsa and the hidmo, we saw common 
law at work for access to land in order to build a house. In Saafira, on the 
Qooxayto, Suleymaan explains the rules that allow access to a house. In the 
first place, since the area belongs to the Faqhat Xarak by native right, as we 
have already mentioned, a man who desires a lot for a house must belong 
to the kisho and, if he previously lived elsewhere, he will have the right to 
build if he formally renounces his previous residence. The house should be 
built by the man before he gets married. While this is the way to follow, life 
circumstances can change it. Suleymaan Cumar was first in Hazamo, then 
in the lowlands and then a migrant worker in Saudi Arabia, and he could 
not build his house before his wedding. When he was able to do it, his wife 
was living with her parents. With the new legislation on land rights after 
the 1991 revolution, everyone who resides in the village has the right to a 
plot of land. It is, in any case, the right of the new husband to use his rights 
of descent to have the land to establish a new household and the preferred 
residence is patrivirilocal, with the man’s parents. A proverb expresses this 
preference by depreciating the opposite, or uxori-patrilocal, choice, that is, 
with the woman’s parents: Balli diklih siga labhattooko, uma ure liyo terhxe 
natixta. The meaning is: “Dirt says: I smell worse than a man who lives with 
his own wife’s father.”

The way in which Tesfay Misginna gained access to his current dwelling in 
Kallacasa, by rǝsti (Ty), is the royal road. One can also gain access, however, if 
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a resident, and therefore firmly fixed in the genealogical history of the village 
by agnatic line, simply by occupying the abandoned house of a relative and 
asking the village head and the council of daanayti, the council elders, for 
a plot of land that cannot be used for pasture, (Ty meggahachcha), or for 
agriculture, xirrishsha, which are the basic divisions of the productive vital 
regulation of the mender, or communal land. In particular, it must be a plot 
that is not suited to productive use and the fact that prickly pears are planted 
there to mark its boundaries testifies publicly to this residential designation. 
The hidmo of Tesfay, then, has land for building to the east of the ridge and 
land for agriculture to the west. 

This right is recognized to a newly arrived man, even if he is not Irob, 
if he marries a woman from Kallacasa. After a few years, if he has himself 
removed from the registers of the place of his previous residence and he 
demonstrates it, he is recognized as a full resident of the village, and he can 
have land to build a house. With the new laws of the Ethiopian state, both 
a woman and a young man would have their eedo, namely the right to have 
their own tiisha. Temporary residences are also recognized and regulates, 
and obviously residents who are absent due to transhumance maintain their 
house and rights. 

Demographic misfortunes affect the destiny of the dwellings and common 
law takes responsibility for this. In the event of widowhood, one can stay in 
the old house or build a new one for the new family and the children who will 
come. In any event, the new wife will take care of the children, even if they 
remain in the old house. Reactions and adaptations, as well as personality 
and relationship differences, can lead to different solutions: one or more older 
children could express their desire to share the house with their stepmother 
and invite their father to keep everyone united, so residential continuity can 
be peaceful or traumatic depending on the personalities of the individuals 
and life circumstances.

Thus, a widow who remarries keeps her children at home with her. The 
orphaned children will have different destinies according to the actions of the 
remaining parent, even to point of abandonment, although reprehensible. 
There are, however, also widows who decide not to “extinguish the fire” 
and who distance themselves from the possibility of other relationships and 
raise their children on their own. These women’s houses and agricultural 
lands are safeguarded, since they bear the rights of their children. The 
gendered division of labor, which endures despite innovations, will make 
the widow dependent on male relatives and male hired day workers when 
plowing is needed, since this operation is decidedly entrusted to males, at 
least until she has a son who is old enough to perform those tasks that are 
considered male. 

Due to family circumstances, it is possible to have more than one 
dwelling. The same Tesfay from Kallacasa, having sons, even though they 
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currently live in the city, maintains his first house at a higher altitude in 
their name, and with it a parcel of land for forage. His own agricultural 
land is located far from his current house. These variously situated locations 
have a strategic value because they enable him to have lands or properties 
in different places and in varying environmental micro-habitats, just as the 
traditional assignment of lands has always foreseen, and therefore he has 
the possibility to expand his own ability to respond to climatic accidents or 
production drops.  

6.3.1. Hidmo and social reproduction

The naxsa, like the hidmo, does not host and govern only domestic labor 
activities and consumption; it is the heart of the reproduction of the group in a 
wider sense, as well as the seat of social reproduction as it is projected towards 
the outside world. Beginning with the dwelling, one’s own social network is 
expanded, and relationships are woven. Each house, intimately tied to the 
fate of a family, its life cycle, and the life stages of each one of its members, 
needs a blessing when construction of its foundations is begun and when it is 
finished and can be inhabited. The form and contents of the inaugural rites 
will depend on the religion professed by the head of the family, whether 
Orthodox Christian, Catholic or Muslim, but in many cases the sacrifice of 
an animal, followed by its shared consumption, is a necessary ritual of good 
wishes in the construction of a new dwelling. The central events of the family 
cycle take place in it, from childbirth to care of the sick to the final care of the 
deceased, with all of the rituals that these require. The house is the theater 
of affections, implicit or verbally expressed emotions, and the arguments and 
conflicts among its members, which together constitute a fundamental part of 
the reproduction of the group: these are the experiences that strongly join the 
physical dimension of the house and family relations throughout life.

In the gooxo operations regarding the care of the female body are also 
performed. In fact, on the floor, as in the gooxo of Kaaribossa, there is a 
hollow, carayna, designed for the fumigation that purifies the female body, 
with a staff, iballayna, next to it on which the woman lays her legs while sitting 
on a stool during this purification. This purification, historically attested to in 
Tigrayan households, as well, is practiced primarily for festive and ceremonial 
occasions and with particular emotion and care for the wedding preparation 
of the bride. The most suited woods for this operation are kidkidda, waybo, 
zagaxo, and oolac. This is the most intimate of the practices of care for the 
body and can be performed only within one’s own female space, as the 
proverb counsels Kucaredde lee cakalinno, yicaredde lee carayno, yaanah, “have 
a shower even in another’s house, but fumigation in your own, they say”. In 
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the same room, as found in Kaaribossa, a space can be carved out, separated 
by a curtain, where the new bride lives for three months of post-wedding 
segregation while waiting to reach her husband’s residence. 

In the house, there are places of hospitality for both men and women, who 
maintain and continue relationships, especially with relatives and neighbors. 
Festive and ceremonial occasions are celebrated, tied to the passages in 
the life cycles of its members or the annual cycle of agricultural work and 
religious festivals. The hidmo of Tesfay in Kallacasa, revealing its propensity 
for social attraction, when his father was alive, and even nowadays, would 
host relatives to celebrate together, in the enclosure, the Mesqel (Ty. Mäsqäl), 
the Christian festival of the cross, in the month of maskarram, with the 
ceremonial sequence, for the fields as well as for animal husbandry, of the 
dämära (Ty), the auspicious wood pile. Here, it is identified by synecdoche 
with Hoye!, the fire jump, which is, for the matter, customary in the Tigrayan 
area. Or even before this, the cherished festival of St. John, Quddus Yoxannis, 
is celebrated, which is set by the Orthodox Christian Synaxarium in the short 
month of Pagʷǝmen (Ty,) at the beginning of the new year, before maskarram.16

This hospitality can be shown to relatives from afar, who can be hosted 
for days, to the children of siblings, who could be incorporated into the 
household, to villagers and strangers, who also facilitate social relations and 
essential information networks.

The house is visible from the outside, and, as we have seen, whether it is 
well made, the precision of its details, the quality of its materials, its structure, 
and its gabala within, are not only the object of aesthetic appreciation, but 
work to build the symbolic capital of the head of the family, demonstrating 
and building together his social space, his political relevance, and his 
authoritativeness in the town. In this sense, while being a case of vernacular 
architecture, it is possible to claim together with Lyons and other scholars 
that these hidmo and naxsa can be analyzed as “domestic houses as locales of 
political action” (Lyons 2007: 180). 

As a macro-object, as a complex construction, the house incorporates 
a collective cultural history and even emotional qualities that today, with 
the rise of new dwellings, acquire a new image and speak differently to 
the generations and the individual social agents. In the exemplary cases 
examined, both for the naxsa and for the hidmo, harmony is achieved within 
their complex and careful construction, even when achieved over the course 
of time, and the socio-political authoritativeness of the family head.

The family’s history and its ability to represent itself to those who visit, 
as well, find space even on its walls. The desire for depictions and domestic 

16 See the video produced by Ethnorêma, La celebrazione del Mesqel tra gli Irob = The 
celebration of the Mesqel among the Irob: https://www.ethnorema.it/wp-content/uploads/
The-Mesqel_960x640.m4v (last access: 10.01.2022).
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aesthetics merge in interior decorating and testify today to the social and 
technical changes. In the case of the hidmo of Kallacasa, the one wall of a 
closed room is decorated in modern style: it is a modernization proposed by 
the children, with family photographs and frames reproductions of Catholic 
devotion to Mary, the Christ child and angels (Maryam, Iyyeesus xitsaan, 
Malaayikti), and thus highlights the intimate role of rest for the family 
members. As with the coloring of the lower part of the walls, this is done 
for cirhe, for beauty, but in this case, in the case of the photographs, the 
exhibition of new forms of preservation of family memory is added, entrusted 
to members of the descendant generation and accepted by the parents. In 
the case of Cumardiin, the beekeeper in Thiisha, the walls of the room of the 
zingot care, which are open to hospitality, are decorated with floral stencils, 
framed photographs, square patterns, and window curtains, which reveal an 
openness to new urban taste. [Fig. 148, 149, 150, 151].

6.4. Hidmo, agricultural spaces and pasturelands

The hidmo, as well as the naxsa, must be imagined in relation to farmlands 
and pasturelands, and always within a determined historical and juridical 
context. If livestock for agricultural activities is owned, and does not need to 
be rented, it becomes necessary to have access to pasture, which will be much 
more satisfactory if far away and if a shelter can be made there, and so if at 
least a half-hour or an hour’s walk away or even more, but nonetheless at a 
distance that allows one to return for the night. Thus, the farmers of Kallacasa 
can have farmlands in the sudda or plateau of Cayga, an hour’s walk away.

 Communal land, which villagers can access, is for them thiisha. This is in 
opposition to the uninhabited land, barxa (Ty bäraḥa), clearly contrasted with 
residences, but necessarily excluded from productive uses. For the Saho of 
Eritrea, a plain designated for agriculture like Hazamo would be barxa land if 
defined in relation to the residential village. A Saho term that could also be 
used is zibo, namely land counterpoised to residential land. 

If we take in account the Tigrayan rural world, the mӓndӓr land corresponds 
to the land that is called ṭeša märet and ṭešā; it is for the individual the right 
to build a dwelling because he is genealogically based in an agnatic line, 
an ʾǝnda. From this belonging, the right to a portion of communal land is 
derived, as with where the märet šǝḥenna system, as Akele Guzai called it, is in 
force, corresponding to the dӓsa in the historic Eritrean regions of Ḥamasen 
and Särayä (Tronvoll 1995, 1998). On the relationship between ṭiisha and ṭis, 
in the land rights regime, scholar Mantel Nečko renders the Amharic term 
ṭisӓňňa as “holders or owners of ṭiš” [“smoke”], even if they are not farmers 
tied to the land and they migrate, or, according to others, are farmers who 
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place their own hearths in unused fields; the term aṭesӓ is also found, with 
the meaning of “settle down”, which, as Kane adds in his dictionary, implies 
being a tenant with his family. Mӓndӓr is therefore the land that belongs to a 
community in which a villager, by belonging to an agnatic genealogical line 
that can be traced to its founders, sees his full rights recognized. 

In the Saho rural habit saying “this is my thiisha” means claiming that one 
can build a house there, and consequently have a plot of farmland and access 
to the appropriate pasture rotations for livestock. Ultimately, it is this virtual 
or established right that confers full juridical and social dignity to a man17.

7. Abur and pastoral spaces. The architectural marks of 
anthropization

Saho and Irob herdsmen obviously have shelters for their own animals, which 
differ from one another both in shape and especially size, according to the 
species and the life cycle of each of these species. We have already seen 
the use of dagge, small animal shelters, differentiated based on species and 
physiological state, inside the courtyard or just outside of it in the connected 
enclosures. There have been and there still are, however, shelters, called abur, 
among both the Saho and the Irob. If in the Saho areas, abur can be far or 
close to a dwelling – in the latter case they are equivalent to the dagge for 
livestock (not courtyard animals) – in Irob areas, the dagge are tendentially 
identified as annexes connected to the house, whereas the abur are seen as 
located farther away, in the pasturelands or along the transhumance routes. 
This differentiated collocation is not always used, however, because family 
histories and the events surrounding the management of lands and animals 
are open to variability.

7.1. Shape and structure of the abur

The shape and structure of the abur, the organizational center of a dik, is well 
described by Dainelli at the beginning of the century:

we descend to the Iralè valley ... Marinelli and I go to explore and look at nearby 
abùr. These houses are really interesting, because they represent a primitive type 

17  Exploring the highland’s rural society, we can add that Ṭish means smoke in Tigrinya. 
Smoke was the indicator of a household, like the “fires” in the European medieval census, 
which shows the vitality of a family. The Italian colonial census listed the households using 
the term “fuochi”, fires. 
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of human settlement; the main part is secured by a large lock for the goats. The 
shape is oval; the walls are made up of tree trunks and branches inclined inwards, 
where they form a kind of canopy, while externally large stones make the base 
firmer.  (Dainelli 1910: 450).

It is certain that even now the same word dik is used to designate both the 
villages and these encampments, which are still frequently found, especially 
spread out across the Minifire territory (tributaries of the Kumayle and the 
Dhandheero).
 

The floor plans […] represent two of these primitive dik […], principally 
constituted by the so-called abùr, which consists of a wide irregularly-shaped oval 
enclosure, where a dense peripheral palisade is tilted, all around, towards the 
inside, in such a way as to form not just a fence, but a sort of covered area, about 
two meters wide and not quite as tall, where it opens towards the inside, held up 
by an irregular series of poles. The whole of the structure looks like an irregularly 
conical barn, with an extended base, that is uncovered in the middle.

The abùr is designated for use as a shelter for livestock during the night; it 
has a very low triangular door, which is closed with a stone slab, or else two 
entrances, when it is internally divided with a small fence (Dainelli&Marinelli 
1912: 419-420). [Fig. 152].

The construction of an abur for animals requires different materials: 
usually stone to reinforce its base, and branches and plant fibers for its 
covering, taking advantage of the environmental resources of that portion of 
land. Its form and its structure are primarily determined by the physiology of 
the animals, in relation to a certain technical phase of the livestock. They are 
normally placed downwards so as to facilitate the easy outflow of water and 
animal fluids, through a specific opening, malxo. 

As we have already seen, dagge is used generically for a fence, followed 
by a specification when needed to determine its particular function, and 
therefore also as a shelter for animals. The term abur is certainly used for a 
shelter of farm goats and sheep, even close to the house if the pastures are 
not far, or else far away in lands used for open pasture that are distant from 
the stable dwelling.

But its historical and technical significance for pastoral identity allows its 
use, in oral literature and discourse, also as an equivalent for house or village. 
In modern songs abur is used as the equivalent of house or even to indicate 
one’s own village, specifically highlighting the sentimentality and the sense 
of belonging and community. 

Abur is, therefore, a key term for pastoral herding. It indicates both the 
shelter-structure designated for livestock and the sheepfold in its residential, 
human and animal entirety, in terms of both the connected areas and the 
area of space set aside for a single shepherd and his herd, which is generally 
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recognized by the other shepherds. The spatial expansion starting from the 
abur finds its limit in the presence of other abur with their needs. This is an 
open and non-residential area of space, clearly distinct from the residential 
family dwelling, and even from the dagge, which in its various functions, 
even as a livestock shelter, whether an alat dagge for goats or a ciidot dagge 
for sheep, or an ugux for baby goats, and it remains nonetheless connected to 
the naxsa or the hidmo. 

The abur in this case is clearly located outside - in any case far from the 
village - where the land is explorable and exploitable for its natural resources 
which can be acquired for one’s self and for one’s livestock. Being in open 
spaces far from stable villages, it is essentially the product, in its materiality 
and in the knowledge implicated by this, of pastoral male labor, although this 
does not completely exclude female association. When the abur, especially in 
the past, was flanked by a daasa, the herdsman was not alone but integrated 
into the sociality of one’s household and the spatiality of the woman was 
different from that enjoyed by the residential dwelling, whether a naxsa or 
a hidmo.

This becomes the center from which the Saho herdsman can expand his 
movements and routes and deepen his knowledge of the natural environment. 
For these herdsmen, as well, we can speak of an interactive men-animals-
environment exchange, where each element acts on the other and sets off 
reactions. The environment conditions and at the same time reacts to the 
transformations enacted by men and animals. Even livestock have their 
own agency and cognitive abilities, taking advantage of the environment 
and interacting with human herders according to their qualities: goats, for 
example, have more individual social behavior, more arduous routes, and 
a different use of the available flora in the land. From this standpoint, the 
set of cognitive and technical abilities is shaped by the specific abilities and 
cognitive capabilities of one’s animals and he must know how to integrate 
them in the best way. From abur one can explore a wide range of resources 
which become the object of acquisitive activities, the most prestigious of 
which is the gathering of wild honey. The Saho and also the Irob have long 
been considered expert beekeepers, with the conscientious exploitation of 
wild honeycombs, which were accessed according to the common law rights, 
as well as with beehives, and, that is, the qafo cylinders taken from wooden 
logs or molded together out of earth and dung (Dore 2009; Vergari-Vergari 
2009). This acquisitive activity, necessary in the past also for the payment of 
taxes and tributes (Dore 2007; 2009b), is now in a stage of deterioration due 
to the decrease of inflorescence.

The abur in open spaces thus becomes an identifying mark of sociality, 
especially for males, and enters into the mental map of the wider territory 
where there are several abur in virtual or actual relation to one another, 
since the livestock must be able to move to pasture and towards water. It 
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therefore becomes a tangible element of the essential sociality for Saho 
pastoral sections, historically contracted and negotiated. 

Its dimensions are not just the physical ones of the building but are 
primarily those of the animal stock related to it, which in the quantity and 
quality of its makeup also dictates the needed pastoral workforce (Dore 
2004). The abur also has the ability to indicate the parcel of land over which 
the family that dwells there can claim its preeminence of action and where it 
can perform its activities.

[Fig. 153, 154, 155, 156].
Abur, therefore, to summarize, is a key term in Saho pastoral vocabulary, 

and on the sociological plane it is, although basic, an essential social and 
building unit shared among the Saho sections and among the Irob themselves. 

It is not by chance that the censuses from the colonial period map the land 
of the eastern slopes of the Akele Guzai, numbering the abur as entities that 
identify a distinct and specific pastoral direction. Even the land far from the 
residential areas, then, is not wild; it, too, is anthropized and the naming of 
even its smallest portions is a part of the process of its appropriation both 
as individual families and as dik, as well as on higher levels like the kisho. 
A dik, a category used in the colonial censuses, is therefore made up, in 
these surveys, but a certain number of abur from which human and animal 
strength can be deduced that marks its productive capacity and its political-
genealogical force. It becomes an index to establish the extent of taxation that 
can be imposed by the colonial government [Fig. 157]. 

During their trip Mochi and Loria observed similarities and differences 
between the different sections, relating to the appropriation of the space:

The other five Gaaso tribes, all Muslim, live off herding: they have oxen and lots 
of goats. Among them the lands of the Gaaso are not clearly divided. Just as there 
is no individual territorial ownership, the land ownership of the various tribes is 
also poorly established. Any of the Gaaso has the right to choose (within the land 
of the lineage) the place where it suits him best to let his goats graze. There he 
builds his abur (enclosure for such animals), he raises his hut and since then that 
part of pasture is his and as such considered and respected by others. (Ciruzzi et 
al. 2002: 182).

The abur can deteriorate because they have been abandoned, but recognizable 
marks remain, at least for the stone portion, which is decomposable but not 
fleeting. Memorial marks can also be found by the persistence of a place name 
that re-establishes traces of anthropization in the open pastoral spaces with 
the names of individuals or of dik and reactivates the memory of settlement 
and even life stories or ways of management or of micro-events that become 
fragments of a collective history. We will discuss the sociological and cognitive 
richness of this toponymy later.
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8. Construction techniques
 

Wood, plant fibers, stones, sand, and clay of different qualities depending on 
the areal geological environment, or even dried oxen dung ... are materials 
used for building. These are the product of the careful exploration and use 
of natural resources, which have activated both male and female practices 
and skills, in accordance with the gendered division of labor. The differences 
between the Eritrean naxsa and Irob hidmo also depend on the quality of 
the stones and plant materials available in the different areas: grasses like 
seenan~seelan, duma, and rugaahe~ugraahe, hard woods like sariida, juniper, 
oolac, olive, qalaaminthos, eucalyptus, saraw, acacia, oolal, euphorbia, etc. All 
of these materials come into play in the work process needed for each type 
of dwelling.

An expert man of Saafira, Suleymaan Cumar, describes the sequences of 
the construction process of his naxsa, which took place around 1975, at the 
beginning of the regime of the Ethiopian Derg. The direction of the main 
opening is towards the east, although today there are also those who choose 
randomly: another possibility is exposure towards the south. He recognizes 
that the ascendants, since they were Muslims, faced their dwelling towards 
the east, ayrommaaxa, but in any case, not with the door to the north, directly 
towards the qilba, the direction of Mecca, because then a guest arriving at 
prayer time would find himself between the praying owner of the house 
and the qilba. Suleymaan is from the Faqhat-Xarak kisho, which provides 
prayer guides and faqhi, educated religious men, to the other kisho, and he is 
therefore well informed regarding this duty of believers. The direction is also 
based on the winds and the atmospheric awareness of the Saho, especially 
on the Qooxayto, who indicate the need to take into consideration the wind 
called marab. 

In the Tigray the winds are mostly in winter, from November to March, 
and they blow in a South-east/North-west direction, while in the rainy seasons 
they are weaker and blow in the South-west/North-east direction.

A rectangular outline is dug for the foundation, which is called in Tigrinya 
mӓsӓrӓt, but an Italianism is also used, findisiyoone. The depth depends on 
the quality of the land, from a few centimeters on the rocky land of the 
Qooxayto to 50 cm where the ground is softer, like in Cishka. Stones of 
various sizes are gathered, chiqqa is prepared, a compost of earth mixed 
with water (before the advent of cement or together with it). With this the 
mandaqh is raised, the foundation wall, placing the cut stones on the inside 
and on the outside and small stones or pebbles, gucar, in the middle. The 
height of the wall varies from a minimum of a meter and a half up to two 
meters, including the foundation. The raised areas of the ground, which we 
saw both in the naxsa and in the hidmo, are created by placing a layer of 
stones, earth, and pebbles, arac.
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The columns, camid, are obtained and sculpted from suitable wood taken 
from the woods. The other elements made of wood are the beams and the 
crossbeams, gamal, dukka~dokka, the small supports for the beams and 
crossbeams, sawre, the shorter poles, muxuts, the pieces of wood for the roof. 
The necessary wood, today increasingly more often eucalyptus, due to the 
lack of other wood, must be bought and requested in the needed quantities 
from the administrators.

On this frame, a covering is set in place of leafy branches, taken from 
different trees like abaaqhaco, sariida, etc. The specific term is the garuf. Xalel 
are the leafy branches used for the daasa or for the abur, but Suleymaan’s wife 
does not agree with him on this distinction, maintaining that the term is also 
used for the naxsa. Male and female skills on these elements of construction 
can coincide or even diverge in its details. In any case, earth, buure, is put on 
top of the covering. [Fig. 158, 159, 160].

Dried bovine dung used in the naxsa as an external coating seems to 
be absent today among the Irob, where, however, it is still used today as 
a component for coloring indoor walls. The preferred material for the Irob 
hidmo is, then, shale stones (Strebel 1979), cut to form large sheets, possibly 
flat, places without or with a small amount of mortar, with walls that appear 
plumb straight, with an effective and aesthetically appreciable result. It can be 
hypothesized that the construction of the monastery of Calliteena, backed by 
the Lazarist fathers, the most impressive and complex building in the area, has 
influenced the construction of residential dwellings, but that the monastery 
itself also absorbed at least the building materials from the previous hidmo.

8.1. Techniques, materials, agents and tools in relation to 
gender

Women are assigned auxiliary tasks in construction, like collecting small 
stones, and the operation of plastering is their responsibility, as well as the 
gathering and working of the earths and clays for smoothing the floors and 
the walls, and they color the lower portions. The coloring of walls, with white 
and red, in Kallacasa is called by the Tigrinya word lamuts, while among the 
Saho we have seen the term alammats used, or even luqhluqh, given as an 
equivalent, which are also Tigrinya. Earth is used, bulkuca, of at least two 
types to create the colors, mixed with water and the earth that makes up the 
bottom layer, adding bovine dung. The lower colored strip is modelled with 
three layers of kalla, red clay, which also serves to weatherproof. A specific 
tool for smoothing the interior walls is the fiyen, generally made with the 
grass called duma; without its handle, it is also used as a maxaases, a tool to 
mix and separate impurities from grains like barley in the gasa. 
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These materials are obtained by the women in opportune places outside 
of the compound, even an hour or two’s walk from the compound. Therefore, 
when in spatial experience the outside is assigned to men and the inside to 
women, this gendered spatiality is a tendency: within the constraints which 
limit the routes and the distances of women compared to men, there is also 
a female experience in the open-air space. The dialectic between closed and 
open, near and far from the dwelling, is always defined within a determined 
context: the definition of the use of spaces is different with respect to gender 
in the experience of the pastoral daasa or in that of the farming naxsa or 
hidmo. [Fig. 161, 162].

The ethno-archeologist Lyons, who worked in the eastern Tigray from 1996, 
provides important materials for a comparative analysis, having examined a 
sample of 122 households in an area of the Enderta north-west of Mekele and 
in the area of Gulomakeda 50 kilometers from Caddigiraat. The analytical 
study of researcher Nixon Darcus, based on 52 interviews, observation, and 
technical experimentation, in villages of the Gulomakeda between 2012 and 
2013, completes this research. As we have highlighted several times, the 
Irob households are immersed in the same materiality and share the same 
“technical ensembles” as the Tigrinya-speaking households. Following the 
comparative classification of the materials proposed by Leroi Gourhan and 
by techno-cultural anthropology, which we have already mentioned, Lyons 
and D’Andrea confirm how - even in this techno-economic context - female 
technical actions are usually performed on “soft” flexible materials. Naturally, 
this fundamental asymmetrical division, which is essentially valid both in the 
highlands and Eritrean slopes as well as the Tigray, must be seen at work in 
a certain historic dynamics and in relation to other variables. Moreover, it 
should be specified in detail which practices are involved each time, which 
tools are implicated, who uses them and who makes them. What remains a 
female skill is the knowledge and working of red earth, which in Saafira is 
called backal (Ty. baʽkal), which women also use for the qafo, and of various 
clays. But this, too, is not an exclusive skill and knowledge: earth is also used 
by men to coat walls, sometimes with the addition of dried bovine dung, 
at least in some villages. Women can also access stones, although this is a 
hard material, as we have seen, to collect for building, but only if they are 
small and if the distance to be walked is not too far. Collecting large stones, 
and especially cutting and shaping them, requires tools like a mallet and a 
hammer, which are under male control. The same technical gestures needed 
for this operation are masculinized: the female body would be masculinized if 
it were involved in this, and even today this behavior would be censored. In 
androcentric ideology, which in general does not differentiate Saho and Irob, 
or even the Tigrayans, actions that require repetition, even if boring, and 
resistance, but not a show of explosive force, are suited to women. The stones 
that are needed for grinding grain are also obtained and shaped by men and, 
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therefore, even the tools for the female labor of transforming grains depends 
on male labor.

[Fig. 163a, 163b].
In this sense, it would be correct to avoid the term “complementarity”, 

because it is too ideologically marked and used, often in anthropological 
literature, to hide the true inequality in the gendered division of labor, which 
is unbalanced in favor of males. The training of boys and girls follows the 
gendered division from a very early age, bestowing dexterities that are not 
easily reversible, building bodies that are so trained that the differences are 
naturalized in the end. Once a boy has been trained for masculinized tasks, he 
will always have an advantage over a female, which will seem to be a natural 
ability. So, the gender gap is prolonged over time and even resists political 
and legislative attempts to change it (Tabet 2015).

Even female skills like plastering can be practiced only after the men have 
prepared the floor, for example, by placing a layer of suitable stones and a 
layer of earth, on which the women can work to smooth it and refine it with 
simple spatulas. The introduction of a new material like cement, for flooring 
and for walls, has fully or partially removed the practice of plastering and 
relevant know-how from women (Lyons 2007a, 2009). The entrance of a new 
material, which can generally be found on the market, or whose technical 
know-how calls for a specialist and consequently involves a form of payment, 
as also happens elsewhere, changes the gendered division of labor: men 
tend to take over control of it, even when the operation does not require 
sophisticated tools.

The result is that a little at a time, the participation of a woman in a rural 
household contracts to the restoration of order, caring for offspring and the 
sick or elderly, food transformation and the manufacture of a few artifacts, 
like the valuable qafo, containers and beehives of dung, earth and ash that 
can be passed from one generation to the next, or baskets woven from plant 
fibers, or, where they are used, refined ceremonial leather containers with 
the insertion of industrial pearls and cowries. In modern Tigray, although the 
elders affirm that a social change is in process that would allow women to 
expand their skills and enter practices that were once male, in everyday life 
contradictory mechanisms are at work. On one hand, social programs have 
been enacted that should favor women, even to the point of training them to 
use a smaller and lighter plow, while on the other hand male resistance seeks 
to maintain the previous unequal positions.

The surveys of ethno-archeologist Lyons, as well as those of the ATMCS 
mission both among the Saho and the Irob, seem to confirm that the impelling 
tools used in the chaîne opératoire of construction of the house are male and so 
is their manufacture (whether direct or acquired with money from specialists). 
Camid, the support pillars of wood, require the use of male tools like hatchets, 
mishar, and axes, faas, which require the technical gesture of more or less 
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forceful impelling, which in the androcentric ideology is not considered 
appropriate for the female body [Fig. 164]. They share the same fate as 
the mallet for use on large stones, called modeshsha (or with the Italianism 
maassa). Hatchets and axes are historically weapon-tools and also tools that 
act on hard materials and are used to manufacture other tools [Fig. 165]. 
So, it can be affirmed that even in this socio-technical context women work 
essentially on flexible malleable materials like earth, clay and flour doughs, 
and on flexible solid materials like plant fibers, leather and fabrics. So, in 
the construction of the house, the composition of the fibers for thatching is 
essentially female. Wood and plant fibers are used to make the roof, which 
in this case work together to make the four thatched layers, following gender 
lines. The hatchet and the axe, the martello (another Italianism), and the 
chisel are part of more than one technical environment but are always used 
and controlled by men. The appearance of Italianisms in the nomenclature 
of the tools as in construction details reveals how the technical innovation of 
the colonial period has permanently influenced the material culture of both 
the Tigrayans and the Saho. These tools appear not only in agriculture and 
in the manufacture or repair of agricultural tools, or in the construction of 
houses, but also, in the case of the hatchet and the axe, in practices like the 
manufacture of bars of salt, although this latter work is now increasingly 
concentrated in centers like Mekele. These technical operations have been 
performed by ʿAfar workers until today, while Tigrayan laborers use long 
poles to raise the sheets of salt. In the processing of salt by women, who are 
excluded from the operations of extraction and cutting and their respective 
tools, can be involved after the grinding of the salt bars, or they can provide 
services tied to their gender like the preparation of food and drinks. 

The hidmo presented as a case study was built with the exchange of 
collective work, wofora or maxber siraxi (from Ty maḥaber siraḥ), application 
of the customary norms, which mandate and leave open this reciprocal 
exchange. More and more today community help is integrated by forms of 
monetary payment, which close the exchange relationship, when turning 
to a specialist of salaried workers, serraxteniya, a Tigrayan term widely 
used in alternative to the Saho casbi bacla (lit. “owner of the salary”). The 
exchange of work practices is woven together with other associative forms 
of support, which compose a social framework that helps with peasant farm 
life: in Tigrayan society are well-known forms of help like the ʽǝqqub or the 
Amharic ǝddǝr, associations of mutual support, and the sӓnbӓt, with this latter 
association that rests on religious involvement and cares for the assistance 
and distribution of food. Other forms of mutual support have then been 
added to these on an institutional level (as the Mutual Support Networks – 
see D’Andrea&Mitiku 2002:207).

The division of labor confirms previous observations. While the 
construction of the walls and each new room is concentrated in time, the 
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period when stones are accumulated is long.  Working these stones requires 
appropriate selection, a process of extraction using the mallet, modeysha, and 
an iron lever, zinzino or jinjino or malakkiina: and the operations of cutting 
and shaping are male. These operations imply knowledge, primarily on the 
quality of the stones arac or of pebbles kurӓt (Ty) or gacar.

Consultation precedes and accompanies the stages of construction. The 
design of the house can also be made on one’s own, as Tesfay’s father did, 
or one can ask a competent expert to plan it. With the rope, which was used 
for the donkey, the perimeter line was traced, including the corners, and 
measurements were made using steps. If the group based on the exchange 
of help is needed, there must often be an expert to raise the foundation 
wall, which is called thibba-leti in Saafira, which must be paid, and this is 
mandatory, by the owner. 

The tools are made of iron for the parts that are percussive and in wood for 
the supports: the modeysha and malakkiina is accompanied by the mabaaro, 
a pickax. The operations are powered by human energy, still today with the 
combination of natural elementary means like fire to create fissures in the 
rock and water to be able to break it more easily with a hammer. Today tools 
are either bought or borrowed. 

In the lowlands, the construction techniques for a house and the materials 
change in relation to the environment and the historic peculiarities.

The macdani has a wooden perimeter structure, made of tightly woven, 
thin vertical pieces. [Fig. 166, 167, 199].

If there is a foundation wall, it is begun from above downwards; the 
opposite is done if building with three poles. The macdani has a support 
pole called tarmaan (gamal). Woods available for construction, boxo, are 
siica (Acacia abyssinica), tikilbe (Acacia laeta), madeera (Cordia africana). For 
leafy boughs and branches, xalel, which guarantee the external covering of 
the roof, marka (Leptadenia pyrotechnica) is used for the lower part, and the 
grass bili (Lasiurius hirsitus) for the upper part. Collecting stones and wood 
is male labor, as we have seen, while women participate in gathering xalel, 
plant materials. Given the current lack of suitable wood, it is sought as far as 
Wangabo and this exploration of faraway areas, if it does not coincide with a 
family migration, is male labor. It is the time needed to collect these materials 
that sets the conditions, taking up a year or even more. The gathering of 
stones is the most strenuous job: small stones are collected in sacks kiis (Ar 
kīs), which are carried on shoulders, and for large ones, if possible, a makiina, 
a motorized means, is used.

After digging out, basic and simple construction of the dwelling of a 
macdani can be completed even in just one day. The quality of the wood 
for the three poles, called facaalu, is fundamental. The operation following 
gathering is measurement, for a length of four or six meters or even more 
according to the capacity, kudra~qudra), of the builder. The third operation 
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is daye~zage, which is digging into the ground to insert (dhishe) poles into 
the holes. This operation of the foundation, itkile, requires from two to ten 
people. As we have already highlighted, since both simple and complex 
cooperation is necessary, this happens through collective work (wafarat 
sirax) and mobility; it uses and makes public the social relationships that the 
head of the family has been able to build. Those who are called, therefore, 
will answer, except in the case of those who are occupied, wakaakacenta, 
at the time. This exchange of help requires the offering of a mawo, a noon 
meal, by the asker, who must provide, if there is no scarcity, for meat to be 
consumed, and therefore the operation of killing and butchering, taf-ishe, of 
a sheep, sacayto, and the cooking (alase) of rice, ruud~ruuz, and the offering 
of buun, coffee and shaahi, tea. 

8.2. Techniques of food transformation

In the Irob and Saho households the gendered division of labor follows 
expected lines of attribution and, as far as farm labor is concerned, is essentially 
similar to the past and in any case common to all of the Tigrayan households 
analyzed by Tronvoll for the Akele Guzai and by the ethno-archeologists Lyons 
and D’Andrea for the eastern Tigray. If we take two important operations, 
performed in both agricultural and pastoral contexts, which can be included 
into domestic work, we can follow their gender designations: marxadde, this 
is a male practice if it has to do with large animals like sheep or cows, and 
so skinning, menneya, and the adequate tools are misar, hatchet, and karra, 
knife, both associated with males. Butchering becomes female labor only if 
it is of barnyard animals; for birds, they can perform all of the sequence 
of operations up to cooking and dividing the meat. While in the first case, 
the operation is more easily performed outside of the compound, the latter 
generally takes place in the inner courtyard. Passive skills should not be 
underestimated, however; “stealing with the eye” can allow a woman, in 
exceptional circumstances, to replicate male operations.

Food transformation practices are crucial for the reproduction of the 
members of the household, and they mold the greater part of the living 
quarters. For this reason, we will take the time to focus on the tools and 
equipment, which are of significant social importance. Rural cooking includes 
not only the selection and processing of food, the recipe collection, but also 
the methods and tools for cooking. The kitchen summarizes manual and 
botanical, as well as practical physical and chemical knowledge that places 
the woman at the center. Moreover, these practices are able to activate forms 
of help among women, which tend to disappear with rise of industrial milling 
as far as grinding is concerned.
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This is the final segment of agricultural work and the operations of 
gathering, which opens up to female skills and decision-making. In reality, 
kitchen experience has always had feedback for choices in agricultural 
production, modernization and the selection of edible plants and grain 
species: in this bidirectional process, in this cultural area, as well, women 
have had a fundamental and disregarded role, which is active and not passive. 
As elsewhere, agricultural history in this area should recover the silent, but 
essential role of women in confirming or contrasting the choices of crops 
experimented by male farmers. Women are the ones who know the different 
properties of the various plants and grains, who evaluate species that come 
from abroad; women are the ones who have historically tested their edibility 
and effective use as food, as well as the most appropriate equipment. As 
Teklu points out, analysing decision-making roles and barley production, 
“women ‘s contribution is greater than previously perceived” in terms of 
knowledge selection and use of bio-diversity (Gebre Teklu 2012: 312-316). 
We are speaking of territories historically exposed to droughts, bio stress, 
degraded soils; the plant management and the food processing are strictly 
interdependent and both men and women have been and are still involved 
and their practices intertwined. 

Women are the ones who mold even important passive tools like frames 
for the hearth and supports for the grinding stones and cooking griddles out 
of clay (Lyons-D’Andrea 2003; Gebre Teklu 2012; Nixon-Darcus 2014). Even 
the work of experts, grinding stone makers, must have had a bidirectional 
relationship with expert women who had to perform milling operations of 
both grains and other seeds, especially oily ones like linseed and the native 
nihug (Guizotica abyssinica)  or salt and spices. Evaluation of the type of stone 
(basalt, sandstone, cherts, silicified siltstone), of its vulnerability to wear with 
use and the maintenance, thickness, size, shape of the sheets and the mortar-
stones, all essential values for effectiveness in relation to the type of grain to 
be ground, must have required the judgment of women and taken their bodies 
into account. Maṭhan (marhxan) for grains and madqos (S Irob mothqos) for 
spices, salt, seeds and the second refinement of grains like barley and corn, 
and their respective active tools, mädit and wäddi mädqos (S Irob mothqos 
barha) must be of different sizes and have different concavities (Gebre Teklu 
2012; Nixon-Darcus 2014, 2020). The rounded stones must be of a size that 
can both achieve their purpose of smashing and fit well into female hands at 
work.

Leather strips, which tie wrists together as they work back and forth to 
maintain a uniform straight motion and diminish muscular contractions and 
fatigue, are a common accessory. This technical device exploits the kinetic 
energy controlling the centrifugal force and avoids waste of potential force. 
Different food stuffs require more or less pressure, but not change bodily 
posture and the rectilinear motion. A break of the continuous motion is 
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required every so often to lighten the hard work. This intensive labor involved 
physical damage of the hands of the grinder because of the friction.

When men have simulated this movement with the straps, for demonstration 
purposes, they have made it clear that they, too, “stealing with their eyes” 
can replicate women’s crafts.

Manufacturing is essentially work for male experts. Male craftsmen control 
the tools (cisel, hammer, pickaxe) that make the tools which females shall 
use. However, the grindstone makers have in mind the user needs, her body 
size, they may consult with the women (Nixon-Darcus 2014: 183 et passim). 
Knowledge of the quarries and selecting the raw material is the first step; for 
instance, in Saafira on the Qooxayto plateau, the stone are collected from some 
wadis not far from the village. Making the suitable design and manageable 
shape, like angling of quern download to the processer, are sequences of 
the entire chaîne opératoire of the craftsman. The operator gives efficiency 
to the grindstone varying performances according to different variables like 
grinding small or large grained of foodstuff. The raw material-stuff affects the 
grindstone durability, and its knowledge is crucial, as Nixon Darcus points 
out in her research in Gulomakeda (Nixon-Darcus 2020).

Since the 1990s, communal mills have been established and have allowed 
groups of women to do their milling together, without entirely replacing in-
home activities using traditional equipment. [Fig. 168, 169, 170].

In Buyya, Saho village in the eastern Eritrean lowlands, the marhxan 
(grindstone for standing position) and the maysafali (for kneeling position) 
have been replaced by a mill machine (thaaxuuna) and they are used only if 
the electriciy supply stops. In Saafira a private mechanical mill has replaced 
the domestic milling raising controversial opinions about social losses and 
gains [Fig. 18]. Social implications of this critical change are quite similar 
to those depicted among the Tigrinya-speakers by the ethnoarcheologists 
(Nixon-Darcus 2014: 205-206, 2020).

Females undergo release or decreasing of night work, but consequently 
take part in community programmes and take over daughters’ tasks who 
can attend at school. They feel loss of socializing, experience even a loss of 
sensorial and bodily skills, moving to a more reliant cash-economy where 
milling is “masculinized”. There are evidences in cross comparative studies 
that every time a new material or an improved technology is introduced to 
replace the former one and is available in the cash exchange male manage to 
control the matter. The passage to the mechanical mill “defeminizes” milling. 
These changes in techniques and materials reproduce gendered identities 
within a different configuration of the technological environment. 

Ethno-archeological studies, with experimental trials, have demonstrated 
how the predomination of the griddle over the oven in baking bread in 
historical Ethiopia has an explanation in relation to the physical and chemical 
properties of the staple foods and especially of ṭef (Amh) (Eragrostis tef) (Ty 
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ṭaf, S dhaafi), which is the preferred native grain for the preparation of the 
iconic bread of this grain-based culture, that is the ǝnǧära (Amh, S engeera 
= Ty ṭayta, S thaabita). The strong association between ṭef, in its different 
varieties, a gluten-free grain, and the griddle as a more efficient cooking 
method for the iconic bread, has therefore continued to the present day, 
unlike in other areas. In the observed kitchens, both griddles and ovens are 
essential. Other grains like barley, durum wheat and sorghum are treated and 
included in dishes in both ordinary and festive cuisine. Situations of shortages 
and scarcity bring into play substitutions among preferred grains and others, 
which bring out the flexibility of the women. Barley can replace ṭef in ǝnǧära, 
corn can replace sorghum in the preparation of beer, sǝwa (S suwaa = malab). 
Both in Saho and in Irob families, barley is widely used in bread making. In 
the Irob area, barley is the substance of a dish that lends itself to the sharing 
of a common meal: the dish thixlo (Ty ṭǝḥlo ~ ṭuḥlo), made of roasted pellets 
of barley flour, which are dipped into a pot of sauce, usually with qamam (Ty 
qämäm) a mixture of spices with barbare (Ty bärbärä), using special skewers; 
this requires alternated and coordinated access for each fellow diner, as is 
also the case with the engeera dish and which supports the shiiro (Ty šǝro) 
or a meat stew. This is also an act of social reproduction, which takes place 
in the home, enabling cultural reproduction, distinctiveness, and cultural 
continuity. 

9. The dwellings of the Danakil Depression

Linguistic and anthropological research, both those of the earliest Italian 
examples and the contemporary ones of the ATMCS mission, demonstrates 
how attention must be given to the differences in the ecological and cultural 
areas as practiced by the different Saho groups. 

In the Danakil Depression, from Massawa towards the south, the Saho 
exercise cultural influence on the territory where they have settled, sharing 
settlements and land with the ʿAfar, leading to different architectural trends, 
creating coexistences, and proposing the double-pitched roof rectangular 
house that remains today, most clearly in Zula (S Zola), on the north bank of 
the Xaddas, and in Irhaafalo. Mochi did not miss this variation:

[in Zula] A glance at the town shows how it is mostly made up of rectangular 
Arab houses with double-pitched roofs. But there are also circular dwellings of the 
primitive type. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 200).
The houses of these semi-civilized Assaorta are almost all Arab; but some poor 
have huts with a circular layout, which, however, have the sub-hemispherical 
shape typical of the Danakil Haso and Bilen rather than the conical shape of the 
mountain Assaorta. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 207-8).
Moncullo or Otumlo have a completely different appearance, instead. In these 
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villages, as well, hemispherical huts are seen; there are Saho type aroà and 
provisional dwellings of the Danakil. But the majority are double-pitched 
rectangular houses like those seen in Zula and Afta, which seem to have the 
preferred shape for houses from the most evolved from among these coastal 
populations. (Ciruzzi et al. 2002: 231).

These areas of the lowlands still today speak of a complicated residential 
experience, which nonetheless leaves behind precise clues from the situation 
of the previous century. This is the different environmental habitat in which 
that movable hut long served Saho and ʿAfar itinerant pastoralism, as we 
have already mentioned.

9.1. The dwellings of Buyya: old and new hybridizations in 
the Eritrean lowlands

In the village of Buyya [Fig. 6], which is well known for paleontological 
discoveries, we find the terms das and tukul in the contemporary situation, 
whereas the term agdo is absent. 

Tukul is used for the main circle-shaped dwelling with a large center 
pole, camidda, while here the das is more specifically the secondary dwelling 
connected to the outside of the main dwelling. The tukul, therefore, for speakers 
who have the variety of Eritrean dwellings in mind, is considered to be more 
similar in morphology to the Kunama dwellings of the western lowlands. In 
Buyya there is also the term macdani. The macdani, which is generally six or 
seven meters long, or at least four, typically has either a foundation wall, 
kaana~qaana, which enables prevention of the wood parasite baalic/alluula, 
or, if there is no foundation wall, three poles, xodhdha, while maintaining 
the same name. Both of the terms are traced by the residents to Arabic, and 
the tukul is judged to historically predate the Arab-influenced macdani. [Fig. 
171, 172].

In Buyya you can see a basic dwelling made up of a single space designated 
only for sleeping and situated outside the main dwelling. Smaller, it can be 
attached to the das and can be used to host guests, and it is called balbala 
[Fig. 189].

As in the highlands, the annexes are used to shelter animals, like the alat 
care, or at least tied to the needs of the livestock, like the keera, a wooden 
shed for the wardiya, who guards the livestock at night, to protect from the 
mosquitos, kaanico~qaanico, and the heat, lacna; this shed can be built in the 
village or in the pasturelands. 

The presence of rock caves not far from Buyya allows builders to invest 
in this more durable material, and the rock piles, nowadays transported by 
truck, that can be seen around town are indicative of a plan for an upcoming 
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modern building in line with the new orthogonal layout, which has become 
normative. 

Urban regulations in contemporary Eritrean villages have influenced urban 
planning. In the Eritrean case of Buyya, efforts are made, as in the highlands, 
to enforce an orthogonal layout of the residential area, with a main street, 
and side streets, saaric~shaaric, although in everyday practice violations to 
this rule are always possible. In Saafira, for example, within the context of 
the orthogonal layout of the residential area, the open space in front of the 
house often becomes an extension of the inside, operating as a workspace for 
household chores and for the cooking fire.  The interior rooms accomplish 
their functions within the confines imposed by these new houses and new 
rules: a set of negotiations and adaptations is created that depend on the 
structure of the household and its economic strategies. Deciding to dedicate a 
room to a business activity, like a shop or a café, means entering into a new 
urban lifestyle or reorganizing spaces and the role of the zingot care.

According to law, anyone who has turned 18 has the right to ask for a plot 
of ground on which to build a home, and this is felt to be an earth-shattering 
innovation with respect to common law and the past hierarchical relations 
between generations. 

The macdani type is nonetheless open to variation, once again due to 
different economic means and life cycle. It, too, presents a gendered division 
of spaces, being divided into an area called majlis open to hospitality, and 
an inner room that is under the domain and use of women and for family 
interaction, called the dikti care, house of the dik or people of the family, or 
addat care, inner room. 

The macdani is also the predominant dwelling in Laacaytan nowadays, 
having six stable forked poles, called mabbarhotta or mamxitstso, two of 
which are in a central position and four short ones placed at the four corners. 
Although there is a single environment in the macdani, it is possible here, as 
well, to define the female area as gooxo, which can be separated from the 
male area with a curtain, goleena or gidigido. [Fig. 173, 174, 175, 176, 222].

While the macdani is normally built directly by the owner, given the 
simplicity of its planning and construction, a kibrale, expert, must be called to 
build the modern dwelling, the marabbac. Marabbac is the rectangular house 
built from cement blocks, overlooking the street, with a central door and 
windows to the side. In seeking higher social self-representation and aesthetics, 
it is plastered, generally using white lime trimmed with strips of color. This 
new dwelling is also the one generally invested in by emigrants, workers in the 
countries of the Arabian Peninsula, as they wait to complete their re-entry plan. 

We still find the macdani as the predominant dwelling if we move to Xadish, 
where primarily Casa-Leesan Saho reside, sharing the space with families 
from other Saho kisho: oral traditions of the village tell of its foundation by 
people from across the Red Sea more recently than Zola, as the name “New” 
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would indicate. This dwelling is the one that is most familiar, aktar, and is 
considered to have been present for several generations.  In the macdani of 
Xadish, the women’s area is called sawot-gaza and the other is called labhat-
gaza. It is described as being made of cishash, plant-based thatching that has a 
limited duration of eight or nine years at the most, whereas the naxsa, on the 
other hand, which they believe distinguishes the Qooxayto in the highlands, 
can be passed down from father to son. The naxsa, in light of its duration, can, 
if anything, even with its mud and straw roof, be connected to the marabbac, 
a modern dwelling with cement as its preferred material.

It is always the needs dictated by the type of pastoralism and agriculture 
that determine the living experience. In Xadish xirrishsha (Ty. ḥǝrrǝša) is 
cultivated from the 15th of August to May, when they move to fursa, the 
transhumance, where a naxsa can be kept in the village of reference. In its 
current form, the residential area owes much to the transformation that 
took place after the guerrilla warfare and Eritrean independence (Shacbiya). 
Several families were settled there as a resettlement, far from the lands they 
cultivated. One family, however, remembers having begun farming around 
1918, during the period in which the colonial government encouraged leaders 
to take up agricultural colonization. Today four consecutive years without 
rain have stopped the production of grains and advanced soil erosion. This 
has not led to a change in mooya, employment: they have continued to try 
to maintain the precarious balance between livestock and agriculture. With 
the death of many animals, they try to compensate with zarce, that is, with 
the cultivation of corn, barley, and sorghum, combined with the cultivation 
of watermelons, tomatoes, hot peppers, onions and okra, baaamiya, at the 
foot of the hills, taking advantage of the flooding caused by the torrents that 
stream down from the mountains. The villagers of these settlements climb up 
and back down the slopes using the same paths as of old. Increasingly today 
the transfer to the mountains for pasture takes advantage of the innovation of 
motor vehicles by contract, kunturaat. Although it cuts travel times, the new 
dirt road that descends from Qooxayto to Forho in the lowlands, following 
the route of the old mule track, will over time erase that calculation and use 
of time and the complex minute knowledge of the land that has taken shape 
over the centuries thanks to the slow walk of humans with their herds.

[Fig. 177, 178, 179, 180, 181].

9. 2. Houses of the Ethiopian Danakil

Ahmed Ela (ʿAf Axmad Ceela) is the lowland village where one stops today, 
rather where one must mandatorily stop for the taxation of those who, for 
their various jobs, as merchants and assistants, salt miners and cutters, head 
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to the salt plain or return from it. Located 15 kilometers from the extraction 
basin, it is not only a place for taxation, but also a relais town where salt 
pillars are stored and to which these pillars are transported by dromedary, 
from which they will be taken by truck to the highlands. Its demographic 
makeup obviously changes according to the season. It is inflated during 
the working period, only to contract when it ends, being limited only to 
permanent residents. In the past, few workers lived there, while salt miners 
and cutters stayed on the plain in crude shelters made from sheets of salt. 
The double-pitched roof rectangular houses of the lowlands are the most 
widespread in Ahmed Ela, as well: the type made with plant materials is the 
most prevalent, but cement houses with sheet metal roofs are increasingly 
more common. Two new wells take advantage of the groundwater. 

10. Water, residential areas and the mountains

Water is a vital necessity for residential areas as well as for both agricultural 
and pastoral activities. As Dainelli observed, even though there were 
Tigrayan villages built near water courses, the prevalent pattern was to have 
villages built on high ground and slopes away from water, to avoid foul air 
and fevers and for safety reasons. On the other hand, there was a complete 
lack of any and all technology that would allow water to be used as a driving 
force. For the same reasons, residential areas were not born near paths and 
caravan routes, and markets were located in areas that were uninhabited and 
frequented alternately on different days of the week. The Saho families that 
settled there seasonally or permanently, therefore, were tied to the fate of 
these agricultural villages. Even when towns that were recognized as Saho 
were established along the slopes, water was not close. The town of Saafira, 
as we mentioned, had its own ancient reservoir, and the old town of Saaro 
had a natural reservoir. The Cindeeli-Raagali basin had streams of water and 
pastures, close water and far water. Even if we move to the Irob area, sources 
from the 1800s recount that being near water led to fevers and unhealthy air. 

Today residential areas have new pump-operated wells dug in the vicinity 
or inside the village. 

11. The sense of places and toponyms

A walk through the locations of pastoral herding, whether for short-range 
movements or long transhumance or itinerant or nomadic pastoralism, means 
experiencing refined perceptions of the environment encountered. It means 
building it, humanizing it, making it home. Explorations to exploit available 
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resources for production activities, for the exploitation of wild beehives, and 
for therapeutic activities are integrated into pastoral migrations and into the 
routes that can radiate out from the abur. These, too, enrich the awareness of 
the land and constitute motivations for its onomatization.

They leave ephemeral marks on the territory, which deteriorate over time, 
like the goodwill offerings and the remains of animal sacrifices, which were 
practiced on several mountains which held religious value. Other relatively 
transient marks were, and in part continue to be, the rock piles for tombs, an 
occasion for religious respect and pause, and sometimes, if graves of men who 
have had baraka, a positive spiritual influx, they are also a destination for 
pilgrimages, or at least a place of veneration for the faithful, and in any case 
of interaction between Saho sections or even between Muslim herdsmen and 
Christian farmers. The travel account of Conti Rossini marked them carefully, 
following the course of the Cindeeli-Raagali, like mount Dagarri Cali, which 
is reached by going up from the old town of Thiisha, through the Gombah 
basin, which was once a pastureland for the Gacaso Bet Cabdalla, a place of 
contention between the Minifire herdsmen and the farmers of the ʿAqaṣen 
(Ty) (regional rulers of Tigray) of Mengeddi Cirfi. On the mount, propitiatory 
animal sacrifices were offered, and Christians and Muslims converged there, 
sharing their common fears and expectations, in the season of the year in 
which herdsmen would return from the Danakil pastures. Mounts Baranlo, 
Folloxa, and Gadam were also places of sacrifice. Mount Sheethan Care, 
the house of the devil, raised reverential fears that forbade approaching, as 
Minifire oral tradition particularly remembered, although the Italians from 
the Geographic Military Institute of Florence had flown to the top, placing a 
trigonometric signal there. Mount Farhum, or mount of falcons, in the eastern 
Eritrean slopes, also had a central place in the Saho religious imagination, 
and animal sacrifices were offered there. The same took place among the 
Irob: on mount Cayga and at the pass or barre where the Catholic monastery 
of Calliteena was built by Giustino de Jacobis or on mount Arac among the 
Xaasaballa-Care. Another significant, but natural, mark is found in the caves, 
like the cave of the holy Abba Abraham for Gacaso Christians and the farmers 
of Shumzaana (Ty Šǝmäzana), considered to be the propagator of Christianity 
in the Soyra (Conti Rossini 1903: 5-6).

Anthropizing the land necessarily means naming the places, although this 
does not mean that they all have the same proficiency. Men and women 
have a different awareness and their ability to name is different. Knowledge 
of names can be limited to the land one usually frequents, for which one 
had constructed what the ethnographer De Martino called “appaesamento” 
(in English, this could be understood as “to make a place one’s own home 
or create an identity of belonging”). In his travels, in attempting to gather 
the place names, Conti Rossini noted his accompanying Saho guide’s limited 
ability to name vaster areas of the land:
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numerous streams run along these mountains, but our guide, an Omartu, cannot 
tell us the names. It is truly singular how this people limit its knowledge exclusively 
to the lands of its own tribe, and, while giving a name to almost every rock pile 
there, outside of it often shows absolute ignorance of the names for even the most 
frequented locations (Conti Rossini 1903: 25).

However, this could also be a dissonance between the regulating and 
cartographic initiative of an official and other ways of producing a map and 
directions that do not require actual toponyms, but rather generic names in 
broader expressions (Gnerre 2003).

11.1. Pastoral toponyms. A colonial era list

A list of 217 toponyms collected in the operations of the Italian Colonial 
Commissariato of Caddi Qayyix, in 1940, speaks as an example of the 
anthropization of the mountain and the hills by the Saho-speaking herdsmen. 
We can interpret this colonial era list as the result of interaction among 
officials, the interpreter for Commissariat officials, and a certain number of 
herdsmen.

The geographic space that emerges from a reading of the toponyms leads 
to pastoral practice. The logic behind the naming certainly has utilitarian 
value, because the names have the ability to identify geographical features 
and waters, plants and soil qualities, as well as natural shelters, which can be 
used for both livestock and for other acquisitive activities and for production 
itself. A block of toponyms is transparent in the indication of what is useful 
and functional, or, to the contrary, dangerous, and useless for herdsmen. Some 
of the names of the list have an intrinsic origin from a visible geographical 
feature or that is perhaps known by only a few because it originated only on 
one side, as can be the case for hydronyms. 

All of the names recall a cognitive strategy that is useful for quick and sure 
spatial orientation, whether it is directly practiced or has to be communicated 
to others. There are transparent toponyms that indicate water qualities: 
bitter, salty, springs or tributaries, water forks; these toponyms do not appear 
to be proper nouns, but they probably become so in the context of a familiar 
itinerary. Passes, depressions, rocky, barren plains, or stone qualities like 
quartz, construct a practical orography. The majority of toponyms recall the 
presence of plants; some are associated with animals, only partially dangerous 
for the livestock, such as snakes and predators. The peaks are associated with 
birds of the heights, falcons. Other points of reference are tombs, ruins, etc. 
Mount Farhum, or ʾǝnda of the falcons, refers implicitly to the spirits, having 
for the herdsmen an evocative, emotional, and religious value. The list is also 
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historically valuable because the names can refer to people, events, and facts 
that had become a part of the shared internal historic memory, but which 
today, with the profound transformations that have taken place, concerns 
only part of the Saho and is often opaque. Moreover, in the case of proper 
names and nicknames tied to people or micro-events, it is possible that this 
opacity of meaning extended to all, at least after the time period when the 
event took place or the presence of a person provided the motivation. 

This naming system incorporates knowledge that is constructed, that 
constructs itself, over a long span of time, primarily around pastoral activities, 
and favors the willingly exclusive appropriation of the land, in the slopes, with 
respect to those who come from outside. Elsewhere, in the highlands or in the 
lowlands, there must have been a competitive naming of the environments with 
the Tigrinya-speakers and with the ʿAfar respectively. Even the phytonymy 
and nomenclature of fauna, which come into play in the identification of 
parts of the land, are both a practical exercise and the realization of a specific 
botanical and animal science, where relations with that of Tigrayan farmers 
should be identified. This utilitarian function is closely saturated even with 
emotional echoes and aesthetic passion, realized in their skill, elegance, and 
taxonomic and denominational creativity, in the interpenetration of human 
experience and extra-human nature, in the linguistic play, in the imagination 
that transfers possible forms of the landscape into the name, and in the use of 
tropes like metonymy and synecdoche.
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A

aabo nf non-edible milk from the udder of a young cow that has not yet given 
birth; rel to aabole. (ReinApp→).

aabole nf heifer; pl aabol m~f (from aabo→ and le vIII ‘have’); cf azzo, 
deehaalu, durut, fulaye, rugä, saga. (ReinApp→).

A Saho encyclopedic lexicon 
of dwelling, daily activities 
and building practices*

MORENO VERGARI, 
ROBERTA VERGARI, 

AHMEDSAAD MOHAMMED OMER
Ethnorêma

* The plural and singulative forms, as well as grammatical gender, are reported only 
when fully ascertained.

In Ethiopian Irob Saho the plural of the nouns is most of the time of feminine gender, 
while in Eritrean Saho it can be of either gender. So, after a plural form, the abbreviation 
m~f indicates that the gender is masculine in Eritrean Saho and feminine in Irob-Saho.

Notice also that in several entries only the definitions that are more closely linked to 
the general themes of this encyclopedic lexicon have been entered, rather than all their 
possible meanings.

As far as etymologies are concerned, the authors have taken into account especially the 
languages that are geographically and historically closest to Saho, i.e., ʿAfar, Tigrinya and 
Tigre, as well as Arabic. Other languages such as Amharic or Geʿez have been mentioned 
only occasionally. The ʿAfar words are recorded here in their official Eritrean spelling, that 
does not differ from the Saho one, except for the intervocalic rh (Saho barha vs ʿAfar badha 
‘son’). Notice however that the two dictionaries that have been consulted here use the 
Ethiopian and Djiboutian spelling that uses q for Eritrean c, x for dh, and c for x. 

Abbreviations in round brackets refer to LRPs (see §3 of the Introduction). For all the 
other abbreviations used in this lexicon, see the lists of the abbreviations.
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abaakico see abaaqhaco.

abaaqhaco nf NS, CS ~ abaakico SS type of tree used for housebuilding 
as roofing material; sgtv abaaqhacotta NS ~ abaaqhacoyta CS1 ~ 
abaakicoyta ~ abaakicito SS f; cf alaaki, sariida.

 The branches and leaves of a. are used to cover the roof of a naxsa→, a 
daasa→ or an abur→. These leafy branches are normally called garuf→ 
or xalel→.

abata nm SS surrounding area, place; pl abot f.

abcake nf 1. fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graecum) 2. beverage made from 
the abcake plant; sgtv abcaketta NS ~ abcakeyta CS, ~ abackeyta, SS 
(seed) m, abcakettä NS ~ abcakeytä CS ~ abackeytä, SS (plant) f.

 The seeds of a. are used as condiment, added to thaabita→, dagxa→, etc. 
A beverage is also prepared that, after boiling the seeds of a. and filtering 
it, is given to children who need special nourishment, such as those who 
do not get enough breast milk. It is also served on special occasion such as 
weddings or funerals. 

 {Af abkaace~abcaake ‘fenugreek’; AfMor abkaace~abcaake ‘Graines 
de fénugrec (Trigonella foenum-graecum)’ (see there for more details); Ti 
አብዐኬ [abʿake] ‘a plant (Trigonella foenum graecum)’; Ty ኣባዕከ [abaʿkä] 
‘fenugreek (a kitchen condiment) (Trigonella foenum graecum)’}.

abrik see abriq.

abriiq see abriq.

abriiqh see abriq.

abriq nm ~ abriiq ~ abriqh ~ abriiqh NS, CS ~ abrik SS jug, pitcher, ewer; 
pl abaariq ~ abaariqh NS, CS ~ abaarik SS m~f; cf sanne, wadeena. 
(Fig. 182) (ReinApp→).

 The a. is normally used for islamic ritual ablutions. Originally made of 
clay (or leather), nowadays it may be of any kind of material. 

 {Af abrik ‘kettle’; Ar ibrīq ‘jug, pitcher; Ti አብሪቅ [abriq] ‘small water-
vessel made of clay for ritual ablution; Ty ኣብሪቕ [abriq]̌ ‘jar’}. 

abriqh see abriq.

abrha nf half; pl aburh m. (ReinApp→).

— maczot abrha nf each of the two or three vertical wooden planks that 
form the movable part of a door; syn maczot galca [galca→], maczot 
xak [xak→], naatseefa.

 {Af abdha ‘half, part, some’; AfMor abdha ‘partie d’un tout, moitié’}.
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abur nm round shed or stable for flocks (sheep and goats), bigger than 
ugux→; SS settlement; home, village; pl abuura f; cf alat care, ciidot 
care [care→] (Fig. 152-156). (ReinApp→).

 The a. has a lower part made of a drystone wall, while the upper part is 
made of internally slanting wooden poles and leafy branches [xalel→], 
with an open space in the center [berra→] and a small, normally 
triangular, entrance [suuro→]. Another very small opening [malxo→] 
is used for letting the animal sewage [gadca→] flow towards the rubbish 
heap [cuduf→]. In the lowlands there are also simpler types of a., made 
without the lower stone wall. 

 Figuratively a. is used also as synonym of ‘house’, ‘home’, ‘settlement’, 
especially in the Irob area, where a. is sometimes used for adgoyta 
[adgo→], care→ or dik→, as in the Irob proverb Fugi aburih ulal gimmooso, 
kamboh Fugi abur xuggaaso’ ‘May God let (him) leave at dawn towards 
home, may God be a neighbour for (his) home’ (Adhanom Gebray/Milenta, 
2014: 10).

 In some Italian colonial sources the Saho villages where listed with their 
number of a. 

 The word a. also occurs in several place names, both in Eritrea and 
Ethiopia, e.g., Aburta, Zeban Abur, Abur Gudda, etc.

 {?Af abuur ‘derelict place, deserted habitation, deserted house site, ruin’; 
AfMor abuur ‘emplacement quitté par une tente, qui peut être réoccupé 
ensuite’}.

adcun nm CS2 wooden pole with a Y-shaped end, used for supporting the 
other poles in the roof of the macdani→, thinner than the naafirat→; 
sgtv adcunta ~ adcunto m; cf alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, 
gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, 
maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, 
tormaan.

 {Ti አድዑም [ʾadʿum] ‘poles with slits on top used for building the walls of 
a maʿdani house’}

addat cana nf internal organs of an animal (from adda nf ‘interior part’ and 
cana nf ‘viscera, internal organs’).

addale nf goatskin cut for being used as leather container; pl addalel m; cf 
fale.

addaleena nf 1. SS-Ir shelf, niche in a wall used for storing objects 2. NS, CS 
sink, basin (from adda nf ‘interior part’, -l pp ‘to’, and the instrumental/
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agent suffix -eena); pl adaaleenit m~f; cf 1. kabxe, finistira, moskot. (1. 
Fig. 229).

adduc nm ~ SS-Ir f; handle(s); sgtv adducta m; cf lacat, maaqhaca, 
mabbarha, naa, xaklo.

adgo see agdo.

adra nm mustard (Sinapis juncea); sgtv NS adratto ~ CS, SS adrayto (seed) m, 
NS adrattö ~ CS, SS adraytö f (plant). (ReinApp→).

 The seeds of a. are used as lubricant for cleaning the mogogo→ and the 
gasa→; cf guulce, inthaathic, madaafaa, mafaawaza, nakoobalasa, 
nihug.

 {Ti እድር [ǝddǝr] ‘mustard’ Ty ኣድሪ [adri] ‘mustard; kind of mustard 
greens eaten fresh and which taste like turnips, perhaps the only vegetable 
Ethiopians eat’}.

af nm 1. mouth 2. entrance, doorway; pl afuf ~ afof m~f; rel to afa. 
(ReinApp→).

 — awdaf nm ~ awdi af the space in front of the awde both inside and 
outside the building (from awde→ and af); syn sayyot caraf, gooxot baab.

 — cindha af CS2 the smaller entrance of a macdani→ house; cf awde.

 — naba af CS2 the bigger entrance of a macdani house.

 {AfMor af ‘bouche, […]; ouverture, débouché, passage’; Ti አፍ [af] ‘mouth; 
nostril; edge; end’; Ty ኣፍ [af] ‘mouth, edge (of a blade), entrance, point 
of ingress, estuary, etc.’}.

afa nm opening, doorway; pl afuf ~ afof m; rel to af; cf baab, caraf, ifaaf, 
ifee, suuro. 

 {Af afa ‘access, doorway, gateway, opening, etc.’}.

afaato nf stick tied with a cord around the mouth of a kid to prevent it from 
milking; pl afaatot m ~ afaatit SS f.

 {Af afaato ‘cord round the mouth of a camel’; AfMor also afiito, aftiito}.

affara cokkale nm wooden bowl used for butter, honey or other liquids (lit 
‘that has four ears’, from afar num ‘four’, cokka nf ‘ear’ and le vIII ‘have’); 
pl affara cokkalit nm; syn xilab.

afraaza nf pick mattock (from af nm ‘mouth’ and raaza nf ‘stork’); cf 
faraaceenä, lammafle, mabaaro, zaabba.

agdo nf NS, CS1 ~ adgo CS, SS 1. round conical house(s) 2. In the lowlands 
the term a. is also used as synonym of macdani→ (MM) and care→, i.e., 
as a general term for house; sgtv agdotta NS ~ agdoyta CS1 ~ adgoyta 
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CS, SS m; pl agdottit NS ~ agdoytit CS1 ~ adgoytit CS, SS m~f; cf daasa, 
soqhlo, gujje. (Fig. 47, 183, 184). (ReinApp→).

 1. Originally used by the Tigrinya-speaking population, this conical house 
has been used by the Saho as an evolution of the daasa→ and is often 
confused with it or seen as the same kind of dwelling (MC, XS). Most of the 
informants are anyway aware that the a. is bigger than the daasa and also 
that the a. always has a central pole, while the daasa is normally without it.

 The a. is formed by a lower part of stones ca. 0,5-1,0 m. high, and an 
upper part of wooden poles [mabbarhottä, see mabbarho→, qalitstso→ 
and sarwe→] and branches [xalel→/garuf→] and has a long, central 
and Y-shaped camidda [camid→]. The a. is internally divided by a wall 
[dimca→/gidgido→] in two parts, one for women [gooxo→] (= Tigrinya 
wǝšaṭä, see wishshaathe) and the other for men and guests [makaado→/
labhat gaza, (see gaza)] (= Tigrinya mǝdri bet, see medribet). 

 CI specifies that ummantiya yaskatte ‘it contains everybody (i.e., the whole 
family)’.

 In NS (mainly Tharuuca) the a. is called soqhlo→ (DC, IX). The Saho 
schoolboks of Eritrea treat the a. also as a synonym of soqhlo (Ministry of 
Education 2008: 219). 

 {Af agdo ‘enclosure of trees, court, courtyard’; AfMor ‘palissade; clôture 
de cour’; Ty ኣጕዶ [agwdo] ‘hut, cabin, house having a conical thatch 
roof supported by a central pole and which has stone walls, either dry or 
mortared or a wattle plastered over with mud (the type referred to by non-
Ethiopian as “tukul”}.

agnet nf portable hut, tent; pl agneeta f; cf daasi xibaaru [xibar→], gamedti 
care [care→], seelonti care [care→], rayinto, tenda.

 The term is known by the Saho but not normally used, even though it 
appears in the Eritrean Saho schoolbooks as a synonym of rayinto→ and 
tenda→ (Ministry of Education 2009b: 232).

 “… nanu mangole waqhte lacin sarxalle marna. Lacnaako noh deeso lel dhamxin 
care abinna. Ni carek lel Agnet akyan. Burhurhuh adde signa care lino. Yabba 
laakin umman gedda laa kee ciidoolih cashsho kee lay goronishoona gacazadde 
kinni maraanam. Amaa gedda lel dhay waqhteh yamfice care abitan. Xorh kee 
gamidko lel Agnet akyan care aban. Amaa Agnet mango xaaxa orbisha curum 
leya. Walwal orbishah lel dhamxa hiriiga.”

 Tr: We live most of the time in the hot lowlands. We build a cool house 
that does not let the heat enter. Our house is called agnet. We have houses 
in which we stay permanently. But my father lives always moving with 
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cattle and sheep in search of grass and water. At that time he builds a 
house he uses for a short time. He builds the house called agnet with trees 
and rags. The agnet has holes that let a lot of air come in. It lets the cool 
breeze in. (Ministry of Education 2005: 42-43).

 {Ty. ኣግነት [agnät] ‘small hut made of mats (usually by nomads)’}.

ago nf rope with small loops attached to it for tying goat kids; pl agog m.

akat nm rope, cord, string; pl akut NS, CS m ~ akot ~ akoota ~ akooti SS 
f; cf xeero.

 — karfas akat nm string tied to the karfas→; syn karfas carmo [carmo→], 
karfas xeero [xeero→], miraanqedem.

 {Af akat ‘flex, rope, string’; AfMor akat ‘corde; cordage (de forte dimension), 
filin; etc.’}.

akdar see akhdar.

akhdar nm ~ akdar fifth brew of coffee; syn iliyas; cf awwali, barakä, 
cabbaas, derejja, diggam, iliyas, maddaxa, mafarra, malamma, 
sheedali.

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

 A. it is a reference to the messenger of the sura XVIII:65 of the Quran. Even 
though al-Khiḍr (‘the Green one’) is not mentioned by name in that verse, 
the most common interpretations of it are that it refers to him. The same 
interpretations, mostly proposed by Islamic mystic movements, like Sufisim, 
connect him with the prophet Iliyas (the biblical Elijah), also a messenger of 
God. This is probably the reason why a. or iliyas→, are used interchangeably.

 {Ar ʾaḵḍar ‘green colour’}.

ala nf goats. (ReinApp→).

 — alat dagge see dagge.

 {Af ala ‘she-camel which has given birth’; AfMor ala ‘chamelle adulte 
(ayant porté)’}.

alaaki nf species of shrub(s) (Psiadia punctulata) used for housebuilding as 
roofing material; sgtv alaakitto NS ~ alaakiyto CS, SS m (seed/fruit), 
alaakittö NS ~ alaakiytö CS, SS; cf alaaki, sariida. (ReinApp→).

 The branches and leaves of a. are used to cover the roof of a naxsa→, a 
daasa→ or an abur→. These leafy branches are normally called garuf→ 
or xalel→. The bees collect the nectar [dhacammucus] from the yellow 
flowers of a. and from it the yellow honey [caaguyin baska] is produced.

 {Ty ኣላኺት [alaḵit] Psiadia punctulata].
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alaat nf case for the coffee set.

 A bag, made of wowen vegetal fibre (normally agave), that contains the 
coffee pot [jabana→], the mortar [madagdag→] and the coffee cups 
[fijjan→].

alase see alayshe.

alayshe vII NS, CS ~ alase SS 1. ripen, mature 2. cook (ReinApp→). 

 {Af alaye, alayise ‘become ripe, ripen, cook, bake’; AfMor alee, alayte 
‘cuire, mûrir’}.

alaklak see alaqhlaqh.

alammats nm NS, CS ~ lamuts ~ lamus SS-Ir painting (walls); rel to 
ilimmitse; cf alaqhlaqh, luqhluqh.

 {Ty see under ilimmitse}.

alaqhlaqh nm NS, CS ~ alaklak SS painting, coating walls with mud, 
plastering walls; rel to iliqhliqhe; cf alammats.

 {Ty see under iliqhliqhe}.

ale vII roast, toast; rel to alo. (ReinApp→).

 {Af ale ‘pop (corn), roast’; AfMor alaye ‘cuire; mûrir’}.

alfeena nm ~ alfenta lid; pl alfeenit m ~ alfen ~ alfentit SS f; rel to alife; 
cf buuleena.

 {AfMor alfeena ‘fermeture (couvercle, porte)’}.

 — alfeeni mabbarhotta see mabbarha.

alfenta see alfeena.

alife vII close, cover rel to alfeena. (ReinApp→).

 {Af alife ‘block, close down, cover, dam, fasten shut, turn off’; AfMor alife 
‘fermer, boucher, couvrir (un récipient, un tombeau)’}.

alkuf nm CS2 ~ ankuf f NS horizontal wooden pole used for the frame or 
skeleton of the macdani→ thinner than asfun→; sgtv alkufta m; pl alaakif 
m; cf adcun, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, 
kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, moraale, naafirat, 
qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. (Fig. 199).

alo nf roasted grain or beans; rel to ale. (ReinApp→).

 {Af alo ‘parched/popped/roasted grain’; AfMor alo ‘grains de céréales 
grillés’}.

amo nf head; top (of something); pl amom ~ amum m ~ amom SS m~f. 
(ReinApp→).
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 — camiddaamo nf head of a pillar, column shoulder/top of a pillar/
column ~ camiddi daga [daga→] ~ camiddi dhegxa [dhegxa→].

 — caraf amo nf the space, above the door of a naxsa→, between the lintel 
and the ceiling.

 — marhxarh amo nf round handle; head of a pin; syn gucumba.

 {Af amo ‘head, summit, top; intelligence’; AfMor amo ‘tête; cornes, 
antennes; chevelure; intelligence; partie supérieure, sommet, faîte; etc.’}.

amula see amuula.

amuula nm the place that is there, there, therein.

amxari-cuure nf agave, sisal (Agave sisalana) (from Amxara nm ‘Amhara 
(people and language)’ and cuure nf ‘aloe (Aloe macrocarpa)’); sgtv 
amxari-curetta NS ~ amxari-cuureyta CS, SS f.

 The wood of a. is used as bulding material.

anada nf skin; pl anud m ~ SS-Ir f; cf qarbat. (ReinApp→).

 {G ኣናዳ [anada] ‘skin, hide, leather, thong, whip’. Leslau says that a. is 
from Cushitic.}.

angolo see ongolo.

ankuf see alkuf.

aqhcazit nf skilled, skillful woman; pl aqhcaziita f; syn waxalle.

 The contrary of a. is basaro.

araaracishe vII grind, crush something, especially cereals like maize [cilbo→] 
and sorghum [maseela→]; rel to araaracisheena, araaracisheenä, 
araaracta.

 After grinding the grain on the araaracisheenä→ slab with the 
araaracisheena→, it is mixed with water to form a dough [araaracta→] 
ready to be cooked on the gasa→. If the dough has to be conserved 
for longer, the mixture is left to dry and then ground again on the 
siyyaaxisheenä→ in order to produce a finer flour called cagun bulul 
[cagun→].

araaracisheena nm the upper grinding stone of the marhxan→, made of 
arcaze → stone; pl araaracisheenit m; syn moodod→; rel to araaracishe. 
(Fig. 244).

araaracisheenä nf the largest of the two grinding slabs on the libdo→, made 
of arcaze→ stone; pl araaracisheenit m; syn marhxan→, sifaalo→; rel to 
araaracishe. (Fig. 244).

araaracta nm coarsely grinded grain, mixed with water; rel to araaracishe.
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arac nm ~ ararac SS gravel; sgtv aracto ~ araracto SS m; syn gucar. 
(ReinApp→).

 {AfMor arac ‘petis cailloux, petites pierres’}.

arad see araz.

ararac see arac.

aras nm sourdough, yeast, leaven; cf ayco, leebito.

 {Am እርሾ [ǝršo] ‘leaven, yeast, ferment (often a small quantity of fermented 
batter used as a starter for fresh batch)’}.

arax nm path, way; pl arux m~f ~ arooxi SS f. (ReinApp→).

 {?Af arax ‘place, pitch, position, rank, room, scope, site, spot, surface’; 
AfMor arax ‘lieu, androit fixe; place, poste, situation; rang; etc.’}.

araz nm NS, CS1 ~ arad CS2, SS type of tree(s) (Osyris quadripartita/O. 
abyssinica) used for tanning animal hides; sgtv arazzo NS, CS1 ~ araddo CS2, 
SS (seed/fruit) m, arazzö NS, CS1 ~ araddö CS2, SS (plant) f. (ReinApp→).

arcade see arcaze.

arcaze nf NS, CS ~ arcade SS coarse and hard stone used for the two grinding 
parts of the marhxan→, sandstone; sgtv arcazetta NS ~ arcazeyta CS, SS 
~ arcadeyta SS m; cf dalluc, gorsoy, nati, qatsala, saxnane. (Fig. 185).

 Normally the a. is collected from a wadi, a place where water only runs 
during periods of rainfall. Near Saafira, on the Qooxayto plateau, the a. is 
collected from the bed of the Arbaabac, a tributary of the Komayle river, 
or from Tsiixillo, between the villages of Boozo and Gubi Saaro (AM). In 
Irob, in the area of Calliteena, a. is collected in Cado Dhawoc (lit. ‘white 
dhawoc’, where dhawoc (also spelled rhawoc) is a place where there is 
some water, in a stony terrain. Hence, cadoorhawca has the meaning of 
‘a valley without water’).

 {Ti አርዐዜ [arʿaze] ‘sandstone’}. 

arcot nf NS, CS ~ arcut SS yoke beam; pl arcoota NS, CS ~ araacut ~ 
arcuuta ~ arcuute SS f; syn madmada; cf cirfe, dugre, jahaaz, karfas, 
masaaric, madmada, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, nawit, qaraaqhiro, 
qitirti, qorboobac. (Fig. 245). (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ኣርዑት [arʿut] ‘yoke’}.

arcut see arcot.

arhcarhö nf rope; pl arhaacirh m; syn caylo f.

asento nf shelter, shadow; rel to aseenite vII ‘rest under the shade (of 
something)’. 
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asfun nm CS2 horizontal wooden pole used for the frame or skeleton of 
the macdani→, thicker than alkuf→; sgtv asfunta m; cf adcun, alkuf, 
barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, 
mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro,  moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, 
qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. (Fig. 199).

askaala nf ladder; syn korima, masaalil.

 {Ty ኣስካላ [askala] ‘ladder’ (It scala ‘ladder’)}.

awde nm 1. small entrance in the women’s part of the house 2. area in front 
of the door of a house; pl awdit m; syn 1. gooxot baab [baab→], sayyot 
caraf [caraf→]. (Fig. 95) (ReinApp→).

 — awdaf see af.

awur nm bull, breeding animal; pl awura f; cf beceera, deehaalu, durut, 
fulaye, maddaxayto, ruga, tastaa, zaraabic. (ReinApp→). 

 {Af abur ~ agur ~awur ‘bull, ox’; AfMor abur ‘taureau’}.

awwali nm first brew of coffee (from awwal nm ‘the former, the previous, the 
first’) syn sheedali; cf akhdar, barakä, cabbas, derejja, diggam, iliyas, 
maddaxa, mafarra, malamma. (ReinApp→).

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

 {Af awwal ‘first brew of coffee; the former, the first’; AfMor awwal ‘première 
tasse de café’; Ar awwal ‘first; foremost, most important, principal, chief, etc.’}.

awxe see awxi.

awxi nm NS, CS ~ awxe SS species of tree(s) (Cordia africana, C. abyssinica); 
syn madeera.

 The wood of. a. is used for making the koora→ (MC).

 {Ti ኣውሔ [awḥe] ‘a tree, Cordia abyssinica’; Ty ኣውሒ [awḥi] ‘large tree 
which has sweet-smelling white flower clusters, a light red fruit having a 
large, hard spherical pit and hard dense wood which is prized for making 
luxury furniture (Cordia abyssinica)’.

ayco nf yeast, leaven; cf aras, leebito.

 {AfMor aycu ‘levain, lait caillé ajoute au lait frais pour le faire cailler’}.

ayma nf scraps; cf racto, saaringida.

ayni nf SS container for churning milk, made with a xamxam→ gourd (TM); 
pl aynin f; cf karhib, sibbarh. (Fig. 186, 187).

 Prov. Mece ayni xan taymeece, mece mari xiyaw yasmeece ‘a good milk container 
makes milk good, good/wise men reconcile people’ (Berhe Zigta 2008: 114).
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 {Af ayni ‘woven grass milking-bowl’; AfMor ayni ‘récipient en vannerie 
(pour aliments solides ou liquids)’}.

ayrommaaxa see ayrot maxa.

ayrommasxa see ayrot maxa.

ayrot maaxa nf ~ ayrommaaxa ~ ayrommaxsa SS east (from ayro nf ‘sun’ 
and maaxa nm ‘daybreak’).

 Even though not everybody now follows this tradition, the Faqhat-Xarak 
(a Minifire clan) still commonly orient the house with its main entrance 
facing east. They claim to have learned this from their ancestors. At the 
same time, it is clearly stated that a house should not face to the direction 
of the Makkah [qilba], because of the Islamic prayer (XS). However, 
Mochi already wrote at the beginning of the 20th century that there seemed 
to be no rule for the orientation of the different dwellings in villages 
(Ciruzzi et al. 2002:17), and in the new settlements with modern houses 
[marabbac→] these are oriented in all possible directions, especially if 
there is a mosque, and people do not need to pray at home anymore.

ayti nf CS2, SS ear; pl aytit m~f ~ aytiita SS f; var cokka.

 — aytile koora see koora.

azzo nf young cow, heifer that has already given birth; sgtv azzotta ~ azzoyta 
f; pl azzoz m; cf aabole, deehaalu, durut, fulaye, rugä, saga.

 {Af addo ‘she-camel heifer not fully grown (4yrs, which has not yet carried)’; 
AfMor addo ‘jeune chamelle de trois ans et plus, n’ayant pas encore porté’}.

B

baab nm door, gate, entrance pl bawub m; cf afa, caraf, ifaaf, ifee, suuro. 
(ReinApp→). 

 — fanti baab nm door between the women’s room and the men’s room 
mazlish→ ~ makaado→; pl fanti bawub m.

 — gooxot baab nm small entrance in the women’s part of the house; syn awde.

 {Af baab ‘door, gate’; AfMor baab ‘porte’; Ar bāb ‘door; gate; opening, gateway; 
entrance; etc.’ Ti ባብ [bab] ‘gate’; Ty ባብ [bab] ‘large gate, door (properly the 
entry way into the inner court of the house a noble), portal; etc.’}.

baab afhi dandas see dandas.

baac nm SS armspan.

 {Af baac ‘armspan, distance from fingertip to fingertip when arms are 
outspread’; AfMor baac ‘brasse, longueur égale à celle qui sépare les 
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pointes des deux bras étendus (env. 1 m 80 à 2 mètres)’; ?Ar bāʿ ‘fathom’; 
?Ti በዕ [bäʿ] ‘fathom’}.

baadeela see badiila. 

baaniyo nf bath, place for taking a shower (MM).

 A place where both toilet and shower are present, can be called b. or 
shiqhaaqh→. 

 {It bagno, gabinetto ‘toilet, bathroom’; Ty ባኞ [baño] ‘bath’}.

baani nf loaf of bread f; sgtv baanitto ~ baaniito NS CS ~ baaniyto SS f; 
pl baaniita SS f; cf bokkoco, burkutta, buufet-folo, cadubla, engeera, 
hanza, kinnas, luxlux, qichcha, tandur-folo, thaabita, xabaza, 
ximbashsha.

 {Af baani ‘bread’; It pane ‘bread’; TiSM ባኒ [bāni] ‘loaf of bread’; Ty ባኒ 
[bani] ‘bread (raised, European-style)’}.

baanto nm 1. plastic rope 2. tendon (more common baanotta m); pl baantit 
m.

 This kind of plastic rope is used for interweaving the strips of modern iron-
framed beds [birti carat, see carat].

 {AfMor baano ‘tendon, ligament (colonne vertébrale)’. Morin points out 
the connection with meaning 1. of Saho b.}.

baarina nf SS basket container for crops, also used as measurement; pl baarin 
f. (Fig. 188). 

 TM also uses b. as container for dry animal dung [dukce→], used to 
manure the fields.

bab nm raised shelf for placing objects in a house or an enclosure. (ReinApp→).

backal nm red soil; sgtv backalto m.

 B. is also used in preparing the ground upon which a naxsa→ is built.

 {Ty ባዕከል [baʿkäl] ‘reddish soil which is very fertile; stony and whitish 
soil; hard stony soil; brownish stones that crumble when stepped on’}.

bacla nm 1. husband 2. owner (male) pl baacil m~f; f baclä; cf wanna. 
(ReinApp→).

 — cari baclä nf housewife (lit ‘the owner (f) of the house’); syn numa. 

 — casbi bacla nm employee, worker; f casbi-baclä; syn casbento. 

 {Af bacla ~ bacala ‘husband, owner’; AfMor bacala ~ bacla ‘mari; maître; 
etc.; Ar baʿl ‘lord; husband’; Ti በዐል [bäʿal]; Ty በዓል [bäʿal] or ባዓል [baʿal] 
‘master, owner, possessor, propietor; etc.’}.
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baclayse see baclayshe.

baclayshe vII NS, CS1 ~ baclayse C2, SS treat, take care of, assist.

 — zariica baclayshe vII cultivate.

badiila nf NS, CS ~ baadeela SS shovel; pl badaayil NS, CS m ~ baadeelal 
SS m ~ baadel ~ baadeelit SS-Ir f.

 — baadeelat naa see naa.

 {Af badiila ‘spade’; AfMor baadila ‘pioche’; It badile ‘shovel’; Ty ባዴላ 

[badela] or ባደላ [badäla] ‘shovel, spade’}. 

bago nf SS 1. stomach 2. surface; cf 1. garbä 2. garba. (ReinApp→).

 — cari bago nf SS ceiling cf cari garba.

 {Af bagu ‘belly, stomach; heart, inner; commitment; breadth, surface’; 
AfMor bagu ‘ventre (siège des viscères, sa surface); grossesse (état et fruit); 
coeur; soimême; partie supériore, dessusm toit (tente), surplus; largeur, 
surface plate; versant’}.

bakal nm kid, male baby goat; pl bakooli f ~ bakol SS-Ir f; rel to baklo; cf 
dabeela, lax, rixdo, sagab. (ReinApp→).

baklo nf kid(s), female baby goat(s), nanny goat(s); sgtv baklotta NS 
~bakloyta CS, SS f; pl bakooli f; rel to bakal; cf dabeela, lax, rixdo, 
sagab. (ReinApp→). 

balbala nf CS2 roofed and partially enclosed area in front of a macdani→, 
also where guests are received; pl balbalal m; syn maqhlab. (Fig. 189).

 {AfMor balbala ‘dais de branchages installé au-dessus d’un lit de fortune 
pour abriter de la clarté lunaire’}.

bangi nm SS rope from date palm [tamre→] leaves used for making beds; 
sgtv bangiyta m.

 {AfMor bangi ‘cable d’ancre (en jute)’}.

barad nm hail, ice, snow; sgtv baraddo m; rel to barid. (ReinApp→). 

 {Ar barad ‘hail’; Ti በረድ [bäräd] ‘hail, snow’; Ty በረድ [bäräd] ‘ice, hail’}.

baraka nm 1. uninhabited place, wilderness 2. a place around Hazamo; 3. 
outside part of the house; pl barakit m; cf zibo. (ReinApp→).  

 {Ti ባራካ [baraka] ‘desert place’; Ty በረኻ [bäräḵa] and በራሓ [bäraḥa] 
‘country(side); open country; see also G: 104b-105a for a discussion of 
this word and its relationship with barxa→}.

barakä nf 1. blessing, prosperity, felicity, benediction 2. third brew of coffee; 
syn 2. maddaxa; cf 2. akhdar, awwali, cabbaas, derejja, diggam, iliyas, 
mafarra, malamma, sheedali.
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 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

 {Af baraka ‘third brew of coffee’; AfMor barka ~ baraka ‘ravitaillement en 
nourriture d’un exercice pieux; troisième tasse de café’; Ar baraka ‘blessing, 
benediction’; Ti በርከት [bärkät] ‘blessing, thanks’; Ty በረካ [bäräkka] ‘coffee 
from the third (and last) brewing of the same grounds (literally “blessing 
of the coffee”, when it is drunk, magic formulas are recited)’}.

baranda nf veranda, open-air porch.

 {It veranda ‘veranda, open-air porch’; Ty በረንዳ [bärända] ‘veranda’}. 

barbare nf ~ farfare capsicum, red pepper (Capsicum abyssinicum); sgtv 
barbarettä NS ~ barbareytä CS, SS f (seed/fruit), barbaretta NS ~ 
barbareyta CS, SS m (seed/fruit). (ReinApp→).

 {Af barbare ‘capsicum, red pepper, chilli; AfMor barbare ‘piment rouge’; 
Ty በርበረ [bärbärä] ‘red pepper (a staple, not a condiment, of Ethiopian 
cuisine), chili (Capsicum abyssinicum)}. 

barid nm short rainy season in the lowland; pl bariida f; rel to barad; cf ganna, 
giilal, karma, lexeeta, rabca, sugum, xagaa, zazac. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor baarid ‘ce qui est froid’; Ty በሪድ [bärid] ‘cold, coldness’}

bariim see barim.

barim nm CS2 ~ bariim NS wooden horizontal pole used for the frame or 
skeleton of the macdani→; sgtv barimta ~ barimto m; cf adcun, alkuf, 
asfun, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, 
mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro,  moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, 
qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan.

 {Af barim ‘doubly strengthened horizontal bars of a wooden house wall’; 
AfMor barim ‘poutrelle horizontale de l’ossature des murs de la maison 
traditionnelle’}.

barkuma nf 1. pillow, headrest 2. stony wedge used with a lever; pl barkumam 
m ~ barkumit SS-Ir f; cf makadda, matharcas. (Fig. 190).

 The b. used by women as a pillow is made of leather and decorated with 
leather strips, cowries and beads. It is about 40 cm. long and with a 
circumference of about 30-35 cm.

 {Af barkuma ‘cushion, pillow’; Am ብርኵማ [bǝrkʷǝmma] ‘wooden headrest’}.

barmiil nf NS, CS ~ merbil ~ merbin SS-Ir m barrel; pl baraamil m ~ 
meraabil ~ meraabin f; cf fusto.

 {Af barmil ‘barrel, drum’; Ar barmīl ‘barrel’; Ti በርሚል [bärmil] ‘tun, 
barrel’; Ty በርሚል [bärmil] ‘barell, cask, drum (container)’}. 
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barraad nf~m NS, CS ~ berraad SS kettle; pl baraarid ~ barrawud m ~ 
barrood ~ baroodi SS-Ir f. (Fig. 191).

 {Af barraad ‘kettle, thermos flask’; ArWatl barrād ‘teakettle’; Ty በራድ 

[bärrad] ‘teapot, teakettle’}. 

barre nm 1. countryside 2. village 3. outdoors; pl barrit m. (ReinApp→).

 — barri care see care.

 {Af barri ‘country, contryside, land outside’; AfMor barri ‘pays, contrée; 
(Dans l’usage ciradin à Djibouti) «brousse», «pays des nomades»’; Ti በር [bär] 
‘continent, country’; Ty በሪ [bärri] ‘outlet, passage, gate, gateway (of an 
enclosure, a barrier), threshold of a dwelling, entrance; pass, narrow defile 
between two mountains; customs post, entry point; high place exposed to 
the wind; port’ (from G root brr ‘pierce, penetrate, go through’)}.

barrë nf SS-Ir poles; sgtv barreyta f.

barxa nf open space; pl barxax m.

 {AfMor barxi ‘largeur, espace’; barxat ‘pays plat, espace nu, dégagé’; baxari 
‘plaine nue, dépourvue d’arbres’}.

barhcatto nm~f SS small leather container used when travelling, for carrying 
some flour or other food; sgtv barhcattoyta m; pl barhcit m ~ barhcattit 
f; sgtv of barhca nm ‘fetus’. (Fig. 192). (ReinApp→). 

basak nm sweet thing; rel to baska1; (ReinApp→).

basaro nm akward, clumsy (man); rel to basarö. 

basarö nf akward, clumsy (woman), incompetent houswife; rel to basaro. 
(ReinApp→ but with an opposite meaning).

 {Af basro ‘incompetent housewife’; AfMor basro ‘femme peu équilibrée, 
déraisonnable, excessive dans son instinct maternel; femme négligente, 
souillon, peu soignese de sa personne’; Ty በሰሮ [bäsäro] ‘bad or poor cook, 
dirty, slovenly housekeeper, negligent or inept servant; inept, maladroit, 
incompetent’}.

baska1 nf honey; sgtv baskayto SS f; pl baskak m; rel to basak. (ReinApp→). 

 The b. can be of different kind: caaguyin b. ‘yellow honey’, cado b. 
‘white honey’, casa b. ‘red honey’, depending on the season of harvesting 
and from which flowers the nectar [dhacammucus] has been collected. 
(See Vergari-Vergari 2009 for more details on honey and the beekeeping 
activity of the Saho).

 {AfMor baska ‘miel’. Used in the north}.

baska2 nf basin, water tank, reservoir; pl baskak m; syn tanker. (Fig. 278).
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 {It vasca ‘basin, water tank’; Ty ባስካ [baska] ‘tub, bathtub, sink, small 
reservoir’}.

bathce nm NS, CS1 ~ batce CS2, SS ~ batca SS-Ir 1. kneaded or mixed honey 
[baska→] 2. fresh beverage prepared with honey and water, unfermented 
hydromel; 3. honey with fresh milk; rel to ibthice vI NS, CS1 ~ ibtice 
CS2, SS knead, mix the honey; cf birze, malab, mees, taxtaxo, Xaliima 
macar. (ReinApp→).

 B. is usually prepared and then drunk after a short while, before its 
fermentation [askhamar]. It is used on special occasions such as weddings 
[marca→] or religious ceremonies [tahliil]. The honey-water ratio is 
variable and depends on several factors as well as on the experience of the 
person (always a man) who is preparing the hydromel. It is served only 
to men by pouring it from a skin bag [idrotta →] or another container. 
Sometimes the word bathce is used as a synonym of birze→ or Xaliima 
macar→.

 {Ar bitʿ ; Ty በትዔ [bätʿe] ‘to stir up, to muddy (water), to dissolve honey in 
water’}. 

baxadde see baxazze.

baxarom nm SS-Ir maize; sgtv baxaromta m; cf cilbo.

 {Ty ባሕሮም [baḥrom] ‘maize’}.

baxarre nf SS milk container.

baxra nm lowlands, seacoast. (ReinApp→).

 {Af baxari ‘flat wide plane, semi-desert’; AfMor baxari ‘1. plaine nue, 
dépourvue d’arbres 2. plaine côitière au nord d’Obock’; Ti በሕር [bäḥr] 
‘sea, coast of sea, littoral’; Ty ባሕሪ [baḥri] ‘large lake, sea, main (sea), 
pond; coastal or lowland region, abyss’}.

baxazze nm NS, CS ~ baxadde SS big axe; pl baxazzit NS, CS m ~ baxaddit 
m~f ~ baxodd SS-Ir f; cf faas, gozomo, mishar, oreena.

beceera nm ox; pl bacar m; cf awur, deehaalu, durut, fulaye, maddaxayto, 
ruga, tastaa, zaraabic. (ReinApp→).

 {Af beceera ~ becra ‘young bull (used for ploughing), steer; AfMor becera 
‘taureau qui vient d’arriver à l’âge adulte (quatre ans)’; Ty ብዕራይ [bǝʿray] 
~ በዕራይ [bäʿray] ‘ox, bull’}.

beet-albo nm 1. homeless 2. unmarried person, also used for a person that is 
momentarily without his spouse present, as a transhumant 3. SS-Ir layman; 
sgtv beet-albotta NS, CS1 ~ beet-alboyta CS2, SS m; pl beet-albit m~f.

 — beet-albi care see care.
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 {Ty ቤታልቦ [betalbo] or ቤተልቦ [betälbo] ‘homeless young man who has not 
yet set up a household, bachelor, single fellow’, lit. ‘one who has no house’}.

beete vII 1. eat 2. fig marry. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor beete ‘(Afar Nord) manger’}.

berelle see boronle.

berenle see boronle.

berra nf upper circular open part in an abur→; pl berrar m. 

 {?Ty በሪ [bärri] ‘outlet, passage, gate, gateway (of an enclosure, a barrier), 
etc.’; ?ብራ [bǝrra] ‘break or opening in a cloudy sky, clearing up of the sky 
after rain’}.

berraad see barraad.

biili see bili.

bili nf CS2, SS ~ biili broom-like shrub used for covering the upper part of 
the macdani→; cf cashsho, cilila, duma, marka.

 {AfMor bilii ‘graminée (Lasiurus hirsitus)’}.

billikka nf ornament for bride’s forhead; pl billikkak m ~ billikkit SS-Ir f.

 {AfMor billikka ‘petite tache blanche au front (animaux)’}.

biraashsho nf ~ birayso nf SS flask, mess tin, canteen; pl biraysit f; cf gabbeetha.

 {AfMor birasso ‘bidon (de type militaire)’; It borraccia ‘canteen, water 
bottle’; Ty ብራሾ [bǝraššo] ‘canteen (military)’}.

birayso see biraashsho.

birta nm iron, metal; pl birit m~f. (ReinApp→).

 — birtaa-dhaa see dhaa.

 {Af birta ‘iron, metal tin, men’s metal bracelet’; AfMor birta ‘fer, objet ou 
outil en fer; etc.’; Ty ብረት [bǝrät] ~ ብርቲ [bǝrti] ‘iron, steel, metal; rifle, 
firearm, gun, etc.’}.

birze nm 1. NS, CS1 ~ birde CS2, SS unfermented or barely fermented 
beverage prepared with honey, water and (sometimes) buttermilk; 
hydromel; mead; pl birzit NS, CS1 ~ birdit CS2, SS m; rel to ibrize NS, 
CS1 ~ ibride CS2, SS make something sour, to prepare birze; cf bathce, 
malab, mees, taxtaxo, Xaliima macar.

 One or two days after bathce→ was prepared, b. begins its fermentation 
[askhamar]. The fermentation is sped up by adding buttermilk 
[xangazza→]. Moslem Saho drink it before it develops an alcoholic 
content. 
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 {AfMor birdi ‘hydromel (importé des hautes terres); Ty ብርዚ [bǝrzi], በርዚ 

[bärzi] ‘honey-water drink (usually made when an honored guest arrives 
and there is no mead to give him); unfermented mead’}. 

biyatti nf~m dish, plate; pl biyattit m~f; cf shaxan.

 {Af biyatti ‘saucer, plate’; AfMor biyatti ‘plateau, assiette’; It piatto ‘dish’; 
pl ‘piatti’; Ty ብያቲ [bǝyati] ‘dish, plate, saucer’}.

bodda nm SS lunch; syn bududdur, mawo.

 {Af bodda ‘lunch, midday meal’; AfMor bodda ‘1. nourriture 2. petit 
déjenuer 3. repas de midi et nourriture prise à ce repas’}.

boddä1 nf ~ boza 1. unmarried person, bachelor/spinster 2. a cow without 
milk; boddayto ~ bozayto f.

boddä2 nf SS-Ir not permanent settlement used during the transhumance; pl 
boddit f.

 {AfMor bodda ‘echelon de pâturage des animaux en transhumance (loin 
de la tente)’}.

bokkoco nf a kind of leavened bread; cf baani, burkutta, buufet-folo, 
cadubla, engeera, hanza, kinnas, luxlux, qichcha, tandur-folo, 
thaabita, xabaza, ximbashsha.

 {Ty ቡዂዖ[buḵʷʿo] ‘a kind of thick bread’}.

bokhra nf NS, CS1 ~ bokra CS2, SS hollow place where flour or dough is 
collected when grain is ground on a marhxan→; the raised border around 
the surface of the libdo→; pl bokhrar m ~ bokrit SS-Ir f. (Fig. 243).

 {Ty ቡኽራ [buḵra], በዅራ [bäḵwra], በኾራ [bäḵora], ቦኽራ [boḵra] 
‘depression at the bottom of a grinding slab in which ground meal collects; 
depression in the top of a grinding slab platform in which unground grain 
is placed during grinding’}.

boodo see boozo.

boozo nf NS, CS1 ~ boodo CS2, SS 1. hole 2. den, lair, burrow; pl boozoz m 
~ boodod m~f; (ReinApp→).

boronle nf NS ~ berenle CS, SS ~ berelle SS bottle(s), glass drinking flask(s); 
sgtv boronletta NS ~ berenleyta f CS, SS ~ berelleyta SS; pl boronlel 
~ berenlel m ~ berellel SS m~f; cf koorarat, tharmuuz. (Fig. 193). 
(ReinApp→). 

 Traditionally, the b. is a small bottle with a rounded bottom and a straight 
neck, used for drinking mead [mees→]. Today b. is also used for every 
kind of glass bottle.
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 {Am ብርሌ [bǝrǝlle] ‘small carafe with a rounded bottom and a short, 
straight neck used for drinking ṭäǧǧ-mead’; G ብራሌ [bǝralle] or ቢራሌ 
[biralle] or ብርሌ [bǝrǝlle] ‘beryl, crystal’; Greek bēryllos ‘beryl’; Ti ቦርሌ 

[borǝlle] ‘bottle (for mead); Ty ብርለ [bǝrǝllä] or ብሩለ [bǝrullä] or ብሪሌ 
[bǝrille] ‘carafe, round glass bottle with a short, straight neck, used only 
for drinking mead, flask, decanter’}.

boxo nf wood, timber; sgtv boxotta NS ~ boxoyta CS, SS m; pl boxox m~f 
~boxax SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 The wood used as buiding material is of different trees and shrubs: amxari-
cuure→, ciqqa→, oolac→, oolal→, sariida→, waybo→.

 — dherh-boxotta NS ~ dherh-boxoyta CS, SS (from dheerha vIII ‘be 
long’ and boxo); syn gamal (DC, IX)

 — fantat-boxotta NS ~ fantat-boxoyta CS, SS (from fanta nf ‘middle’ and 
boxo) generic name for a pole that is less thick than a sarwe→ (DC, IX).

 {Af boxo ‘wood’}.

boza see boddä1.

bududdur nm SS lunch; syn bodda, mawo.

buka nf superiority, superior part, top; (ReinApp→).

bulkuca nf dust, soil; pl bulkaace SS-Ir f; cf buure.

 — cado bulkuca nf white soil.

bultug nm millet (Pennisetum species); sgtv bultugto m (seed), bultugtö f 
(plant; bread made of b.). 

 {Ti ቡልቱብ [bǝltub] ‘a sort of corn’; Ty ቡልቱግ [bultug] ~ ብልቱግ [bǝltug] 
‘kind of durra or millet having very large grains and ears}.

bulul nm powder, flour; rel to bululuse.

 — cagun bulul nm dried dough, flour, ground grain, normally of cilbo→ 
(for preparing dagxa→) or maseela→.

 For making the c. b., first women grind the grain manually on the 
millstone [marhxan→], and accumulate the large amount of flour. Then, 
they mix the flour with water to make dough [cagun→]. Then they 
let the dough dry and grind it again so as to make fine flour, used for 
preparing the dagxa→. This method was especially common years ago, 
when mechanized millstones were unavailable, and it was also used when 
people travelled from one place to another.

 {Af bulul ‘powder’; AfMor bulul ‘farine’}.

bululuse vII pound into powder; rel to bulul.
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 — cagun bululuse vII the process of prepararing cagun bulul→.

 {Af buluse ‘pound into powder’; AfMor bululuse ~ buluse ‘ecrasere, 
réduire en an poudre’}.

buluuk nm brick(s); sgtv bulukketti m; pl bulukettit m; syn thub.

 {It blocchetto ‘brick(s) (block(s) for construction’}.

burkutta nf bread cooked on the coals with a hot pebble inside the dough; 
sgtv burkuttayto SS-Ir f; pl burkuute f ~ burkuttat m ~ burkuttit SS-
Ir f; cf baani, bokkoco, buufet-folo, cadubla, engeera, hanza, kinnas, 
luxlux, qichcha, tandur-folo, thaabita, xabaza, ximbashsha. (Fig. 194, 
195). (ReinApp→). 

 The b. is the typical bread made of cadeelaw→ or sinraa→ flour prepared 
during the transhumance or other journeys. It can be made and cooked in 
a few minutes (see further details below in the Tigrinya definition).

 {Ty ብርኵታ[bǝrkwǝtta] ‘bread made of lumps of dough kneaded on a hide 
[…] the lump is indented, a hot pebble inserted therein, the indentation 
closed over the lump placed over the coals’}.

buruurucuse see buruuruse.

buruuruse vII ~ buruurucuse winnow.

burha nf SS-Ir base (referring especially to a permanent place, dwelling), 
settlement; cf xirho.

 {Af budha ‘family, home, occupied house, household’; AfMor budha 
‘foyer, familie (y compris la maison et les biens); maison, tente (habitée); 
campement; groupe de gense, groupe ethnique; petit groupe de tribus 
apparentées, ne formant généralement pas une chefferie’}.

burhurh nm permanence; base. 

 {Af budhudh ‘base; bottom part, stump; origin, root; butt end of a stick, 
rope end, tap root, tied end of a water-skin’; AfMor budhudh ‘extrémité la 
plus grosse d’un objet (bâton, crayon); pied, base d’un arbre’}.

buudeena nm milk container; pl buudeenit m; cf dagudde, faareena, ifayto, 
kurru, maskaaka, maytaata. (Fig. 196).

 Milk container made of vegetal fibre that is part of the bride’s dowry. It 
is a gift of the mother to her daughter, and it is normally decorated with 
beads and cowries. The dagudde→ is a b. without decorations. 

buufe nf 1. earth oven for baking bread 2. the bread baked in the b.; pl 
buufef m; syn tandur; cf 1. oton 2. buufet-folo. (Fig. 197).

 The b. is constructed by making a circular hole in the ground and by 
covering the inner part with flat stones, which are joined together 
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with mortar or similar; the surface is smoothed and small stones for 
reinforcement are placed, and mortar is applied, among other things, to 
keep out water.

 To cook, a fire is lit inside with wood suitable for making good coal 
[dhirhxin→]. When the stones are sufficiently hot, the fire is extinguished, 
pieces of charcoal or wood that are still active and/or steaming are removed, 
and the dough (typically of sinraa→ and cadeelaw→) is baked on the 
flat stones. Then the b. is covered with a flat stone or a metal lid and the 
cracks are sealed with pieces of cloth. Once ready, the bread is extracted 
by hand or using a bifurcated branch or metal spring [maqharqar→].

 — buufet-folo see folo.

 {Af buufe ~ muufe ~ nuufe ‘charcoal stove for baking bread (two kinds 
are common: 1. above ground and constructed from metal or clay 2. 
bucket or can set in a hole in the ground)’; AfMor buufe ~ muufe ‘four 
creusé dans le sol’}.

buuha nm mould of milk that remains in milk cointainers or churn; sgtv 
buhta m. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor buha ‘moisissement, état plus ou moins humide d’un produit 
alimentaire enfermé sans air (pâte, viande, outre qu’on ne veut pas laisser 
sécher’}.

buuleena nm NS lid; pl buuleenit m; rel to buule vII ‘cover’; syn mogde; cf 
alfeena.

 B. is used as a lid for the mogogo→ and the gasa→ (DC, IX).

 {Af buule ‘cover, hide, pack away, put away, store, stock’}.

buun nm coffee; sgtv buunto ~ buunta m ‘coffee-bean’ buuntä ~ buuntö f 
‘plant of coffee’; syn qaxwa. (Fig. 198). (ReinApp→). 

 Coffee is always offered to guests, family or friends, as a sign of 
socialization, respect and friendship. Normally, it is prepared by women, 
most commonly young ones. During public celebrations where men are 
present in large numbers, such as weddings [marca→] or pilgrimages 
[ziyaara→], it is always men who prepare coffee, while women prepare it 
for themselves separately.

 A set of tools [b. nuwaa, nuwaa→] are used for coffee preparation; they 
are normally kept in a special container [b. sanduqh, sanduqh→]. The 
set normally includes: b. carë [care→] ‘coffee case’, jabana→ ‘coffee 
pot’, jabanat difeena [difeena→] ‘support for the jabana’, fijjon 
[fijjan→] ‘small coffee cups without handles’, liif→ ‘strainer for coffee 
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pot’, shaxshax→ ‘roasting pan with a long handle’, mashrafit→ ‘fan 
for feeding the fire’, biyatti→ ‘dish, tray (for the cups), caydarruus→ 
‘incense’, mobokkoriya→ ‘thurible, censer’, and a farnello→ ‘cooking 
stove’. 

 Preparation: before roasting [ale→] the coffee, it is necessary to spread 
the green beans on a tray, selecting them and removing any impurities. 
In the meantime, they make a fire for roasting the coffee beans. When 
everything is ready, buun jabaa→ is said and the beans are roasted on the 
shaxshax and put on the winchixti→ or safo→ when they are ready. At 
the same time, Yalli majjan is said and the different blessing are uttered 
(see buun dhaaco for more details). 

 In a typical coffee ceremony immediately after the coffee is roasted, it 
is passed to the participant, who inhale its aroma. While the coffee is 
roasted, water is boiled in the jabana→ or, if necessary, in a bigger pot, 
such as the maqhaxya→ or the barraad→. The roasted beans are then 
pounded in the madagdag→, with a pestle [buun dhaa→ madagdag 
naa→] and then poured in the hot water, and the pot is put on the fire 
again. After boiling again, the pot is put on the jabanat difeena to let the 
fikhle ‘coffee powder’ settled down. The liif is put in the pot’s neck.

 Together with the sheedali→, the first brew of the coffee, some snacks are 
served, e.g., cimbooba ‘popcorn’, ximbashsha→, nacnac or koromolle 
‘candies’, bishkotti ‘biscuits’, ecc. Caydarruus is burned while the elders 
or shekhs say their buun dhaaco.

 After the sheedali→ (or awwali→), a second brew of coffee, the 
malamma→ (or diggam→) is prepared by adding water and sometimes 
fresh coffee powder into the jabana. No blessing or prayer is needed. 
Subsequently, the third brew is prepared without adding fresh coffee 
powder. It is called barakä→, and it is impolite not to drink it. If somebody 
does this, people say barakä mali, barakä kol xaba ‘who has no blessing, 
leaves the baraka for you’.

 After the first three brews, the other three are less likely to be offered or 
required. The fourth is called mafarra→ or derejja→, the fifth akhdar→ 
or iliyas→, and the sixth cabbas→.

 — buun carë see care.

 — buun dhaaco see dhaaco.

 — buun girbo see girbo.

 — buun jabaa see jabaa.

 — buun mayyaaca see mayyaaca.
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 — buun nuwaa see nuwaa.

 — buun qurse see qurse.

 {Af buna ‘coffee’; Ar bunn ‘coffee beans’; Ti ቡን [bun] ‘coffee, coffee-
berry’; Ty ቡን [bun] ‘coffee’}.

buundhaa nm NS, CS ~ buundhay SS pestle for the madagdag→ (from 
buun→ and dhaa→).

buundhay see buundhaa.

buure nf soil, earth; cf bulkuca. (ReinApp→).

 — cado buure nf white [cado] soil used for painting the inner walls of 
the naxsa→ and some parts of its exterior; after mixing it with water it is 
let to ferment for one week, and is subsequently applied by women to the 
walls with their hands or with a piece of soft tissue; it should be renovated 
every 6 months.

 — casa buure nf red [casa] soil used for painting the inner walls of the 
naxsa→, beneath the upper white part; it is also the best kind of soil for 
covering the roof of a naxsa.

 — data buure nf black [data] soil.

 {AfMor buure ‘monticule naturel de terre meuble (sable, dune)’}.

C

caada see caaza.

caala nf cane(s), stalk(s) of maize, sorghum, sugar; leaves of banana, etc.; sgtv 
caalatto NS ~ caalayto CS, SS m~f; cf cayyur; qantsa.

 The c. of maize [cilbo→] is also used to cover the dagge→.

 {Af caala ‘stalks, canes, sugar cane’; AfMor caala ‘tiges (de sorgho, de 
maïs, etc.)’; Ty ዓላ [ʿala] ‘stalk of sorghum, maize, etc., which has been 
trampled in threshing’}.

caaza nf NS, CS1 ~ caada CS2, SS 1. back of the body 2. back, behind; pl 
caazuz NS, CS1 ~ caadud CS2, SS m~f.

 — cari caaza nf the external back part of the care→.

 {Af caada ‘back of the body’}.

cabbaas nm sixth brew of coffee; cf akhdar, awwali, barakä, derejja, 
diggam, iliyas, maddaxa, mafarra, malamma, sheedali.

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing. C. recalls the title of the 80th sura of the Quran.

 {?Ar ʿabbās ‘one who frowns a lot; untamed lion’}.
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cabo nf lean meat; pl cabob m; rel to cabboobishe.

cabboobishe vII slaughter a lean animal; rel to cabo.

cabuude nf SS small hide used to sleep on; sgtv cabudda f; cf carsä, ceesal, 
gabtara, masfala, nacta, qafef, qitstsac, sido, wallu, warhxo.

 {AfMor cabud ‘peaux de mouton et de chèvre; peaux de mouton non 
tannées’}.

cadeelaw nf ~ cadiilaw m barley; sgtv cadeelawto m (seed grain), 
cadeelawtö f (from cado vIII ‘be white’ and ilaw→ ‘grain’); syn (from Ty) 
sigem. (ReinApp→).

 There are several kinds of c., generally classified as cado (‘white’), casa 
(‘red’), and dat (‘black’) c., but also known by more specific names, such 
as abbedderay, atana, caatsa, damhaa, guunaza, sacsaca, suwaa, etc. 
It is used to prepare alo→, dagxa→, hanza→, malab→, thaabita→, etc.

 {AfMor cadiilaw ‘orge’}.

cadiilaw see cadeelaw.

cadoo-dalluc see dalluc.

cadubla nf 1. unleavened bread 2. flour of cilbo→ or maseela→ after second 
pounding SS; sgtv cadublatto NS, CS ~ cadublayto SS f. cf 1. baani, 
bokkoco, burkutta, buufet-folo, engeera, hanza, kinnas, luxlux, 
qichcha, tandur-folo, thaabita, xabaza, ximbashsha; 2. cagun bulul 
[bulul→].

 The c. can be made from different grain as cadeelaw→, sinraa→ or 
cilbo→. The c. mixed with water is called cagun→. The c. and the cagun 
are prepared using two different millstones (JM).

 {Af cadbula ‘white flour’ (<cado bula = white powder)’; AfMor cadbula 
‘farine de dourah (sorgho) après deuxième pilage, prête pour faire de la 
bouillie’}.

cagun nm dough of ground grain, batter; sgtv cagunta f ~ m.

 — cagun bulul see bulul.

 — cagun bululuse see bululuse.

 {Af cagina ‘batter; dough; moist, ground grain ready for cooking}.

calbaki nf SS rope(s) from leaves of cunga→ palm used for tying the shrub 
covering the poles in macdani→ or for making a bed [carat→]; sgtv 
calbakiita m.

 {Af calbaki ‘palm leaf rope of inferior quality used for lashing building 
laths together and stitching mats on to house frames’}.
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camid nm round or square-shaped pillars that support the roof of a house and 
other structures (as gabala→ or abur→); sgtv camidda m; pl camiida ~ 
camiide f; syn naafirat→; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, facaalu, gamal, 
gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, 
mooro, moraale, qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. (Fig. 
199, 269). (ReinApp→).

 C. is usually made from sariida→ or oolac→ wood, because they are 
termite resistant.

 — camiddaamo see amo 

 — camiddi daga see daga

 — camiddi dhegxa see dhegxa

 — cindha camid Y-shaped wooden poles supporting the matxabba→ and 
the wooden fence from the internal part of a dagge→. 

 {Af camiida ‘central supporting house pillars’, camiddu ‘pillar, pole, post’; 
AfMor camiddu ‘support, piquet, pieu, poteau soutenant le toit’; Ar ʿamūd 
‘pole, pillar, column’; Ti ዐሙድ [ʿamud] ‘support, pillar, pole’; Ty ዓንዲ 

[ʿandi] ‘column, pillar (of stone, wood), pole, shaft; upright, stock, staff; 
standard; rooftree; pier’}.

candise see candhishe.

candhishe vII NS, CS1 ~ candhise CS2, SS tear, lacerate (ReinApp→). 

 {Af candhise ‘break, cut, lacerate, rip, tear, wound’; AfMor candhise 
‘déchirer, causer une blessure par déflorer’}.

cara nf place, area, space, floor; pl carur m~f.

 — cari afhi dandas see dandas.

 — cari cara nf floor of a house, normally made out of earth mixed with 
animal dung or out of cement. If it is made out of earth mixed with animal 
dung it should be renovated often, normally twice in a year.

 — girat cara nf fireplace, can be used to refer both to the miskillix→ and 
to the makaado→; syn mindad.

 — maftix cara nf key knob.

 — masnab cara nf latch point. 

 — mashaggar cara nf hole where the mashaggar→ bolt enters.

caraamo nm ~ cari amo roof, upper part of a roof; pl caraamom m (from 
cara→ and amo→).

caraare nm SS vessel made of straw used to put unboiled butter; pl caraarit f.

 {Af caraari ‘milk container made of woven grass’; AfMor caraari ‘Récipient 
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à lait, en paille tressée (parfois en bois), à petite ouverture, muni d’un 
couvercle, omé. Traditionnellement, toute femme qui se marie en possède 
un, fait par sa mère, pour mettre le lait destiné à son mari’}.

caraase see carayshe.

caraf nm 1. opening, doorway, entrance 2. area in front of the door of a 
house; pl caruf m (from care→ and af→); cf afa, baab, ifaaf, ifee, suuro. 
(ReinApp→).

 — caraf amo see amo.

 — makaadot caraf nm men’s entrance in a house; syn naba caraf.

 — naba caraf nm men’s entrance in a house; syn makaadot caraf.

 — sayyot caraf nm the smaller entrance in the women’s part of the house; 
syn awde, gooxot baab.

 {AfMor caraafa ‘entrance’}.

carat nm bed; pl carut m ~ carot ~ carooti SS-Ir f. (Fig. 173, 200). 
(ReinApp→).

 The traditional c. [xodhdhi carat ‘wooden bed’] is made of a wooden 
frame, wooden legs and interlaced strips of leather [rado→]. The wood 
is preferably from waybo→ trees, while the leather strips [carat carmo, 
see carmo] are of cow (or even camel) hide and are prepared by men 
that use a knife to cut it in to stripes [raddoodishe→] when it is still 
fresh [moos→], sprinkle them with salt and dry them in the sun. After 
drying they have to be soaked in water for three days before tying them 
on the wooden parts of the bed; the longitudinal skin strips are tied before 
weaving into them those that are parallel to the shorter side of the bed. 
It has four legs [lak→], and two lateral horizontal wooden sticks used 
as headboard [makadda→]. When it has a raised backrest it is called 
thawaali→. Another kind of bed is made with interwoven strips of palm 
leaves [bangi→ and calbaki→]. Modern beds are made with iron frames 
[birti carat ‘iron bed’] and plastic strips [baanto→] as bedsprings.

 A mat [sido→] or a mattress [firaash→] is placed over the bed for 
sleeping. 

 — carat carmo see carmo.

 — carat zuqhzaqh see zuqhzaqh.

 {AfMor carat ‘lit’; Ti ዐራት [ʿarat] and Ty ዓራት [ʿarat] ‘bed’}.

caraye vII NS, CS1 fumigate oneself, perfume oneself with smoke, take a 
smoke bath (for women’s ritual, nuptial or medical purification); rel to 
carayishnan, carayna, carayshe; syn yacaade. (ReinApp→).
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 For a more detailed explanation see under yacaade.

 {Af carayite ‘be made smoky (of milk container); perfume oneself with 
smoke on a boodo; AfMor cere ‘fumer, faire de la fumée’}.

carayishnan nm fumigation, smoke bath; syn yacaado.

carayna nf 1. NS, CS1 small hole in the ground of the gooxo→, used by 
women when they fumigate themselves for their ritual, nuptial or medical 
purification 2. SS-Ir small construction made with stones and painted 
with mud and animal dung; pl caraynan m; rel to caraye, carayishnan, 
carayshe; syn 1. yacaadeena ~ icaadeena (Fig. 170). (ReinApp→). 

carayse see carayshe.

carayshe vII NS, CS1 ~ caraase ~ carayse CS2, SS smoke something, 
fumigate (milk containers, as kurru→); rel to caraye, carayishnan, 
carayna; syn yacaadishe. (ReinApp→).

 {Af carayse ‘make a milk bowl smoky; AfMor caraysite ‘enduire (pour soi) 
de noir de fumeée (recipient)}.

carcarto nm stones or raised border around a fireplace girat cara [cara→], 
makaado→ or miskillix→; pl carcartit m. (Fig. 201).

 In SS the collective form carcar indicates also the door sill made of stone.

care nm 1. house, habitation, dwelling, home 2. room; shelter 3. family, clan, 
lineage 4. case 5. nest; pl carwa f; cf 3. kisho, meela, qabiila, zurriya; SS 
1. syn adgo. (Fig. 54). (ReinApp→). 

 For the differences between c. and daasa→, as showed in the Italian pre-
colonial sources, see under daasa.

— addat care nm (lit. ‘internal room’) female quarters in a house; syn 
gooxo (see there for other synonyms).

— agabi care nm female quarters in a house; syn gooxo (see there for 
other synonyms).

— alat care nm shed or stable for flocks (sheep and goats); cf abur, ciidot 
care.

— barri care nm pass, place of transit, place of tolls and checks. The name 
is also used to indicate the area where the monastery of Calliteena was 
built.

— beet-albi care nm temporary shelters made by the transhumants.

— buun carë nf leather container for coffee beans. In Irob b. c. is used 
also as synonym of sibbarh→, smaller than girbo→ and bigger than 
barhcatto→.
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— cado carë nf (lit. white room) nuptial tent, hut or room, where the bride 
and the bridegroom spend the first period of their marriage. (Fig. 202).

— cari afhi dandas see dandas.

— cari agani garba see garba.

— cari af see caraf meaning 2.

— cari amo see caraamo.

— cari bago see bago.

— cari baclä see bacla.

— cari caaza see caaza.

— cari cara see cara.

— cari dufduf see dufduf.

— cari garba see garba.

— cari gubi garba see garba.

— cari ife see ife.

— cari iro see iro.

— cari zarre see zarre.

— ciidot care nm sheep pen, sheepfold; cf abur, saci care. 

— dikti care nm SS the internal part of a macdani→.

— dor-hot care ~ deraahut care nm roost, henhouse. (Fig. 203).

— dhintimat care nm living room, bedroom.

— fanti care nm access room one has to pass through in order to enter 
other rooms, passageway.

— gamedti care nm temporary shelter made with sticks, covered with 
rags; cf agnet, daasi xibaaru, seelonti care, rayinto, tenda. 

— gasi care nm SS-Ir kitchen; syn kishshino.

— gerhenti care nm house for guests.

— ilaw care nm (lit. ‘house of the grain’) storeroom, warehouse, depot; 
syn makhaazino.

— irot care nm (lit. ‘external/outside room’) syn makaado (see there for 
other synonyms).

— laati care nm cowshed; cf saci care.

— labhat care nm; syn makaado (see there for other synonyms).

— magannaxit care nm mirror case; syn maraayat care and maratstsan 
care.
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— maraayat care nm mirror case; syn magannaxit care and maratstsan care.

— maratstsan care nm mirror case; syn magannaxit care and maraayat care.

— marhxan care nf millstone support; syn libdo.

— mogogot care nm small building in front of the naxsa→ where there is 
the mogogo→, used for baking thaabita→ syn kishshino. (Fig. 204). 

— nuwaati care nm storage room for house goods; cf makhaazino.

— okoli care nm stable for donkeys.

— saci care nm roofed shed for domestic animals in the gabala→; cf 
abur, alat care, ciidot care, laati care.

— saymarih care nm female quarters in a house; syn gooxo (see there for 
other synonyms).

— sayyot care nm female quarters in a house; syn gooxo (see there for 
other synonyms).

— seelonti care nm temporary shelter made with sticks, covered with 
mats made with vegetal fibre; cf agnet, daasi xibaaru, gamedti care, 
rayinto, tenda (Fig. 58, 59). 

— tendat care nm tent; cf agnet, daasi xibaaru, gamedti care, seelonti 
care, rayinto, tenda.

— tiki care nm smoke exit, chimney; syn tiki mayyaaca, qonqor. (Fig. 
131)

— xashshut care nm latrine, toilet; syn shiqhaaqh, sinti bet. (Fig. 136).

— zingot care nm house with a corrugated zinc roof; syn marabbac, 
qorqorre (meaning 3). (Fig. 178, 179, 180, 181) 

 {Af cari ‘animal’s load, burden, cargo, freight, load; house, household 
goods, tent; verse’; AfMor cari ‘maison; habitation principlae (des femmes)’; 
pièce, salle, chambre; nid; alvéole, case, etc.}.

carkaa nm 1. wooden shelf used for keeping different house goods and objects 
2. unmovable type of bed consisting of a wooden frame and four vertical 
stakes fixed in the ground and with Y-shaped upper ends; pl carkuu m; cf 
carat zuqhzaqh, raffe. 

 — dor-hot carkaa small wooden platform hanging from the ceiling for 
chicken ~ SS dor-hot care [care→]. 

 {Af carkayto ‘bed; throne’; AfMor carkayto ‘civière; trône du sultan; etc.’}.

carmo nm NS, CS ~ carum SS belt; leather strip; pl caraama f ~ carmit 
NS, CS m ~ carooma ~ caruuma SS-Ir f; cf gamar, geeratto, kar-hab, 
mooreena, qulfe, ragad. (ReinApp→). 
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 — carat carmo nm leather strips of a carat→.

 — karfas carmo nm leather strip tied to the karfas→; syn karfas akat 
[akat→], karfas xeero [xeero→], miraanqedem.

 {Af carum ‘belt, strap, thong’}.

carsä nf small leather mat; syn ceesal, gabtara; cf cabuude, masfala, nacta, 
qafef, qitstsac, sido, wallu, warhxo.

carum see carmo.

casaaxan nm a type of milk after sabansaabo→ (from casa vIII ‘to be red’ 
and xan→); cf citta, miira, murra, sabansaabo, salada, xangazza, xan, 
xarhiigo.

casbe nm wage; rel to casbenta, casbento (ReinApp→).

 {Af casbi ‘employee’s wages, claim upon another through kinship ties; 
AfMor casbi ‘Rétribution annuelle d’un berger’; ?Ar ʿasab ‘pay a hire for 
a stallion’s covering’; G ዐስብ [ʿasb] ‘hire, salary, payment, price, rent, 
etc.’; Ty ዓስቢ [ʿasbi] ‘wages, money given to workmen, day’s pay, salary, 
emolument, recompense, compensation, consideration (pay), reward, 
premium, fee; repayment, requital’}.

 — casbi bacla see bacla. 

casbenta nm SS-Ir 1. cover for a needle [ibra→] 2. employee, worker (female).

casbento nm employee, worker (male); f casbentö ~ casbenta SS-Ir; pl 
casbentit m~f; syn casbi bacla; rel to casbe. (ReinApp→).

casbi bacla see casbento.

casiina see cashiina.

cashiina nf NS, CS1 ~ casiina CS2, SS plastic sack for grain containing about 
50kg; pl cashaayin NS, CS1 m ~ casiinit SS-Ir f.

 {AfMor casiinat ‘sac de sable servant de lest (boutre)}.

cashsho nf NS, CS1 ~ caysho CS2 ~ cayso CS2, SS grass; sgtv cashshottä NS, 
CS1~ cayshoytä CS2 ~ caysoytä CS2, SS f tuft of grass; cashshotta NS, 
CS1~ cayshoyta CS2 ~ caysoyta CS2, SS m blade of grass; pl cashshosh 
NS, CS1 m ~ cayshosh CS2; caysos CS2, SS; cawos SS-Ir f; cf bili, cilila, 
duma, marka. (ReinApp→).

 The grass is used to cover the roof of a conical house agdo→, daasa→, 
gujje→, soqhlo→, or the abur→.

 {Af cayso ‘grass, a tuft of grass, patchof grass’}.

cawda nm threshing floor; pl cawdit m ~ caawid SS-Ir f. (Fig. 124, 125).

 {G ዓውድ [ʿawǝd] ‘threshing floor’; Ti ዐውድ [ʿawǝd]; Ty ዓውዲ [ʿawdi] 
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‘threshing floor for threshing grain (around which oxen are driven in a 
circle); arena; etc.’}.

caybe nm ~ ceybi SS-Ir shameful act, taboo; rel to caybishe vI ‘speak badly 
against someone’.

 {Af caybi ‘disgrace, shameful act/behaviour’; AfMor caybi ~ ceebat ~ 
ceyma ‘défaut, vice, chose honteuse, sujet de honte, faute contre l’honneur; 
péché’; Ar ʿaib ‘fault, defect, blemish, flaw, shortcoming, imperfection; 
vice, failing, weakness, foible; shame, disgrace’}.

caydarus see caydarruus.

caydarruus nm ~ caydarus SS type of incense; cf cuud.

 {Af caydarus ‘type of incense’; AfMor caydarus ‘encens’}.

caylo nf rope of plant fibre; pl caylol m; var of arhcarhö.

 {Ty ዓይሎ [ʿaylo] ‘rope of plant fiber used for tying up calves, etc.}.

cayso see cashsho.

caysho see cashsho.

cayyur nm SS stalk(s) of sorghum, maize, etc., straw; cf caala, qantsa.

 {Af cayyur ‘the cut stalks of sorghum, straw’}.

cebedise see cebedishe.

cebediseena nf SS-Ir see cebedo meaning 1; pl cebediseenit f. 

cebedishe vII NS, CS ~ cebedise SS fire clay pots in a kiln; rel to cebede vII 
‘be fired in a kiln (of clay pots)’, cebedo. 

cebedo nf 1. NS, CS furnace, kiln where pots are fired 2. SS-Ir firing clay pots 
in a kiln; pl cebedod m; rel to cebede, cebediseena, cebedishe.

ceela nm 1. hand-dug well; pl ceelit m~f ~ celwa m. (ReinApp→).

 {Af ceela ‘well (water); AfMor ceela ‘puits’; G ዔላ [ʿela] ‘fountain’; Ti ዔላ 
[ʿela] ‘spring, deep well’; Ty ዔላ [ʿela] or ዒላ [ʿila] ‘well’}.

ceelä nf SS-Ir hollow in a field; pl ceelal f.

ceesal nm small leather mat(s) for sitting; sgtv ceesalto f; syn carsä, gabtara; 
cf cabuude, masfala, nacta, qafef, qitstsac, sido, wallu, warhxo.

celto nm 1. temporary shelter, safe place 2. hiding place; pl celtit m~f.

 {Af celtu ‘the act of hiding’}.

cerfe see cirfe.

certayni nm small container made of vegetal fibre and strips of leather; pl 
certaynit m; syn qob.

ceybi see caybe.
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cidaade see cijaajee.

cidaadeena see cijaajeena.

cijaaje vII NS, CS1~ cidaade CS2, SS 1. invent 2. craft; rel to cijaajeena.

cijaajeena nm NS, CS1 ~ cidaadeena CS2, SS craftsman, artisan; pl 
cijaajeenit m.

ciido nf sheep; sgtv ciidotta NS ~ ciidoyta CS, SS m. (ReinApp→).

 — ciidot dagge see dagge.

cikeena nm SS headboard of a carat→; cf makadda.

cilbo nf maize; sgtv cilbottä NS ~ cilboytä CS, SS f; cilbotta NS ~ cilboyta 
CS, SS m (seed/grain); cf baxarom. (ReinApp→).

 There are two main kinds of c., generally classified as cado (‘white’) and 
casa (‘red’), but also others known by more specific names, such as arkibi. 
It is used to prepare alo→, burkutta (mixed with sinraa→), dagxa→, 
hanza→, malab→, thaabita→, etc. 

 — cilbot suwaa see suwaa.

 {Af celbo ‘type of maize’}.

cilila nf type of grass growing in the highland; sgtv cililtö tuft of grass f, 
cililto blade of grass m; cf bili, cashsho, duma, marka. (ReinApp→).

 Grass used to cover the roof of a conical house agdo→, daasa→, gujje→, 
soqhlo→, or the abur→.

cindefti nf SS wall corner; pl cindeftit f; cf ongolo.

 — affara cindefti nf squared, rectangular; syn kwatrongolo.

 {Ty ዕንደፍቲ [ʿǝndäfti] or ዕንድፍቲ [ʿǝndǝfti] ‘casing of a door or window to 
which the frames are attached; embankment, dirt ridge; stone pillar’}.

ciqqa nf sisal, agave (Sanseviera erhenbergii/erythraeae?).

 {?Af yica ‘sisal, sisal rope (Sanseviera erhenbergii)’; ?AfMor yica ~ yaca 
‘sansevière (Sanseviera erhenbergii). Sert à fabriquer les cordes (akat); Ty 
ዒቃ [ʿiqqa] ‘sisal (Sanseviera guineensis)’}.

 C. poles are used for the construction of the gujje→ even though not very 
suitable as oolac→ or waybo→, and can endure only for short periods 
(DC, IX). 

 C. is used also for crafting misse→, interwoven with leather strips (TM).

cirfe nm NS, CS ~ cerfe SS levelling lever of a plough, plough handle; pl 
cirfit m~f ~ ceraf SS-Ir f; cf arcot, dugre, jahaaz, karfas, madmada, 
masaaric, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, nawit, qaraaqhiro, qitirti, 
qorboobac. (Fig. 245).
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 {G ዕርፍ [ʿǝrf] ‘spoon, handle of a plough, plough’; Ty ዕርፊ [ʿǝrfi] ‘plow 
handle into which a plowshare is inserted’}.

cisse see cusse.

cishash nm mixture of dry leaves, branches and grass used for the thatched 
roof of a macdani→ (XM).

citre nm ears (of corn) cut off and tied together, sheaf of corn; cf kumre, 
kursas, nacre, nidawo, qimmitho.

 From the smallest to the largest: c., nidawo→, nacre→, qimmitho→, 
kursas ~ kumre→.

 {Ty ዕትሪ [ʿǝtri] ‘sheaf, bundle, as much grain as can be grasped by the 
hand’}.

citro nf clay jar for water; pl citor ~ citror m ~ citor SS-Ir f; cf dhuwac, 
gana, gombo, inxe, jabana, nitsba, saarima, zingirir. (Fig. 205, 206). 
(ReinApp→). 

 {Ti ዔትሮ [ʿitro] or ዕትሮ [ʿǝtro] ‘clay-jar’; Ty ዕትሮ [ʿǝtro] ‘clay jug, crock, urn, 
i.e., an earthenware vessel of large size’}. 

citta nm curd, yogurth; rel to ictite; cf casaaxan, miira, murra, sabansaabo, 
salada, xan, xangazza, xarhiigo. (ReinApp→).

 {Af citta ‘buttermilk, curdled milk’; AfMor citta ‘fait d’être caillé (lait); fait 
d’être aigre’}.

ciyyo nf 1. work, activity 2. harvesting; pl ciyyoy m; rel to iciyyiye, 
yaciyyiyetiya; cf sirax, shuqle. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ዕዮ [ʿǝyyo] ‘work, labor; business matter; operations’}.

cokar nm animal dung of camel, sheep or goats; sgtv cokarto m; cf duqhce, 
gadca, gomoo, gudce, kibino, xorfaf.

 Small round pieces of wet c., mixed with animal urine and soil can be used 
for plastering walls and floors. When all the c. pieces are together, they 
are called gomoo→.

 When c. is gathered wet it is called gadca→. When gadca becomes dry 
it is called gudce→. The flat dry excrements of cattle are called kibino→ 
(XS).

 {Ty ዓኾር [ʿaḵor] ‘turd, fecal bolus (camel, sheep, goat)’}.

cokka nf NS, CS1 ear; pl cokkak m; syn ayti. (ReinApp→).

 — koorat cokka nf ~ koorat mabbarha protruding part on the side of a 
koora→ with two holes for a string used as a handle or for hanging it.

cokkat nf leather butter container; pl cokkaata SS-Ir f.
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 {ArL ʿakka ‘receptacle for clarified butter… a skin of a suckling kid, in 
which clarified butter is put; Ti ዕከት [ʿǝkkät] skin (-vessel) for butter; Ty 
ዕኰት [ʿǝkkʷät] ~ ዕኮት [ʿǝkkot] ‘leather water skin, carried on trips, esp. by 
Arabs, bag, container for butter’}.

conqor see qonqor.

coona nf 1. ruin, hovel 2. home site; pl coonan m~f ~ coonit SS-Ir f.

 C. is used literally as a ruin, a collapsed construction, but also with the 
meaning of ‘heritage, legacy’ from forefathers. 

 {Ty ዑና [ʿuna] or ዖና [ʿona] ‘ruin, ruins, debris, shambles; hovel; home site’}.

cud see cuud.

cuduf nm 1. rubbish, refuse, garbage 2. rubbish heap; pl cuduufa ~ cudaafi 
f; cf gomboz, xarheena.

 {Af cuduf ‘midden, refuse heap’; guddaafa ‘dump, dunghill, garbage, 
refuse, rubbish tip; AfMor guddaafa ‘décharge publique’; Am ጕድፍ [gʷǝdǝf] 
~ ጉድፍ [gudǝf] ‘dirt, grime, rubbish, filth, sweepings; pit or dump for 
trash or sweepings’; Ti ግድፍ [gǝdǝf] ‘rubbish, trash, dung-hill’; Ty ጐዱፍ 

[gʷäduf] ~ ጎድፍ [godǝf] ~ ጐድፍ [gʷädǝf] ‘dung, dunghill, rubbish heap 
where the village dumps its refuse, midden, scrap, heap; refuse, waste, 
garbage, offal, scourings, dregs’}.

 «At the abur, from the side where the slope descends more steeply, it is 
customary to throw all the manure, which sometimes comes to form a kind of 
flat protrusion, with a steep escarpment (hadùf)» (DM: 421). 

cukre nm swath, row of fallen grain.

cule vII pour a liquid (ReinApp→).

 In Irob also used for pouring of dry things.

 {Af cule ‘cause to flow, pour out, throw out (liquid)’; AfMor cule ‘verser; 
transvaser (= ceela cid), lancer les récipients d’eau hors du puits; couler 
du métal’}.

cumaama nf headscarf for men, turban; sgtv cumaamayto m; pl cumaamut 
~ cummam m ~ cumaamit SS-Ir f; cf muswan, saadir.

 {Af cumaamat ‘turban’; AfMor cumaamat ‘turban’; Ar ʿimma ~ ʿimāma 
‘turban’; ArSudTP ʿimma ‘turban’}.

cumbulluk nm species of plant(s) (?Solanum campylacanthum) sgtv 
cumbulluktö f,  cumbullukto m~f (seed/fruit), (ReinApp→).

 The seeds of the c., together with fenugreek [abcake→] are used for 
preparing matsaafat→, an important ingredient of the dagxa→. 
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 During famines, the roasted berries of c., mixed with grains of corn 
[cilbo→], are used for preparing a kind of coffee. The berries are also 
eaten as they are.

 — alat cumbulluk yellow and small kind of c. berries.

 — laati cumbulluk white kind of c. berries. The leaves are reddish and 
larger than the ones of alat c.

cunga nm doum palm(s) (Hyphaene thebaica = H. dankaliensis); sgtv cungatto 
NS ~ cungayto CS, SS m; pl cungag m; syn SS dooma; (ReinApp→).

 Leaves of c. are used for basketry and for making ropes for the construction 
of beds.

 {Af cunga ‘doum palm; dried palm leaves’; AfMor cunga ‘palm-doum’}.

curukkali nf breakfast; cf fathuur, qurse.

 {Af curkikalo ~ curki ‘breakfast’; AfMor curki ‘fait d’être à jeun’}.

cusse nm ~ cisse container for measuring grains corresponding to about 4 
kg; pl cussit m~f; cf miliilik.

 {Ty ዕሲ [ʿǝssi] ‘a wooden measure for cereals, about four kg’}.

cuud nm ~ cud incense; cf caydarruus.

 {Af cuud ‘sandalwood’; AfMor cuudi ‘bois aromatique, bâtonnets aromatiques 
(importés de l’Inde) à brûler’; Ar ʿūd ‘incense; aromatic wood chips’; Ty ዑድ 
[ʿud] ‘fragrance, incense’}.

CH

chiqqa nf NS, CS ~ sikka ~ tsiqqa SS m mud, used for wall construction; 
mire; pl sikkit ~ tsiqqit SS-Ir f; (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ጭቃ [č̣ǝqqa] ‘mud, mire’}.

D

daabba see zaabba.

daabeeba see zaabeeba.

daada see zaaza.

daarat nm CS2 fence, enclosure pl daarut m; cf dagge, kanshello. 
(ReinApp→). 

 {AfMor daarat ‘fence, wall around compound, yard; Ar dāʾira ‘circle, ring’ 
(also pl dārat ‘houses’; ‘courtyard house, house complex’); ArYem dāʾirah 
‘city wall, village wall’; Ti ዳራት [darat] ‘fence, penfold’}.
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daas nm NS, CS ~ das SS temporary structure used for holding social events; 
pl dasos SS-Ir f; syn reedo; cf daasa. (Fig. 64). 

 {Af daas ‘hut, Koranic school, shed; AfMor daas, dasi, days ‘1. Hutte, 
cabane 2. (Nord) Petite paillote à un seul poteau central soutenant le toit 
3. (Sud) Cabane de ciscostance en branchages et en nattes construite à 
l’occasion d’une commémoration; etc.; Ti ዳስ [das] ‘square nuptial hut 
made of branches and leaves; shed’; Ty ዳስ [das] ‘a kind of pavillion 
originally made with fresh green branches laid over a framework of poles 
planted in the ground, but now canvas sheets or tarpaulins have replaced 
the branches; wedding banquets and other social events attended by a 
large number of people are ordinarily held in such temporary structure’}.

daasa nf conical hut made of wood, leafy branches and stones, smaller than 
the agdo→; for the Irob it also has the meaning of ‘shelter’; pl daasit m; cf 
agdo, gujje, soqhlo. (Fig. 45, 46, 49, 55, 57, 62, 63, 65, 66). (ReinApp→).

 The d. is, historically, the traditional dwelling of the Saho living in the 
lowland and in the intermediate stages along the routes of transhumance. 
This conical hut, a simplified and smaller version of the agdo→, used 
mainly by the Tigrinya-spaekers, is nevertheless more refined and stable 
than other temporary dwellings. It is suitable to be built in a place with 
temperate climate because it allows free air circulation. 

 The d. normally has a base diameter of 4-4.5 m and a height of 2.30-2.50 m.

 For the foundations [tiklo→] it is sufficient to dig a circular trench about 
0.5 m deep, which is then filled with stones that will serve as a base for the 
drystone wall. Normally, the height of the wall of the d. can reach from 
0.5 m to 1.5 m. If the d. is temporary, it lacks the base wall. 

 As it is common for the d. to be built in uneven and rugged areas, a 
drainage trench [xontol→] is dug behind the d., so as to prevent rainwater 
from entering it.

 D. usually also lacks a central pole [camidda, camid→, or gashsha-
le→ or mamxitstso, mamxits→]. A d. without a central pole is built 
by placing three long Y-shaped poles with their bottom parts on the wall 
and joining them together from three different directions. Once the three 
main poles are fixed, the other wooden poles are positioned by people 
helping each other from within and outside, until the building is covered 
up from all sides. While covering the d. the people who stand inside use 
the kabkable→ to reach the ceiling and position the poles. Normally, 
the d. is not very high, and a tall person can easily reach its ceiling. The 
timber used for the poles is preferably cut from latexless trees and shrubs.
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 After covering the d. with the poles, they are covered with garuf→ or 
xalel→. Even the leafy branches that are placed on top of these poles last 
longer if they are from plants that have no latex, because they are more 
resistant to various wood pests. 

 The entrance of the d. can have two shapes: triangular or semi-squared (or 
rectangular). The triangular entrance has a shorter base wall and longer 
door frames to make it higher, while in the semi-squared one the stone 
wall is higher, so as to support the lintel made of a piece a piece of wood 
or a flat stone. Even though the triangular door of the d. is higher than 
the semi-squared one (that is normally about 85-90 cm high and 80-85 
cm wide), both are small than a small person, and as a result everybody 
has to bend forward when entering the d. The entrance of the d. has no 
particular door and any kind of wood or branch can be used to close it. 
When it is left unattended for a day or longer it is better to use thorny 
branches, e.g., from the siica→ acacia, because they are more suited for 
preventing animals from getting inside the dwelling. The d. may also have 
a second door [awde→] for the female quarters.

 The different internal parts of a d. are: the entrance [caraf→]; the 
carcarto→, a raised border around the fireplace [girat cara→]; the 
igix→, the lower part of the floor where the firewood, the water containers 
and other objects are kept. The floor goes from the carcarto to the foot 
of the wall [tsagce→]. The higher part of the floor is used for sitting 
and sleeping. The stone bench [nasda→] is not common in the d., as it 
reduces the available space. 

 There is also one or more sinistira→, a small niche for keeping things, like 
a shelf, and the malxo→, a small hole for sweeping away waste liquids 
and dirt. 

 It is not imperative to plaster the wall of the d., but in order to prevent 
it from sheltering snakes or other dangerous animals it is good to plaster 
its inside part with animal dung [gadca→]. When it is plastered, only 
the small slits between the stones are usually sealed up. Coating the 
external wall is avoided, because the plaster can easily be washed away 
by rainwater. It is also unnecessary to plaster the floor [cara→]. It is 
sufficient to spray water beyond the carcarto→ and allow it to concrete. 

 Some years after its construction, a d. needs to be renovated. This is done 
by adding more wood and leafy branches or replacing the old ones. The 
season when the xalel is renovated is the rainy season, because this is when 
the trees grow their leaves, and it is when shelter from the rain is needed.
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 In Italian colonial and pre-colonial sources, we find a distinction between 
the care→ and the d. Care, which is now a generic term for ‘house’ or 
‘home’, it was intended as a more refined dwelling, with the wall at the 
base of the structure and, normally, the internal central pole(s). Here a 
description taken from Dainelli and Marinelli, 1912: 420, 422, 423: «The 
dasa, - a wretched conical hut, of branches fixed to the base by a circular series 
of stones, without a central support, and with a small triangular opening [...] The 
are differs from the dasa, not only for the greater dimensions for the consequent 
necessity one or more central partitions that serve as support, but also for a 
circular basal wall very often (even a meter) although low, - from which the 
poles and branches start, which together form the hut. The small rectangular door 
with wooden jambs leads into the irotare [...]. The are belong to the wealthiest 
families; the chiefs own more than the one, especially with the possibility of 
having more than one wife; the dasa are naturally the homes of the poor».

 {TiSM ዳሳ [dasa] ‘hut’ (in Nakfa among the Ḥabāb)}.

 — daasi xibaaru see xibar.

dabeela nm he-goat, male goat; pl dabel m; cf bakal, baklo, lax, rixdo, 
sagab. (ReinApp→).

 {Af dabeela ‘buck goat, billy goat, he-goat’; AfMor dabeela ~ debeela ‘bouc 
(adulte)’; Ti ደቤላ [däbela] ‘ram’; Ty ዲበላ [dibäla] ‘billy goat, mountain goat’}.

dabul nf SS-Ir tanned sheep or goatskin cloak; pl dabuula f.

 {Ti ደበሎ [däbälo] ‘cloak made of tanned shees or goat skin with the 
hair left on, formerly part of the standard attire of a traditional religious 
student’; Ty ደበሎ [däbälo] unshorn sheepskin worked until it is fine and 
soft, usually worn by traditional church student’}.

dadac see zazac.

dadace see zazace.

dadco see zazco.

dafdaf see dufduf.

daga nf 1. flat upper part 2. SS-Ir flat area between two mountains (AG, KH) 
3. shoulder; pl dagug m~f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af daga ‘upper/superior location, height, top, uppermost part’; Am ደጋ 
[däga] ‘highland; tall, of high stature’; G ዳግዕ [dagʿ] ~ ዳግዓ [dagʿa] ~ ዳጕዓ 
dagʷʿa] ‘highland’}.

 — camiddi daga nf ~ camiddaamo ~ camiddi dhegxa head/top of a 
pillar, column shoulder, column. (Fig. 199).

dagaxe vII make dagxa→.
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dage see zage.

dagge nf enclosure, fence, pen; pl daggeg m~f; cf daarat, kay, kanshello. 
(Fig. 109, 111). (ReinApp→).

 {Af dagge ‘enclosure, cattle pen, sheepfold’; Ti ደጌ [dägge] ‘village, somewhat 
large settlement; a form of a tomb’; Ty ደገ [däggä] ‘out, outside, out-of-
doors, without (the house), the outside (originally door, entrance, gate)’}.

 — alat dagge nf goat enclosure.

 — ciidot dagge nf sheep enclosure.

 — darasat dagge nf koranic school.

 — ilaw dagge nf enclosure for harvested cereals.

 — laati dagge nf animal (cattle) enclosure.

 — qaanat dagge nf wall enclosure; cf tsoqhla.

 — xasar dagge nf enclosure for haystacks. 

 — zizzaalet dagge nf NS, CS1 ~ didaalet dagge CS2 ~ dilaalet dagge 
CS2, SS enclosure for beehives; var; syn tsanxa. (Fig. 110, 123).

dagudde nf container for freshly-milked milk; pl dagudded m~f; cf buudeena, 
faareena, ifayto, kurru, maskaaka, maytaata. (Fig. 196). (ReinApp→).

 Milk container made of vegetal fibre (normally doum palm or agave) similar 
to buudeena→ that is part of the bride’s dowry. Used for storing milk.

 {AfMor dagud ‘tub’; Ty ዳጉድ [dagud] ‘milking vessel, a tightly woven 
straw basket made waterproof with euphorbia sap’}.

dagxa nf kind of traditional porridge; sgtv dagxatto NS ~ dagxayto CS, SS 
f; pl dagux m~f; rel to dagaxe; cf thixlo. (Fig. 207, 208). (ReinApp→). 

 The d. is prepared from different types of grain flour, such as maize 
[cilbo→], wheat [sinraa→], sorghum [maseela→], barley [cadeelaw→], 
etc. It can also change names on the basis of the grain used for making 
it, e.g., cilbot dagxa ‘maize porridge’, sinraa dagxa ‘wheat porridge’, 
maseeli dagxa ‘sorghum porridge’, etc. Maize flour is the favourite for 
making d. among the Saho, just as roasted barley flour [laclaaco→] is 
preferred by the Tigrinya-speakers for making the gäʿat. The flour for 
making d. should be as fine as possible. If it is poorly ground, then the 
sifter [mamfiyo→] is used to collect or separate the finest portion of the 
flour from the rest. Other flour from which the d. was made from is called 
cagun bulul (see under bulul for the procedure for making it). 

 Then, the right amount of flour should be parched on the fire using the 
griddle [gasa→]. In the meantime, the right amount of water is boiled in a 
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clay pot [inxe→] or steel pan [dishti→] together with some salt [mulxu]. 
Three round stones called miskillix→ are used to support the inxe on 
the fire. After that, the flour is added to the boiling water, and it is well 
stirred/mixed using the ladle [zibeena→], while it is on the fire. The hot 
water is added as necessary while it is stirred/mixed continuously, so as 
to be cooked well. It takes about 30 minutes for the d. to be ready and 
served. It is served with buttermilk [xangazza→] and butter in particular 
wooden bowles called galadda→ or koora→ or, nowadays, in a metal/
zinc bowl [shaxan→]. The d. served with butter is called wayla-male 
(lit. ‘that has no white spot’) referring to milk. Before the d. is served, it 
is prepared in a cylinder-shaped form and with a crater on top, in which a 
condiment made with butter and spices [matsaafat→] is put. 

 The d. served without xangazza and butter is called gonfoo→. The 
leftover of the d. is called saaringida→.

 Preparing a d. is a woman’s job and it should be prepared by a skilled 
woman [aqhcazit→], particularly on special occasions, such as a wedding. 
The d. has to be cooked and mixed well with water without leaving lumps 
of flour in it. It is a shameful thing [caybe→] if lumps of unmixed flour 
are found in the d. prepared for special occasions.

 Prov Dagxa adde yaarhiginidde, folo dirar mitakke ‘In the place where 
porridge is known, other food cannot be considered dinner’.

 {Af dagxa ‘porridge’; AfMor dagxa ‘bouillie épaisse’ de céréales’}.

dagxe see zagxe.

dakka nf used coffee grounds; syn fikhle.

 {Af dugga ‘dregs, grounds’; AfMor dugga ‘poudre (farine, aliment en 
poudre); Ty ዳካ [dakka] ‘grounds (coffee)’}.

daldal nm 1. drywall 2. terracing; pl dalaadil f; rel to idildile; cf 
sethanmadhdhuwa, zaala. (Fig. 209).

 {Ty ድልድል [dǝldǝl] ‘bridge, means for crossing a stream’; ድንድል [dǝndǝl] 
‘fence or wall (often around a compound); bridge’}.

dallat nf umbrella; cf silal, silaalo.

 {Ar ẓulla ‘awning, marquee, canopy, sheltering hut or tent, shelter’; 
miẓalla ‘umbrella, parasol, sunshade’; ArSud ḍullāla ‘umbrella’; ArSudTP 
maẓalla ‘sunshade, parasol, umbrella’; 

dalluc nm ~ cadoo-dalluc quartz rock; sgtv dallucta ~ cadoo-dallucta m; 
cf arcaze, gorsoy, nati, qatsala, saxnane. (ReinApp→).

 The gravel of d. is used for building construction.
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 {Af dhaluc ‘rock, stony ground unsuitable for animal habitation, ground 
with large slabs of rock’; AfMor dhaluc ‘amas de gros rochers’}.

dama nm ~ damo leather strips, fringes; syn zafzaafoyta.

 {Af dama ‘fringe, tassel’; AfMor dama ‘franges, broderie autour d’une étoffe’}.

damo see dama.

dandalla nf forked pole for a dagge→; sgtv dandallatto m.

 {Ty ደንደላ [dändäla] ‘blockade, cordon; short, forked piece of wood for 
supporting logs, etc., or used to keep a livestock pen barred, bar, rail (bar), 
wooden fence’}.

dandas nm stone shelf with no open spaces in its base, attached to the wall of 
a naxsa→ or daasa→; pl dandus m ~ dandos SS-Ir f; sgtv dandasso NS, 
CS dandasto SS m.

 — baab afhi dandas nm stone bench in front of the entrance of a naxsa→ 
var cari afhi dandas, caraf dandas. (Fig. 210). 

 — cari afhi dandas ~ caraf dandas nm; see baab afhi dandas above. 

 {Ty ደንደስ [dändäs] ‘bank, embankment, shore; edge, brink (of a cliff), 
end, border’}.

daraabic see zaraabic.

daraba nf SS ~ dariba part of a hidmo→ also used for guests, guesthouse; 
patio; pl darob m~f; syn gabala.

 {Ar zarība ‘cattle pen, corral, stockade, fold; (cattle) barn; hut made of 
branches; Ti ደረባ [däräba] ‘house in which one is a guest’; Ty ዘሪባ [zäriba] 
~ ዛሬባ [zareba] ‘yard, compound, patio’}.

 TM defines d. as ‘semi-kitchen’.

darasa nm student(s); sgtv darasatto NS ~ darasayto CS, SS m.

 — darasat dagge see dagge. 

 {Af darsa ‘disciples, pupils, scholars’}.

darat nm border; pl darut m ~ darot SS-Ir f; rel to idirrite. (ReinApp→).

 Space between two naxsa belonging to different people. 

 {Ty ደረተ [därät] ‘border, boundary marker, extremity, limit, margin, 
ridge between fields, line where two fields or plots of land adjoin; etc.}.

darce see zarce.

dargayto nm SS-Ir necklace, for women and children; pl dargaytit f; cf 
fillattö, mizginna, sullaxayla, xenko, xirze. 

dariba see daraba.
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darre see zarre.

das see daas.

daxeena nm SS-Ir long stick, with a sharpened edge, used to roast meat on 
the sola→. 

 In Kallacasa (Irob) the d. was from the saraw tree.

daye see zage. 

dayeena nm cutter; rel to daye.

debena see jabana. 

deehaalu nm SS calves, about two to four years old; sgtv deehalto m; deehaltö 
f; syn durut; cf aabole, awur, azzo, beceera, fulaye, maddaxayto, ruga, 
rugä, saga, zaraabic.

 {Af daheela ‚calves of 4-5 months’; AfMor dahaale ~ daheela ‘bovidés de 
deux ans et plus (avant l’âge adulte) sans distinction de sexe’}.

deese vII keep out, forbid entry, stop, block; protect; rel to des, deeseena. 
(ReinApp→).

deeseena nm 1. protector, defender 2. protection, barrier; pl deeseenit m.

 — thaqhar deeseena nm curtain on the ceiling of a naxsa→, used to 
protect the ceiling from soot [thaqar→] (XS). 

defeena see difeena.

defeye see difeye.

degxi see zagxe.

dembil see zambiil.

dendibil see janjabiil.

derejja nf NS, CS ~ dereyya SS 1. rank 2. fourth brew of coffee; syn 2. 
mafarra; cf 2. akhdar, awwali, barakä, cabbaas, diggam, iliyas, 
malamma, sheedali.

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

 {Ty ደረጃ [däräǧǧa] ‘degree (measure), level… rank position; etc.; fourth 
brewing of coffee’}.

dereyya see derejja.

des nm obstacle, barrier; protection, defence; protected area; rel to deese.

 {AfMor des ‘isolement, mise en défens d’un terrain; protection; interdit; 
garde s’un pâturage en défens’}. (ReinApp→).

dibeena see zibeena.
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didaale see zizzaale.

difeena nf ~ defeena seat, chair; pl difeenan m ~ difeenit m~f; rel to 
difeye. (ReinApp→).

 — jabanat difeena support for the jabana→. 

difeye vII sit down; rel to difeena. (ReinApp→).

dig see dik.

diga1 nf stick, cane; pl digaati f; cf gomod, ilo, kayzaraan, khormaaj, 
luusa, mahar, morkos, sillac, siraat, shefshefo, wadhdheeceena. 
(ReinApp→).

 {AfMor diga ‘gros bâton cylindrique’}.

diga2 nf dam, reservoir; canal; syn raa.

 {It diga ‘dam’; Ty ዲጋ [diga] ‘dike, earthen dam, water reservoir’}.

diggam nm second brew of coffee; syn malamma; cf awwali, barakä, 
cabbaas, derejja, iliyas, mafarra, sheedali.

 See buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee ceremony. 

 {Ty ድጋም [dǝggam] ‘recited, repeated; etc. ‘second’ as in in dǝggam bun 
‘the second teeping of coffee’}.

dik nm ~ dig village; encampment; household, family; home; country, nation; 
fig wife; pl diika f. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor dik ‘campement (en saho)’; Ti ድጌ [dǝge] ‘village, somewhat large 
settlement’}.

dilaale see zizzaale.

dimca nf wall that separates two rooms in a house, like makaado→ and 
gooxo→; pl dimcac m ~ dimcit SS-Ir f; syn gidgido. (Fig. 98-100).

 {Ty ድምዓ [dǝmʿa] ‘a sort of headboard made of cane or wood for a bed on 
the nǝʾdi-bench’}.

dirga see zirga.

disti see dishti.

dishti nm NS, CS ~ disti SS pan; pl dishtit ~ dishaati NS, CS ~ distit SS 
m~f. (ReinApp→).

 — dishti oton see oton.

 {Af disti ‘cooking pot, bowl, kettle, pan’; Ar dist ‘kettle, boiler, caldron 
made of copper’; Ti ድስ [des] ‘kettle, pot’; Ty ደስቲ [dǝsti] ‘metal saucepan, 
pot, casserole’}.

dogol nm SS-Ir fortified fence made with strong logs; pl dogaali f; cf masge.
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 {Af dogol ‘gallery’; Ty ደጐል [dägʷäl] ‘fence, enclosue; shelter, screened or 
fenced off area’}.

dogxo see zagaxo.

dokka see dukka.

dokkan see dukkan.

dooda nf 1. settlement; village 2. society; pl doodad m; cf 1. dik. (ReinApp→).

 {Af dooda ‘conglomeration’; AfMor dooda ‘commandement territorial et 
tribus le composant’; Ty ዶዳ [doda] ‘grouping together of cattle when 

nomad herdsmen stop and settle down for a while’}.

dooma nf SS doum palm; syn cunga.

 Leaves of d. are interwoven and used for basketry, ropes, mats, etc. The 
Hazo sell them as traditional handicraft.

 {AfMor dooma ‘vine de palme’; Ar dūm ‘doum palm’; Ty ዶማ [doma] ‘the 
doom palm (Hyphaene thebaica)’}.

dora nm drinking trough (for animals), water container; cf malaalaka. (ReinApp→).

 {Af dora ‘pond, pool, trough’; AfMor dora ‘auge’ pour faire boire le bétail; mare 
temporaire en terrain plat et argileux; canal, séguia (rigole) d’irrigation’}.

dor-ho nf chicken, cock(s), hen(s) sgtv dor-hotta NS ~ dor-hoyta CS, SS m, dor-
hottä NS ~ dor-hoytä CS, SS f; pl deraahu ~ doraahu SS f. (ReinApp→).

 — dor-hot care see care.

 — dor-hot carkaa see carkaa.

 — dor-hot zambiil see zambiil.

 — deraahut care see care.

 {Af dorrahe ‘hens’, AfMor dorrahi, durrehe, durrahe ‘poules (et coqs); Ti 
ዴርሆ [derho] ‘chicken’; Ty ደርሆ [därho] hen, chicken, fowl}.

dorkokit nf ~ durkokit wooden frame of a door or a window; pl durkukiita 
~ durukaakit ~ durokaakit SS-Ir f. (Fig. 211, 237). (ReinApp→).

 — daw-ta dorkokit nf vertical part of the d.; syn soolta d., lab d.

 — dorkokit dhaa see dhaa.

 — dhinta dorkokit nf horizontal part of the d. ~ say dorkokit

 — galaalacin dorkokit nf flat wooden plank used on the lower and upper 
part of a door or of a window.

 — lab dorkokit nf pivot hinge (lit. ‘male d.’); syn daw-ta d., soolta d. 

 — say dorkokit nf part of the door frame where the pivot hinge is inserted 
(lit. ‘female d.’)
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 — soolta dorkokit ~ vertical part of the d.; syn daw-ta d., lab d.

 {Ty ድርኵዂት [dǝrkʷeḵʷit] or ድርኩኺት [dǝrkuḵit] ‘threshold, jamb or 
casing of a window or door into which hinges or pivots are put, door post, 
architrave’}.

dudub nm plain, flat land; pl duduuba f. (ReinApp→).

dufduf nm NS, CS ~ dafdaf SS earthen layer on the roof of a naxsa→ or 
hidmo→ and the act of making it; rel to idifdife.

 D. is the final layer of the roof in the naxsa→ above the xalel→. It is 
preferable to use red earth or other soft soil, sometimes animal dung. 

— cari dufduf nm covering of the house.

 {Ty ደፍዳፍ [däfdaf] ‘act of putting on an earthern layer’}.

duger see dugre.

dugre nm CS, NS ~ duger SS-Ir 1. wing of a plough ~ dukre NS 2. hook SS; 
sgtv dugerta f; pl dugrit NS, CS m ~ duger SS f; cf arcot, cirfe, jahaaz, 
karfas, madmada, masaaric, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, nawit, 
qaraaqhiro, qitirti, qorboobac. (Fig. 245). (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ዱግሪ [dugri] ‘ear-shaped or spatulate pieces of wood into which a 
ploughshare is fitted; short, thick cudgel’}.

dukce see duqhce.

dukka nf ~ dokka 1. stool 2. wooden capital placed above a camidda→ 
to support the gamal→ beam or the juncture of two gamal beams; pl 
dukkak m ~ dukkit ~ dukkok SS f. (1. Fig. 212; 2. Fig. 269).

 {Ty ዱካ [dukka] ‘a low box-like stool’}. 

dukkaan see dukkan.

dukkan nm ~ dokkan ~ dukkaan shop; tent; pl dukaakin m ~ dukkon SS-
Ir f. (Fig. 176). (ReinApp→).

 — dukkan-wanna see wanna.

 {Af. donkaan, dokkaan ‘tent; shop’ AfMor dukkan, dokkaan ‘boutique; 
tente (de type européen)’; Ar dukkān ‘bench; store, shop’; Ti ድካን [dǝkkan] 
‘shop, magazine; tent’; Ty ድኳን [dǝkkʷan] ‘tent; shop, store, retail outlet, 
booth’}.

dukket see tokkat.

dukre see dugre.

duma nf 1. type of grass used for brooms and as vegetal material for 
construction 2. rock, boulder; sgtv NS dumatto ~ dumayto CS, SS m; cf 1. 
bili, cashsho, cilila, marka.
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 {AfMor duma 1. ‘epi de certains graminées de haute taille’ 2. roche 
volcanique des séries anciennes.’}.

duqhce nm NS, CS ~ dukce SS dry animal dung; fertilizer, manure; cf gomoo; 
cf gadca. 

 {G ድኩዕ [dǝkuʿ] ~ ድኵዕ [dǝkʷǝʿ] ‘excrement, dung’; Ty ድዅዒ [dǝḵʷʿi] 
‘manure, fertilizer, compost, humus, muck’}.

durkokit see dorkokit.

durruc nm threadbare cloth(es), rag(s); sgtv durructo f; pl durruuca ~ 
durrace SS f; syn gamed, xalaga.

 {Ty ድርዕቶ [dǝrrǝʿto] ‘patched and mended garment, a kind of quilt, all 
pieces of clothes sewn atop one another which women wear on the loins’}.

durut nm calve(s), about three years old; sgtv durutta m; duruttä f; 
syn deehaalu; cf aabole, awur, azzo, beceera, deehaalu, fulaye, 
maddaxayto, ruga, rugä, saga, zaraabic.

DH

dhaa nm stone(s); sgtv dhayitto m; pl dhayit m~f; cf arcaze, dalluc, gaxar, 
gorsoy, nati, qatsala, saxnane. (ReinApp→).

 — birtaa-dhaa nm coarse-grained stone, granite; syn gorsoy, gursaa-
dhaa.

 — buun dhaa see buundhaa.

 — dorkokit dhaa nm doorstep. (Fig. 237).

 — gursaa-dhaa nm coarse-grained stone, granite; syn birtaa-dhaa, gorsoy.

 — ongolot dhaa ~ ongolodhdhaa nm corner stone in a naxsa→.

 {Af dhaa ‘stone’} 

dhaaco nf blessing, praise; prayer; rel to dhaace ~ dhaacime ~ dhaaco abe 
vII ‘1. beg, pray 2. bless’. (ReinApp→).

 — buun dhaaco nf coffee blessing; see also buun jabaa [jabaa→].

 In a coffee ceremony, the blessing is said twice: when the coffee beans are 
first roasted and when the first brew (sheedali→ or awwali→) of coffee 
is served. If men and women are together during the coffee ceremony, it 
is an elder who utters the first blessing, while if there are only women 
the blessing is said by an elderly and/or religious woman while others 
reply by saying amin! ‘amen!’ after every line. If there is a guest, he is 
supposed to perform the blessing. During the ceremony, a few selected 
men or women utter the blessings one after another, without repeating the 
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lines recited by the others. In this way, long sequences of blessings can be 
performed. Lines can be long or short, and many are well known and used 
both by Muslims and Christians. Obviously, the latter also use typically 
Christian words such as abun ‘bishop’ or qayse ‘priest’.

 An example of b. dh. from Eritrea is the following (from Ministry of 
Education 2009c: 165). 

Jabbabbowanta, yallahi majjan. 
Buunko sin taranta kafe wayto.

Buun akyowce cared gira saye wayto.

Niya rade wayto. 
Gira bade wayto.
Buun jabaa-ishshe gaba kaafa waytoh akke wayto.

Beera girah akke wayto.
Udduuniyalle ankissife wayto. 
Akeeralle ankissise wayto.
Basoh baaha kayre baaho.

Basoh deesa bala deeso.
Kayrek taateena yakko.

Balak madhdhayna yakko.

Mecroytah yamnaggado.
Kacboytah yansaffaro.
Rabtemih girah afad gaxo.
Tanemih balah afad gaxo.
Maalah ziyaada,
nabseh xafaaza,
careh baraka,
yoxoye Rabbih xamde,
beeta noyyah shifa yakko. 

Jabbabbowanta1, offer for God.
May your spring not get dry (lit not run out 
of coffee)!

May the fire burn the house from which the 
coffee came (lit came out)!

May the hope not fade!
May the fire not go out!
May the hand (i.e., the person) who offered 
the coffee not fall into penury today!

May he not be in hell (lit fire) tomorrow!
May he be not humiliated in this world!
May he be not accused in the Hereafter!
May He bring prosperity as it was brought 
previously!

May He2 stop calamity as it stopped previously!
May He be the guide to prosperity!

May He be the rope (i.e., the safety belt) 
against calamity/disaster!

May it be traded with the micro3!
May it be measured with the kacbo4!
May He protect against the dead against the Fire!
May He protect the living against calamity!
May it be an increaser for wealth,
a protector for the body,
a blessing for the house,
a praising for God who bestowed it,
a healer for us who drink it!

1 Intensive variant of jabaa!
2 The 3sm verbal forms may be interpreted both as having buun→ ‘coffee’ and Yalla 

‘God’ as their subject, implying ‘coffee offered in the name of God’.
3 Mecroyta ~ microyta is the singulative of micro→, a measurement tool of ca. 10 

kgs. A variant of the same b. dh. has cisse ~ cusse→ instead of micro.
4 Kacboyta is a southern singulative of qacbo→ a measurement tool of ca. 4-5 kgs.
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The beginning of the following b. dh. is, instead, from the Irob, (see Berhe 
Zigta 2001:57-59 for the full version, and Alema Ghebray 2013b:3-5 for its 
translation and notes):

ያባ ያ~ናʼም ራካ ታክኮʼ
መዐ በዐ~ሪ ያሕራሶʼ
መዐ ኑጉስ ያንጋሶʼ
መዐ ኣቡን ያባ~ራኮʼ
መዐ ቃይሲ ያቃድዳሶʼ
ቡ~ን-ባህቲ ኣግጊሪዐ ዋይቶʼ

yaba yaanam raka takko
mece beceeri yaxraso
mece nugus yangaso
mece abun yabaarako
mece qaysi yaqaddaso
buun-bahti aggirice wayto

May the yaba (= jabaa) be abundant
May a good ox plough
May a king be crowned
May a bishop be consecrated
May a good priest be ordained
May the source of the coffee not be cut

After the b. dh., Muslims recite the al-Fātiḥa, the first sura of the Quran, 
whereas Christians recite the Lord’s Prayer (Gospel of Matthew 6:5-13).

 {Af dhaaco ~ dhac ‘plea, prayer’; AfMor dhaaco ~ dhaac ‘prière, demande; 
mendicité’}.

dhaafi nf ~ rhaafi SS-Ir teff, a species of lovegrass (Eragrostis tef, Eragrostis 
abyssinica, Poa abyssinica, Poa tef); sgtv dhaafitto NS ~ dhaafiyto CS, SS 
~ dhaafiyta ~ rhaafiyta SS-Ir m (seed/grain), dhaafittö NS ~ dhaafiytö 
CS, SS ~ dhaafiytä ~ rhaafiytä SS-Ir f (1. plant 2. a piece of engeera→ 
made of d.). (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor taaf ‘cereals (Eragrostis abyssinica)’; Ti ጣፍ [ṭaf] ‘a sort of corn’; Ty 
ጣፍ [ṭaf] ‘a very fine millet-like grain from which ǝngera-bread is made 
(Poa abyssinica)’}.

dhaal nm CS2, SS 1. rectangular house with a flat roof; 2. roof; pl dhawul m; 
syn naxsa.

 See naxsa→ for more defintions. Also used as synonym of the generic 
term care→. 

 In the Italian colonial sources, d. also indicated the partially or completely 
covered enclosure located in front of the house.

 {?Af dhaalta ‘storeroom’; ?AfMor dhaalta ‘maison en pierre, rectangulaire, 
utilisée alterovement à la tente (daboyta). Le toit est couvert de poutres et 
d’un lit de pierres auquel on ajoute ensuite par-dessus de la terre (bullaace 
elle xiggiilisaanah), qui le rend étanche. Le dhaalta (comme l’agas ou la 
sokla) n’est dressé que dans un campement permanent (mayaarri)’}.

dhaceena nm SS-Ir thong of leather or vegetal fibre used to fasten two girbo→ 
(meaning 2) on a donkey; pl dhacen ~ dhaceenit f; syn xalkisheena.

dhage nm allotment (for cultivation), farmland, kitchen-garden; pl dhageg 
m; cf xirrishsha, zabiir, zarce. (ReinApp→).
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dharhaa nm NS, CS ~ dharhay SS leaves; vegetation; sgtv dharhatto NS ~ 
dharhayto CS, SS m; rel to dharuu. (ReinApp→).

dharhay see dharaa.

dharoy see dharuu.

dharuu nm NS, CS ~ dharhoy leafage; rel to dharhaa.

dharhxima nf large skin bag, used for storing goods; pl dharhximam m. 

dhasko nf butter (before boiling), butter used for hair; syn mutuk, ruwat, 
sukat; cf subax.

dhawrheena nm ~ dhawrheyeena ~ rhawrheyeena SS-Ir 1. guard, 
watchman 2. headrest for men; pl dhawrheenit m; rel to dhawrhe vII 
‘take care, look after, preserve, keep, guard, defend’. (ReinApp→).

dhawrheyeena see dhawrheena.

dhegxa nf SS ~ rhegxa SS-Ir 1. head; 2. top; pl dhegox ~ rhegox f; syn 
amo→.

 — camiddi dhegxa nf head of a pillar, column shoulder/top of a pillar/
column (from camidda→) 

dhexeena nf ~ dhixeena grinding, milling; rel to irhxine. (Fig. 133). 
(ReinApp→). 

dhiine vII ~ rhiine SS-Ir sleep; rel to dhintima. (ReinApp→).

dhikandhik nm 1. bump(s), lump(s) 2. SS hearthstone, hearth in the gooxo→ 
with three triangularly placed stones; 2. syn miskillix.

dhintima nf ~ rhintima SS-Ir a sleeping place; couch, sofa; pl dhintimam m 
~ dhintimit ~ rhintimit SS-Ir f; rel to dhiine.

 — dhintimat care see care.

dhirhxin nm ~ dhirhxino f charcoal; sgtv dhirhxinto ~ dhirhxinta m; pl 
dhirhaaxin m; cf faxam. (ReinApp→).

dhirhxino see dhirhxin.

dhise see dhishe.

dhishe vII NS, CS1 ~ dhise CS2, SS ~ rhise SS-Ir establish, found.

 {Af dhise ‘build, construct; form a council’; AfMor dhise ‘construire, bâtir, 
élever (maison); prendre épouse, marier (une femme)’}.

dhixeena see dhexeena.

dhixin nm ~ rhixin SS-Ir flour from roasted barley [cadeelaw→] used for 
preparing koosaaso→ and thixlo→; rel to irhxine; cf alo, laclaaco, 
zagxe.
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 To make the dh., first any unnecessary things, such as sand [xootsa] 
and tares [kirdad] should be removed from the barley, using the mixe→ 
and mamfiyo→ sifters, so as to make it pure and clean. After pounding 
[moogorhe→], the barley is boiled in water for about 30 minutes. Then it is 
spread on the mat and put under the sun. Putting the barley in water allows 
it to absorb the water and grow in size. After a little while, it is roasted 
on the gasa→, and mixed with some sand to prevent it from burning (it 
is not roasted as much as alo→ or laclaaco→). At this stage the roasted 
barley is called zagxe→. Then it is ground with the traditional millstone 
[marhxan→] or a modern one [tarhxine makiina→]. After that, it is 
sifted [imfiye→] to separate the chaff from the flour. The dh. is served 
in a bowl [shaxan→] mixed with some water. Salt is added as necessary. 
Dh. is the name given to roasted barley flour, but when the dh. is mixed 
with water and prepared for eating, it is called koosaaso→. The dh., more 
thoroughly kneaded and with more water, is ready for the thixlo→.

 {Ty ጥሕኒ [ṭǝḥni] ‘roasted barley flour (ordinarily carried on trips when it 
is mixed with water and eaten uncooked with a little salt’}.

dhurh nm content of a ruminant’s stomach, chyme. (ReinApp→).

 After slaughtering an animal its stomach is emptied, and after having been 
washed it is consumed.

dhuwac nm small clay cup used for butter; pl dhuwoc m~f; cf citro, gana, 
gombo, inxe, jabana, nitsba, saarima, zingirir. (Fig. 213). (ReinApp→). 

 {?G ጽዋዕ [ṣǝwwaʿ] ‘cup, goblet, chalice used in service of the Eucharist’; 
?Ty ጽዋዕ [ṣǝwwaʿ] ‘chalice for Mass, cup (as throphy), fig. cup of death; 
measure of grain equal to ½ an ǝnqʷa; font; ovary’}. 

E

edceera see ezceera.

edcerto nf CS, SS ~ ezcerto NS traditional beehive made with ezceera→ 
wood; syn qafo→.

eedo nm someone’s right over something (from eeda ~ eedda vIII ‘be worthy 
of, deserve’).

eefece vI give water, water, irrigate. (ReinApp→).

 {Af efce ‘give a drink to, irrigate, water’}.

eeleme vI 1. confess, believe 2. weave.

 {1. Af eleeme ‘acknowledge, admit, confess, believe in, trust’; AfMor 
eeleme ‘avouer; confesser à’; 2. Ty ኣለመ [alämä] weave}.
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egeerece see igrice.

ekee see ekeye.

ekeye vI ~ ekee SS fence in, enclose; rel to kaye.

emege vI fill. (ReinApp→).

 {Af enge ‘fill’; AfMor emge ~ enge ‘emplir, remplir; etc.’}.

enee see eneye.

eneye vI ~ enee SS 1. flay 2. slaughter, butcher. cf igizzire, taf-ishe, urxude.

engeele vI SS-Ir pass the milk to one another.

engeera nf pancake-like bread made of batter; equivalent to thaabita→; sgtv 
engeeratto NS ~ engeerayto CS, SS; pl enger m~f; cf baani, bokkoco, 
burkutta, buufet-folo, cadubla, hanza, kinnas, luxlux, qichcha, 
tandur-folo, xabaza, ximbashsha. (Fig. 214). (ReinApp→).

 Normally the e. is made with dhaafi→, but other grains, especially 
maseela→, are often used. E. is also used as a generic name for indicating 
qichcha→ and ximbashsha→.

 Figuratively, e. is used as a synonym of wealth, prosperity, as in Usuk 
engeera le ‘He is rich [lit. ‘He has engeera’].

 — kafin engeera nf dry engeera.

 {Am እንጀራ [ǝnǧära] ‘a large, moist, slightly sour pancake-like bread of 
ṭef flour which is baked on a covered griddle (unlike a pancake, it is too 
large to be turned over’; Ti እንጌራ [ǝngera] ‘bread’; Ty እንጌራ [ǝngera] 
‘bread (actually a large, flat, pancake-like comestible made of batter, not 
dough’}.

engele vI unite, join, come together. (ReinApp→).

 {Af engele ‘combine, join in with, mix, unite’; AfMor enegele ‘se joinder à; 
se recontrer, se rejondre, tomber d’accord; etc.’}.

eraa nm ~ eray animal fat; sgtv eratto ~ erayto m; cf kulse.

 The e. is used to clean and lubricate the gasa→ where nihug→ or 
nakoobalasa→ are not available (TM); cf also adra, inthaathic, 
madaafaa, mafaawaza.

eray see eraa.

esgeegelle vI mix and stir, mix together thoroughly (intensive of esgelle vII 
‘mix’).

 {Af esgelle ‘combine, include, involve, mix; etc.’; AfMor esgeggelle ~ 
esgegelle ‘mélanger à plusieurs reprises’}.
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eymeezene vI ~ immizine ~ immidine SS-Ir weigh, balance; rel to miizan.

 {Ti ሜዘነ [mezänä] ‘weigh; Ty መዘነ [mäzänä] ‘weigh, measure; estimate by 
weight, value, evaluate; etc.’}. 

ezceera nf NS, CS ~ edceera SS species of tree(s), ‘Arrow poison tree’ 
(Acokanthera schimperi); sgtv ezcerto m (seed), ezcertö f (plant); rel to 
edcerto.

 The wood of e. is used for making beehives and wooden containers such 
as kurru→ or fareena→.

ezcerto see edcerto.

F

faanus nm lantern, lamp; pl faanuusa f ~ fawaanis m.

 {Af faanus ‘lamp, lantern’; ArWatl 203 fānūs ‘lampe’; Ti ፋኑስ [fanus] 
‘light, lamp, torch’; Ty ፋኑስ [fanus] ‘lamp, lantern’}.

faareena nm small milk container, made of vegetal fibre, used for giving milk 
to children; pl faareenit ~ faaren m~f; cf buudeena, dagudde, ifayto, 
kurru, maskaaka, maytaata (Fig. 215).

faas nm axe, hatchet; pl fawus m~f; cf baxazze, gozomo, mishar, oreena. 
(Fig. 165).

 — faas naa see naa.

 Prov Labhat xogodda xiyaw kalta, xarhat xogodda faas kala ‘Men remove 
the problems of people, the ax removes the branch-stubs of a tree’

 {Af faas ‘axe’; Ar faʾs ‘axe, hatchet, hoe’; Ti ፋስ [fas] ‘axe’, Ty ፋስ [fas] ‘axe’}.

facaalu nm SS the three Y-shaped poles used when one begins to build a 
macdani-like house; pl facaalul m; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, 
gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, 
maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, 
tormaan.

 {Af facaali ‘central vertical house pole’; AfMor facaali ‘piquets fourchus 
servant de supports a la claie formant le sommier du lit’}.

falce nm ~ faltse splinter, piece of wood; sgtv falceyta ~ faltseyta m.

 {Ty ፈልጺ [fälṣi] ‘splinter, chip of wood which comes off when wood is 
split, pile, heap of wood chips, short, thick piece of wood, billet’}.

fale nf flat goatskin; pl falel m; rel to falleelishe; cf addale.

 {Af ‘goatskin dried out flat, parchment, bundle of palm leaves’; AfMor 
fale ‘peau plate préparée et séchée (chèvre, mouton, gazelle) servant en 
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général de tapis de prière (salat fale = galbo, désignant une peau de boeuf) 
ou pour recueillir le grain broyé (dardfale)}.

falleelishe vII cut up the goatskin flat; rel to fale.

faltse see falce.

fandiya nf equine manure; sgtv fandiyayto m.

 {Ty ፋንድያ [fandǝya] or ፋንዲያ [fandiya] ‘equine manure’}.

faraace vII dig; rel to faraaceenä. cf fate, zage. (ReinApp→).

faraaceenä nf pick, pickaxe, digging hoe; pl faraaceenan m; rel to faraace; cf 
afraaza; lammafle, mabaaro, zaabba. (ReinApp→).

farfare see barbare.

farketta nf 1. fork 2. SS rake-like tool for levelling the floor of a house or a 
garden; pl farkettat m ~ farkettit SS-Ir f; syn 1. ferarle manka.

 {Af forketta ‘fork’; It forchetta ‘fork’; Ty ፋርኬታ[farketta] ’fork’}.

farnello nf ~ fernello cooking stove, brazier; pl farnellol ~ fernellol m ~ 
fernellit SS-Ir f.

 {It fornello ‘stove’; Ty ፈርኔሎ [färnello] or ፌርኔሎ [fernello] ‘brazier’}.

fate vII NS, CS ~ fote SS dig; rel to fateena.

fateena nf NS, CS ~ foteena SS m mattock, hoe; pl fateenit NS, CS m ~ 
foteenit SS m~f; rel to fate.

fathuur nm ~ futhuur NS, CS ~ fatuur SS breakfast; syn curukkali, qurse.

 {Af fatuur ‘breakfast’; AfMor fatuur ‘1. déjeuner du matin 2. nourriture 
prise le soir après le coucher du soleil, en Ramad̠ān’; Ar faṭūr ‘breakfast’}.

faxam nm charcoal; sgtv faxamto m; cf dhirhxin.

 {Af faxmi ‘charcoal’; AfMor faxami ~ faxmi ‘charbon de bois’; Ar faḥm 
‘charcoal’; Ti ፈሓም [fäḥam] ‘charcoal’; Ty ፈሓም [fäḥam] or ፍሓም [fǝḥam] 
‘coals, charcoal, coals banked with earth’}.

faxe vII boil. (ReinApp→).

 {Af faxe ‘boil (liquid), ferment’; AfMor faxe ‘bouillir, bouillonner, enter en 
effervescence’}.

felo see folo.

ferarle manka see manka. 

fernello see farnello.

figgan see fijjan.

fijjan nm NS, CS ~ figgan SS coffee cup; pl fijjon NS, CS ~ figgon SS m ~ f 
(ReinApp→).
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 {Af figgaan ~ fingaan ‘small cup’; Ar finjān ‘cup, coffee cup’; Ti 
ፍንጃል[fǝnǧal] or ፍጃን[fǝǧan] ‘cup’; Ty ፍንጃል[fǝnǧal] ‘coffee cup’}. 

fikhle nm ~ fiqhle grounds of coffee; syn dakka.

 {Ty ፈኽሊ [fäḵli] ‘coffee grounds’}.

fileena see lifeena.

fillattö nf necklace; pl fillattot m; rel to filla nm ‘neck’; cf dargayto, mizginna, 
sullaxayla, xenko, xirze. 

findisiyoone nm ~ findisiyooni foundation (of a house); syn masarrat.

 {It fondazione ‘foundation’}.

findisiyooni see findisiyoone.

finistira nf NS, CS1 ~ sinistira CS2, SS window opening, small window 
or niche in the stone wall of a house; pl NS, CS1 finistirar ~ CS2, SS 
sinistirar m ~ SS-Ir finistirit f; cf addaleena, kabxe, moskot.

 — finistirat maczo see maczo.  

 {It finestra ‘window’; Ty ፊነስትራ [finästǝra] ‘window’}.

fiqhle see fikhle.

firaas see firaash.

firaash nm ~ firnaash NS, CS ~ firaas ~ firnaas SS mattress; pl firawush 
m ~ firnos SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af firas ‘mattress’; Ar firāš ‘cushion, pillow; blanket, cover, spread; 
mattress; bed’; Ti ፍራሽ [fǝraš] ‘mat, carpet’; Ty ፍርናሽ [fǝrnaš] ‘mattress, 
pallet, pad’}.

firnaas see firaash.

firnaash see firaash.

firtito nm unleavened bread cut into pieces (in a bowl) mixed with butter 
and served as a meal, typically for a bride and a bridegroom; syn rimso. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Ti ፍርትት [fǝrtǝt] ‘crumb, small piece’; Ty ፍርትት [fǝrtǝt] ‘crumbled (bread)}. 

fisto see fusto.

fiye vII sweep; rel to fiyeena. (ReinApp→).

fiyeena nm sweeper, broom; sgtv SS-Ir fiyenta m; pl fiyen m~f; rel to fiye.

folo nf ~ felo SS-Ir 1. food, meal 2. bread; sgtv folotta NS, CS1 ~ foloyta 
CS2, SS f ~ feloyta SS-Ir m; pl folol m; 1. felol SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 — buufet-folo nf kind of bread cooked in the buufe→. Also called 
buufetta NS ~ buufeyta CS, SS, or simply buufe, as the oven.
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 — tandur-folo nf kind of bread cooked in the tandur→; cf baani, bokkoco, 
burkutta, cadubla, hanza, engeera, kinnas, qichcha, thaabita, xabaza, 
ximbashsha.

 {AfMor folo ‘repas’}.

foorhima nf flute; pl SS-Ir foorhimit f; rel to foorhiye vII ‘whistle’; syn 
machambara.

 {Af foodhima ‘flute’}.

footha nf loincloth; pl foothath m; cf kummusa, macwaz, mukkutu.

 {Af foota ‘loincloth, towel; AfMor foota ‘pagne de couleur’; Ar fūṭa ‘apron, 
napkin; ArSudTP fuuṭa ‘small cover for decoration on a table or a chair; 
serviette, napkin; cloth’; Ty ፉጣ [fuṭa] or ፎጣ [foṭa] ‘strip, piece of cloth 
ordinarily dyed, worn wrapped around the waist by inhabitants of the Red 
Sea cost, scarf, shawl, veil worn on the head by women’}.  

fordishe vII store; rel to furda; cf ikhzine, uckure.

fote see fate.

foteena see fateena.

fulaye nm young calves, about 7-8 months old; sgtv fuluyta m; fuluytä f; 
cf aabole, awur, azzo, beceera, deehaalu, durut, maddaxayto, ruga, 
rugä, saga, zaraabic.

fursa nf transhumance, seasonal moving of livestock to the highland; rel to 
furuse; cf zazco.

 {AfMor fursa ‘transhumance sans les tentes en saison chaude (karma)’}.

furuse vII undertake the transhumance to the highland; rel to fursa; cf zazace.

fusto nf ~ fisto barrel.

 {It fusto ‘barrel’; Ty ፍስቶ [fǝsto] or ፉስቶ [fusto] or ፊስቶ [fisto] ‘keg, cask 
for brewing; tank’}.

futhuur see fathuur.

G

gaali mulxu nf SS-Ir species of shrub(s) (Rumex usambarensis) (lit. ‘the salt of 
the camel(s)’); syn xaaxot.

gaana see gana.

gabala nf 1. enclosure for animals open on one of its sides and partly covered 
by a roof 2. kind of rectangular house used between highlands and 
lowlands, with a structure similar to that of the adgo→, i.e., a lower part 
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of stones and an upper part of wooden poles and branches 3. extended 
roof with a narrow porch at the front of a naxsa→ consisting of camid→ 
supporting the tazbab→, used as a shelter for animals; pl gabalal m ~ 
gabol SS-Ir f; syn daraba (Fig. 107, 108). (ReinApp→).

 MC cites only the meanings 1 and 3, not 2. For CI it’s part of the daarat→ 
covered by a roof, used for animals, as a passage to the main building 
of the house, and as a storeroom. In XS’s naxsa→ it was a courtyard 
attached to the main building, partly covered by a roof, and with a narrow 
entrance. Some uses maybet→ (meaning 1) as synonym of g.

 {Ty ገበላ [gäbäla] ‘entrance (to a house or building), originally a porch-
like extension of the traditional highland stone house (hǝdmo) having side 
walls and a roof supported by timber posts for housing or lodging passing 
strangers roughly equivalent to a veranda (un rural areas it retains its 
original meaning)’}. 

gabbeetha nf ~ galleetha ~ galleeta SS-Ir mess tin, metal container for 
liquid; sgtv SS-Ir galleethayto ~ galleetayto m; pl gabbeethath m; cf 
birayso.

 {It gavetta ‘mess tin’}.

gabtara nf small leather mat for sitting; syn carsä, ceesal; cf cabuude, 
masfala, nacta, qafef, qitstsac, sido, wallu, warhxo. 

gadaara nf temporary fence, enclosure; pl gadaarar m. (ReinApp→).

 {Af gidar ‘parapet, railing, stone wall’; Ar jaḍr ‘wall’; Ty ጊዳሮ [gidaro] ‘a 
kind of enclosure made of sticks and thorns in which cattle spend the night 
while in the field’}. 

gadana nm ~ kadana nf SS-Ir courtyard, farmyard; sgtv kadanayto SS-Ir f; 
cf maxsiiteena, qarcat.

 {Ty ገደና [gädäna] ‘uncultivated area of ground in or near a village, plot 
near the house which service as place for gatherings or for testing oxen 
and breaking them to the plow, plot in which there is much dung and 
which is good for growing grain quickly; farm lying close to a village’}.

gadca nf ~ gidac ~ gidca 1. fresh and soft animal dung, manure 2. beehive 
made with g.; sgtv gadcatto NS ~ gadcayto CS, SS ~ gidcatto ~ gidacto 
NS ~ gidcayto CS, SS f; rel to gidacto; cf cokar, duqhce, gomoo, gudce, 
kibino, xorfaf. (ReinApp→).

 G. is used as a combustible when dry. It can also be mixed with water and 
used for painting the lower part of the inner walls of the naxsa→ below the 
ribbon of casa buure [buure→] or for making the floor, mixed with soil.
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 For the Irob, the g. is only that produced by cattle.

 {Af gudaace ‘dung, manure’; AfMor godaace ~ gidaace ~ gudaace ‘1. 
crottes séchées utilisées le feu. 2. bouse de vache humide (= laahi xaara) 
don’t on enduit le pis d’un vache pour empêcher son petit de téter’}.

galadda nm wooden plate for dagxa→; pl galaddit m~f ~ galod m~f; syn 
koora; cf wayda. (Fig. 216). (ReinApp→). 

 — cokkale galadda nf wooden bowl with handles; syn aytile koora 
[koora→].

 {Af galadda ‘tray’; AfMor galadda ‘grand plat en bois, plus grand que 
l’écuelle (koora), lisse intérieurement, servant pour la viande, la bouille’}

galba nf cave, cavity; cavern, grotto; pl galub m. (Fig. 75-79). (ReinApp→).

 Natural caves are used by the Saho as shelters for animals or stores for 
grain and straw and, sometimes, also as temporary dwellings for families 
or for herdsmen when staying away from home with the animals. These 
shelters can be expanded by human intervention and protected by a fence 
of shrubs or even a crude unmortared low wall.

 In the Italian colonial sources and in the reports of travelers of the 
previous era, the presence of inhabited caves in Saho territory is widely 
documented. Numerous examples still remain, widespread in many areas 
of the highland, such as on the Qooxayto and from there towards the sea 
and, in particular, on the Soyra plateau.

 The name g.is still used today to indicate numerous cavities in the area, 
many of which also have rock paintings inside them, such as Kutuub-le 
Galba (also known as Caddi Calawti), Curumto-le Galba or Moosat Galba. 
Other caves recall historical figures from the Faqhat Harak fraction of 
the Minifire, such as Faqhih Axmaddiin Galba or Faqhiih Ibraahim Galba. 
Today, apart from the use described above, it would be seen as a strange 
thing if there were people forced to live permanently in such caved, or 
who voluntarily do so.

 {Af gabla ‘cave’; AfMor gabla ‘grotte, caverne, abri sous roche; niche située 
sous les gaillards, avant et arrière d’un boutre; tanière de l’hyène rayée’; Ti 
ግልብ [gǝlǝb] ‘projecting rock; ravine’}.

galca nm 1. sherd, piece of material (of wood, metal, clay) 2. nf SS-Ir leaves of 
the prickly pear; sgtv galcatto ~ galcayto CS, SS m; pl galcit m~f.

 — maczot galca nm each of the two or three vertical wooden planks that 
form the movable part of a door; syn maczot abrha [abrha→], maczot 
xak [xak→], naatseefa.
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 {Ty ገልዒ [gälʿi] ‘potsherd, shard, fragment of clay vessel; lid, covering’}.

galooda nf ~ galoodi knife, dagger; cf roomi, karra, maqhas, moos, senth, 
sikkin. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ገሎዳ [gäloda] ‘curved knife, dagger’; Ty ገሊዶ [gälido] or ጋሌዶ [galedo] 
or ገለዶ [gälädo] ‘knife’}.

galoodi see galooda.

gamad nm NS, CS ~ gamat SS lid, cover; pl gamud m~f ~gamoodi SS-Ir f. 
(ReinApp→).

 — gibaabot gamad nm lid of basket plate for engeera→.

 {Af gamad ‘buttock, end, rear’}.

gamal nf crossbeam, horizontal beam supported by the camid→, in the roof 
of a naxsa→ and gabala→; pl gamul m; syn maybet; cf adcun, alkuf, 
asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, 
mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, 
qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. (Fig. 199, 269)

gamar nm belt; pl gamur m; cf carmo, geeratto, kar-hab, mooreena, qulfe, 
ragad.

 {Af kamar ‘belt with a purse in it’; AfMor gamar ~kamar ‘ceinturon (de 
fabrication asiatique) muni d’une poche’; Ti ክምር [kǝmǝr] ‘money-belt’}.

gamat see gamad.

gambat nf 1. padding or cushion used on the donkeys when loading them; pl 
gambut m; syn rarima f; xilalto 2. SS-Ir kind of traditional blanket f; sgtv 
gambatto m.

gamde see gamed.

gamed nm ~ gamid ~ gamde piece(s) of tissue, rags; sgtv gamedda m; syn 
durruc, xalaga. (ReinApp→).

 — gamedti care see care. 

 {Ti ገሎዳ [gämǝd] ‘piece of stuff, wick’}.

gamid see gamed.

gana nm ~ gaana SS-Ir clay jar used for dough, mees→, and malab→; pl 
ganit m ~ gaanit SS-Ir f; cf citro, dhuwac, gombo, inxe, jabana, nitsba, 
saarima, zingirir. (ReinApp→).

 — gaani carhayto SS-Ir clay jar, half measure of gaana.

gandab see ganzab.

ganna nf cold season in the highlands; cf barid, giilal, karma, lexeeta, 
rabca, sugum, xagaa, zazac (ReinApp→).
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 This is the harvest season in the highlands (October - December). For the 
Irob it corresponds to barid→ and giilal→. For the Saho of Eritrea g. is 
the cold season in the highland, during the xagaa→, while barid is in the 
lowlands.

 {?Ti ገና [gänna] ‘Christmas’; ?Ty ገና [gänna] or ጌና [genna]  ‘Christmas 
eve’ (from Greek genna ‘childbirth’}.

ganrat nf sheep or goatskin water container; pl ganrut m; cf girba, idrotta, 
saar, thorobaal.

 The g. is the half of the saar→.

ganzab nm ~ gandab SS the cut raw meat left after the sola→ and taken 
home in the goatskin.

garba nm 1. surface (of something) 2. page; 3. SS-Ir sole; pl garbit m~f.

 — cari garba nm 1. ceiling of a house, dwelling 2. floor of a house, 
dwelling. 

 It can be better distinguished between cari agani garba ‘ceiling (of a 
house)’ and cari gubi garba ‘floor (of a house); cf cari bago.

garbä nf belly, stomach; pl garoobi f ~ garub m. (ReinApp→).

garuf nm leafy branches used for covering the roof of a naxsa→, a daasa→ 
or an abur→; sgtv SS-Ir garufta m; syn xalel.

 G. branches are from abaaqhaco→, alaaki→, sariida→ and other trees 
(XS). 

gasa nm flat metal or clay plate used for cooking, griddle; pl gaasa f ~ gasiite 
SS-Ir f; cf mogogo. (Fig. 130, 168). (ReinApp→).

 — birti gasa nm metal griddle for baking engeera→. (Fig. 217). 
(ReinApp→). 

 — gasi care see care.

 — kallat gasa nm clay plate for baking; syn mogogo.

 {Af gasa ‘frying pan, iron griddle (used for cooking pancake-style bread)’}.

gaso nf inner part of a house; foot of the inner wall, opposite to igix→; pl 
gasos m.

 The g. is the place of honor in a house, where guest and important people 
are usually invited to sit down. 

 {?AfMor gaso ‘enclos, parc à bestiaux; poste fortifié; (Nord) pied d’une 
montagne où s’ètend l’ombre le soir e le matin; etc.’}.

gashsha nf NS, CS1 ~ gaysha CS2 ~ gaysa SS 1. horn 2. branch, lineage; 
clan, tribe; pl gashshush NS, CS1 ~ gayshush CS2 ~ gawus CS2, SS ~ 
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gawos SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 — gashsha-le NS nm forked pole (from gashsha→ and le ‘has’); cf adcun, 
alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, 
mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, 
qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. (Fig. 199).

 {Af gaysa ‘horn, bow’; AfMor gaysa ‘corne’}.

gaxar nm volcanic rock, sedimentary rock; sgtv gaxarto m; cf arcaze, dalluc, 
dhaa, gorsoy, nati, qatsala, saxnane.

 {Af gaxar ‘outcrops of crumbly rock, rock terrain, sedimentary rock’; 
AfMor gaxar ~ gaxer ~ gaxor ‘roche calcaire, madrépore, travertin, piton 
calcaire’}.

gaybe nm small jar; pl gaybit m. (ReinApp→).

 {TI ጋይቦ [gaybo] ‘caly pot’; Ty ጐይቢ [gʷäybi] ‘small clay pot for keeping 
butter, honey, etc.; cruet’}.

gaza nm NS, CS ~ gada SS 1. face 2. side, part; page; pl gazit m ~ gadit m~f. 
(ReinApp→).

 — labhat gaza nm men’s quarters of a house; syn makaado (see there for 
other synonyms).

 — sawot gaza nm ~ sayyot gaza women’s quarters of a house; syn gooxo 
(see there for other synonyms).

geeratto nm belt, made with cowries, used by children; cf kar-hab, mooreena.

 The g. is used both to support the babies’ loins, and to wrap the dress in 
such a way as to avoid getting dirty while relieving themselves.

geeso nf species of shrub(s) or small tree(s), buckthorn (Rhamnus prinoides, R. 
staddo) sgtv geesotta NS ~ geesoyta CS, SS m (seed/fruit), geesottä NS ~ 
geesoytä CS, SS f; (ReinApp→).

 The g. is used by non-Muslim Saho for preparing the traditional beer 
malab→/mees→. 

 {Ti ግሾ [gǝšo] or ጊሾ [gišo] ‘a plant (Rhamnus prinoides)’; Ty ጌሶ [geso] ‘a 
plant the leaves and twigs of which are used in making mead or sǝwwa-beer 
in the same way that hops are used in making beer (Rhamnus prinoides)’}.

gibaabo nf large basket plate for thaabita→, made with doum palm 
[cunga→]; cf gofla, mosob. (Fig. 218).

 — gibaabot gamad see gamad (TM).

 {Ty ጊባቦ [gibabo] ‘round straw basket with lid used for storing ǝngēra and 
ḥǝmbašša’}.
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gibda nm SS-Ir 1. security, solidity, hardness 2. house built in a definitive 
manner, which does not require subsequent functional additions; pl 
gibdad m (TM).

 {Af gibda ‘coarseness, hardness, solidity, toughness’; AfMor gibda ‘dureté, 
état solide’}.

gibre nm 1. a plot of land to cultivate 2. tax, tribute. (ReinApp→).

 Within a thiisha→ land system, g. is the name given to a farmland that 
is allocated to a household, or an independent adult. It is also a tax on 
wealth (land, animals, etc.) paid by farmers to the central government.

 {Ty ግብሪ [gǝbri] ‘tribute, tax, impost, toll, duty (tax), capitation; communal 
plowing, land for the collective use of a tribe or a district’}.

gicdim see giczim.

gicdiimise vII SS-Ir to prepare gicdim; rel to giczim.

giczim nm NS, CS ~ gicdim SS nm sausage, meat cooked in an intestine (of 
cow or goat) or in a layer or piece of stomach; pl gacaazim m ~ gicaadim 
~ gicdiima SS-Ir f; rel to gicdiimise; cf qathayin. (ReinApp→). 

 {Ty ግዕዝም [gǝʿzǝm] ‘sausage, salami, baloney’}.

gidac see gadca.

gidar nm arm bracelet for women; pl gidor m.

gidca see gadca.

gidacto nm ~ gadcayto CS, SS beehive made with animal dung; rel to gadca.

gidgidda see gidgido

gidgido nf ~ gidgidda 1. partition that divides the makaado→ from the 
gooxo→, formed by a low wall, partly also by a curtain or different objects 
(XS); syn dimca, goleena (CI); pl gidgidod m. (Fig. 98-100). (ReinApp→).

 Although g. and dimca→ are used synonymously in various cases, it 
seems that the distinction can be made based on the materials. G. was 
(and still is in the lowlands) made of twigs, while dimca is made of stones. 
Where they are in macdani-like houses, the term g. is always used, while 
in naxsa→ the term is used interchangeably.

 The term used by the Irob, digdigga (a metathesis of g.), is referring 
to wooden constructions, as the separation in the gabala→ or to an 
incomplete part of a small house. 

 {Ty ግድጊዳ [gǝdgidda] or ጊድጊዳ [gidgidda] or ግድግዳ [gǝdgǝdda] ‘wall 
(made using poles or sticks and plastering it over with mud or cow dung), 
wattle (construction); shanty, shack, shed’}.
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giilal nm ~ gilal SS-Ir harvest season; cf barid, ganna, karma, lexeeta, 
rabca, sugum, xagaa, zazac. (ReinApp→).

 {Af gilal ‘winter’; AfMor gilal ~ gilaal ‘saison fraîche (de mi-octobre à mi-
avril). La pluie qui tombe éventuellement en cette saison s’appelle dadac’}

gilal see giilal.

gine vII 1. build 2. make, produce; cf siraaxe.

 {Af gine ‘1. braid, plait, spin, twist, wind 2. construct, create, fabricate’; 
AfMor gine ‘1. tordre, tresser (une corde) 2. façonner à la main, modeler 
argile’}.

gira nf fire; sgtv giratto NS ~ girayto CS, SS m. (ReinApp→).

 — girat cara see cara.

 {Af gira ‘fire, arms, weapons’}.

girba nf soft waterskin container; pl girbab m ~ girbit SS-Ir f; cf ganrat, 
idrotta, saar, thorobaal.

 The g. is normally put on the back of a donkey. Nowadays, g. is often 
made of rubber.

 {Af girba ‘large canvas/leather water bag used for loading water on to 
animals’; AfMor girba ‘grand récipient à eau (40 à 50 litres) en toile, 
«guerba»’; Ar qirba ~ qirab ‘waterskin’; Ty ጊርባ [girba] or ግርባ [gǝrba] 
‘waterskin (carried on a donkey’s back), canvas water container’}.

girbo nf leather container used for storing dry materials as flour, grain, and 
coffee beans; pl girob ~ girbob m NS, CS ~ girooba SS-Ir f; sgtv girbotta 
f; cf lakoota. (Fig. 219). (ReinApp→).

 — buun girbo nf small leather container for coffee beans; syn buun care.

girib nm grain container made of leather or fibre, bigger than lakoota→; pl 
giriiba ~ girooba f. (Fig. 220).

 {Af girib ‘leather bag for carrying food’; AfMor girib ‘Outre, récipient de cuir 
tanné, sans poils, pour les matiéres séches (grains), vêtements)’}.

gocar see gucar.

godomo see gozomo.

gofla nf SS-Ir large basket, made of doum palm [cunga→]; cf gibaabo, 
mosob. (Fig. 221).

 The g., that has a lid, is normally well decorated and very expensive. It is 
used on special occasions, such as weddings, and also kept in the house as 
decoration.

 {Am ጎፍላ [gofla] ‘basket or umbrella having a silk fringe’}.
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goleena see golo.

golo nm NS, SS ~ goleena CS1, CS2 1. curtain; hiding place 2. curtain that 
separates the gooxo→ from the makaado→; pl golit NS, SS ~ goleenit 
CS1, CS2 m; rel to gole vII ‘hide, cover; hinder’. (Fig. 222). (ReinApp→). 

 A special use of the g. is made during the first period of the marriage, from 
the beginning of the wedding party. The main purpose is to guarantee the 
bride’s privacy. The bride, after the wedding party, stays in an enclosed 
space behind the g. for a week, during which only the groom and the special 
newlyweds’ companions, appointed to assist them (a woman, xatstsaanit, 
for the bride, and a man, carisaw, for the groom), can see her. Subsequently, 
the bride remains behind the g. for a variable length of time (from a few 
weeks to months) during which she can be visited by relatives and friends.

 For the same purpose of confidentiality, the woman remains behind a g. 
also during the period of delivery and for a few days after it.

 {Af goli ‘closet, little room, curtained off area; AfMor goli ‘1. Renfoncement, 
coin intérieur d’une pièce 2. Espace clos dans la tente nuptiale où se tient 
la mariée, généralement fermé par un rideau; etc.}.

golö nf valley, canyon, gorge.

 {Af golo ‘canyon, gorge into which a dabba runs, valley’; AfMor golo ‘petit 
oued, ravin encaissé’}.

gombö nf SS-Ir big clay jar used for collecting liquids; pl gombit m; cf citro, 
dhuwac, gana, inxe, jabana, nitsba, saarima, zingirir.

gombod see gomboz.

gomboz nm NS, CS1 ~ gombod CS2, SS ash, cinder; pl SS-Ir gombaadi f; cf 
mambots. (ReinApp→).

 — gomboz xarheena see xarheena.

 {Af gombod ‘ashes’; AfMor gombod ‘cendre; ordures, fumier, gadoue’}.

gomfite see gonfite.

gomfo see gonfoo.

gomfoo see gonfoo.

gomma nf 1. tyre 2. plastic, rubber; sgtv gommatto NS ~ gommayto CS, SS; 
pl gommam m 

 1. G. is often also used for plastic container or other objects in rubber. 

 {Af gomma ‘rubber tyre’; AfMor gomma ‘pneu’; It gomma ‘rubber, tyre’; Ty 
ጎማ [goma] ‘rubber (often freely applied to anything made of rubber e.g., 
a rubber tube or hose), gum, tire’}.
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gomod nm kind of stick, club; pl gomaadi f; cf diga, ilo, kayzaraan, 
khormaaj, luusa, morkos, siraat, shefshefo, wadhdheeceena. 

gomoo nm NS, CS ~ gomoy SS dry animal dung; pl SS-Ir gomaay f; cf cokar, 
duqhce, gadca, gudce, kibino, xorfaf.

 {Af gomoya ‘dung, manure’; AfMor gomay ‘Crottes séchées (animaux) 
pouvant servir de combustible’}.

gomoy see gomoo.

gonfite vII ~ gomfite prepare gonfoo→.

gonfoo nf ~ gomfo ~ gomfoo m SS-Ir a dagxa→ prepared without 
xangazza→ and butter; sgtv gonfotta NS ~ gonfoyta CS, SS ~ gomfotta 
NS ~ gomfoyta CS, SS f~m; rel to gonfite.

 {Af gonfo ‘dry food (i.e., bread without jam/sauce)’; AfMor gonfo 
‘nourriture sèche, mets non assaisonné (pain sans ragoût, bouillie non 
accompagnée)’; AmLes ገንፎ [gänfo] ‘porridge (of wheat, barley, oats)’}.

goobe nm NS, CS ~ goobo SS shield; pl goobit m ~ f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af gob ‘shield’}.

goobo nm goobe.

goodo nm SS small cereal container made of mud; pl goodit m~f; cf mackan, 
qafo (meaning 1).

 {Af goodu ‘beehive’; AfMor goodi ‘Nord (du Saho Hado) ruche, tronc de 
kurbi creusé et aménagé. On y dépose une reine et les abeilles accourent’}.

gooxo nf 1. inner part of a house or other premises 2. CS1, CS2 internal room 
of a naxsa→ or an agdo→ where women stay. It contains a grinding stone 
and a hearth and it frequently has an outer door called awde→, that is 
smaller than the door to the men’s quarters. In the agdo its door is usually 
on the back of the building and may be closed by a stone slab; pl gooxox m 
~ goxaax SS-Ir f; syn addat care, agabi care, saygudet care, say-marih 
care, sayyot care, sawot gaza, wishshaathe 3. storeroom. (Fig. 95, 97, 
98, 132). (ReinApp→).

 The g. of the naxsa of MC in Kaaribossa is 7.00 x 4.50 m, while the one 
of XS in Saafira is 6.30 x 3.00 m. Metaphorically g. also refers to savings 
such as food and money. 

 — gooxot baab see baab.

gorsoy nm coarsed-grained stone, granite; sgtv gorsayto m; syn birtaa-dhaa 
[dhaa→], gursaa-dhaa [dhaa→]; cf arcaze, dalluc, dhaa, gaxar, nati, 
qatsala, saxnane. (Fig. 223).
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gozomo nf ~ godomo SS machete, adze; pl gozomit m ~ godomit ~ godam 
SS-Ir f; cf baxazze, faas, mishar, oreena.

 {Af godma ‘adze, hoe’; AfMor godma ‘hachette, herminette; pièce de fer 
de la charrue servant de coutre et de soc; marque de chameau’; Ty ጎዞሞ 

[gozomo] ‘pruning knife, broad knife, machete, cutlass, cleaver, chopper’}.

gucar nm ~ gocar gravel, small stones that are placed in a wall between the 
bigger stones; sgtv gocarto m; syn arac.

 {Ty ጕዑር [gʷǝʿur] or ጉዑር [guʿur] ‘gravel, pebbles, small stones for 
chinking the gaps in a wall, etc., ballast; fig. maize which has not yet been 
pounded’}.

gucumba nm SS round handle; head of a pin; syn marhxarh amo.

 The g. is made with molten plastic and fixed to a pin [marhxarh→] and 
used for binding baskets (JM).

gudce nm mixed dry dung of different animals; sgtv gudcetta NS ~ gudceyta 
CS, SS m; pl gudcit m ~ f; cf cokar, duqhce, gadca, gomoo, kibino, 
xorfaf.

 The soft manure gadca→ when becomes dry, it is called g.

 {see AfMor first meaning, under gadca}.

gudde see guzze.

gujje nm NS, CS ~ guyye SS small hut like soqhlo→ but without a central 
pole; pl gujjit m ~ guyyit m ~ f; syn SS adgo. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty. ጎጆ [goǧǧo], ጎዦ [gožžo] or ጉጂ [guǧǧi] ‘small hut, shanty, shed, 
cabin}.

gullishsha see gullushsha.

gullushsha nf NS, CS ~ gullishsha ~ gulluysa SS trivet, three-legged iron 
support for cooking over a fire pl gullishshash m ~ gulluysit SS-Ir f; cf 
miskillix. (Fig. 224).

 {Ty ጕልሻ [gʷǝllǝša] ‘iron tripod (for holding a vessel over a fire), trivet’}. 

gulluysa see gullushsha. 

gunde nm 1. log, tree trunk, seasoned trunk 2. stem; pl guned m; cf 1. adcun, 
alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, kaaleel, 
mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, 
qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. (ReinApp→).

 {Af gundi ‘block; piece; roll of cloth’; AfMor gundi ‘bûche; souche qui 
dépasse du sol’; Ti ግንዳይ [gǝnday] ‘stem of tree, log’; Ty ጕንዲ [gʷǝndi] ~ 
ጉንዲ [gundi] ‘log, tree trunk, bole, etc.’}.
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guraade nf SS curved sword with double blade f, guraadit ~ gurod f; cf 
jarda, sef, sootal.

 {AfMor goraadi ~ goraade ~ guraadeyta ‘sabre’; Am ጐራዴ [gʷärade] 
‘sword which has only one sharp edge’; Ti ጉራደ [guradä] Ty ግራዴ [gǝrade] 
‘dagger’}.

guula nf blanket for women; black felt cloak; pl guulal m ~ guulit ~ guulol 
SS-Ir f; cf kobborta. (ReinApp→).

 {Af guula ‘black hessian blanket, sacking cloth which married women 
wrap around themselves when sitting on a boodo’; AfMor guula ~ kiila ‘1. 
couverture 2. Grande étoffe noire dont s’enveloppent les femmes qui se 
fumigent’}. 

guulce nm SS-Ir castor plant (Ricinus communis) which seeds are used for 
lubricating the mogogo→ and the gasa→; syn nakoobalasa; cf adra, 
eraa, inthaathic, madaafaa, mafaawaza, nihug. (ReinApp→). 

 {Ti ግልዕ [gǝlʿǝ] ‘a plant (Ricinus communis); Ty ጒልዒ [gʷǝlʿi] ‘castor plant, 
the bean of which provides an oil used for greasing a mägogo-griddle or is 
strung on a splinter for use a sort of torch (Ricinus communis)}.

guyye see gujje.

guzze nm NS, CS ~ gudde SS fraction, part, portion (of meat); pl guzzit m.

H

haaho nf hollow space, empty space.

handa see hanza.

hanza nf ~ handa SS two thaabita→ attached and cooked together to become 
a single flat bread; sgtv hanzatto NS ~ hanzayto CS, SS ~ handayto SS-Ir 
f; pl hanzaz ~ hanzuz m ~ hanoz ~ hanod SS-Ir f; cf baani, bokkoco, 
burkutta, buufet-folo, cadubla, engeera, kinnas, luxlux, qichcha, 
tandur-folo, thaabita, xabaza, ximbashsha. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ሀንዛ [hanza] ‘large bread’; Ty ሃንዛ [hanza] ‘a layered bread made by 
pouring batter on top of newly baked ǝngēra’}.

helele nf cot, kind of hammock, made of cloth and attached under the bed 
[carat→], used as a crib for babies; pl helelel m. (Fig. 225).

hidmo nf traditional house built with stones, with leaves, branches and earth 
on its roof; pl hidmom m ~ hidom SS (Iorb) f; syn naxsa→ and dhaal→. 
(Fig. 53, 92, 93, 117-122, 127-132, 134-139, 160 – see also the list of the 
figures under naxsa).
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 H. is the Tigrinya name for what the Saho call naxsa→ (or dhaal→), but 
in Irob the name naxsa is used only for the roof of the h.  See under naxsa 
for further explanation.

 {Ty ህድሞ [hǝdmo] ‘rectangular house often constructed of stone and 
having a roof of sticks, branches and compacted earth’}.

hirgeena nm SS-Ir loop of rope used for preventing the hands from 
spreading too widely apart while grinding with the moodod→ or the 
siyyaaxisheena→; pl hirgeenit m~f ~ hirgen SS-Ir f; rel to hiriige vII 
‘pull, drag (along)’; syn xateena. (Fig. 133).

I

iba-cindha nf collective term for goats and sheep (from iba nm ‘foot, leg’ and 
cindha vIII ‘small’).

iballayna nm wooden stick placed across the carayna→ for women to 
place their feet upon when they are doing their ritual, nuptial or medical 
purification through fumigation (from iba nm ‘foot’; alle pp ‘on, at, to’ and 
haye vII ‘to put’); pl iballaynit m.

ibra nf needle, pin; pl ibor m. (ReinApp→).

 {Af ibra ‘needle, injection’; AfMor ibra ~ irba ‘aiguille’; Ar ibra ‘needle, 
pin’; Ti እብረት [ǝbrät] ‘sewing-needle’}. 

icaadeena see yacaadeena.

iciyyiye vI harvest, reap; rel to ciyyo.

ictite vI 1. become sour 2. curdle; rel to citta. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor citta ‘etre caillé, tourné, aigre (lait)’}.

idaaden nm SS-Ir skilled, capable man; pl idaadenit f; cf aqhcazit, waxalle.

idifdife vI put an earthen layer on the roof of a naxsa→ or hidmo→; rel to 
dufduf.

 {Ty ደፍደፈ [däfdäfä] ‘the cover the roof of a hǝdmo-house with a layer of 
earth to keep out the rain’}.

idigdige vI 1. pestle with a madagdag→; 2. SS-Ir hit the roof of a hidmo→ 
with a stick. (1. Fig. 236). 

idildile vI terracing; rel to daldal. 

 {Ty ደንደለ [dändälä] ‘to bar, barricade, blockade, obstruct; to pen, enclose, 
hem in, fence (a house); to bridge’}.

idirrite vI demarcate, set a boundary; fence; rel to darat.
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idrotta nf NS ~ idroyta CS, SS water bag made with goat or sheepskin, a 
little bigger than sibbarh→; pl idrottit NS ~ idroytit CS, SS m; cf ganrat, 
girba, saar, thorobaal. (ReinApp→).

 I. is used for transporting any kind of liquids and also honey [baska→].

idroyta see idrotta. 

ifaaf nm ~ ifiyaf SS opening, doorway; entrance (from ifo ‘light’ and af→); 
cf afa, baab, caraf, ifee, suuro. 

ifaare vII 1. go out to work (in the field, in the bush, etc.) 2. undertake an 
expedition; rel to wofra. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ወፈረ [wäfärä] ‘go out, go to work, shopping, etc., go outside, go on 
an errand, an expedition’}.

ifayto nm container for milk and yoghurt; pl ifaytit m; cf buudeena, dagudde, 
faareena, kurru, maskaaka, maytaata.

ifee nm ~ ifey SS opening, doorway; entrance; pl ifeeya SS-Ir f; cf afa, baab, 
caraf, ifaaf, suuro. (ReinApp→).

ifey see ifee.

ifiggiye vI SS split wood; syn ifillitse.

ifillitse vI NS, CS split wood; rel to faltse; syn ifiggiye.

 {Ti ፈለጸ [fälläṣä] ‘to split (wood etc.); Ty ፈለጸ [fälläṣä] ‘to split wood, cut, 
ax; etc.’}.

ifiyaf see ifaaf. 

iftixe vI 1. untie, free, undo 2. divorce; rel to maftix. (ReinApp→).

 {Ar fataḥa ‘open, turn on, switch on’; Ty ፈትሔ [fätḥe] ‘untie, undo, 
unfasten, unlatch, unleash, unlock, unloose; etc.’}.

igdile vI break; rel to maggala. (ReinApp→).

 {Af iggile ‘blast, break, damage, demolish, fracture, rout’; AfMor iggile 
‘casser, briser, démolir’}.

igix nm lower part in the makaado→ or gooxo→, where there is a fireplace 
[miskillix→], and things like firewood or nuwaa→ are kept, opposite to 
the upper part of the house gaso→; pl igiixa f. (Fig. 226, 227).

 The i. can also be an area on one side of the caraf→ (meaning 2) in the 
mazlish→, used as temporary storing place or for young animals that 
have to be protected (MC, XS).

 Usually there is a separation between the i. and the door to stop the wind 
(TM).

igizzire vI slaughter, butcher; cf eneye, taf-ishe, urxude.
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igrice vI ~ egeerece 1. cut; divide; saw 2. cross; cf daye. (ReinApp→).

ikdine see ikhzine.

ikittire vI 1. surround something 2. fence; 3. block the way; not allow.

 {Ty ከተረ [kättärä] ‘prohibit, not allow passage, block the way; dam, block 
streams’}.

ikzine see ikhzine.

ikhzine vI NS, CS1 ~ ikdine ~ ikzine CS2, SS store; rel to makhaazino; cf 
fordishe, uckure.

 {Ar ḵazana ‘store, stock, lay up, hoard, amass, accumulate; etc.’; Ty ከዘነ 
[käzänä] ‘store, stock; house, treasure; reserve, put in reserve’}.

ilaw nm grain, corn; sgtv ilawto m. (ReinApp→).

 — ilaw dagge see dagge.

 {AfMor ilaw ‘grains, céréales’}.

ilbide vI 1. close, complete, finish 2. put the traditional millstone on its 
support; rel to libdo→. (ReinApp→).

 In Irob only meaning 2.

 {Ty ለበደ [läbädä] ‘put or set in place the grinding slab (መጥሓን [mäṭḥan]); 
pound the earth, compact the soil; etc.’}.

ilimmitse vI paint (walls), plaster (walls); rel to alammats, lamuts; cf 
iliqhliqhe. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ለመጸ [lämmäṣä] ‘paint or plaster a wall with lime, mud; etc.’}.

iliqhliqhe vI ~ ulukluke SS-Ir paint (walls); rel to alaqhlaqh, luqhluqh; cf 
ilimmitse. 

 {Ti ለቅለቅ [läqläq] ‘clear the threshing floor and to smear water and cow-
dung over it; etc.’; Ty ለቕለቐ [läqľäqä̌] ‘paint, daub, smear, coat with mud; 
etc.’}.

iliyas nm fifth brew of coffee; syn akhdar; cf awwali, barakä, cabbaas, 
derejja, diggam, mafarra, malamma, sheedali.

 See akhdar for more details. See also buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] 
for details about the coffee ceremony and blessing.

ilo nf kind of stick; pl ilol m ~ f; cf diga, gomod, kayzaraan, khormaaj, 
luusa, mahar, morkos, sillac, siraat, shefshefo, wadhdheeceena. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Af ilo ‘club, heavy stick, cane’; AfMor ilo ‘gros bâton à bout renflé (à la 
différence de diga), matraque, gourdin’}.
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imfiye vI ~ infiye sift, sieve, winnow; rel to mamfiyo, nifaa. (ReinApp→).

 {Af imfiye ‘sieve, sift, winnow’; AfMor imfiye ~ infiye ‘tamiser, cribler’; Ti 
ነፋ [näfa] ‘sift, boult’; Ty ነፈየ [näfäyä] ‘sift, sieve (flour), winnow; screen’}.

immidine see eymeezene.

immindile vI make a hole with a mandal→; rel to mandal, mandalo. 
(ReinApp→). 

 {Ty ነደለ [nädälä] ‘pierce, drill or bore a hole in (with shears or a chisel); 
prick; punch; to insert something into something’}.

immizine see eymeezene.

indike see indiqhe.

indiqhe vI ~ indike SS build a wall; rel to mandaqh, naddaaqh.

 {Ty ነደቐ [nädäqä̌] ‘build, construct, make a wall (using mortar or clay and 
stone); wall up}.

indirkuxula nm ‘Carrot tree’ (Steganotaenia araliacea); sgtv indirkuxulta 
(seed/fruit) ~ indirkuxulto m, indirkuxultä ~ indirkuxultö f.

 See zibeena for a specific use of i. For the Irob the wood of i. is one 
of several used by women for fumigating themselves during their ritual 
nuptial or medical purification. 

 {Ty ዓንደል ጉሑላ [ʿandäl guḥula] (Steganotaenia araliacea) ~ ዓንዱር ጉሒላ 

[ʿandur guḥila] ‘tree of medium size with small leaves’ (Peucedanum 
fraxinifolium)}.

infiye see imfiye.

injeera see engeera. 

intile nf net basket (from inti nf ‘eye’, and le vIII ‘have’); pl intilel m.

intonokko see tonokko.

inthaathic nm flax, linen (Linum usitatissimum); sgtv inthaathicto m. 
(ReinApp→).

 The seeds of i. are used for cleaning the mogogo→ and the gasa→; cf cf 
adra, eraa, guulce, inthaathic, madaafaa, maafaawaza, nakoobalasa.  

 {Ti እንጣጥዕ [ǝnṭaṭǝʿ] ‘linseed’; Ty እንጣጢዕ [ǝnṭaṭiʿ] ‘linen, flax, linseed 
oil’}.

inxe nf clay pot for cooking porridge, smaller than citro→; pl inex m~f 
~ inxex m; cf citro, dhuwac, gana, gombo, jabana, nitsba, saarima, 
zingirir. (ReinApp→).

irjine vI decant, settle (of coffee); syn uskune.
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iro nf 1. outside, exterior part 2. excrement, (human) faeces. (ReinApp→).

 — irot care see care. 

 {Af iro ‘exterior, outside, surface; upstairs, superior location’}.

irhxine vI grind, pulverize, mill, turn into powder; rel to dhexeena, dhixin, 
marhxan; cf araaracishe. (Fig. 133). (ReinApp→).

 The result of grinding grain such as wheat [sinraa→] and barley 
[cadeelaw→], with a marhxan→ is a fine flour [xarich→].

 — tarhxine makiina see makiina. 

 {Ar ṭaḥana ‘grind, mill, bray, pulverize; crush, ruim, destroy; etc.’; G. ጠሐነ 

[ṭäḥanä] ‘grind lour, grinf fine’; Ti ጠሕነ [ṭäḥǝnä] ‘grind’; Ty ጠሓነ [ṭäḥanä] 
‘grind grain, grind, pulverize, smash, crush bits, mill’}.

irhxirhe see urhxurhe.

isaas nm CS, SS 1. each of the two longer sides of a rectangular macdani-like 
house [macdani→] 2. each of the four sides of a rectangular macdani-
like house; pl isawus m.

 {Af isaas ~ asaas ‘base, basis, beginning, element, grounds, root, foundation; 
centre pole in wooden house frame; AfMor isaas ~ asaas ‘fondation; 
poteau, poutre maîtresse dans de la maison’; Ar asās ‘foundation (also of a 
building) fundament, groundwork, ground, basis; etc.’}.

isirrite vI estabilish, found, lay a foundation; rel to masarrat, serret.

 {Ty ሠረተ [śärrätä] ‘to lay a foundation, start a building, being to build a 
structure; to settle down (in a place), etc.}.

isittiye vI cut the meat already partially roasted and put it on the grill again 
to finish cooking.

iskine see uskune.

iskiyyide vI thresh (with animals); rel to kayde; cf izbite. (Fig. 125). 
(ReinApp→). 

 {Ty ኣኼደ [aḵedä] ~ ኣኸደ [aḵädä] ‘thresh; drive oxen around the threshing 
floor to trample grain (a common procedure for threshing grain)’}.

isnige vI debone. 

ishrife vI fan the fire, ventilating it with a mashrafit→; rel to mashrafit.

 {Ty ሸረፈ [šäräfä] ‘fan (fire)’}.

itkile vI 1. plant 2. erect something, fix up something, typically with a 
camid→ 3. lay a foundation, establish something; rel to takle, takule, 
tiklo. (ReinApp→).
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 {G ተከለ [täkälä] ‘plant, fix fasten, implant, drive in, set up, establish, pitch 
(a tent), drive a stake into the ground’; Ti ተከለ [täkälä] ‘plant, fasten, hold 
fast’; Ty ተኸለ [täḵälä] ‘plant, settle, establish, locate; fix, found, install, 
construct, put up (a building); etc.’}.

iton see oton.

iwrise see iwrishe.

iwrishe vI NS, CS ~ iwrise SS inherit; rel to waarish, riste; syn nagare. 
(ReinApp→).

 {AfMor iwurise ‘hériter’; Am ወረሰ [wärräsä] ‘inherit, succeed in office; 
etc.’; G ወረሰ [wäräsä] ‘inherit, confiscate’; Ti ወርሰ [wärǝsä] ‘inherit, 
become the heir of’; Ty ወረሰ [wäräsä] ‘inherit, receive as an inheritance or 
a bequest; etc.’}.

ixlike vI hobble the legs of cows or goats while milking; rel to maxlaka.

 {Ty ሓለኸ [ḥaläḵä] ‘constrain, inhibit, rstrain, hinder; tie, hobble the legs 
of a refractory cow, goat or ewe for milking’}.

iyfiddige vI strecht; enlarge, expand.

 {Af iyfiddige ‘disengage, cause to release’; AfMor iyfiddige ~ iyfiggide 
‘faire dénouer, detacher, délier; faire lâcher, faire dételer; etc.’}.

iyshiffiye vI NS, CS ~ iysiffiye SS clean.

 — jabana iyshiffiye clean the coffee grounds from the jabana→.

 {Ar ṣaffā ‘to strain, to purify’}.

izbite vI thresh (by hand); rel to mazbata, zabta; cf iskiyyide.

 {Ty ዘበጠ [zäbäṭä] ‘hit, beat, strike, bash, hammer, smith, thrash; thresh; etc.’}.

J

jabaa! pt NS, CS ~ yabaa, yabay SS expression used while offering a gift or 
something to drink or to eat (milk, coffee, honey, etc.) to someone. The 
recipient is expected to reply with thanks, or a dhaaco→ ‘blessings, prayers’.

 — buun jabaa! expression used while offering coffee that implies a reply 
of thanks or blessing. J. is an interjection meaning ‘(I) offer you ...’, ‘please 
accept …’, ‘here you have …!’ 

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

 {Ar jabā ‘prostrate oneself (for prayer)’; ArYem jabäʾ ‘to offer’; Ty ጆባእ በለ 

[ǧobaʾ bälä] or ጀባእ በለ [ǧäbaʾ bälä] ‘to offer freshly-milked milk still in 
the milking pot, to give someone milk, coffee (Saho)’}.
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jabana nf ~ jabanit NS, CS ~ yabana ~ yabanit SS ~ zabana ~ zabanit 
SS ~ debena SS coffee pot; pl jabanan m ~ jabaniita ~ yabaniita ~ 
zabaniita ~ debenit f. (Fig. 129, 198)

 — jabanat difeena see difeena. (Fig. 228).

 {Af yabna ‘coffee pot’; AfMor gabna ~ jabna ~ yabna ‘cafetière; contenu 
de la cafetière’; Am ጀበና [ǧäbäna] ‘coffee pot’; ArYem ǧabana ‘clay coffee-
pot’; Ti ጀበነት [ǧäbänät] ‘coffee-pot’; Ty ጀበና [ǧäbäna] ‘coffee pot (usually 
a small earthenware or metal pot with a long thin neck’}.

jabanit see jabana.

jahaaz nm NS ~ yahaaz SS beam of a plough; syn nawit; cf arcot, cirfe, 
dugre, karfas, madmada, masaaric, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, 
qaraaqhiro, qitirti, qorboobac. (Fig. 245).

 {Ar jihāz ~jahāz ‘equipment, appliances, outfit, gear, rig; etc.’}.

jambiil see zambiil.

janjabiil nm ~ zanjabiil NS, CS ~ dendibil ~ zenzibil SS-Ir ginger (Zingiber 
officinale); sgtv janjabiilto ~ zanjabiilto (seed) ~ dendibilta ~ zenzibilta 
SS-Ir m; janjabiiltö ~ zanjabiiltö f. (ReinApp→). 

 {Af dangabiil ‘ginger’; AfMor dangabil ~ dingibil ~ dindibil ‘gingembre’; 
Ar zanǧabīl ‘ginger’; Ti ጀንጀቢል [ǧänǧäbil] ‘ginger’; Ty ዝንጅብል [zənǧəbəl] 
or ጅንጅብል [ǧənǧəbəl] ‘ginger, much used in cooking, especially in zǝgni 
sauce’}.

jarda nf sword; pl jarud m; cf sef, guraade, sootal.

 {Ar ǧarada ‘to peel; to unsheathe (a sword)’; ArYem ǧurad ‘short sword’; Ti 
ጀርደት [ǧärdät] ‘straight dagger’}.

jibaajib nm drumming during Muslim religious feast.

julla nf metal mortar obtained from used cannon shells, used for removing 
the skin from cereals (especially barley); pl jullal m; cf moogorh.

 — jullat naa see naa.

 {Ar ǧulla ‘ball, bowl; marble; shot (= spherical weight); (cannon) ball; bomb’}.

K, Kw

kaaleel nm main lateral poles that support the roof of a daasa→ or an agdo→ 
(CI); sgtv kaaleelayta m; syn qalichcho [qalitstso→]; cf adcun, alkuf, 
asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, mabbarha, 
mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, 
qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan.
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kaana see qaana.

kaanicossaro nf SS mosquito net (from SS kaanico ~ NS, CS, qaanico nf 
mosquito(s) and saro var of sara nm cloth(es)); syn namuusiya.

kabaro nf drum; pl kabur m ~ f; cf shidaad. (ReinApp→).

 {Af karambo ~ karbo ‘drum’; AfMor kambaro ~ karammo ~ karbo ‘tambour, 
tambourin’; Am ከበሮ [käbäro] ‘large drum which is held in place by a sling 
passing over one shoulder and across the back; Ti ካብር [kabǝr] ‘drum’; G ከበሮ 

[käbäro] ‘drum, timbrel’; Ty ከበሮ [käbäro] or ኮቦሮ [koboro] or ኮበሮ [kobäro] 
‘large drum used to accompany songs in church or in secular affairs’}.

kabel nm ~ f shoe(s), sandal(s); sgtv kabella f. (ReinApp→). 

 {Af kabella ~ kabel ‘boots, shoes, hitting with a shoe (this is a legally 
significant act), strip of matting, pairs of shoes’; AfMor kebel ~ kabel 
‘sandales (trad. en cuir; aujourd’hui, en plastique); kebella ~kabella 
‘sandale; bande de paille tressée pour fabriquer une natte; sort’}.

kabkable nm small Y-shaped pole used as an instrument for moving horizontal 
poles when building roofs; sgtv kabkabletta NS ~ kabkableyta CS, SS m; 
pl kabkablit m; rel to kab-erhxe vIV ‘to approach, to come near’.

kabxe nm shelf, niche in a wall used for storing objects, like jabana→ (DC, 
IX); cf addaleena, finistrira, moskot. (Fig. 229).

 {Ty ከብሒ [käbḥi] ‘niche, safe place; cupboard’}

kadana see gadana.

kafe vII become dry; rel to kafishe. (ReinApp→).

 {Af kafe ‘become dry, have a cramp’; AfMor kafe ‘sécher; se dessécher; 
adhérer, s’attacher, s’agripper; etc.’}.

kafise see kafishe.

kafishe vII NS, CS1 ~ CS2, SS dry; rel to kafe. (ReinApp→).

 {Af kafise ‘affix, attach; dry, sop up liquid’; AfMor kafise ‘faire sécher, 
sécher; fixer, coller; maintenir; etc.’}.

kafo see qafo.

kalaaminthos see qalaaminthos.

kalla nf clay or mud typically used for plastering stone walls; sgtv kallayto f; 
pl kallal m. (ReinApp→).

 {Af kalla ‘clay, mud’; AfMor kalla ‘argile; boue des sols argileux détrempés’; 
Ti ከላት [källat] ‘clay’}

kallaal nm jewel, earring; pl kallawul m; cf laqhco.

kamis see qamish.
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kans see qantsa.

kansello see kanshello.

kanshello nf NS, CS ~ kansello SS courtyard, compound; pl kanshellol m ~ 
kansellit SS-Ir f; cf dagge, daarat, kay.

 {It cancello ‘gate’; Ty [kanšälo] ‘gate, compound, fig. people who use the 
same gate’}.

karaakiro see qaraaqhiro. 

karathit see qaranthit.

karetit see qaranthit.

karfas nm iron ring(s) used to join the beam of a plough to the ploughshare 
and the coulter; sgtv karfasso ~ karfasto SS-Ir m; pl karaafis m~f ~ 
karfus NS (Xadish) m; cf arcut, dugre, jahaaz, masaaric, maxrashsha, 
nawit, qitirti, qorboobac. (Fig. 245).

 — karfas akat see akat.

 — karfas carmo see carmo.

 — karfas xeero see xeero.

 {Ty ከርፈስ [kärfäs] ‘iron ring that has a long hooked projection at one end 
and holds the plowshare to the plowbeam’}.

kar-hab nm belt for children, made of beads; cf gamar, geeratto, mooreena, 
qulfe, ragad.

karima nf part of the body; pl karim m; rel to karriimishe. 

 {Af ‘choice cut of meat’}.

karma nf rainy season in the highlands (June-September); pl karmam m; cf 
barid, ganna, giilal, lexeeta, rabca, sugum, xagaa, zazac. (ReinApp→).

 {Af ‘autumn rainy season, year, age’; AfMor ‘grande saison des pluies (fin 
juin-septembre); synonyme d’année’; etc.; Ti ከረም [käräm] rainy season, 
winter; Ty ክረምቲ [kǝrämti] ‘rainy season (June-September), winter (only 
used in referring to northern climes)’}.

karra nf SS-Ir knife; cf galooda, roomi, maqhas, moos, senth, sikkin.

 {Ti ካራ [karra] ‘stick with a hook for fetching down objects (e.g., fruit 
from the trees); Ty ካራ [karra] ‘knife’}.

karriimishe vII cut the different part of an animal into pieces; rel to karima.

karxet see qarxet.

karhib nm ~ karhiibo milk container made of leather, used for preparing 
butter; churn; cf ayni, sibbarh. (ReinApp→).
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karhiibo see karhib.

kasal see qatsala.

kaseela see qatsala.

kasre see qatsre.

katayin see qathayin.

kayda see kayde.

kayde nf ~ kayda SS m threshing (with animals); pl kaydit m~f; rel to 
iskiyyide; cf zabta.

 {G ኬዳ [keda] ‘tread, tread down, trample, trample down, thresh (by 
treading)’; Ty መኸዳ [mäḵädda] ~ መኼዳ [mäḵeda] ‘threshing, task of 
driving oxen about a threshing floor to trample grain’}.

kaye nf ~ kay fence; sgtv kayetta m; pl kayek SS-Ir f; rel to ekeye. cf dagge, 
daarat, kanshello. (ReinApp→).

 — siici kayetta nm fence made with the siica→ tree.

kayzaraan nm ~ khayzaraan ~ kazareen SS-Ir kind of stick, walking stick, 
cane; sgtv kazerayto SS (Iorb) m; pl kayzarawun ~ khayzarawun NS, 
CS ~ kazeera, kazeerenit SS-Ir f; cf diga, gomod, ilo, khormaaj, luusa, 
morkos, sillac, siraat, sillac, shefshefo, wadhdheeceena.

 {Af kaydaran ‘bamboo sticks, canes; AfMor kaydaran ‘bambou (tige); 
baguette, canne quelconque’; Ar ḫayzurān ‘cane, bamboo, reed’}.

kazareen see kayzaraan.

keera nf SS ~ keero SS-Ir kind of wooden bed used by a guardian who sleeps 
outside the house, or when it is too hot to sleep inside; pl keerar m ~ 
keerit SS-Ir f. (Fig. 173, 230).

 {AfMor keera ‘claie en bois, posée sur quatre pieds, servant de sommier. 
La keera, qui peut être de grande taille, est parfois surmontée d’un dais 
(balbala), pour protéger de la clarté de la lune’}.

keero see keera.

keskes nm SS bundle of leaf branches

 {Af keskes ‘footings, foundation, institution’; AfMor keskes ‘armature de 
la tente (daboyta). Le faisceaux sont liés avec de la corde en hyphène 
(qalbaki)’}.

kibino nf ~ kifino SS flat dry animal droppings; sgvt kibinto ~ kifinto SS f; 
pl kibin m; cf cokar, gadca, gomoo, gudce, xorfaf. (Fig. 231, 232).

 K. is used for making fire. See under cokar for more information.
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 {Af kifno ‘dry animal droppings’; AfMor kifno ‘bouse de vache sèche 
servant à allumer le feu’}.

kibra nf 1. glory, honour, respect 2. skill.

 — kibra-le nm valuable, honorable, skilled person (from kibra and le vIII 
‘have); syn thibba-le.

 Skilled people are normally involved in the construction of the houses. 

 {Ar ḵibra ‘experience (which someone has had); knowledge, skill resulting from 
experience; Ty ክብሪ [kǝbri] ‘rank, high station; eminence, honour, reverence, 
respect, honor or praise one gets for one’s work or achievement, etc.’}.

kidkidda nm species of tree(s), hopbush, candlewood (Dodonea angustifolia); 
sgtv kidkiddatto NS ~ kidkiddayto (seed) CS, SS m, kidkiddattö NS ~ 
kidkiddaytö f; pl kidkiddit m.

 The wood of k. is used by women for ritual nuptial or medical purification 
(cf oolac, zagaxo). See yacaadeena for information about this ritual.

kiffaalo nm measure of grain of about 7-8 Kg; sgtv kiffaalotta NS ~ 
kiffaaloyta CS, SS m~f; pl kiffaalit m~f.

 {Ti ክፋሎ [kǝffalo] ‘a measure’; Ty ክፋሎ [kǝffalo] ‘measure of grain (half 
an ǝnqǝʿa)’}.

kifino see kibino.

kiis nf~m sack, bag (typically in vegetal fibre); pl kiisa f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af kiis ‘quintal, sack, bag’; AfMor kiis ~ kiish ‘sac, petit sac, sachet, 
bourse’; Ar kīs ‘sack, bag, pouche, purse, etc.’; Ti ኪስ [kis] ‘bag, sack’; Ty 
ኪስ [kis] ‘pocket’}.

kinnas nm loaf of bread; pl kinnos m; cf baani, bokkoco, burkutta, buufet-
folo, cadubla, engeera, hanza, luxlux, qichcha, tandur-folo, xabaza, 
ximbashsha.

kirtim nm SS hinges of a traditional door; sgtv kirtimma nf; syn wendowendo.

 {AfMor kirtim ‘indentations, cannelures’}.

kiso see kisho.

kissa see qichcha.

kissac see qitstsac.

kissine see kishshino.

kissino see kishshino.

kisho nf NS, CS ~ kiso SS tribe, paternal clan; people; pl kishosh m NS, CS 
~ kisos SS m~f; cf care, meela, qabiila, zurriya.
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kishshina see kishshino.

kishshino nf NS, CS ~ kissine ~ kissino ~ kishshina SS kitchen; pl NS, 
CS kishshinon m ~ SS kissinit f ~ kissinon m; syn mogogot care. (Fig. 
130, 204).

 {It cucina ‘kitchen’; Ty ክሽነ [kǝššǝnä] ‘kitchen, cuisine, cook-house’}.

kitfo nf minced meat; sgtv kitfotta NS ~ kitfoyta CS, SS m; rel to kitife.

 {Af kitfo ‘mince (meat, vegetables)’; AfMor kitfo ~ kitifu ~kidhibu 
‘découpage en petits morceaux (viande); Am ክትፎ [kǝtfo] ‘finely chopped 
raw meat mixed with butter and miṭmiṭṭa-pepper sauce’; Ty ክትፎ [kǝtfo] 
‘hashed, minced meat’}.

kitife vII chop up, mince, cut (meat); rel to kitfo.

 {Af kitife ‘chop up, cut up, mince, tear in pieces’; AfMor kitife ‘couper en 
(petits) morceaux (viande); Am ከተፈ [kättäfä] ‘mince (meat), chop fine, 
hash, chop up (meat, onions); be fast, quick, etc.’; Ti ከተፈ [kättäfä] ‘cut to 
pieces, cut up; Ty ከተፈ [kätäfä] ‘mince, hash, cut into small pieces, chop 
up’}.

kitirti see qitirti.

kitra nf SS-Ir hole in the floor used as a toilet for women or sick people; pl 
kitror f.

 {Ty ክትራ [kǝtra] ‘drainage hole; indoor latrine for sick person or 
newlyweds’}.

kob see qob.

kobbisa see kummusa.

kobborta nf blanket; pl kobbortat m ~ kobbortit SS-Ir f; cf guula.

 {Af kobborta ‘blanket’; It coperta ‘blanket’; Ty ኰበርታ [kʷåbärta] or ኮቦርታ 

[koborta] ‘blanket’}.

koofiyat see qoofiyat.

koofit nf ornament for women’s head; pl koofiita f.

koora nf wooden bowl for eating dagxa→ or honey, made preferably of 
saagan→ or awxi→ or madeera→ wood; pl koorar m ~ koorit SS-Ir f; 
syn galadda; cf wayda.

 — aytile koora nf wooden bowl with handles; var of cokkale galadda 
[galadda→].

 — koorat cokka see cokka.

 — koorat lak see lak.
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 — koorat mabbarha see mabbarha.

 {Af koora ‘woven/wooden bowl’; AfMor ‘ecuelle, plat en bois pour lait, 
pâte, bouillie’}.

koorarat nf bottle; cf boronle, tharmuuz. 

 {AfMor karrat ~ karuurat ~ karaarat ~ garaarat ‘bouteille en verre; verre’ 
Ar qārūra ‘long-necked bottle; flagon; vial, flask’}.

koosaaso nf flour made from roasted barley.

 When the roasted barley flour dhixin→ is mixed with water and prepared 
for eating, it is called k. 

kor nm saddle; pl kooraari m. (Fig. 233). (ReinApp→). 

 {Af koori ‘saddle’; AfMor koori ‘selle (cheval, mulet); bât-selle de chameau 
à deux arcades, de type soudanais’; Ti ኮር [kor] ‘saddle’; Ty ኮር [kor] 
‘saddle’}.

korima nf SS-Ir ladder, means for climbing; pl korimit SS f; rel to kore vII 
‘climb, ascend’; syn askaala.

 {Af kore ‘ascend, climb, mount, ride’; AfMor kore ‘monter sur (bête de 
somme, etc.), passer sur; escalader, grimper; etc.}.

korkor see qonqor.

kulse nm fat, fatness; sgtv kulsetta NS ~kulseyta CS, SS m; cf eraa. 
(ReinApp→)

 {AfMor kulsa ‘fait d’être gras, adiposité’}.

kumre nm hay heap, great haystack; pl kumrit m~f; rel to uskummure; cf 
citre, nacra, qimmitho. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ክምራ [kǝmra] ‘heap of corn’; Ty ኵምሪ [kʷemri] ‘heap, pile, stack, 
haystack, grain stack’}.

kummusa nf ~ kobbisa SS-Ir loincloth; pl kummusas m ~ kobbisit SS-Ir f; 
cf footha, macwaz, mukkutu.

kunturaat nm contract, legal agreement.

 {En ‘contract’; Ty ኩንትራት [kuntrat] ‘contract’}.

kurbe nm myrrh, African myrrh (Commiphora africana, C. erythraea); sgtv 
kurbetta (seed) NS ~ kurbeyta CS, SS m, kurbettä NS ~ kurbeytä CS, 
SS f. (ReinApp→).

 — kurbi wantsa see wantsa.

 {Af kurbi ‘species of tree yielding incense and myrrh, Commiphora cuspidata, 
C. Schimperi. This is spoken of as the ‘never die’ tree’. AfMor kurbi ‘arbre 
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à myrrhe, Commiphora cuspidata, C. Schimperi’; Ti ከርቤ [kärbe] ‘myrrh’; Ty 
ከርበ [kärbä] ‘myrrh (used in zar ceremonies), zar-spirit’}.

kurse nf chair; pl kuraasi ~ kursit m; cf dukka, member.

 {Af korsi ‘chair, stool’; AfMor kursi ~ korsi ‘siège, chaise’; Ar kursi ‘chair; thron, 
see; seat; etc.’; Ti ኩርሲ [kursi] ‘small bed or stool’; Ty ኩርሲ [kursi] ‘chair’}.

kurru nf milking container made of vegetal fibre, bigger than fareena→; pl 
kurrur m~f; cf buudeena, faareena, ifayto, maskaaka, maytaata. (Fig. 
234, 292). (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor korro ‘grand récipient en bois où l’on met le lait à cailler’; Ty ኩሮ 
[kurro] or ኵሮ [kʷǝrro] ‘pot or small woven grass basket, smaller than a 
gʷagʷǝd, for milking cows, etc., container in which milk or butter is kept’}.

kuxul nm antimony (for cosmetics), kohl; sgtv kuxulta m; rel to kuxuliteena, 
muxulta. (ReinApp→).

 {Af kuxul ‘antimony, kohl (used as a cosmetic)’; AfMor kuxul ‘khôl, collyre 
d’antimoine servant de fard pour les yeux’; Ar kuḥl ‘antimony; kohl, a 
preparation of pulverized antimony used for darkening (the edges of) 
the eyelids; any preparation for coloring the eyelids’; Ti ኵሕሊ [kʷḥǝl] 
‘antimony’; Ty ኵሕሊ [kʷǝḥli] ‘antimony, kohl’}.

kuxuliteena nf container for kuxul→; pl kuxuliteenan m; syn mukxulta.

 Also called k. care. 

kwaana see qaana.

kwatrongolo nm squared, rectangular; syn affara cindefti [cindefti→].

 {It quadrangolo (from quattro ‘four’ and angolo ‘angle) ‘quadrangle’}.

KH

khayzaraan see kayzaraan

khormaaj nm whip, lash; pl khormawuj m; cf tsugraf, xalanga.

 {Ar kurbāj ~ kirbaj ‘whip, lash, riding whip, kurbash’; Ty ኩርምጅ [kurmaǧ] 
or ኵርማዥ [kʷǝrmaž] ‘whip, lash, knout’}.

L

laa nm cattle; cf saca. (ReinApp→).

 — laati dagge see dagge.

 {Af laa ‘cattle, cows’; AfMor laa ‘vaches; bovidés, bovins (en general)’}.

labhat care see care.
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labhat gaza see gaza.

lacat nm handle; pl lacut m ~ locot ~ lacooti SS-Ir f; adducta, maaqhaca, 
mabbarha, naa, xaklo. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ለዐት [läʿat] ‘handle (of a knife)’; Ty ለዓት [läʿat] or ልዓት [lǝʿat] ‘haft, 
handle of knife, sword or some small tool, stock, shaft; knob’}.

lace vII become hot, feel hot; rel to lacishe, laclaale, laclaaco. (ReinApp→).

 {Af lace ‘become hot, become angry’; AfMor lace ~ lacite ~ licite 
~laccinowe ‘devenir chaud, chauffer, s’échauffer; etre brûlé; etc.}.

lacise see lacishe.

lacishe vII ~ SS lacise heat; rel to lace. (ReinApp→).

 {Af lacise ‘heat up, roast, toast; AfMor lacise ~ licise ~ laccinose ‘faire 
chauffer, chauffer (tr.); etc.}.

laclaace vII roast (barley); rel to lace, laclaaco.

 {AfMor laclace ‘passer au feu, faire rôtir (incomplètement); griller (grains 
de café avant mouture)’}.

laclaaco nf roasted barley, used for preparing dagxa→; rel to laclaace; cf 
alo, dhixin, zagxe.

 {AfMor laclaco ‘passage au feu, rôtissage, notam. cuisson du pain en 
galettes (goggo) tour à tour sur les deux faces’}.

lak nm leg; leg of a bed [carat→]; pl lakuk m ~ lakok ~ lakooki SS-Ir f. 
(ReinApp→).

 — koorat lak nm the foot of the koora→.

 {Af lak ‘leg’; AfMor lak ‘jambe (member inférieur, cuisse et pied compris); 
pied de lit; etc.’}.

lakoota nf sheep or goatskin cereal container, smaller than girib→; pl lakot 
m. (Fig. 235). (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ለቘታ [läq̫̌ åta] or ሎቖታ [loqǒta] or ልቆታ [lǝqota] ‘pod, skin bag used 
as a container for grain, flour (not liquids), sac; husk (corn)’}. 

lakco see laqhco.

lammafle nf 1. type of snake 2. SS-Ir double-sided knife; pl lammaflit m ~ f; 
cf 2. afraaza, faraaceenä, mabaaro, zaabba.

lamba nf 1. kerosene; 2. kerosene lamp.

 {Af lamba ‘kerosene, paraffin’; AfMor lamba ‘lampe-tempête; pètrole 
lampant’; It lampa (form French ‘lampe’) ‘lamp’; Ty ላምባ [lamba] ‘kerosene, 
oil, petroleum’}. 
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lambadin see lambadiina.

lambadiina nf ~ lambadin SS-Ir torch, flashlight; pl lambadiinit m~f.

 {It lampadina ‘light bulb’; Ty ላምባዲና [lambadina] ‘lamp (bicycle); 
headlight (car); flashlight’}. 

lamus see alammats.

lamuts see alammats.

lamuusiya see namuusiya.

laqhco nf ~ lakco SS 1. earring 2. SS ring 3. silver 4. SS-Ir money; pl laqhoc 
m ~ lakcoc SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af lakco ‘currency, money, silver’}.

lax nf she-goat; pl ala m; cf bakal, baklo, dabeela, rixdo, sagab. (ReinApp→).

 {Af lax ‘stock animal; AfMor lax ‘bête, animal d’élevage, bétail’}.

lay nf ~ laye water. (ReinApp→).

 — layet miizan see miizan.

 {Af lee ‘water’; AfMor lee ‘eau (liquid)’}.

laye see lay.

leebito nf yeast; cf aras, ayco.

 {It lievito ‘yeast’; Ty ለቢቶ [läbito] or ለቪቶ [lävito] ‘yeast’}.

lexeeta nm short rainy season in the highland (approximately between March 
and June); syn sugum; cf barid, ganna, giilal, karma, rabca, sugum, 
xagaa, zazac. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ልሔታ [lǝḥeta] ‘beginning of the rainy season, latter part of summer, 
early rain’}.

libaado see libdo.

libdo nf ~ libaado 1. platform for the marhxan→, with its upright parts 
made of arcaze→ stone, and wood placed horizontally; it is coated with 
clay and is usually located in the gooxo→; pl libdod m ~ libdit SS-Ir f; syn 
marhxan care; rel to ilbide. 2. SS-Ir padding or cushion used on donkeys 
when loading; syn gambat, xilal. (Fig. 243). (ReinApp→).

 {Ty see under ilbide}.

lifeena nm ~ fileena comb; pl lifen m~f; var of mazargaf. (ReinApp→).

 {Af fileyna ‘comb’; AfMor fileyna ~ fileena ~ fileynitte ‘démêloir’}.

liif nm strainer for coffee pot; pl liifof m ~ liifa SS-Ir f. (Fig. 227).

 {Af liif ‘fluffed out strands of twine stuffed into the mouth of a coffee pot 
to act as a strainer’; Ti ሊፍ [lif] ‘fibres of palm-leaves which are used for 
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filtering coffee’; Ty ሊፍ [lif] or ልፍ [lǝf] ‘packing or stuffing of vegetable 
fibers (grass, etc.); horsehair used a plug or strainer for a coffeepot or a 
large crock for mead or beer’}.

liiso see liisho.

liisho nf NS, CS ~ liiso SS engagement, betrothal; pl liishosh m ~ liisos SS 
m~f. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor liiso ‘(Saho et Afar Nord) cadeaux faits à la fiancée’}.

lukketta nm lock, padlock; pl lukkettit m; syn mekfeysa.

 {It lucchetto ‘lock’; Ty ሉኬቶ [lukketo] ‘padlock’}.

lukluk see luqhluqh.

luqhluqh nm ~ lukluk painting, plastering walls; rel to alaqhlaqh; 
iliqhliqhe; cf alammats.

 {Ty see under iliqhliqhe}.

luud nm SS branch(es); sgtv ludda m.

 {Af luud ‘thick branches (trees)’; AfMor luud ‘branches}.

 The l. are the small branches of marka→ used for covering the roof of a 
macdani→ (AC, IM).

luusa nf ~ lusa SS-Ir stick; pl lusaati ~ lusit SS-Ir f; cf diga, gomod, ilo, 
khormaaj, morkos, sillac, siraat, shefshefo, wadhdheeceena.

 {Af lusa ~ luusa ‘branch, cane, thin stick’; AfMor lusa ~ luusa ‘rameau 
moyen sur l’arbre (ou coupé). Utilisée comme fouet, la lusa, avec le coup 
de baguette de bambou (kaydaran), fait l’objet d’une indemnisation 
spécifique; petite racine’}.

luxlux nm chapati; cf baani, bokkoco, burkutta, buufet-folo, cadubla, engeera, 
hanza, kinnas, qichcha, tandur-folo, thaabita, xabaza, ximbashsha.

 {Af luxlux ‘chapati (Afar type)’; AfMor luxlux ~ luxux ~ loxlox ‘gallettes, 
crêpes’}.

M

maacaba nf 1. drinking vessel 2. pipe; water pipe (for smoking); rel to oocobe.

 {AfMor maacaba ‘récipient à eau du narghilé; pipe en os creux’}.

maaddi nm meal; pl maaddit m.

 {Ty መኣዲ [mäʾddi] ~ ማእዲ [maʾdi] ~ ምኣዲ [mǝʾaddi] ‘round, flat-topped 
basket on which food is served and which seats 8 people; fig food, meal, 
fare, dish, helping (of food)’. 
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maaqhaca nm NS, CS handle ~ SS-Ir maykaca stick used for carrying things; 
pl maykacit SS-Ir f; rel to ooqhoce; cf adducta, lacat, mabbarha, naa, 
xaklo. (ReinApp→).

maassa nf club, sledgehammer; pl maassas m; cf zinzino.

 {It mazza ‘club, sledgehammer’; Ty ማሳ [massa] ‘sledge, sledgehammer’}. 

maasirite vII ~ naasirite sip milk; rel to maasiro.

maasiro nf ~ naasiro sip of milk; maasiror m; rel to maasirite. (ReinApp→).

maataka nm coffee grinder pestle; pl maatakit m~f; rel to ootoke vI ‘to hit’. 
(Fig. 236).

 — buun maataka nm coffee grinder pestle. 

 {Af maataka ‘hammer’; AfMor maataka ‘action de frapper; instrument 
contondant, marteau’}.

maatseelu see machaala.

mabaaro nf pick, pickaxe; pl mabaaror m ~ mabaarit ~ mabor SS-Ir f; cf 
afraaza, faraaceenä, lammafle, zaabba. (Fig. 165). (ReinApp→).

 {Ty መባሮ [mäbaro] ‘pickax, hoe, pick and other tools of a laborer who 
works the soil’}.

mabbarha nf 1. handle 2. name of one of the two main lateral poles that 
support the roof of a daasa→ or an adgo→, from the stone wall to the 
camidda [camid→], the other one being the qalitstso→ 3. horizontal 
planks in the door; sgtv 1. mabbarhotta NS ~ mabbarhoyta CS, SS m; 
2. and 3. mabbarhoytä f; pl mabbarhit m~f ~ mabborh SS-Ir f; rel to 
ibbirhe vI ‘catch, hold’, marhbarha. cf 1. adducta, lacat, maaqhaca, 
naa, xaklo 2. adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, 
gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, 
moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. 

 2. For MC, XS and CI it is used only in an abur→, it is aligned with the 
external poles, and supports one of the camid→.

 — alfeeni-mabbarhotta nm lid handle.

 — koorat mabbarha nf handles of the koora→; syn koorat cokka.

 {Af mabbadha ‘grasp, grip, handle, haul, hold’; AfMor mabbadha ‘action 
de prendre, de saisir: prise, tenue, capture’}.

mabrad nm ~ SS mebred file, rasp; pl mabrud m.

 {Af mabrad ‘file, hone, whet stone’; AfMor mabrad ‘lime’; Ar mibrad ‘file, 
rasp’; Ty መብረድ [mäbräd] ‘file, rasp’}.

macaba nm beverage, drink; rel to oocobe. (ReinApp→).
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 {Af maacaba ‘assimilation, devouring, drinking; AfMor macub ~ macab ~ 
macba ~ maacaba ‘action de boire; lieu où boire; etc.’}.

macara see macure.

macdani nf rectangular house, typical of the Eritrean coast; pl macaadin m. 
(Fig. 158, 166, 167, 171, 172, 175, 199).

 The m. is quite similar to the kind of house that is called carīš in Arabic 
and caris (~ carish, cariish) in ʿAfar. Instead, in Somali cariish can also 
have walls of thin wooden poles and mud mixed with dung.

 M. can be made entirely of poles, branches and shrubs as, e.g., in Irhaafalo, 
or may have one or more layers of stones with the poles and shrubs resting 
upon them. A m. without a wall foundation has central poles, while the 
one with a wall foundation normally lacks central poles.

 A m. without stones can be built in a day, whereas one with stones can 
take up to a year to be built. When a house with taller and regular stone 
walls is built, an expert [kibra-le, kibra→] mason is asked to come. 

 The size of a m. can vary greatly. On average they have a length ranging 
from 6 to 8 m in length, but can go up to 12 m, and rarely drop below 4 
m. The width is normally between 3 and 4 m. 

 After 7-10 years a m. has to be renovated. This is usually done with the 
help of other people.

 In some areas, as in Laacaytan, name of m. is used for what is normally 
called soqhlo→ or agdo→ (or daasa→) (DC, IX).

 {Ti መዐዲኒ [mäʿdäni] ‘square hut made of wood and branches’; Ty ማዕዳኒ 

[maʿdani] ‘a kind of house’}.

macdet see maczit.

macdit see maczit.

macdo see maczo.

mackan nf~m large container for cereals similar to the qafo→ (but bigger), 
silo, grain store, made of animal dung mixed with soil; pl macaakin m~f; 
cf goodo.

 {Ty ማዕከን [maʿkän] ‘bin, store, grain elevator, treasury, depot, granary 
made of clay, large vessels or receptacles set up in a line or placed inside 
a house in front of the hearth or the area reserved for the family (such 
receptacles are oval in shape with a hole in the bottom from wich grain is 
taken at need)’}.

mactab nm SS-Ir blue prayer cord, prayer rope used by Christian Irob; pl 
macaatib f. (ReinApp→).
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 {AfMor mactab ‘cordon (bleu) porté au cou par les chrétiens d’Ethiopie’; Ti 
መዐተብ [mäʿatäb] ‘scapulary’; Ty ማዓተብ [maʿatäb] ‘thin cord of blue silk 
which Ethiopian Christians of both sexes used to wear around the neck but 
on which women now hang ornaments’}.

macure nm ~ macara ~ mucura SS-Ir hideout, place where women put 
their private and personal belongings; treasure, place where important 
things are hidden; pl mucurit SS-Ir f; rel to oocore vI ‘hide something’. 
(ReinApp→).

macwaz nf loincloth, pareo both for male and female; cf footha, kummusa, 
mukkutu.

 {Af macawwid ‘type of brightly coloured loincloth; AfMor macawwad ~ 
macwad ‘pagne masc. simple’; ArL maʿwaz ‘old and worn-out garment or piece 
of cloth, that is worn in service and in labouring’; ArYem maʿwaz ‘loincloth’; 
cf Somali macawis ‘man’s skirt, futa of different colors that men wear’}.

maczet see maczit.

maczit nf ~ maczet NS, CS ~ macdet ~ macdit SS sickle; pl macaazit m ~ 
macaadit SS m~f. (ReinApp→). 

 {Ti መዐጸድ [mäʿaṣṣäd] ‘scythe’; Ty ማዕጺድ [maʿṣid] ~ ማዕጸዲ [maʿṣädi] ~ 
ማዕጽድ [maʿṣǝd] ~ ‘sickle’}.

maczo nf NS, CS1 ~ macdo CS2, SS door (the movable part of a door); pl 
macuz ~ macud CS, SS m ~ macod SS-Ir f. (Fig. 237). (ReinApp→). 

 — finistirat maczo nf window leaf, the movable part of a window.

 — maczot abrha see abrha.

 — maczot galca see galca.

 — maczot xak see xak.

 {Ti መዐጾ [mäʿṣo] ‘door’; Ty ማዕጾ [maʿṣo] ‘door’}.

machaala nf ~ macheelu ~ maatseelu 1. species of plant, chaff flower 
(Achyranthes aspera) 2. small broom made of m. used for separating cereal 
grains from their hay; sgtv maatseeluyta SS-Ir m~f; pl machaalal m.

 {Ty ማጮሎ [mačọlo] ~ መጨሎ [mäčạ̈lo] ~ ሚጨሎ [mičạ̈lo] ~ ማጨሎ 

[mačälo] ~ ምጨሎ [mǝčạ̈lo] ‘bush from which brooms for winnowing 
grain are made (Achyranthes aspera); etc.}.

machambara nf flute; pl machambarar m; syn foorhima. (ReinApp→).

macheelu see machaala.

madaafaa nm SS-Ir lubricant for greasing the mogogo→ and the gasa→; pl 
madaafayit f; cf adra, guulce, inthaathic, maafaawaza, nakoobalasa, nihug. 
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 {Ty መዳፈ [mädafä] ‘fatty or oily material for greasing a griddle, usually 
wax or oil’}.

madagaffa nm support; pl madaggafit m~f. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty መደገፍ [mädäggäf] ‘arm (of a piece of furniture), armrest’}.

madagdag nm little mortar for coffee; pl madagdug ~ madagdagit m ~ 
madagdoogi ~ madaagadig SS-Ir f; rel to idigdige (Fig. 236).

 — madagdag-naa see naa.

 {Ty መደግደግ [mädägdäg] ‘small pestle for pouding coffee’}.

maddabbasa nm SS-Ir tin container for pouring water in a jabana→; pl 
maddabbasit m; syn mashraqhraq.

 {Ty መደበሲ [mädäbbäsi] ‘means for cooling down water, what is added to 
cool hot water’}.

maddaxa 1. num third; 2. nm third brew of coffee; syn barakä; cf akhdar, 
awwali, cabbaas, derejja, diggam, iliyas, mafarra, makawanna, 
malamma, sheedali. (ReinApp→).

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

maddaxayto nm young bull, about three years old (from maddaxa num 
‘third’); pl maddaxaytit m; syn zaraabic; cf awur, beceera, deehaalu, 
durut, fulaye, ruga, tastaa.

madeera nf species of tree(s) (Cordia africana, C. abyssinica); sgtv maderto m 
(seed/fruit), madertö f (tree); madeerayto SS-Ir (a cut stick from it) m; 
syn awxi. (ReinApp→).

 Wood of m. is used for house construction. Also used for making koora→ (MC)-

 {Af madeera ‘species of tree with white flowers, the edible red fruit of the 
m. tree, Cordia Gharaf, C. Africana’; AfMor madeera ‘arbuste au bois très 
dur, Cordia sp.’}.

madka see makadda.

madlis see majlis.

madmada nm CS2 yoke beam; syn arcot cf cirfe, dugre, jahaaz, karfas, 
masaaric, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, nawit, qaraaqhiro, qitirti, 
qorboobac.

 {Af madmad ‘confinement (in a trap, yoke)’; AfMor madmad ‘joug’; G 
ፀመደ [ṣä́mädä] ~ ጸማዳ [ṣämädä] ‘yoke, harness, bind together, join, link, 
subjugate’ see there for other Semitic and Cushitic languages}.

madhdhaa see madhdhuwa.
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madhdhabarha nm SS-Ir rags for handling hot things; rel to marhbarha.

madhdhayna nm lace, string, ligature; pl madhdhaynit m; rel to urhuwe, 
madhdhuwa.

madhdhuwa nf ~ madhdhaa tie, knot; rel to madhdhayna, urhuwe. 
(ReinApp→).

 — qaraaqhirot madhdhuwa nm rods’ tie of the yoke which press against 
the oxen’s neck. (Fig. 238).

mafaawaza nm ~ mafaawez ~ mayfaawaza oily rag used for cleaning the 
mogogo→ and the gasa→; pl mafaawazit m; cf madaafaa.

 The substances used to oil the m. are usually made with the seeds of 
adra→, inthaathic→ nakoobalasa→ (SS guulce→), nihug→ seeds, or 
also eraa→ and wax [shimca→]. 

 {Ty መፋወዝ [mäfawäz] ‘oily or fatty material used to grease a griddle to keep the 
ǝngēra-bread from sticking, usually wax, linseed oil or butter’ ~ መፎዝ [mäfoz] 
‘means for greasing a griddle, castor beans, wad of cloth soaked in suet’}.

mafarra nm fourth brew of coffee (from mafarra num ‘fourth’) syn derejja; 
cf akhdar, awwali, barakä, cabbas, diggam, iliyas, maddaxa, 
makawanna, malamma. (ReinApp→).

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

maftix nm ~ meftix SS-Ir key, lock; pl mafaatix m ~ mefaatix SS-Ir f. 
(ReinApp→).

 — maftix cara see cara.

 {Af maftax ‘key, lock’; AfMor maftax ‘clef’; Ar miftāḥ ‘key’; Ty መፍትሒ 

[mäftǝḥi] ‘key, opener, lock, padlock; etc.’}. 

magaaz nm saw; pl magawuz m.

 {Ty መጋዝ [mägaz] ‘saw’}.

magannaxit nf mirror; syn maraayat, maratstsan.

 — magannaxit care see care.

magdala see maggala.

maggala nf SS ~ magdala sledgehammer; pl maggalit m~f; rel to igdile; syn 
maassa; cf modoysa.

 {Af maggala ‘something used for breaking, sledgehammer’; AfMor maggala 
‘casse, action de casser’}.

mahar nm stick used to spur oxen while ploughing; pl mahur m; cf 
wadhdheeceena.
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majlis nm NS, CS ~ madlis CS2 SS ~ majlish ~ mazlish NS 1. sitting room, 
small building in the shape of either a daasa→ or a naxsa→, used for 
receiving guests in front of the main house. 2. CS2, SS room for receiving 
guests, often in the balbala→ 3. men’s quarters in the naxsa; pl majaalis 
~ madaalis ~ mazaalish m. (Fig. 239). (ReinApp→). 

 {Ar majlis ‘seat, session room, conference room, living room; etc.’; ArSudTP 
majlis ‘council, assembly, board’; Ti ማጅልስ [maǧlǝs] ‘council’; Ty መጅልስ 

[mäǧlǝs] ‘council’}.

majlish see majlis.

makaadino see makhaazino.

makaado nf 1. room of the naxsa→ or the adgo→ where men stay and 
where other men or guests are also received 2. small hearth, used mainly 
for making coffee; pl makaadod m; syn sefer, labhat care. (Fig. 96, 226). 
(ReinApp→).

 For XS the m. should usually be placed on the north [qibla→] side of the 
naxsa→, while its door should face east or south. In some houses, the m. 
fireplace is outside in the gabala→ (CI). For MC only meaning 2. The m. 
of the naxsa of MC in Kaaribossa is 6.70 x 5.30 m, while the one of XS in 
Saafira is 6.30 x 6.00 m. Nowadays the term m. is also used for a group or 
association of people, e.g., Saahot makaado.

 — makaadot caraf see caraf.

 {Af makaado ‘centre poles in wooden house frames; department, element, 
faculty, being together in a group, section’; AfMor makaado ‘fondement, 
de fond, fundamental; unité de base, groupement élémentaire; institut’}.

makaazino see makhaazino.

makadda nf ~ makhadda 1. pillow; pl makaddad ~ makhaddad m; cf 
barkuma, matharcas 2. ~ SS (Buyya) madka headboard of a carat→; 
cf cikeena.

 {Af makadda ‘pillow’; AfMor makadda ‘coussin en étoffe, oreiller; (Nord) 
cousin du bât-selle’; Ar maḫadda ~ miḫadda ‘pillow’; ArSud meḫadda 
‘pillow’; Am መከዳ [mäkädda] ‘couch, pillow’; Ti መከደት [mäkäddät] ~ 
መከዳ [mäkädda] ‘cushion made of leather or cloth’; Ty መኸዳ [mäḵädda] 
~ መኼዳ [mäkedda] ‘luxury cushion of silk or velvet used to recline or 
lean on’}.

makambiya see makhambiya.

makas see maqhas.

makatkata see maqhathqatha.
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makawanna num 1. fifth 2. nm fifth brew of coffee; syn diggam; cf akhdar, 
awwali, barakä, cabbas, derejja, iliyas, maddaxa, mafarra, malamma. 
(ReinApp→).

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

makfeysa see mekfeysa.

makiina nf 1. car 2. machine, machinery; pl makaayin m.

 — tarhxine makiina nf modern mill; syn thaaxuuna.

 {Af makiina ‘car; machine’; AfMor makiina ‘machine, moteur’; Ti መኪና 

[mäkkina] or መኪነት [makkinät] ‘machine’; It macchina ‘car; machine’; Ty 
መኪና [mäkkina] or ማኪና [makkina] ‘machine, machinery, car, automobile’}.

 {Ty ጠሓኒት መኪና [ṭäḥanit mäkkina] ‘(flour) mill, grinding machine’}.

makhadda see makadda.

makhaazino nf ~ makaadino ~ makaazino SS-Ir storeroom, warehouse, 
depot; pl makhaazinon m ~ makaadinit ~ makaazinit SS-Ir f; rel to 
ikhzine; syn ilaw care.

 {Af makaadino ‘storeroom’; AfMor makaadino ‘echoppe, magasin, 
boutique’; Ti መክዘን [mäkzän] ‘magazine, storeroom’; It magazzino ‘storage 
place’ crossed with Ar maẖzan ‘store- house’; Ty መኻዚኖ [mäḵazino] 
‘warehouse, storage place’}.

makhambiya nf ~ makambiya cone-shaped basket lid for galadda→; pl 
mokhombiyay m; (Fig. 240).

 {Ty መካምብያ [mäkambǝya]~ መኸምቢያ [mäḵämbiya] ‘basket lid or cover 
for bowls or pots made of tightly woven palm leaves and grass’}.

malaalaka nf SS-Ir 1. wooden container used for tanning leather; 2. trough 
made from a large tree trunk; pl malaalaki f; cf 2. dora.

malab nm fermented beverage, traditional ‘beer’; pl malob SS f; cf bathce, 
birze, mees, taxtaxo, Xaliima macar. (ReinApp→).

 Today, the most of the Saho use the word m. for indicating the traditional 
beer, known by the Tigrinya-speakers as suwaa2→, a fermented beverage 
made of water and pieces of bread of different grains. MC says that non-
Muslims sometimes add red honey [casa baska, baska→] to it. 

 {Af malab ‘honey’; AfMor malab ‘miel, faire, produire du miel, juis 
visqueux (et sucré comme du miel)’}.

malakkaca nm SS-Ir 1. something used for measurement 2. measurement; pl 
malakkacit f. 
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 {Ty ምልካዕ [mǝlǝkkaʿ] ‘measurement, mensuration’}.

malakkiino nf ~ malankiina crowbar, steel bar used as a lever; sgtv SS-Ir 
malakkiinoyta f; pl malakkiinit ~malankiinit m; syn malke.

 {It palanchino ‘crowbar’; Ty መለንኪኖ [mälänkino] ~ መለንቀ [mälänqä] 
~መለንቀይ [mälänqäy] ‘crowbar’}.

malamma 1. num second 2. nm second brew of coffee; syn diggam; cf 
akhdar, awwali, barakä, cabbas, derejja, iliyas, maddaxa, mafarra, 
makawanna. (ReinApp→).

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

malanka nf wooden spoon; pl malankak m ~ malankit SS-Ir f; cf manka, 
tsilfa.

 For the Irob the m. is only made of metal.

malankata see malanqatha.

malankatä see malanqathä.

malankiina see malakkiino. 

malanqata see malanqatha.

malanqatha nm ~ malanqata ~ malankata SS-Ir the upper grinding stone 
of the smaller one of the two grinding slabs in a libdo→/marhxan→, 
made of arcaze→ stone, used to soften the dough (made of maize flour) 
softer; pl malanqathit m ~ malanqatit ~ malankatit SS-Ir f; syn mothqos 
barha, siyyaaxisheena. (Fig. 244).

{Ty መለንቀጢ [mälänqäṭi] ‘referring to grinding, means for having flour 
ground coarsely, serving for moist crushing or grinding, grindstone’}.

malanqathä nf SS-Ir ~ malankatä the smaller one of the two lower grinding 
slabs in a libdo→/marhxan→, made of arcaze→ stone, used for further 
grinding grain, after wetting them; pl malanqathit ~ malankatit f; syn 
mothqos, siyyaaxisheenä.

 The Irob Buknayti Care say malanqathi barha to distinguish it from 
malanqathä.

 {Ty መለንቀጢ [mälänqäṭi] ‘referring to grinding, means for having flour 
ground coarsely, serving for moist crushing or grinding, grindstone’}. 

maldo nf a wooden stick used for carrying two items, one behind and one in 
front of one’s shoulder, pl maldod ~ malod m~f ~ maldit SS-Ir f.

malke nf SS crowbar, steel bar used as a lever; sgtv malkeyta f; pl malkit f; 
syn malakkiino. 
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 {Ty መልቀ [mälqä] ~ መልቀዪ [mälqäyi] ‘crowbar’}.

malkic nm punch, awl; pl malkiica m ~ malaakic SS-Ir f; cf mandal, 
manisha, sabceena (meaning 1).

 {Ty መልክዕ [mälkǝʿ] ‘mallet or piece of wood used as a hammer’}.

mallabada nm decorated container made of gourd or wood used to store 
unboiled butter; pl malabbadit m~f. (Fig. 241). (ReinApp→). 

 {Ty መልበድ [mälbäd] ‘a kind of container for beverages’}.

malxo nf drainage, hole where water and dirt can flow out from the igix→ of 
a naxsa→, or from gabala→ or abur→; pl malox ~ malxox m; syn xuga.

mambar see member. 

mambots nm ashes; cf gomboz.

mamfiyo nf ~ manfiyo sifter, sieve, with holes smaller than the ones of 
mixe→; pl mamfiyoy m ~ mamfi ~ manfiyoy SS-Ir f; rel to imfiye, 
niffaa. (Fig. 242). (ReinApp→). 

 {AfMor mamfiyo ‘crible, tamis’; Ty መንፊት [mänfit] ‘sieve’}.

mamxits nm central (forked) pole(s); sgtv mamxitstso m; pl mamxitstsit m; 
syn mabbarha; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, 
gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, matxabba, maybet, mooro, 
moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan.

 {?Ty መሓጽ [mäḥaṣ] ‘column, central pillar supporting the roof of a 
traditional Ethiopian round house’}. 

mandal nm iron tool with a sharp point, used for making holes in the wood; 
pl mandul m ~ mandol ~ manaadil SS-Ir f; rel to immindile, mandala. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Ty መንድል [mändäl] ‘scissor, chisel for boring, auger, brace and bit, drill’}.

mandalo nf hole in a wooden pole or plank made with a mandal→; pl 
mandalol m ~ mandalit SS-Ir; rel to immindile, mandal.

 {Ty መንድልቶ [mändälto] ‘holes in a yoke into which the rods of the yoke 
are inserted’}.

mandaq see mandaqh.

mandaqh nm wall made of either stones and clay [chiqqa→], or stones and 
cement [sibinto→], or bricks [buluuk→] and cement; pl manaadiqh ~ 
manaadiq SS-Ir f; rel to naddaaqh; cf qaana. (ReinApp→).

 — natsala mandaqh partition wall.

 {Ti መናድቅ [mänadǝq] ‘structure, wall’; Ty መንደቕ [mändäq]̌ ~ ማንድቕ 

[mändǝq]̌ ‘wall’}.
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manfiyo see mamfiyo.

mangalo nf 1. corner in a building 2. SS-Ir crossroad, meeting point between 
different places; pl 1. mangalol m 2. SS-Ir mangalit ~ mangalalit f; rel to 
engele; cf 1. cindefti, nukur, ongolo. 

 {Af mangala ‘joining’; AfMor mangala ‘jonction’}.

manisha nf awl; bit; pl manish m; cf malkic, mandal, sabceena.

manka nf spoon; pl manuk m ~ manok SS-Ir f; cf malanka, tsilfa. 
(ReinApp→)

 — ferarle manka nf fork (from ferar nm ‘fingers’, le vIII ‘has’, and manka→ 
‘spoon’); pl ferarle manuk m ~ ferarle manok SS-Ir f; syn farketta.

 {Am ማንካ [manka] ~ መንካ [mänka] ~ ማንኪያ [mankiya]; G መንካ [mänka] 
~ ማንካ [manka] ‘spoon’; Ti መንካ [mänka] ‘spoon’; Ty ማንካ [manka] ~ 
መንካ [mänka] ‘spoon, trowel’}.

maqallasa see maqhallasa.

maqantab see maqhanthab.

maqanthab see maqhanthab.

maqarqar see maqharqar.

maqas see maqhas.

maqatqata see maqhathqatha.

maqhallasa nm ~ maqallasa ~ qallaasaa SS-Ir an ox which guides others in 
a circle for threshing crops; pl maqhallasit m ~ maqallasit SS-Ir f. 

 {Ty ምቕላስ [mǝqǝ̌llas] ‘going around (ox)’}.

maqhanthab nm NS, CS ~ maqantab ~ maqanthab SS-Ir tongs, pincers, 
tweezers; pl maqhanthub m ~ maqantabit ~ maqanthabit SS-Ir f; syn 
marhbarha. 

 {Ty መቐንጠቢ [mäqä̌nṭäbi] ‘serving for plucking, cutting, uprooting, e.g., 
knife, ect., nippers’}.

maqharqar nm NS, CS ~ maqarqar SS-Ir fire-tongs, clamps, peg for charcoal; 
pl maqharqarit m ~ maqarqarit SS-Ir f.

 {Ty መቐርቀር [mäq̌ärqär] ‘fire-tongs, forceps, vise’}.

maqhas nm NS, CS ~ maqas ~ meqes ~ makas SS-Ir f 1. scissors 2. bodkin; 
pl maqhus m ~ maqos ~ meqeesa ~ makos ~ mekeesa SS-Ir f; cf 2. 
galooda, karra, marhxarh, roomi, senth, sikkin.

 {Af makassi ‘scissors’; AfMor makassi ‘paire de ciseaux’; Ar miqaṣṣ ‘scissors’; 
ArSud magaṣṣ ‘scissors’; Ti መቃዝ [mäqäs] ‘scissors’; Ty መቐስ [mäqä̌s] ~ 
መቐዝ [mäqä̌z] ‘scissors, shears, clippers’}.
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maqhxaya nf coffee-pot, bigger than jabana→; pl maqhaxyay m. 

 {?ArYem maqhāya ‘coffee-house, coffee-inn’}.

maqhathqatha nm ~ maqataqata ~ makatkata SS-Ir kind of axe, lit. 
puncher, cutter; pl maqhathqathit ~ maqatqatit ~ makatkatit SS-Ir f. 

 {Ty መቐጥቀጢ [mäqä̌ṭqäṭi] ‘serving for crushing, trampling, pounding e.g., 
hammer, mallet, anvil, means for castrating as above; means for beating, 
thrashing’}.

maqhlab nm NS roofed and partially enclosed area in front of a macdani→, 
also where guests are received (XM); syn balbala. (Fig. 189).

maraaya nm mirror; pl maraayay m; syn magannaxit, maratstsan. 

 — maraayat care see care.

 {Af muraayat ‘looking glass, mirror’; AfMor maraayat ‘miroir, glace, vitre’; 
Ar mirāt ‘mirror’}.

marab nm 1. Mareb river 2. western wind that blows from the Mareb river.

 In the Qooxayto plateau some build their house also taking into account 
the direction of the winds, such as the m. But traditionally the houses are 
built oriented towards the east [ayrommaxa→]. (XS). 

 {Ty መረብ [märäb] ‘the Mareb river which forms part of the boundary 
between Eritrea and Ethiopia’}.

marabbac nm 1. rectangular house, now usually with a zinc roof; pl marabbuc 
~ marabbaacuc m ~ marabboc SS-Ir f; syn qorqorre, zingo, zingot 
care. 2. horizontal beam; sgtv marabbacto f; syn gamal. (1. Fig. 178, 179, 
180, 181). (ReinApp→).

 — nacti marabbac squared leather mat used as a curtain; syn gooli nacta 
[nacta→]

 {Ar murabbaʿ ‘foufold, quadruple; quadrangular’; ArWatl merabbaʿ 
‘rectangular mud building of N. Sudan’; Ti መረብዐት [märäbbǝʿat] ~ ማርበዐት 
[marǝbbäʿat] ~ ማርብዐት [marǝbbǝʿat] ‘(square) house built of stone’; Ty 
መረባዕ [märäbbaʿ] ‘square or four-walled house made of stones or masonry 
covered with a roof supported by heavy beams; beams made of tree trunks. 
When they are too short or reach from wall to wall, they rest on upright 
posts called ʿandi. Over these beams the rafters (särwä) are placed and 
were formerly covered with branches and earth to form the roof but now 
galvanized sheet iron is more common; galvanized sheet iron for roofing; 
square’}. 

marafte nf door made of timber frame; pl maraftet m.
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marassan see maratstsan.

maratstsan nf NS, CS ~ marassan SS-Ir m mirror; pl maratstsun m ~ 
maratstson ~ marasson SS-Ir f; syn magannaxit, maraayat. (ReinApp→).

 — maratstsan care see care.

 {Ty መረጼን [märäṣen] ~ መረጸን [märäṣän] ‘glass, glasses, spectacles; 
mirror’}.

marawwaxa see mayrawwaxa.

marca nf wedding, marriage. (ReinApp→).

 {G መርዓ [märʿa] ‘wedding, marriage, marriage feast’; Ty መርዓ [märʿa] 
‘wedding, nuptials’}.

marka nf SS broom-like shrub used for covering macdani→; pl markak m; cf 
bili, cashsho, cilila, duma, luud.

 The small branches of m. are called luud→.

martello nf ~ mertello SS ~ mertolle SS-Ir hammer; pl martellol ~ 
mertollol SS m ~ martollit ~ mertollit SS-Ir f; cf modoysa.

 {Af martello ‘hammer’; AfMor martello ‘marteau’; It martello ‘hammer’; Ty 
ማርፔሎ [martēllo] ‘hammer’}.

marxadde nf slaughtering; rel to urxude. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ምሕራድ [mǝḥrad] ‘butchering, slaughtering, being butchered’}.

marhbarha nm~f tongs, pincers, tweezers; pl marhbarhit m~f; rel to 
idhdhibirhe, middle form of ibbirhe vI ‘catch, hold’, mabbarha; syn 
maqhanthab.

 {Af madhbadha ‘forceps, pincers, pliers, tongs’; AfMor madhbadha ‘pince, 
tenailles, extracteur’}.

marhxan nf 1. grinding slab made with arcaze→ stone 2. hand-operated 
mill, quern; pl marhaaxin m~f; syn 1. araaracisheenä→, sifaalo→ 2. 
libdo→; rel to irhxine. (Fig. 70, 71, 133, 169, 243, 244). (ReinApp→).

 The m. is literally only the grinding slab, but also indicates, by metonymy, 
the whole grinding quern, with the upper mobile grinding handstone 
modood→ or araaracisheena→. It can be inserted on a platform [libdo→] 
or used without it. On a libdo there often are two m., one for roughly 
grinding grain, like maize [cilbo→] or others, and another, smaller one, 
for more refined grinding. Grinding [dhexeena→] is a woman’s duty. She 
grinds the grain using the modood/araaracisheena by rubbing on the 
grinding slab horizontally. (See Banti-Vergari 2018 for more pictures and 
details).
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 — marhxan care see care.

 {Af taaxuuna ‘mill’; Ar maṭḥana ~ miṭḥana ‘mill, grinder’; Ti መጥሐን 
[mäṭḥan] ‘mill; the lower millstone’; Ty መጥሓን [mäṭḥan] ‘grinding slab 
on which grain is ground by rubbing with a smaller stone, mädid, which is 
held in both hands, mill, grinder’}.

marhxarh nm bodkin, pin, hair pin; pl marhaaxirh m~f; rel to urhxurhe; cf 
maqhas (meaning 2). (ReinApp→).

 — marhxarh see amo.

masaalil nf ~ mesaalil ladder; sgtv masaalilta m; syn askaala f. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty መሳልል [mäsaləl] ‘stairs, flight of stairs, stair, step(s), ladder, ratline, 
anything serving for climbing or helping s.o. to mount up; terrace’}.

masaaric nm plough; pl masaariice f; cf arcot, cirfe, dugre, jahaaz, karfas, 
madmada, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, nawit, qaraaqhiro, qitirti, 
qorboobac. (Fig. 245).

masarrat nm ~ SS serret foundation; pl masarrut m; rel to isirrite; syn 
findisiyoone.

 {Am መሠረት [mäśärrät] ‘foundation, base, cornerstone, basis, pivot (base); 
etc.’; Ti መሰረት [mäsärrät] ‘basis’; Ty መሰረት [mäsärrät] ‘foundation, basis, 
fig. cornerstone, bottom, substratum, root of a matter’ ~ ምሥራት [mǝsǝrrät] 
‘laying a foundation’}.

masaxsax see shaxshax.

masbana see masnaba. 

mas-e nf ~ mase winnowing fork; pl mas-es m~f ~ masit SS-Ir f. (Fig. 246). 
(ReinApp→). 

 Nowadays a m. can also consist of a wooden handle with an iron fork.

 {Ty መስኤ [mäsəʾe] ‘winnowing fork, a two-pronged pitch-fork for moving, 
carrying straw’}.

mase see mas-e.

maseela nm ~ masheela sorghum, durra (Sorghum vulgare); sgtv maselto 
(seed/grain) ~ maseelayto SS-Ir m; maseltö ~ maseelaytõ SS-Irf 
(plant/cob; field of m.; bread made of m.); pl masel ~ maseelit m~f. 
(ReinApp→).

 — cado maseela nf white sorghum.

 — casa maseela nf red sorghum.

 {Af maseela ‘sorghum’; AfMor masela ‘dourah (sorgho)’; Am ማሽላ [mašǝla] 
‘white sorghum (Sorgum vulgare)’; Ti ማስላይ [masälayǝ] ‘a sort of corn 
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similar to durra’; Ty ማሸላ [mašäla] ~ ምሸላ [mǝšäla] ~ መሽላ [mäšälla] 

‘sorghum (Andropogon sorgum)’}.

masfal see masfala.

masfala nf ~ masfal a piece of leather or plastic mat, used to place a 
siyyaacisheenä→ or an araaracisheenä→ (or malanqhati barha→ 
or mothqos barha→) while grinding the grain or softening the ground 
flour mixed with water; rel to sifaalo; cf cabuude, carsä, ceesal, gabtara, 
nacta, qafef, qitstsac, sido, wallu, warhxo. (Fig. 247).

masge nm an enclosure or fence that separates animals’ dwellings from 
people’s, wattle; pl masgit m~f.

 {Ty መሰጊ [mäsgi] ‘wattle wall’}.

maskaaka nf container for collecting milk; pl maskaakayit m; cf buudeena, 
dagudde, faareena, ifayto, kurru, maytaata. 

maskal see masqal.

maskan nm hearth in the gooxo→ with three triangularly placed stones; pl 
maskun m; sgtv maskunta m; syn miskillix. (Fig. 253).

maskawo nf NS ~ maskaw fireplace used by women, next to the makaado→ 
(DC, IX); pl maskayit m; cf mindad.

maskot nf 1. window opening 2. small shelf for placing a lamp in a mogogot 
care [care→]; pl mosaakut SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 {Am መስኮት [mäskot] ‘window, niche’; Ti መስኮት [mäskot] ‘window’; Ty 
መስኮት [mäskot] ‘window, aperture, opening, small door in the rear of a 
house; servants’ entrance’}.

maslax nm smooth and flat stone.

 {Af maslax ~ maslaxa ‘file, hone, whetstone’; AfMor maslax ‘pierre à 
aiguiser, affûtoir’}.

masnab see masnaba.

masnaba nm ~ masnab ~ SS masbana latch, door-bolt; pl masnabit m ~ masbanit 
~ masbon SS-Ir f; syn mashaggar, mashaggatha, shaggaath. (Fig. 237).

 — masnab cara see cara. 

 {Ty መስነባ [mäsnäba] ‘prop, bar for a door’}.

masqal nm NS, CS ~ SS maskal cross; pl masaaqhil m ~ masaaqil ~ 
masaakil SS-Ir f.

 {AfMor maskal ‘croix’; Am መስቀል [mäsqäl] ‘cross, Feast of the cross’; Ti 
መስቀል [mäsqäl] cross’; Ty መስቀል [mäsqäl] ‘cross’; means for hanging or 
suspending’}.
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masrab nm roof gutter in a zingo→ or marabbac→; pl masrabit m ~ 
masaarib SS-Ir f. 

 {Ar masrab ‘course, path (of a stream); river bed; drain, sewer’; Ty መስረብ 

[mäsräb] ~ መሽረብ [mäšräb] ‘gutter, roof gutter, spout sticking out at the 
top of the wall of a flat-roofed house; water container, reservoir’}.

masxabara nm SS-Ir stirring rod; pl masxabarit f.

mashaggar nm lock, bolt formed by a wooden stick; pl mashaggarit m; syn 
masnaba.

 — mashaggar cara see cara.

 {Ty መሽጐር [mäšgwår] ‘bolt, latch’}.

mashaggatha see shaggaath.

masheela see maseela.

mashrafa see mashrafit.

mashrafit nf fan for feeding the fire; pl mashrafiita f; syn mayrawwaxa, 
waneena; rel to ishirife vI ‘fan the fire, ventilating it with a m.’

 {Af masarfa ‘round woven coloured mat used as a fan or for carrying or 
covering food’; AfMor masarfa ‘round en paille tressée coloriée servant de 
couvercle pour les plats, ou servant à souffler le feu, ou d’éventail; panier’; 
Ty መሽረፈት [mäšräfät] ‘instrument for fanning ṭaf to blow away the chaff 
or for fanning a fire’}.

mashraqhraq nm tin container for pouring water in a jabana→; pl 
mashraqhraqhit m; syn maddabbasa.

 {Ty መሽረቕረቕ [mäšräqřäq] ‘small tin container for pouring water in a 
gäbäna-coffeepot when making coffee and to catch the coffee when it boils 
over’}.

mashshafale nf NS, CS ~ maysafale ~ maysafali SS grinding slab which is 
not fixed on the libdo→; pl mashshafalit NS, CS ~ maysafalit SS m; rel 
to masfala, sifaalo, ushshufule.

matharcas nm pillow, cushion; pl matharcasit m; cf barkuma, makadda. 
(ReinApp→).  

 {Ti መተርእስ [mättärʾǝs] ‘head-support made of wood; pillow made of 
leather or of cloth; Ty መተርኣስ [mätärʾas] ‘pillow, cushion, wooden rest in 
the form of a crescent on which one rest the head while sleeping’}.

matsaafat nm condiment for dagxa→.

 M. is made from fenugreek [abcake→] and seeds of the cumbulluk→ and 
is used, with butter and xangazza→, as part of the sauce for the dagxa→.
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 {?Ty መጽፋእቲ [mäṣfaʾti] qǝčča-bread made from dagussa or sorghum for 
brewing beer}.

matxabba nf horizontal wooden poles acting as gamal→ in a dagge→ wooden 
fence; pl matxabbab m; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, 
gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, maybet, 
mooro, moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan.

maw nf ~ mawo ~ mowo lunch; syn bodda, bududdurs. (ReinApp→).

 {?Af maaco ‘fare, food, a meal’; ?AfMor maaco ‘seconde traite (lait); 
nourriture, mets, aliment; etc.’}. 

mawo see maw.

maxaarho nm arrow, spear; army; pl maxaarhit m~f.

 {Af maxadhu ‘lance, spear; army, warriors’; AfMor maxadhu ‘lance; troupe 
(en expédition guerriè), bande armé d’env. 200, 300 hommes; etc.’}.

maxaases nm SS-Ir mixer, a broom used to stir up grain while roasting it on 
the gasa→; pl maxaasiis f.

 {Ty መሓሰስ [mäḥassäs] ‘small broom of straw or the like; wad of soft wool 
used to clean a mill, a hearth or to stir grain parching on an iron griddle 
or a clay griddle; leather for cleaning a whetstone’}.

maxaraysa see maxrashsha.

maxareysa see maxrashsha.

maxlaka nf leather strap or cord used for hobbling a cow or a goat while 
milking; pl maxalakit m~f ~ SS-Ir maxalok f; rel to ixlike.

 {Ty ማሕለኻ [maḥläḵa] ‘rope, hobble, impediment, disincentive, 
constraint’}.

maxber nm collectivity.

 — maxber sirax see sirax.

 {Ty ምሕቡር [mǝḥbur] ‘collectivized, socialized’}.

maxdal see maxzal.

maxguma see maxmuga.

maxmuga nf ~ maxguma ~ maxuge a horn used to suck one’s blood 
for medical purpose; pl maxmugag m ~ maxaamug ~ maxagumit ~ 
maxugit SS-Ir. (Fig. 248).

 {Ty ማሕጎማ [maḥgoma] ‘cow’s horn or cup used in cupping’}.

maxras nm ploughing; pl maxaaris m~f ~ maxaros SS-Ir f; rel to maxrashsha, 
uxruse, xarastaa; cf arcot, cirfe, dugre, jahaaz, karfas, madmada, 
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masaaric, miraanqedem, nawit, qaraaqhiro, qitirti, qorboobac. (See 
under masaaric for a list of figures). (ReinApp→).

 {Af maxaras ~ maxras ‘plough’; AfMor maxras ‘araire; bœuf de labour’; 
Ar miḥrāṯ ‘plow’; Ti መሐረስ [mäḥräs] ‘the ploughing’; Ty ምሕረስ [mǝḥräs] 
‘plowing’}.

maxrashsha nf ~ maxraysa SS ~ maxaraysa ~ maxareysa SS-Ir f coulter 
of the plough; pl maxaarish m ~ maxaraysit ~ maxareysit f SS-Ir f; 
rel to maxras, uxruse, xarastaa; cf arcot, cirfe, dugre, jahaaz, karfas, 
madmada, masaaric, miraanqedem, nawit, qaraaqhiro, qitirti, 
qorboobac. (Fig. 245).

 {Ti መሐረሾታት [mäḥaräšotat] ‘the ploughshare’; Ty ማሕረሻ [maḥräša] 
‘plowshare’}.

maxraysa see maxrashsha.

maxsiiteena nm resting place near the house for flocks and cattle; courtyard, 
farmyard; pl maxsiiteenit m; syn qarcat; cf gadana.

maxuge see maxmuga.

maxzal nm NS, CS ~ maxdal SS sheep or goatskin backpack for carrying a 
baby; pl maxaazil m~f ~ maxaadil SS m~f. (Fig. 249).

 Ku nafaaca wanshishsha  Your usefulness makes news

 Ku lici dhiinisha   Your warmth makes you asleep

 Ku cirhi ifisha  Your beautifulness shines

 Ku laxat dhaawisha  Your beads make sound

 Yi maxzal raaxisha  My baby carrier is comfortable 

 Caafiyatah carisha  It grows them healthy

 (Ministry of Education 2004b: 149)

 {Ty ማሕዘል [maḥzäl] ‘hide sling used for carrying babies on the back’}.

maybet nf 1. beam, architrave, lintel 2. space between the wooden supports 
and beams in a building 3. SS-Ir clan, family; pl maybeeta f; syn 1. gamal; 
cf 1. adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gashsha-le, gunde, 
kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, mooro, moraale, naafirat, 
qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. 2. gabala, daraba. (1. Fig. 
199, 269; 2. Fig. 128).

 {Ty ማይ ቤት [may bet] ~ ማይበት [maybät] ‘room; bay; space between the 
wooden supports and beams in a building; section in the roof of a house 
between one main beam and the next; arch; clan, family’}.

mayfaawaza see mafaawaza.
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maykaca see maaqhaca.

mayranqedem see miraanqedem

mayrawwaxa nf ~ marawwaxa 1. fan for feeding the fire; pl mayrawwaxax 
~ marawwaxit m; syn mashrafit, waneena.

 {Af mayrawwaxa ‘fan, ventilator, bellows’; AfMor mayrawwaxa 
‘ventilation; eventail (en hyphène)’ ~ maybarraxa ‘ventilateur’; Ty መርውሓ 

[märwǝḥa] ‘ventilator’}.

maysafale see mashshafale.

maysafali see mashshafale.

maytaata nf container (for milk or other liquids) put in a safe place; pl 
maytaatat m ~ maytaatayit SS-Ir f; rel to eyteete vI ‘put in a stable and 
safe place’; cf buudeena, dagudde, faareena, ifayto, kurru, maskaaka.

mayyaaca nf a container to put that which has been extracted from something; 
a place where something comes out; rel to eyyeece vI ‘extract, put outside’.

 — buun mayyaaca nm wooden plate with a handle for coffee beans after 
they have been roasted; pl buun mayyaacit m (Fig. 250).

 — tiki mayyaaca nm smoke exit, chimney; syn tiki mayyaaca, qonqor.

 {Af mayyaaca ‘drainage, extracting, bringing out, taking out, withdrawal’; 
AfMor mayyaaca ‘action de fair monter, de faire sortir, élévation, 
révélation; expulsion, licenciement, enlèvement; extraction, arrachage; 
etc.’}.

mazargaf nm ~ mezergef ~ medergef SS-Ir comb; pl mazarguf m ~ 
mezergefit ~ medergefit SS-Ir f; syn lifeena.

 {Ty መዘርገፍ [mäzärgäf] ‘comb, originally a wooden comb worn in the 
hair’}.

mazbata nm stick used for threshing; rel to izbite.

 {Ty መዝበጣ [mäzbäṭa] ‘means for threshing grain on a threshing floor’}.

mazlish see majlis.

mecero see micro.

meddero nm ~ meder property, possession; livestock (equivalent to the 
Tigrinya term ጥሪት [ṭǝrit] ‘livestock, riches, wealth, goods, property, 
possessions’); rel to eddere vI ‘acquire; own, possess’. 

 Some use m. as a synonym of saca→, that is, livestock that one owns and 
that is used for human nutrition. Therefore, other animals, albeit domestic 
ones, such as donkeys, mules, horses, dogs and cats would be excluded. 
Others, however, exclude m. from hens, despite their being edible animals. 
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Still others include in the term all that one possesses and contributes to 
one’s own patrimony.

 The Irob use a feminine form of m. in reference only to flocks of goats 
and/or sheep.

 {Af midir ‘assets, possessions (animals); AfMor meder ~ meddero ~ 
maddara ~ midir ‘troupeau, bétail, animaux d’élevage’}.

meder see meddero.

mederder nm place for keeping dishes, cabinet for nuwaa→; pl mederderit 
m~f; syn sareegalla. (Fig. 251).

 {Ty መደርደሪ [mädärdäri] ‘referring to stacking, place for stacking, lining 
up, putting away or storing, niche (for storing or putting things away)’}.

medergef see mazargaf.

medribet see midirbet.

meela nm house; pl meelit m; cf care, dik.

meelä nf paternal clan, family pl meelal m~f ~ meelit ~ meelol SS-Ir f; cf 
care, dik, kisho, qabiila, zurriya. (ReinApp→).

 {Af meela ‘clan, tribe (patrilineal)’; AfMor meela ‘gens (avec une idée 
d’hétérogénéité), groupes lignagiers d’origines diverses, rattachés à un 
lieu, formant souvent une chefferie; gens de bonne renommée’}.

mees nm fermented beverage made with honey, water and geeso→, hydromel, 
mead, honey wine; pl SS-Ir meesa f; cf bathce, birze, malab, taxtaxo, 
Xaliima macar. (Fig. 193). (ReinApp→)

 {Ti ማሳ [masa] ‘beer mixed with honey’; Ty ሜስ [mes] ‘hydromel, mead, 
drink made of water, honey, gēšo-roots (or ṣäddo-roots) fermented together 
several days, occasionally used to mean wine’}.

meggerra nm protection from rain, shelter; pl meggerit m~f; rel to eggerre vI 
‘shelter (from the rain).

mekes see maqhas.

mekfeysa nf SS-Ir~ makfeysa padlock; pl makfeysit f; syn lukketta.

 {Ty ምኽፋሽ [mǝḵfaš] ‘closing with a key’}.

member nm ~ mambar ~ wenber SS-Ir stool, seat, chair; pl membeera ~ 
mambor f; cf dukka, kurse. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor wambar ‘siège, chaise, trône’; Ti መምበረ [mämbär] ‘seat, throne, 
judges’ chair’; Ty መምበረ [mämbär] ‘chair, seat’}.

mender nm 1. communal land, village, town, hamlet, neighbourhood (of a 
city); cf thiisha. 
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 {Am ምንድር [mǝndǝr] ‘village, town, hamlet, neighborhood (of a city); Ti 
መንደር [mändär] ‘village’}.

menneya nf slaughtering, butchering; skinning rel to eneye. 

meqes see maqhas.

merbil see barmiil.

merbin see barmiil.

mertello see martello.

mertolle see martello.

mesaalil see masaalil.

mezergef see mazargaf.

micro nf ~ mecero tool of measurement of about 10kg (=2 misse→); pl 
mecerit SS-Ir f.

 {G ም [mǝʿro] ‘measure of cereal’; Ty ምዕሮ [mǝʿro] ~ ሙዕሮ [muʿro] 
‘(Tigray) grain measure, equals two ‘ǝssi or about one liter and is made of 
woven reed or willow; (other sources) equals two misē or half a kaʿbo ~ 
measure of two liters ካዕቦ ምዕሮ [kaʿbo mǝʿro]’}.

midirbet nf~m ~ medribet floor; pl medribeeta SS-Ir f; syn cara. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Ty ምድሪ ቤት [mǝdri bet], ‘floor’, flooring (of a house); entry, antechamber’}.

miidan see miizan.

miira nf SS-Ir colostrum (before xarhuge [xarhiigo→]; cf casaaxan, citta, 
murra, sabansaabo, salada, xangazza, xan, xarhiigo.

miizan nm ~ miidan SS balance, scale; pl miizon m~f ~ miidon SS m~f; rel 
to eymeezene (ReinApp→).

 {Af miidan ‘scales; balance, weight; meter, thermometer; temperature’; Ar 
mīzān ‘balance, scales’; Ti ሜዛን [mizan] ~ ሜዛን [mezan] ‘balance’; Ty ሚዛን 
[mizan] ‘balance, scales, level; just measure or weight; etc.’}. 

 — layet miizan nm spirit level, bubble level.

miliilik nm enamled tin cup, used for drinking and as a measure (for grains, 
salt, etc.). (Fig. 252).

 One cusse→ is about 3 or 4 m. 

 {Ty መለሊኽ [mäläliḵ] ~ ምለሊኽ [mǝläliḵ] large, enameled tin cup (often 
used as a measure, so-called from the picture of Menelik II that was 
decipted on the side when these were first introduced into Ethiopia)}.  

mindad nm fireplace; pl mindod m~f; syn girat cara [cara→]; cf maskawo.
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 {Ti መንደዲ [mändädi] ‘fire-place, furnace’; Ty መንደድ [mändäd] ‘fireplace, 
hearth, fire, live coals’}.

miraanqedem nm ~ mayranqedem string tied to the karfas→ and the 
nawit→ with the arcot→; pl miraanqedemit SS-Ir f; syn karfas xeero 
[xeero→]; cf arcot, cirfe, dugre, jahaaz, karfas, madmada, masaaric, 
maxrashsha, nawit, qaraaqhiro, qitirti, qorboobac. (Fig. 245).

 {Ti ምራን ቀደም [mǝran qädäm] ‘belt connecting the plow to the yoke’; Ty 
ምራን ቀደም [mǝran qädäm] ‘harness for yoking oxen to the plow; measure 
equal to four cubits’}.

misar see mishar.

miskillix nm~f hearthstone, hearth in the gooxo→ with three triangularly 
placed stones where the cooking pot is placed; sgtv miskillixta m; syn 
dhikandhik. (Fig. 253). (ReinApp→).

misse nf tool of measurement of about 5kg; pl misses m~f. (Fig. 254).

 {Ty ምሰ [mǝssä] ~ ምሴ [mǝsse] ~ ሚሴ [misse] ~ ሚሼ [mišše] ~ ምሸ 

[mǝššä] ‘grain measure equal to a quarter of an ʿǝssi, approx. one liter; 
(other sources) equals to a quarter of kaʿbo}.

mishar nm NS, CS1 ~ misar CS2, SS traditional axe made with hammered 
iron bent around a crooked limb; pl mishor m ~ misor SS m~f; cf baxazze, 
faas, gozomo, oreena. (Fig. 260). (ReinApp→).  

 M. is properly the blade, but by synecdoche, the name also refers to the 
axe [oreena→. See oreena for more details. 

— cindha mishar ~ cindha misar nm small blade.

— naba mishar ~ naba misar nm big blade.

 {Ti መሳር [mǝsar] ‘axe, hoe’; Ty መሳር [mǝsar] adze}.

mixe nf wide basket used for winnowing grain, with a vegetal fibre net on 
its bottom, sieve, with holes larger than the ones of mamfiyo→; pl mixex 
m~f. (Fig. 255).

 {Ty ሚሔ [miḥe] ‘small sieve with large orifices made of woven willow 
wands for winnowing wheat, barley, etc., winnowing basket, sifter, 
strainer;  screen; riddle’}.

mizginna nf necklace; pl mizginnan m; cf dargayto, fillattö, sullaxayla, 
xenko, xirze.

mobbokkoriya nf kind of thurible, censer; pl mobbokkoriyar m.

 {Ty መበኮርያ [mäbäkkorya] ‘censer’}.

 modeshsha see modoysa.
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modeysha see modoysa.

modoysa f ~ modeshshsa ~ modeyshsa sledgehammer; pl modoysas m ~ 
modoysit SS-Ir f; cf maggale, martello.

 — modoysat-naa see naa.

 {Ty ሞደሻ [modäšša] ~ መዶሻ [mädošša] ~ መደሻ [mädäšša] ‘hammer, 
sledgehammer, mallet, gavel’}. 

mogde nm iron lid of the mogogo→; pl mogdit m~f; syn buuleena. (Fig. 
256). (ReinApp→).

 The m. can also be made of animal dung.

 {Ty ሞግዲ [mogdi] ~ መጒዲ [mägʷdi] ‘large lid or cover made of clay fired 
in a kiln or woven reeds which is placed over a griddle’}.

mogogo nf ~ mogoogo clay griddle on which thaabita→ or ximbashsha→ 
is baked; pl mogaagi f ~ mogogog m ~ mogogit SS-Ir f; cf gasa. (Fig. 
214, 217, 261).

 {Af mogoogo ‘iron griddle’; AfMor mogooga ‘plaque de cuisson’; Ti መገጎ 

[mägägo] ‘utensil for baking bread’; Ty መጎጎ [mägogo] ~ መጐጎ [mägwågo] 
‘clay griddle on which ǝngēra-bread is baked’}.

 — mogogot care cf care.

mogoogo see mogogo.

mokbacti see mokhbacti.

mokhbacti nf ~ mokbacti SS filter for traditional ‘beer’ malab→; pl 
mokhbactit m ~ mokbactit SS f. (Fig. 256).

 {Ty መዂባዕቲ [mäḵwbaʿti] ~ ሞኽባዕቲ [mäḵbaʿti] ‘kind of filter made of 
grass woven into the shape of a funnel and used for filtering or straining 
beer’}.

moodod nm the upper grinding stone of a marhxan→, made of arcaze→ 
stone; pl moodaadi m~f; syn araaracisheena. (Fig. 244). (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ምደት [mǝddät] ‘the upper grind-stone of the hand-mill’; Ty መዲድ 

[mädid] ‘small grindstone which is held in both hands and rubbed against 
the grinding slab’}.

moogorh nm wooden mortar; pl moogaarhi f; rel to moogorhe; cf julla. 
(ReinApp→).

 ~ moogorh-naa see naa. (Fig. 257).

moogorhe vII pestle with a moogorh→. (Fig. 257).

moor see mooro.
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mooreena nm belt for women; pl mooreenit m~f ~ mooren m; rel to mooro; 
cf carmo, gamar, geeratto, kar-hab, qulfe, ragad.

mooro nf NS, CS ~ moor SS-Ir 1. circumference, perimeter 2. belt; rope 3. middle 
poles in the roof of a macdani→ (DC, IX); pl mooror m; 2. rel to mooreena; 3. 
cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, 
kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, moraale, naafirat, 
qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. (ReinApp→).

 {3. G መረወ [märäwä] ‘place cross-pieces in building a house wall’; Ti መሮ 

[märo] ‘ring of willow-branches used in the roof of the round hut’; Ty መሮ 
[märo] ~ ሞሮ [moro] ‘palisade of sticks, stake fence, vine pole, lath or 
the like for making a trellis, a lattice’, form the verb መረወ [märäwä] ‘to 
make a trellis, a latticework (for a ceiling, a partition); to make a palisade, 
a fence or enclosure of sticks in front of a house by tying the uprights 
together with bast or cords; to interlace, interwine’}.

moos nm kind of knife used for cutting hides into thin stripes; pl moosaasi m; 
cf galooda, karra, roomi, maqhas, senth, sikkin. (ReinApp→).

 {Ar mūsā ‘straight razor’; ArSudTP muus ‘safety razor’}.

mooxits see muxuts.

moraale nm squared wooden pole; sgtv moraaletta NS ~ moraaleyta CS, SS 
m; pl moraalit m; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, 
gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, 
mooro, naafirat, qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. 

 {It murale ‘rafter’; Ty ሙራለ [muralä] ‘joist, rafter’}.

 — dobbiyo moraale nm large squared wooden poles used for supporting 
the roof of a zingo→ or marabbac→. {It ‘doppio murale’}.

 — meezo moraale nm wooden poles smaller than the dobbiyo moraale, 
that always have a square section and are placed above the dobbiyo 
moraale, parallel to the longer walls of the building. {It ‘mezzo murale’}.

morkos nm walking stick; pl moraakis m ~ moraakos SS-Ir f; cf cf diga, 
gomod, ilo, kayzaraan, khormaaj, luusa, mahar, sillac, siraat, 
shefshefo, wadhdheeceena.

 {Ti መርኩሽ [märkuš] ‘(thick) staff’; Ty ምርኩስ [mǝrkus] ‘crutch, long staff, 
support (fig. and lit.)’}.

moskot nf ~ SS-Ir m small hole in a wall for keeping things; pl mosaakut f; 
cf addaleena, finistira, kabxe. (Fig. 229).

 {Ti መስኮት [mäskot] ‘window’; Ty መስኮት [mäskot] ‘window, aperture, 
opening; small door in the rear of a house; servant entrance’}.
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mosob nm round footed basket of woven straw, longer and wider than 
gofla→; pl mosaabi f. (ReinApp→).

 {Am መሶብ [mäsob] ‘a round footed basket of woven straw on which ǝngēra-
bread is placed when meals are eaten’; G መሶብ [mäsob] ‘basket, platter, 
basket for the Eucharist’; Ti መሶብ [mäsob] ‘basket’; Ty መሶብ [mäsob] or 
ማሶብ [masob] or ሞሳብ [mosab] ‘kind of basket tightly woven of grass 
strands or willow withes in which ǝngēra-bread is kept’}.

motkos see mothqos.

mothqos nm SS-Ir ~ motkos grinding slab, made of arcaze→ stone; pl 
mothaaqos ~ mothqoosa ~ motaakos ~ motkoosa f; syn malanqathä, 
siyyaxisheenä; cf araaracisheenä, marhxan. (Fig. 244).

 — mothqos barha upper grinding stone used on the grinding slab, made 
of arcaze→ stone; syn malanqatha, malanqathi barha, siyyaxisheena.

 {Ty መድቆስ [mädqos] in ወዲ መድቆስ [wäddi mädqos] ‘a rounded piece 
of stone flat on one side and held in the hand, used for grinding grain 
on a grinding slab’ from ደቘሰ [däq ̱wåsä] ‘pound, grind to a powder (salt, 
pepper, etc.), pulverize, crush to bits, break to pieces’}.

mowo see maw.

mukkutu nf loincloth; pl mukuttut m; cf footha, kummusa, macwaz. 
(ReinApp→).

mucub nm drinking, beverage; rel to oocobe.

mucura see macure.

mukkutu nf loincloth; pl mukkutut m; cf footha, kummusa, macwaz.

mukxulta ~ muqxulti container for kuxul→; syn kuxuliteena.

 {AfMor mukxulto ‘récipient à khôl’}.

mulxu nf salt; sgtv mulxutta NS ~ mulxuyta CS, SS m; rel to mulux-erhxe, 
mulux-ishe, muluxe, mulxuse (ReinApp→).

 {Af mulxu ‘acis/sharp-testing, bitteness, sourness, tartness’; AfMor mulxu 
‘natron; goût aigre, acide’; Ar milāḥ ‘salt; gunpowder; witticism, wittiness, 
wit, esprit; ArSudTP miliḥ ‘salt’; Ti መልሐ [mälḥä] ‘turn sour, ferment; salt’}.

mulux-erhxe vII be salty, be sour; rel to mulxu. (ReinApp→).

mulux-ishe vII make salty, make sour; rel to mulxu.

muluxe vII be risen (of the dough), be fermented; rel to mulxu (ReinApp→).

mulxuse vII make the dough rise, leaven something, ferment; rel to mulxu.

 {Af mulxuse ‘make taste bitter’; AfMor mulxuse ‘rendre aigre (lait), 
saumâtre’}.
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muqxulti see mukxulta.

murra nm fresh milk; cf casaaxan, citta, miira, sabansaabo, salada, 
xangazza, xan, xarhiigo.  (ReinApp→).

 {Af murra ‘fresh milk’; AfMor murra ~ murri ‘etre frais, fraîchement trait 
(lait)’}.

muswan nf headscarf for women; pl musaawin m; cf cumaama, saadir.

 {Af musaan ‘black shawl worn by married women’; AfMor musaan ‘voile 
de tête des femmes mariées; etoffe dont ce voile est fait’}.

mutuk nf butter before boiling, butter for hair; sgtv mutukto ~ mutukta SS-
Ir f; syn sukat; cf dhasko, ruwat, subax. (ReinApp→).

 {Af mutuk ‘fresh butter’; AfMor mutuk ‘beurre frais (tel qu’il se forme au 
barattage)’}.

muxuts nm NS, CS ~ mooxits ~ muuxits SS small pieces of wood in the roof 
of the naxsa→, between the sarwe→ and the xalel→; sgtv muxutstso nm; 
pl mooxitstsa SS-Ir f; syn saalico. (Fig. 269).

 {Ty. ምሑጽ [mǝḥuṣ] ‘piece of split wood, billet, wood for a fire or for 
fitting in between the rib rafters of a roof’}.

N

naa nm NS, CS ~ nay SS 1. pestle 2. handle sgtv nayitto m; pl nayit m~f; 2. cf

adducta, lacat, maaqhaca, mabbarha, xaklo. (ReinApp→).

 — baadeelat-naa ~ baadeelannaa nm shovel handle.

 — buun-naa nm wooden or iron pestle used for crushing coffee beans; syn 
buundhaa, madagdag-naa.

 — faas-naa nm handle of the axe/hatchet.

 — jullat-naa nm pestle.

 — madagdag-naa nm wooden or iron pestle used for crushing coffee 
beans in the madagdag→; syn buundhaa, buun-naa.

 — modoysat-naa nm handle of the modoysa→.

 — moogorh-naa nm wooden or iron pestle used for crushing cereals and 
other edibles in a moogorh→.

 {Ty ንኢ [nǝʾi] ‘a kind of long pestle used for pounding grain in a moguʿ-
mortar’}.

naafirat nm CS2 central wooden pole with a Y-shaped end, used for supporting 
the central horizontal beam tormaan→ in the roof of macdani→, thicker 
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than adcun→; sgtv naafiratto NS ~ naafirayto SS m; syn camidda 
[camid→]; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-
le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, 
moraale, qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. (Fig. 199).

 In Irhaafalo it’s one of the three central vertical poles of the macdani→.

 {AfMor naafirat ‘poteau central de la paillote (daas)’; Ti ናፍረት [nafrät] 
‘poles that support the roof of the square house’}.

naasirite see maasirite.

naasiro see maasiro.

naatseefa nf door panel; sgtv naatsefto ~ naatseefayto nm; syn maczot 
abrha [abrha→], maczot galca [galca→], maczo xak [xak→]. (Fig. 
237).

nabra nf daily life activity, property; surviving; pl nabur m~f. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ነባር [näbar] ‘lasting, habitual, agreeable; habit, custom’; Ty ናብራ 

[nabra] or ነብራ [näbra] or ናቤራ [nabera] ‘life, living, condition of existence 
or life, social life; matrimony, domestic existence or life; subsistence or 
means for living; situation or circumstances of one’s property, good; etc.’}.

nacra nm ~ nacre sheaf, bundle of hay; a bundle made up of several citre→; 
sgtv nacretto NS ~ nacreyto CS, SS m; pl naacir m~f; cf citre, kumre, 
qimmitho. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ናዕሪ [naʿri] ‘heap, sheaf, bundle; load of sheaves (of barley, wheat, 
etc.) which a servant can carry on his back (Tigray usage)’}.

nacre see nacra.

nacta nm a mat made of cow hide used for sleeping, typically for a bride and 
a bridegroom; pl naacit m; cf cabuude, carsä, ceesal, gabtara, masfala, 
qafef, qitstsac, sido, wallu, warhxo. (Fig. 103, 258). (ReinApp→).

 The n. is a typical gift that a mother gives to her daughter on her wedding 
day as a dowry. It is normally made with four pieces of goat skin. A n. 
for the bridegroom is usually bigger and it is made with the skin of a cow 
or an ox. The pieces for the bridegroom’s n. may differ accordingly to his 
stature. For the wedding the two n. are sewn together.

 — goli nacta nm a leather mat used as a curtain [golo→] for separating 
the spouses’ dwelling/room during the first three days (or a week) of their 
wedding. The g. n. is made with six or more pieces sewn together; syn 
nacti marabbac.

 — nacti marabbac see marabbac. 
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 {AfMor nacati ‘peau tannée de vache servant de natte’; Ti ነትዕ [nätʿǝ] 
‘peau préparée avec le poil’; Ty ነትዒ [nätʿi] ‘tanned hide, leather, tanned 
hide used as a mat or as a cover when sleeping’}.

nadaakay see naddaaqh.

naddaaqh nm ~ nadaakay SS-Ir mason, builder; pl naddaaqheen m ~ 
nadaako SS-Ir f; rel to indiqhe, mandaqh.

 {Ty ነዳቒ [nädaqǐ] ~ ነዳቓይ [nädaqǎy] ‘mason, builder (of walls)’}.

nagare vII inherit; syn iwrishe. (ReinApp→).

 {Af nagare ‘inherit’; AfMor nagare ‘hériter’}.

najjaar nm CS1 ~ nayyaar SS carpenter; pl najjaareen m.

 Typically, a non-Saho who constructs camel saddles, beds, door and 
window frames, wooden farming tools, etc.

 {AfMor naggaar ‘artisan (en particulier fabricant d’ustensiles en bois), 
menuisier, charpentier; homme habile, adroit, expert, industrieux, 
constructeur de paillote, expert à la course’; Ar najjâra ‘carpenter’}.

nakise see nakishe.

nakishe vII NS, CS1 ~ nakise CS2, SS tan (animal hide); rel to nakishnan.

nakishnan nm tanning; rel to nakishe.

nakoobalasa nf castor plant (Ricinus communis) of which the seeds are used 
for lubricating the mogogo→ and the gasa→; sgtv nakoobalassö (tree) 
and nakoobalasso m (seeds); syn guulce; cf adra, eraa, inthaathic, 
madaafaa, mafaawaza, nihug.

 The seeds of n. are used for lubricating the mogogo→ and the gasa→.

namuusiya nf ~ lamuusiya SS mosquito net; syn kaanicossaro.

 {Ar nāmūsiyya ‘mosquito net’; Ty ናሙስያ [namusya] ‘mosquito net’}.

nasda nm stone bench used as a bed or sofa, covered with plaster (mixed 
with soil and animal dung); pl naasid m ~ nasdit SS-Ir f. (Fig. 259). 
(ReinApp→).  

 — cindha nasda nm small n. used for sitting on it (DC, IX)

 — naba nasda nm main n. used for sleeping on it (DC, IX)

 {Ty ነጽዲ [näṣdi] ‘low bench of clay about half a meter high along the wall 
of a house or under the eaves of a house. It is covered with a hide or a mat 
and used as a bed or sofa’}.

nati nf SS-Ir type of stone used for construction; sgtv natiito m; cf arcaze, 
dalluc, dhaa, gaxar, gorsoy, qatsala, saxnane. (ReinApp→).
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nawit nf ~ nayit SS beam of a plough; pl nawiita ~ nayiita SS f; cf arcot, 
cirfe, dugre, karfas, madamada, masaaric, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, 
qaraaqhiro, qitirti, qorboobac; syn jahaaz. (Fig. 245).

 {Ty ዊ [näwwit] ‘beam of a plow to which the yoke is attached’}.

naxsa nm 1. NS, CS1 traditional rectangular stone house, with a flat roof, 
similar to the Tigrayan hǝdmo 2. CS2, SS roof of a n. or hidmo→ made of 
wood, leafy branches and soil; pl naxsit m ~ naaxish m ~ naaxis m~f; 
cf 1. dhaal, hidmo; syn 2. caraamo. (Fig. 83, 84, 94-101, 140, 141, 145, 
148-150, 159, 210, 211, 226, 227, 237. See also the list of figures under 
hidmo). (ReinApp→).

 The n. is normally built just before the wedding. A father rarely builds a 
home for his son, although it can happen. It is built by a group [wofora→] 
of men with squarely hewn stones without any mortar. Women help by 
fetching water. Clansmen help building it. Skilled men [thibba-le→] are 
sometimes called in, but they are not necessarily paid: they may just be 
given food during the time of the construction. 

 First, the foundation [findisiyoone→ ~ masarrat→] is built in a 
rectangular shape [kwatrongolo→] (from 5 to 50 cm deep, depending of 
the type of soil) and then stones of different sizes are collected and a rope 
[akat→] is used to measure and make the wall straight. Instead of using 
cement [sibinto→], they use mud [chiqqa→] (soil mixed with water) to 
build the wall [mandaq→].

 After this they put the carved [ore→] stones both inside and outside 
the house and finally the gravel [gucar→] in the middle of the carved 
stones. The minimum height of the wall is 1.5 m and the maximum is 
2 m, including the foundation. Afterwards they collect the main poles 
[camid→] in the woods or they buy them already whittled. Then they 
use some beams [gamal→], small supports for the beam and column 
[dukka→], other short poles sawre→, and some small pieces of wood 
[muxuts→], for the roof of the n. Leafy branches [garuf→ ~ xalel→] of 
different trees such as abaaqhaco→, alaaki→, sariida→, etc are used, 
with some soil [buure→] to cover the roof. Some use xalel especially for 
covering daasa→ (and over xalel, they put garuf) or for abur→. 

 Then windows [finistira→], stone shelf [dandas→] are put in place.

 Normally, the inside of n. is divided into two areas, the makaado→ and 
the gooxo→. The n. of MC in Kaaribossa (makaado + gooxo + store 
room) is about 9 m large, 15 m long, 2.30 m high in the front, and 1.5 m in 
the back. The n. of XS in Saafira (makaado+ gooxo) is 6.30 m wide and 
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9 m long, 2 m high in the front and 1.5 m in the back. The two annexes, 
gabala→ and laati-care (care→) are, respectively, 7 x 7 m and 6 x 6 m.

 In NS, CS only meaning 1. In CS2, SS only meaning 2, while dhaal→ is 
used for meaning 1. In SS-Ir only meaning 2, while hidmo is used for 
meaning 2.

 {G ናሕስ [naḥs] ‘roof, rooftop, masonry wall’; Ti «.of of a teinen und Lehm 
mit einem Dach aus gestampfter Erde - House made of stones and clay with a roof 
of pounded clay›ion (ንሕስ [nǝḥǝs] ‘house made of stones and clay with a 
roof of pounded clay’; Ty ናሕሲ [naḥsi] ‘roof, covering of a hǝdmo; a hǝdmo 
itself’, ናሕስእ [naḥsǝʾ] ‘roof of a hǝdmo’}.

nay see naa.

nayit see nawit.

nayyaar see najjaar. 

nidawo nf SS-Ir sheaf, bigger than citre→; cf kumre, kursas, nacre, 
qimmitho. (ReinApp→).

 {Am ነዶ [näddo] ‘sheaf, shock of grain; bundle or bolt of cloth; quire 
(bound into a manuscript)}.

niffaa nm the leftovers after having sifted the flour; rel to imfiye, manfiyo.

 — xasar niffaa nm chaff.

 {Ty ንፋይ [nǝffay] ‘sifted flour’; ሓሰር ንፋይ [ḥasär nǝffay] ‘chaff’}

nihug nm ~ nuhug SS-Ir niger seed (Guizoita abyssinica); sgtv nihugtö (tree) 
f, nihugto (seed) m. (ReinApp→).

 The seeds of n. are used to clean and lubricate the gasa→ and the 
mogogo→; cf adra, eraa, guulce, inthaathic, madaafaa, maafaawaza, 
nakoobalasa.    

 {Ti ንሂግ [nǝhig] ‘a plant; Guizotia abyssinica’; Ty ኒሁግ [nihug] ‘a bush with 
yellow flowers the seeds of which provide an oil used in cooking during 
fasts (Guizotia abyssinica)’}.

nitsba nf clay pot used for dough; pl nitsob m~f; cf citro, dhuwac, gana, 
gombo, inxe, jabana, saarima, zingirir.

noora nf lime, limestone, used for painting walls. (ReinApp→).

 {Af noora ‘plaster cast, plaster of paris, whitewash’; noorat ~ noora ‘lime’; 
AfMor noora ~ noorat ‘chaux’; Ti ኖረት [norät] ‘lime’; Ty ኖራ [nora] ‘lime, 
limestone, quicklime, whitewash’}.

nukur nm corner; pl nukuura f; syn cindefti, mangalo, ongolo.

 {?Ar rukn ~ rukun ‘corner’}.
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numa nf woman, wife; pl saw ~ sayyo f; syn cari baclä (ReinApp→).

nuwaa nm ~ nuway SS tool, goods, commodity, furniture; sgtv nuwatta NS, 
nuwayta CS, SS ~ nuwayti SS-Ir m. (ReinApp→).

 — buun nuwaa nm NS, CS ~ buun nuway SS coffee-set; syn shaahit 
nuwaa.

 — nuwaati care see care.

 — shaahit nuwaa nm SS tea or coffee set; syn buun nuway.

nuway see nuwaa.

O

okolo nm donkey(s), ass(es); sgtv okolotta m, okolottä f; cf xera, zanan. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Af oklo ~ okaale ~ okoli ~ okolla ‘donkey, she-ass’; AfMor oklo ~ okaale 
‘anesse, anes (general)’}.

ongolo nf ~ angolo corner; cf cindefti.

— ongolot dhaa see dhaa.

 {It angolo ‘corner’}.

oocobe vI drink; rel to maacaba, macaba, mucub. (ReinApp→).

 {Af oocobe ‘assimilate, consume, devour, drink; hide; smoke (cigarette)’; 
AfMor oocobe ‘boire (de l’eau); fumer’}.

oolac nm ~ waalac SS-Ir olive tree(s) African wild olive (Olea Africana, 
Olea chrysophylla); sgtv oolacto ~ waalacto m (seed/fruit), oolactö ~ 
waalactö f. (ReinApp→).

 The wood of o. is used as building material, for the ritual nuptial or medical 
purification of women (cf kidkidda, zagaxo) and for the fumigation of 
containers.

oolal nm ~ waalal SS-Ir species of euphorbia(s) (Euphorbia abyssinica) sgtv 
oolalto ~ waalalto m (seed/fruit), oolaltö ~ waalaltö f. (ReinApp→).

 The wood of o. is used as building material. 

ooqhoce vI ~ uykuce SS-Ir carry, pick up, lift; rel to maaqhaca. (ReinApp→).

 {Af ukkuce ‘bear, carry, pick up, take; answer, approve of, concur with’; 
AfMor ukkuce ‘porter, soulever, charger (sur soi); ramasser; prélever; 
etc.’}.

oorofe vI sew, tailor; mend, patch. (ReinApp→).

 {Ar rafaʾa ‘mend, repair, patch (clothing), sew up’; G ራፍእ [rafʾa] ‘sew, 
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mend’; Ti ራፍእ [rafʾa] ‘sew’; Ty ረፍኤ [räfǝʾe] ‘sew (garments), patch, mend, 
repair}.

orba nm visit made by bridegroom to his bride during the wedding ceremony.

 {Af orba ‘returning home in the late afternoon’; AfMor orobi ‘entrée de la 
mariée dans la maison nuptiale’}.

orbä nf 1. harvest 2. entering; rel to 2. orobe.

 {Af orbise ‘fetch; harvest, reap; etc.’}.

orbeena nm SS-Ir resting place; place of residence. 

 {AfMor orbeyna ‘habitat; antre d’un fauve’}.

orbeenä nf 1. entry, entrance; rel to orbä, orobe.

ore vII carve, whittle; rel to oreena.

 {Af ore ‘carve; sharpen to a point; cobble shoes; whittle’; AfMor ore ~ ure 
‘tailler, creuser, sculpter, façonner (le bois, etc.); etc.’}.

oreena nm ~ oren 1. carver, carpenter 2. axe, hatchet, made with hammered 
iron bent around a crooked limb 3. pencil sharpener; pl oreenit m~f; cf 2. 
baxazze, faas, gozomo, mishar (Fig. 164, 260).

 2. The blade [mishar→] can be used in two different position: one, 
perpendicular to the handle [xaklo→], for whittling; the other, with the 
blade linear with the handle, for cutting.

 During construction of a house the women go to the field to gather wood 
branches [muxuts→] that the men will cut and whittle with the o., which 
can be big [naba o.] or small [cindha o.].

 {Af oreyna m ‘gimlet, chisel, pencil sharpened’; AfMor ureyna m ‘artisan 
qui travaille le bois’; oreyna ~ oreena f ‘ciseau à bois’; ureyna f ‘petite 
hachette pour travailler le bois’}.

orobe vII enter; rel to orbä, orbeenä. (ReinApp→).

 {Af orobe ‘return, return home in the late afternoon, settle for, etc.’; AfMor 
orobe ‘rentrer le soir (chez soi, au campement, quelque part); etc.’}

oton nm ~ iton SS-Ir hearth formed by a stone frame that supports the 
mogogo→ or gasa→; pl otoona m ~ itoona SS-Ir f; cf buufe, tandur. 
(Fig. 261).

 After the o.’s stone structure has been built, it is covered with a mixture of 
loam (preferably reddish or black), straw and animal dung.

 — dishti oton nm hearth used for cooking with a dishti→ pan.

 {Ar atûn ‘kiln’; Ti እቶን [ǝton] ‘furnace’; Ty እቶን [ǝton] ‘oven, stove, kiln’}.
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Q

qaabeela nm wooden pole attached to the side of a weak pole to better 
support the roof in a zingo; sgtv qaabeelotta NS ~ qaabeloyta CS, SS 
m; pl qaabeeloytit m; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, 
gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, 
maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab, tormaan.

qaam nm fixing joint of thong [soro→] used to fasten a load on a pack 
animal.

qaana nf NS, CS ~ kaana ~ kwaana SS-Ir 1. wall 2. wall made of stones 
without clay or mortar; pl qaanun m ~ kaanun SS-Ir f; cf mandaqh; 
tsoqhla.

 — qaanat dagge see dagge

 {Ty ኳና [kwana] ‘dry wall’}.

qaatseela see qatsala.

qabiila nf tribe, clan; people; pl qabaayil m; cf care, kisho, meela, zurriya.

{Ar qabīla ‘tribe’; Ty ቀቢላ [qäbila] ‘tribe’}.

qacbo nm measure of grain of about 4-5 kg; sgtv qacbotta m. 

 For the Irob q. is equal to a measure of 20 kg (= 2 micro→ or 4 misse→), 
while they call kacbit inqac (from Ty እንቅዓ [ǝnqʿa] ‘grain measure equal 
to ¼ of an ʿǝssi or about one liter’), for the measure of 5 kg.

 {Ty ካዕቦ [kaʿbo] ‘grain measure of about five kilograms or four mǝsä’; 
(other sources) equals to two mǝʿro or four misse’}. 

qafef nm old leather mat (out of use); syn qitstsac; cf cabuude, carsä, ceesal, 
gabtara, masfala, sido, wallu, warhxo.

qafo nf ~ kafo CS2, SS 1. large container made of animal dung, used for 
storing cereals 2. beehive 3. small container of animal dung, used for 
brooding hens inside the house; pl qafof ~ qafuf m ~ kafof m ~ f; syn 2. 
edcerto; cf 1. goodo. (1. Fig. 101, 102, 123; 2. Fig. 262). (ReinApp→). 

 2. See Vergari and Vergari 2009 for more details on q. and the beekeeping 
activity among the Saho.

 — qafot inti nf small opening in a silo.

 {Af kafo ‘grande vannerie rendue étanche avec de l’argile, utilisée pour 
la conservation du grain et servant accessoirement de rûche’; Ti ቀፎ 

[qafo] ‘vessel for grain’; Ty ቆፎ [qofo] ~ ቈፎ [qwäfo] ~ ቀፎ [qäfo] ‘large 
container made of clay and cow dung which serves as a granary or beehive 
(usually sun-dried, not fired), bin, silo’}.
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qalaaminthos nm ~ qalaminthoos ~ kalaaminthos SS-Ir eucalyptus‚ 
Long break eucalyptus, Murray red gum, Red eucalyptus, Sugar gum, 
Tasmanian blue gum, White eucalyptus, Flooded gum, etc.‘ (Eucalyptus 
camaldulensis, E. cladocalyx, E. globulus, E. rudis); sgtv qalaaminthossa m ~ 
qalaminthoossa (seed/fruit) ~ kalaaminthossa SS-Ir, qalaaminthossä f 
~ qalaminthoossä (seed/fruit) ~ kalaaminthossä SS-Ir.

 Wood used in house construction.

 {Ty ቀሌምንጦስ [qälemǝnṭos] ~ ቀላሚጦስ [qälamiṭos] ‘eucalyptus tree, 
(Eucalyptus globulus)’}.

qalaminthos see qalaaminthos.

qalitstso nm ~ qalichcho name of one of the two main lateral poles 
that support the roof of a daasa→ or an agdo→, from the stone wall 
to the camidda [camid→], the other one being the mabbarhoyta 
[mabbarha→]; sgtv qalitstsoyta ~ qalichchoyta; pl qalitstsit m, syn 
kaaleel; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-
le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, 
moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, sarwe, sharab, tormaan. 

 {?Ty ቀላጦ [qälaṭo] ‘staff made from a decorticated branch’}.

qallaasaa see maqhallasa.

qamam nm mixture of spices. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ቅመም [qǝmäm] ‘spices, medicinal herbs’; Ty ቀመም [qämäm] ‘spices, 
seasoning, condiments; chemical’}.

qamish nf ~ kamis SS-Ir dress; pl qamiisha ~ kamiisa SS-Ir f.

 {Af kamis ‘blouse, shirt’; AfMor kamis ‘chemisette, chemise; pantalon’; 
ArSudTP gamiiṣ ‘shirt’; Ar qamīṣ ‘shirt; dress, gown’; Ti ቀሚሽ [qämiš] 
‘shirt, garments (of honour)’; Ty ቀሚስ [qämis] ‘skirt, dress, frock, 
clothes, surplice, tunic, gown, robe, shirt, blouse; etc.’; see also the entry 
qamiisha}.

qamiisha nf shirt; pl qamaayish m.

 {ArSudTP gamiiṣ ‘shirt’; Ar qamīṣ ‘shirt; dress, gown’; It camicia ‘shirt’; Ty 
ካምሻ [kamǝša] ‘shirt’; see also the entry qamish}.

qantsa nf SS ~ kansa SS-Ir cane; sgtv qantsayto ~ kansayto SS-Ir m; cf 
caala, cayyur.

 {Ty ቃንጫ [qančạ] ‘cane, stem or stalk of maize or sorghum’}.

qaraaqhiro nf NS, CS ~ karaakiro SS-Ir 1. strap 2. rods of the yoke which 
press against the oxen’s neck; sgtv qaraaqhirotta NS ~ qaraaqhiroyta 
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CS, SS ~ karaaqiroyta SS-Ir m; 2. syn qorboobac; cf arcot, cirfe, dugre, 
jahaaz, karfas, madmada, masaaric, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, 
nawit, qitirti, qorboobac.

 — qaraaqhirot madhdhuwa see madhdhuwa.

 {Ty ቀራቕሮ [qäraqǝ̌ro] ‘crack, crevice; ox collar or two pieces of wood 
insterted into a yoke so that they will be on either side of the ox’s neck 
and are tied at the bottom to keep them in place when the yoke is put on, 
straps for trying these two pieces of wood in place’; ቈራቝሮ [qʷåraq̫̌ ǝro] 
‘the rods of a yoke which pass downward on either side of an ox’s neck, 
thus keeping the yoke in place’}.

qaranthit nf NS, CS ~ karathit ~ karetit SS-Ir bag, cloth bag; pl qaranthiita 
~ karathiita ~ karetiita f.

 {Ar ḫariṭa ‘purse, bag’; Ty ከረጢት [käräṭit] ‘small cloth bag in which flour 
is kept; pouch, bag, pocket’}.

qarbat nf skin, hide; pl qaraabut m; cf anada. (ReinApp→).

 {Af karbat ‘large leather milk-bucket’; AfMor karbat ‘grande outre en 
peau, de la taille d’une chèvre adulte, «guerba»’; Ti ቀርበት [qärbät] ‘dressed 
skin; skin (for milk, water, honey)’; Ty ቆርበት [qorbät] ‘skin, hide, bark, 
rind, skin or peel (of fruit, etc.), shuck, web (of an aquatic bird’s foot); skin 
container’}.

 — kafin qarbat nf dry skin.

qarcat nm resting place near the house for flocks and cattle; courtyard, 
farmyard; pl qarcut m; syn maxsiiteena; cf gadana.

 {Ty ቅርዓት [qǝrʿat] ‘elevated dais on a church porch where the priest 
delvers sermons; forum, staging ground; place near or inside a village 
where cows are brought before being taken to pasture or for milking; area 
in front of a cattle or sheep pen (either of which is in front of the house)’}.

qarriimise see qarriimishe. 

qarriimishe vII NS, CS ~ qarriimise SS glean (a field); rel to qarim. 

 {Ty ቀረመ [qärrämä] ‘glean (a field); have a meager harvest’}.

qarim nm leftovers of grain; rel to qarriimishe.

 {Ty ቀሪም [qärim] ~ ቅሪም [qǝrim] ‘leftovers, remains, e.g., ears of grain 
among the stubble, leftover fruit, stubble’}.

qarxet nf NS, CS ~ karxet SS lid for porridge in galadda made of vegetal 
fibre, smaller than safigro→; pl qarxex m ~ qaraaxit ~ karaaxit SS-Ir f. 

 {Ti ቀርሔት [qärḥet] ‘basket made of palm-wattle’; Ty ቀርሔት [qärḥēt] 
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‘basket of woven grass shaped like a tureen in which flour is usually kept; 
basket for measuring grain’}. 

qathayin nm ~ katayin SS-Ir f sausage, meat cooked in the large intestine; 
sgtv qathayinta ~ katayinta SS-Ir m; cf giczim. 

qatsala nf ~ qaatseela; ~ kasal ~ kaseela SS-Ir flat and thin cut shale 
stones used for roofs or for other constructions; sgtv qatseelayto m; pl 
qatsalal m ~ qaatseelaytit m~f ~ kaseelaytit SS-Ir f; cf arcaze, dalluc, 
dhaa, gaxar, gorsoy, nati, saxnane. (Fig. 161, 162).

 {Ti ቀጸላ [qäṣäla] ‘small thin stones between the big hearth-stones and the 
kettle’; Ty ቀጸላ [qäṣäla] ‘stratum, slab, thin slab of stone, kind of rough 
slate placed on top of a wall and projecting over the edge thereof to protect 
it against rain’}.

qatsre nm NS, CS ~ kasre SS-Ir pitched roof edges; sgtv qatresyta m; pl 
qatsrit m~f ~ kasrit SS-Ir f; cf tazbab, zaabeeba. (Fig. 263). 

 The q., made of qatsala→ stones, it is built to prevent water from flowing 
from the roof directly onto the walls.

 {Ty ቀጽሪ [qäṣri] ~ ቅጽሪ [qǝṣri] ‘compound fence, enclosure, compound, 
precinct, courtyard; wall, topping of flat stones on a wall; bloc’}.

qaxwa nf coffee (beverage); syn buun (ReinApp→).

 {Ar qahwa ‘coffee’; Ti ቀሐዋ [qäḥawa] ‘coffee’}.

qetstsac see qitstsac.

qichcha nf NS, CS ~ qitstsa ~ kissa SS unleavend flat bread; sgtv qichchatto 
NS ~ qitstsayto CS, SS ~ kissayto SS-Ir f; pl qichchach NS, CS ~ 
qitstsats SS m~f ~ kissas SS-Ir f; cf baani, bokkoco, burkutta, buufet-
folo, cadubla, engeera, hanza, kinnas, luxlux, tandur-folo, thaabita, 
xabaza, ximbashsha.

 {Ti ቅጫ [qǝčč̣ạ] ‘a kind of unleavened bread’; Ty ቅጫ [qǝčč̣ạ] ~ ቀጫ 

[qäčč̣ạ] ~ ቂጫ [qičč̣ạ] ‘cake of unleavened bread cooked on a moqľo-
griddle (usually made when time is lacking for preparing regular ǝngēra-
bread. This is tasty when hot but loses flavor when cold)’}.

qilba nf 1. direction of prayer (toward Makkah); north. (ReinApp→).

 {Af kilbat ~ kiblat ‘north’; AfMor kiblat ~ kilbat ‘direction de la prière; 
A Baʿadu, compte tenu de ce que la direction de La Mecque coïncide avec 
le Nord vrai; etc.; Ar qibla ‘kiblah, direction to which Muslims turn in 
praying (toward the Kaaba)’; Ti ቅብላት [qǝblat] ‘direction of prayer of the 
Mohammedans; north’}.

qimmitho nf hay heap, small haystack; pl qimmithoth m; cf citre, kumre, nacra.
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 {Ty ቅሚጦ [qemmiṭo] ~ ቂሚጦ [qimmiṭo] ~ ቁሚጦ [qummiṭo] ‘haystack, 
straw stack; stack of grain to be threshed, heap, pile’}.

qitirti nf ~ kitirti SS peg used to join the beam of the plough, ploughshare 
and wings; pl qitirtit ~ kitirtit SS m~f; cf arcot, cirfe, dugre, jahaaz, 
karfas, madmada, masaaric, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, nawit, 
qaraaqhiro, qorboobac. (Fig. 245).

 {Ty ቅትርቲ [qǝtǝrti] ‘wooden crosspiece or linchpin joining the cheekpiece 
of a plowshare at the top; bolt’}.

qithca nf plot of land; pl qithcac m.

 {Ar qiṭʿa ‘piece; fragment, lump, chunk; part, portion; section, division; 
etc.’; quṭʿa ~ quṭaʿ ‘a piece cut off, a cut; stump; plot of land, patch of 
land, lot’; Ty ቃጽዖ [qaṣʿo] ‘plot or strip of ground (originally one that was 
cultivated for another person for charity or friendship); giving a portion of 
a field to the one who plowed it’}.

qitstsa see qichcha.

qitstsac nm ~ qetstsac ~ kissac SS f~m old leather mat; sgtv qitstsacto f; 
pl qiststoc m; syn qafef; cf cabuude, carsä, ceesal, gabtara, masfala, 
nacta, sido, wallu, warhxo.

 {Ty ቅጻዕ [qǝsṣaʿ] ‘sole of a sandal, piece of tanned hide or leather’}.

qob nm ~ kob SS container made of vegetal fibre for salt or for barbare 
‘capsicum, red pepper’; pl qooba ~ kooba f; syn certayni. (Fig. 264). 
(ReinApp→).

 {Ty ቆብ [qob] ‘cylindrical container of woven grass having a lid in which 
bärbärä-pepper is kept; container for salt and pepper; fruit of the baobab 
tree’}.

qonqor nm ~ qorqor ~ korkor ~ conqor ~ thonqor chimney, hole for 
the smoke in the roof of a house; pl qonqoora ~ qorqoora; ~ qoraaqor 
~ koraakor ~ korkoora SS f; syn tiki care, tiki mayaaca. (Fig. 265). 
(ReinApp→). 

 {Ty ቆርቆር [qorqor] ‘hole in a roof to allow smoke to escape, vent, chimney; 
tin, trough, channel; tin can, corrugated sheeting used for roofing’}. 

qoobacat nf CS2 each of the two slanting parts of the roof of a rectangular 
macdani→.

qoofiyat nf ~ koofiyat SS men’s skullcap; pl qoofiita f. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor koofiyat ‘coiffure d’homme (de tous modèles: chapeau, bonnet, 
calote, etc.’; Ar kūfiyya ‘headdress, headwrap’; Ti ኮፊት [kofit] or ኮፍየት 

[kofyät] ‘turban’; Ty [kofta] ‘silk or satin clothes given by the king or one’s 
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chief as a mark of benevolence, bravery, etc., and which is worn on the 
head like a turban’}. 

qorboobac nm rods of the yoke which press against the oxen’s neck; pl 
qorbobaacuc m; syn qaraaqhiro; cf arcot, cirfe, dugre, jahaaz, karfas, 
madmada, masaaric, maxrashsha, miraanqedem, nawit, qaraaqhiro, 
qitirti. (Fig. 245).

 {Ti ቅሮበዕ [qǝrobäʿ] ‘wooden piece of the yoke’; Ty ቍራብዓት [qʷǝrabǝʿat] 
‘two sticks which are inserted into a yoke and are closed by passing them 
under the neck of the ox, thin strap used to tie together the two thin stick 
that are inserted into the yoke and pass on either side of the ox’s neck’}.

qorqor see qonqor.

qorqorre nf 1. kerosene lamp made by recycling a tin can (XS) 2. corrugated 
zinc roof 3. house with a corrugated zinc roof (TM); pl qorqorrer m ~ 
qorqorrit SS-Ir f; syn 2. zingo 3. marabbac, zingo. (2., 3. Fig. 181, 266).

 {Af korkoro ‘tin’; AfMor korkorro ‘tôle ondulée; boîte de conserve (lait en 
poudre); Am ቈርቈሮ [qʷärqʷärro] ‘tin, tin cane; corrugated iron sheet(ing)’; 
Ti ቆርቆሮ [qorqorro] ‘tin’; Ty ቆርቆሮ [qorqorro] ‘alloy; tin (metal)’; ቍርቍረ 

[qwǝrqwǝrrä] ‘small oil lamp, usually a small tin can to which a tinsmith 
has added a spout for a wick’}.

qulfe nm 1. belt 2. button; 3 key; pl qulfit m; rel to uqhlufe vI ‘tie, secure, 
lock, shut, close, button’; cf carmo, gamar, geeratto, kar-hab, mooreena, 
qulfe, ragad.

 {Ti ቅልፍ [qǝlǝfǝ] ‘button’; Ty ቍልፊ [qwǝlfi] ‘belt, lock, buckle, button, 
chain, bolt, key’}.

qurse nm breakfast; rel to uqhruse vI have breakfast; syn curukkali; fathuur.

 {Am ቍርስ [qwǝrs] ‘breakfast’; Ti ቀርስ [qǝrs] ‘meal in the morning’; Ty ቍርሲ 

[qwǝrsi] ~ ቁርሲ [qursi] ‘breakfast, morning meal, snack, mouthful of 
bread’}.

qushet nf hamlet, small village dependent on a large village.

 {Ti ቁሻት [qušat] ‘small village’; Ty ቍሸት [qʷǝšät] or ቍሾት [qʷǝšot] 
‘hamlet, small village dependent on a large village’}. 

R

raa nf dam, reservoir; pl rawur m; syn diga2. (ReinApp→).

rabca nm harvest season in the highland (September-December); pl rabcit 
SS-Ir f; cf barid, ganna, giilal, karma, lexeeta, rabca, sugum, xagaa.
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racto nf leftover, surplus; pl ractot m ~ raceenit SS-Ir f; cf ayma, saaringida.

rado nf leather strip; sgtv radoyta (long) m, radoytä (circular) SS-Ir f; pl 
radod m~f ~ radoytit SS-Ir f; rel to raddoodishe. (ReinApp→).

 Normally, the processed strips of r. are taken from lakoota→.

raddoodise see raddoodishe.

raddoodishe vII NS, CS~ raddoodise SS cut a cow or camel hide into thin 
strips; rel to rado.

raffe nm SS wooden shelf, table; cf carkaa, thawla.

 Used also as syn of thawla→ in Buyya (JM, MCC).

 {Af raffi ‘wooden shelf’; Ar raff ‘shelf, rack, ledge’}.

ragad nm leather belt, rope; pl ragud m ~ ragod ~ ragoodi SS-Ir f; cf carmo, 
gamar, geeratto, kar-hab, mooreena, qulfe.

 {Af ragad ‘leather thong, leather strip, palm leaf strip’}.

rarima nf padding or cushion used on donkeys when loading; pl rarimam m; 
syn gambat.

rayin m temporary tent; sgtv rayintö f; cf agnet.

reedo nm 1. mostly rectangular tent prepared for weddings or other important 
occasions 2. rectangular temporary building with a doubly sloping roof 
made of wood and leafy branches, that may also have a lower part of 
stones; it is used for weddings, funerals, or other important occasions; pl 
reedit m. (Fig. 64). (ReinApp→).

 The Tigrinya equivalent, used also by some Saho, is daas→.

 For CI only meaning 1.

rig-ise see rig-ishe.

rig-ishe vIV ~ rig-ise SS straighten, level.

rimid nm 1. root(s) 2. nerve(s) 3. foundation, base; sgtv rimidda ~ rimiddo 
SS-Ir m; pl rimiida f. (ReinApp→).

 In SS-Ir only meaning 1.

 {Af ramad ~ ramid ‘artery, vein, blood vessel; family relationship, kin; a 
fundamental thing, root’; AfMor ramid ‘racine d’arbre’}.

rimso nf unleavened bread cut into pieces (in a bowl), mixed with butter and 
served as a meal, typically for a bride and a bridegroom; sgtv rimsoyta 
SS-Ir m; pl rimsos m~f; syn firtito.

riste nm 1. property in land 2. inheritance; pl ristit m~f; rel to iwrishe, 
waarish. (ReinApp→).
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 {Ti ርስቲ [rǝsti] ‘inheritance’; Ty ርስቲ [rǝsti] ‘inheritable family land, 
inheritance, bequest’}.

rixdo nf young heifer goat; pl rixiida f; cf bakal, baklo, dabeela, lax, sagab.

 {Ty ርሕዶ [rǝḥdo] ~ ኣርሕዶ [arḥǝdo] ‘goat, sheep, chicken which has not 
yet given birth’}.

roomi nf knife; pl roomim m; cf galooda, maqhas, moos, senth, sikkin. 
(ReinApp→).

ruga nm bull calf; pl rugaage f; cf awur, beceera, deehaalu, durut, fulaye, 
maddaxayto, tastaa, zaraabic. (ReinApp→). 

 {Af rùga ‘calf’; AfMor ruga ‘génisse de moins d’un an laa. Jeunes veaux des 
deux sexes commençant à paître’}. 

rugä nf heifer calf; pl rugaage f; cf aabole, azzo, deehaalu, durut, fulaye, 
saga. (ReinApp→).

 {Af ruga ‘heifer calf’; AfMor ruga ‘génisse de moins d’un a laa. Jeunes 
veaux des deux sexes commençant à paître’}. 

rugaahe see ugraahe.

ruud see ruuz.

ruuz nm NS, CS ~ ruud SS rice; sgtv ruuzzo NS, CS ~ ruuddo SS m. 
(ReinApp→). 

 {Af ruddi ‘rice’; AfMor ruddi ‘riz’; Ar ruzz ‘rice’; Ti ሩዝ [ruz] ‘rice’; Ty ሩዝ 

[ruz] ‘rice’}.

ruwat nm butter (before boiling), butter for hair; sgtv ruwatto f; syn dhasko, 
mutuk, sukat; cf subax.

S

saadir nm headscarf for women; pl saadiira f; cf muswan, cumaama. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Af seedar ‘Muslim women’s shawl, purdah’; AfMor seedar ‘grand voile 
noir des femmes citadines, en soie ou en crêpe (kirib), cui envelope 
complètement’; Ar sidāra ‘an Iraqi headgear, commonly of black velvet; 
overseas cap’}.

saagan nm tamarisk(s) (Tamarix aphylla, T. nilotica); sgtv saaganto m (seed/
fruit); saagantö f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af saagan ‘tamarisk tree (Tamarix nilotica)’; AfMor saagan ‘arbuste 
(Tamarix nilotica)’}.

saalico nf NS small pieces of wood; sgtv saalicotta m; syn muxuts.
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 The pieces of s. are inserted between the sarwe→ and the xalel→ in the 
roof of a naxsa→.

saar nm sheep or goatskin bag for water; pl sawur m ~ sawor (SS Irob) f; cf 
ganrat, girba, idrotta, thorobaal. (ReinApp→).

 {Af saar ‘goatskin water bag’; AfMor saar ‘outre à eau, (guerba)’}.

saarima nf SS-Ir clay pot used for water or malab→; pl saarim f; cf citro, 
dhuwac, gana, gombo, inxe, jabana, nitsba, zingirir.

saaringida nf leftover of dagxa→, scraps; pl saaringidad m; cf ayma, racto.

saaseena nm fly whisk; syn tseera.

 {Ty ሰስ መበሊ [säss mäbäli] ‘fly whisk’}.

sabansaabo nm a type of milk, colostrum after xarhiigo→; cf casaaxan, 
citta, miira, murra, salada, xangazza, xan, xarhiigo. 

sabceena nm 1. punch, awl 2. stick used for threshing; pl sabceenit m~f; cf 
malkic, mandal, manisha.

{Ty ሰባዖ [säbaʿo] ‘sticks, twigs’}.

sabsab nm 1. timber frame for fence made with branches 2. the process of 
intersecting small wood branches; pl sabsub m. (Fig. 267).

 The s. is made by the vertical intersection of branches (leafy or not) between 
two or more horizontal poles placed on the two main logs (as camid→ or 
mamxits→) and used for the daasa→. Sometimes, the branches can also 
be tied in a row with a rope. 

 {Ti ሰብሳብ [säbsab] ‘roofed anteroom in front of the Abyssinian house’; Ty 
ሰብሳብ [säbsab] ‘small hut made of branches in the corner of the paternal 
house to which the newly-weds are confined during their nuptials’, from 
ሰብሰበ [säbsäbä] ‘to tuck up, to roll up, to turn up; to gather, to collect, to 
assemble; to put branches on top of a wall to keep the wind from blowing 
into the house; etc.’}.

sabuun nm soap. 

 {Af saabun ‘soap’; AfMor saabun ‘savon’; Ar ṣābūn ‘soap’; Ti ሳቡን [sabun] 
‘soap’; Ty ሳቡና [sabuna] ‘soap’}.

saca nm livestock (herd(s), flock(s), cattle(s); sgtv sacatto NS ~ sacayto CS, 
SS m; cf laa. (ReinApp→).

 — saci care see care.

 — saci sefer see sefer.

 {Af sac ‘livestock, small stock animals’; AfMor saca ‘bétail (gros et petit), y 
compris les chameaux’}.
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sadaqha nf offering (to God), sacrifice; rel to isiddiqhe vI ‘offer to God, 
sacrifice’; (ReinApp→).

 {Af sadgat ‘offering to God, sacrifice’; AfMor sadga ~ sadka ~ sadgat ~ 
sagdat ‘aumône, aumône légale; cérémonie postmortuaire’; Ar ṣadaqa ‘alms, 
charitable gift; almsgiving, charity, voluntary contribution of alms, freewill 
offering; legally prescribed alms tax (Islamic Law)’; Ti ጸድቀ [ṣädǝqä̌] ‘be 
righteous, god-fearing, excellent; Ty ጸደቐ [ṣädäqä̌] ‘become holy, be saved 
through good works, be righteous, deserving of heaven; etc.’}.

safaa nf SS-Ir eating food together.

 {Ty ሳፋ [safa] ‘apportionment, division’}.

safigro nf ~ sifgaro ~ sifigro SS-Ir lid bigger than qarxet→; pl safigrit ~ 
sifgarit f.

safo nm basket plate bigger than winchixti→; pl saafa m ~ safiite SS-Ir f. 
(ReinApp).

 {Ty ሳፊ [safi] ‘flat basket’}.

safxa nf ~ saxfa SS plate; pl safaaxi m; cf biyatti, seeniya, shaxan.

 {Af saxfat ‘round tin used for washing clothes, tub’}.

safsaffo nf SS-Ir type of stick with a big head at one side; pl safsaffit f.

saga nf cow; pl laa m ~ sagug m; cf aabole, azzo, rugä. (ReinApp→).

 {Af saga ‘cow’; AfMor saga ‘vache ayant dêjà vêlé’}.

sagab nm young buck goat; pl sagoobi f; cf bakal, baklo, dabeela, lax, 
rixdo. (ReinApp→).

saggeeno nf long necklace for children, with big beads; pl saggeenit m~f; 
cf dargayto, fillattö, mizginna, sullaxayla, xenko, xirze. (ReinApp→).

sakan nm grain container made of sisal of about 100kg; pl sakun m ~ sakon 
~ sakooni SS-Ir f.

sakaye see sakye.

sakye nm ~ sakaye food for travel, packed lunch; pl sakayit m~f. 

 {Af sakayi ‘food for a journey, packed lunch’; AfMor sakayi ‘vivres de route’}.

salada nf top layer of cream (on milk), fatty, smooth, thick part of milk; cf 
casaaxan, citta, miira, murra, sabansaabo, xan, xangazza, xarhiigo. 
(ReinApp→).

samfe nm ~ sanfe new empty honeycomb; sgtv samfetta ~ sanfetta NS ~ 
samfeyta ~ sanfeyta CS, SS f; pl samfit ~ sanfit m; syn sidda.

 {Ty ሳፋ [safa] ‘honeycomb’}.
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sanduq nm suitcase, box pl sanaaduq m~f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af sandug ‘box’; AfMor sandug ‘caisse en bois, coffre; compte, compte 
bancaire; compte de crédit’; Ar ṣundūq ~ ṣandūq ‘crate, box; chest; trunk, 
suitcase; case, cabinet; money box, etc.’; Ti ስንዱቅ [sänduq] ‘box, chest’; Ty 
ሳንዱቕ [sanduq]̌ ‘box, casket, case; frame; locker (ship’s); fund’}.

sanfe see samfe.

sanne nm small leather container for the water used in ritual ablutions, pl 
sannit m~f; cf abriq, wadeena. (Fig. 268).

 {Af sanni ‘leather water-bottle with a neck, water cooler, jug’; AfMor sanni 
‘récipient en cuir à goulot pour le transport de l’eau des ablutions’}.

sanxa see tsanxa.

saqhala see soqhlo.

saqhela see soqhlo.

saraw nm species of acacia (Acacia etbaica), sgtv sarawtö f; pl sarow SS-Ir f. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Ty ሠራው [śäraw] ‘acacia that has very short thorns, small, whitish flowers; 
its leaves are steeped and used to strengthen waterskins (Acacia etbaica)’}.

sareegalla nf SS-Ir place used for keeping dishes, cabinet for nuway→; pl 
sareegallal m; syn mederder. (Fig. 251).

 {Ty ሰረገላ [särägälla] ~ ሰራጋላ [säragalla] ‘a kind of set of shelves made of 
earth; a kind of shelf or cupboard like a niche in which cooking utensils 
and spices are kept’}.

sariida nf species of juniper, ‘African pencil cedar, East African pencil cedar’ 
(Juniperus procera) sgtv sariddö f. (ReinApp→). 

 The s. is often used for house building as roofing material, or for pillars. 

 {AfMor siriida ‘genévrier, Juniperus procera; le bois, aromatique, sert aux 
fumigations des femmes’}.

sarso nf 1. a cushion, rag used for protecting one’s back, typically women, 
when carrying a saar→ goatskin water container, or for placing such a 
container on the ground 2. SS-Ir bark of saraw→ or sariida→ used to 
cover the beehive; pl sarsos m.

 {Ty ሳርሶ [sarso] ‘large piece of bark placed over beehives as a sort of roof; 
kind of pad or light pack saddle worn on the back when shouldering s.th 
heavy; worn-out or low-grade ox, sheep or goat hide’}.

sarwe nf ~ sawre ~ tsarwe 1. poles in the roof of the naxsa→ between the 
gamal→ and the muxuts→ 2. smaller poles in the roof of a daasa→ or 
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agdo→ 3. bigger wooden branches tilted towards the internal part of a 
dagge→ wooden fence, that form its outer part; sgtv sarweyta ~ sawreyta 
f; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, 
gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, 
moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, qalitstso, sharab, tormaan. (Fig. 269).

 The s. should be of the same wood as the camid→, especially sariida→; 
amxari-cuure wood is not suitable because it is too weak [XS].

 {Ty ሠርወ [śärwä] ‘small beams put in the roof of a building; main pillar 
supporting the roof of a round house; scaffolding; principle (moral 
concept)’}.

sarxa nf lowland; cf zaaza. (ReinApp→).

satata nf ~ seteta SS-Ir engeera→ cooling woven plate, flat round woven 
tool ca. 0.5 m wide used for taking the thaabita→ from the mogogo→; it 
can also be used as a lid for a qafo→, pl satatut m ~ setetit f SS-Ir. (Fig. 
270).

 {Ty ሰተታ [sätäta] ‘platter of basket of woven staw (or reeds, withes) in 
wich ṭayta-bread is placed after baking; disc’}.

saw see sayyo. 

sawre see sarwe.

saxe vII churn (butter); rel to saxnan. (Fig. 271). (ReinApp→). 

 While churning the women sing worksongs. Here the first verses of one of 
these songs recorded in Buyya:

Yi ina, yi casiina
xano yiina, yi casiina
yi xan inkoh mutuke
yi casiina
mutuk innay murure
yi casiina

My mother, my dear mother
oh milk my mother, my dear mother
my milk is completely butter
my dear mother
the butter is not melted
my dear mother

saxla see tsaxla.

saxnan nm churn, churning (butter); rel to saxe. (Fig. 271).

saxnane nf ~ tsaxnane sandstone, used to grind or sharpen knives and for 
building costruction; sgtv saxnaneyta f; cf arcaze, dalluc, dhaa, gaxar, 
gorsoy, nati, qatsala. (ReinApp→).

 There are three or four different kinds of s., the hardest one is used for the 
marhxan→.
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saxsax see shaxshax.

say def female, feminine; sgtv saytiyä f; pl saam m~f; rel to sayyo.

 — say-marih care cf care

sayyo nf ~ saw women; rel to say.

 — sayyot caraf see caraf.

 — sayyot care see care.

seedali see sheedali.

seelan nm ~ seenan mat made with vegetal fibre like doum palm; pl seelaani 
f ~ seelon m; syn tonkobet. (Fig. 272). (ReinApp→). 

 — seelonti care see care.

 {Af seenan ‘palm leaf mats’; AfMor seenan ‘objets en vannirie; natte’}.

seenan see seelan.

seeniya nf plate, tray; pl seeniyay m~f.

seera see tseera.

sef nm sword pl seefa f var of guraade f; cf guraade, jarda, sootal. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Af seef ‘sword’; AfMor seef ‘sabre, épée’; Ar saif ‘sword’; ArSud sēf ‘sword’; 
Ty ሴፍ [sef] ‘sword’}. 

sefer see sifra.

seleb nm caul fat, lace fat (of sheep and goat); pl selaabi f. (ReinApp→).

sensel see silansil.

senkello see shekkello.

sensel see silansil. 

senth nf SS-Ir jack-knife, pocketknife; pl senith f; cf galooda, maqhas, moos, 
roomi; syn sikkin.

 {Ty ሰንጢ [sänṭi] ‘pocketknife, small knife’}.

serret nm ~ NS, CS masarrat foundation, pl serreeta f; rel to isirrite; syn 
findisiyoone.

 {Ty ሠረት [śärät] ‘base, foundation, basis, groundwork; etc.’}.

setanmadhdhuwa nm SS-Ir drywall built with upright stones on sides 
of a ravine or along a small valley to prevent water erosion; pl 
setanmadhdhuwit f; cf daldal, zaala. (Fig. 273).

 To prevent the erosion of the drystone walls [daldal →] of the terraces 
during the rainy season, and after having dug a little at the base of the 
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ground, flat stones, generally shale [qatsala→], are fixed vertically in the 
ground. Smaller stones are interspersed among the larger ones to ensure 
solidity to the structure. In this way, the flow of water instead of eroding 
the ground by taking away the stones, as happens in the walls built only 
with horizontally placed stones, the vertical stones sink into the ground, 
further consolidating the wall.

 The name s. ‘Satan’s tie’ seems to derive from a particular tie used to 
fasten the bag made of a complete goatskin and used by the bride to keep 
her precious things (Asfaha Zigta, Waters-Bayer 2001: 20).

seteta see satata.

sewaarit see tsewaarit.

sibbarh nm goatskin container used to churn milk, for making butter; pl 
sibborh m~f; cf ayni, karhib. (Fig. 274). (ReinApp→). 

sibinto nf cement, concrete.

 {Af simit ‘cement, concrete’; AfMor semento ~ semet ~ simit ‘ciment 
(matière première)’; Ar asmant ~ ismant ~ siminto ‘cement’; It cemento 
‘cement’; Ty ሲሚንቶ [siminto] ‘cement floor’}.

sidda nf CS2, SS new honeycomb; sgtv siddayto f; syn samfe.

sido nm skin, mat (of tanned leather of cow); pl siida ~ sidaati f; cf cabuude, 
carsä, ceesal, gabtara, masfala, nacta, qafef, qitstsac, wallu, warhxo. 
(Fig. 275). (ReinApp→). 

 The s. is a mat used for sitting or sleeping on and it is part of the dowry 
that the mother gives to her daughter for the wedding. 

 {Af sido ‘sole (foot, shoe), small strip of woven matting’; AfMor sido 
‘Chacune des épaisseurs de cuir d’une semelle de sandale traditionnelle; 
semelle; bande d’hyphène tressée dont l’assemblage constitue la natte; … 
natte sur laquelle on couche; etc.’} 

sifaalo nf millstone, hand-operated mill, quern, made of arcaze→ stone; pl 
sifaalol m ~ sifaalit SS-Ir f; rel to masfala, mashshafale, ushshufule; syn 
marhxan. (Fig. 243).

 The Irob also call the first ground ilaw→ s. 

 {?Af sifaal ~ siffal ‘mat (with a hole in the centre, used for covering a 
boodo, putting under a grindstone’; ?AfMor sifaal ‘(Nord) Natte ronde avec 
un trou au milieu que l’on met au-dessus du trou des fumigations; (Sud) 
Natte, plateau de vannerie que l’on met sous la meule pour recueillir la 
farine’; Ti ስፋል [sǝfal] ‘mill’; Ty ስፋል [sǝfal] ‘small amount of grain placed 
on a grinding slab to indicate that it is taken’}.
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sifgaro see safgiro.

sifigro see safgiro.

sifra nf ~ SS sefer house, camp, encampment, lodge; pl sifrar m. (ReinApp→). 

 XS says that it’s the camp made during the transhumance, without any 
shelters, only with a fireplace makaado→.

 — saci sefer nm animal shed, pen.

 {Ty ስፍራ [sǝfra] ‘place, position, site, spot proper for a camp, campsite, 
area, place (location), settlement’, ሰፈር [säfär] ‘residence, living quarters 
(originally camp, encampment, place to spend the night), locality, location, 
vicinity, neighborhood, environment, habitat’}.

sige vII settle, dwell; rel to signan.

 {Af sige ‘dwell, stay, ‘bury oneself’ in a place’; AfMor sig ‘venir habiter, 
s’installer de façon permanente; coucher la nuit (animaux), être parqué, 
rentrer dans un endroit clos; se coucher (soleil)’}.

sigem nm SS barley; sgtv sigemta m (seed/grain), sigemtä f (plant); syn cadeelaw. 

 S. is the Tigrinya word for barley, but is commonly used by the Saho, 
particularly in SS.

 {Ti ስገም[sǝgäm] ‘barley’; Ty ስገም[sǝgäm] ‘common barley; loaf of 
unleavened barley bread’}. 

siggaada nf prayer mat; pl siggaadut m. 

 The s. is made by women, usually of goat or sheep fur (without removing 
the hair), or of woven doum palm.

 {AfMor saggaada ‘tapis de prière’}.

signan nm settling, dwelling; rel to sige.

siibole nf NS, CS ~ siibolo SS leather suitcase for a bride; pl siibolel m ~ 
siibolit SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

siibolo see siibole.

siica nm species of acacia(s), ‘Umbrella thorn’ (Acacia abyssinica); sgtv siico 
m (seed), siicö f. (ReinApp→).

 — siici kayetta see kay.

sikcit nf case for jabana→ coffee pot (JM, MCC).

 {?Ty [säḵʿe] insert, plug in, drive in a nail; etc.’}.

sikka see chiqqa.

sikkin nm jack-knife; pl sikaakin m; cf galooda, maqhas, moos, roomi; syn senth.

 {Ar sikkīn ‘knife’; Ty ሰኪን [säkkin] ‘knife’}.
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silal nm ~ tsilaal 1. shade, shadow, shelter 2. umbrella SS-Ir; sgtv silalto f; pl 
silol m~f; syn 2. dallat, silaalo; rel to silaalo.

 {Af silal ‘shade, shadow’; AfMor silal ‘ombre, endroit ombragé; ombre de 
quelqu’un, silhouette’; Ty ጽላል [ṣǝlal] ‘parasol, umbrella, shade, shadow; etc.’}.

silaalo nf umbrella; pl silaalol m; syn dallat; silal; rel to silal.

 {Af silaalo ‘inviting sb to rest in the shade of one’s home during the heat 
of the day; shelter’; Ty see previous entry}.

silfa see tsilfa.

silansil nm ~ sensel SS chain; sgtv silansilto m; pl senaasil ~ senseela SS-Ir; 
syn kateena.

 {Af silsi ~ silsilat ‘chain, strand’; AfMor silsilat ‘chaîne’; Ar silsila ‘chain’; Ti 
ሰልሰለት [sälsälät] ‘chain’; Ty ሰንሰለት [sänsälät] ‘chain, watch chain, fetters, 
manacles, handcuffs; range, track; fig. train (of thought), concatenation, 
thread (of a discourse)’}.

silik nm ~ silke ~ silki SS-Ir wire; sgtv silikta ~ silkeyta SS-Ir m; pl silkit SS-Ir f.

 {AfMor silki ‘fil métallique (èlectrique, téléphonique etc.); télégraphe; 
télégramme’; Ar silk ‘thread; string; line; wire; wire rope, cable; rail’; Ti 
ስልኪ [sǝlki] ‘telegraph-wire’; Ty ስልኪ [sǝlki] ‘wire; telegraph, telephone, 
(telephone) line’}.

silke see silik.

silki see silik.

sillac nm long stick; cf diga, gomod, ilo, kayzaraan, khormaaj, luusa, 
mahar, morkos, siraat, shefshefo, wadhdheeceena.

 {Ty ስላዓ [sǝllaʿa] ‘branch or long stick used as an ox goad’}.

sillaaco nf measure of about 2kg; sgtv sillaacotta m.

 {Ty ሰልዖ [sälʿo] ‘small measure for grain that equals 1/3 of an ǝnqa’}.

sinistira see finistira.

sinti bet nm SS-Ir toilet, urinal, pissoir; pl sinti beeta f; syn shiqhaaqh, 
xashshut care (care→) (Fig. 136).

 {Ty ሽንቲ ቤት [šǝnti bet] ‘toilet (lit ‘house of the urine’)’}.

sinkar nm SS-Ir metal tool used to collect prickly pears; pl sinkor f. 

sinraa nm ~ sirray wheat; sgtv sinratto NS ~ sinrayto CS, SS ~ sirrayto SS 
m (seed), sinrattö NS ~ sinraytö CS, SS ~ sirraytö SS m (plant, field of 
s., bread made of s.). (ReinApp→). 

 {AfMor sirray ‘blé en grains, froment’; Ti ሽርናይ [šǝrnay] ‘wheat’; Ty ስርናይ 

[sǝrnay] ‘wheat (the cereal used to make the Host), grain’}.
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siraaceera nf ~ sirayceera SS-Ir type of tree; sgtv siraaceerto ~ seraacerto 
~ sirayceerayto SS-Ir f.

siraara nf suraara.

siraat nf type of stick; pl sirot m; diga, gomod, ilo, kayzaraan, khormaaj, 
luusa, mahar, morkos, sillac, shefshefo, wadhdheeceena.

siraaxe vII 1. build 2. make; form; rel to sirax; cf gine, ushtuqhule. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Ti ስርሐ [sǝrḥ] ‘make, manufacture, build’; Ty ሰርሔ [särḥe] ‘work, do, 
make, manufacture, practice (law), process (raw materials), etc’}.

sirax nm 1. work 2. construction; rel to siraaxe; cf 1. ciyyo, shuqle. 
(ReinApp→).

— maxber sirax nm communal labor; syn wafarat sirax.

 {Ty ስራሕ [sǝraḥ] ‘work, business, occupation, employment; etc’}.

sirayceera see siraaceera.

sirray see sinraa.

siye nm kind of palm tree (Phoenix canariensis).

 {Ty ስየ [sǝyyä] ‘date-bearing palm’}.

siyyaaxishe vII soften ground flour, mixing it with water, for making 
cagun→; rel to siyyaaxisheena→, siyyaaxisheenä→, siyyaxta→.

 To mash araaracta→ to make cagun→.

siyyaaxisheena nm the upper grinding stone of the smaller one of the two 
grinding slabs in a libdo→/marhxan→, made of arcaze→ stone, used 
for softening dough; pl siyyaaxisheenit m; syn malanqatha, malanqathi 
barha, mothqos barha; rel to siyyaxishe. (Fig. 244).

 {Ty ሰይሔ [säyyǝḥe] ‘to get moldy (bread or a plant); to grind grain a 
second time after having soaked it; to pulverize’}.

siyyaaxisheenä nf the smaller one of the two lower grinding slabs in a 
libdo→/marhxan→, made of arcaze→ stone, used for softening dough; pl 
siyyaaxisheenit m; syn malanqathä, mothqos; rel to siyyaxishe. (Fig. 244).

siyyaxta nm softening ground flour after it is mixed with water; rel to 
siyyaxishe.

sola nf grill, barbecue; campfire for roasting meat; rel to sole. (Fig. 276). 
(ReinApp→).

 The s. is prepared during special feasts, such as the Mäsqäl for the Irob or 
the ziyaara→ for the Muslim Saho, by putting flat stones on a pyre of wood. 
When only embers remain, the meat is put on the hot stones to be roasted. 
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Before that, goats, sheep or cattle are slaughtered [urxude→], skinned 
[eneye→] and dismembered [karriimishe→] in the traditional way. 

 During the Mäsqäl every family has to contribute with its own animal or, 
if a family can’t, someone else offers them the animal. 

 The animal has to be divided into twelve parts: calf, lower leg [sarba] 
(two pieces), scapula [labka] (two pieces), fore shank [xaraa ~ xaray] 
(two pieces), round [kamus] (two pieces), tail [geera], saddle (without 
bones) [kammaada ~ sac], chest, breast [xaakale], ribs and nape of 
the neck [kabbud kee wadag]. Another method divides into deecare ~ 
deecera ‘thigh’ (two pieces), kamus (two pieces), geera, arhxa ‘sacrum’, 
mooqhox ~ ror ‘‘backbone, spinal column’’, kabbud (two pieces), sac 
(two pieces), labka (two pieces), xaraa (two pieces), filla ‘neck’, xaakale, 
minge ‘sternum’.

 The internal organs [addat cana→] are also divided into different parts. 
Different types of sausages [giczim→] are also prepared, using the 
intestine [uluc] or stomach [garbä→]. All these parts are roasted on the 
s. and served cut in small pieces.

 — solat xazo see xazo.

 {Af ‘campfire especially for roasting meat at a place where an animal has 
been slaughtered’; AfMor ‘Gril, lit de pierres pour rôtir la viande’}.

sole vII 1. grill 2. prepare the solat xazo [xazo→]. (ReinApp→).

sooke vI twist (tr), whirl, plait (rope).

 {Af sooke ‘curl, frizz, spin, twist, whirl’; AfMor soke ‘rouler ensemble les 
fibres sur la cuisse, pour faire une corde; etc.’}.

sootal nm sword, dagger; pl sootol m ~ sootaala SS-Ir f; cf guraade, jarda, 
sef. (ReinApp→). 

 {ArYem šataleh ‘fork’; G ሰውተል [säwtäl] ‘javelin, dagger’; Ti ሽተል [šǝtäl] 
‘scimetar’; Ty ሽቶል [šǝtol] ~ ሹቶል [šutol] ~ ሸተል [šätäl]~ ሾተል [šotäl] 
‘curved saber or scimitar’}.

soqhlo nm NS ~ saqhala ~ saqhela SS-Ir conical hut; sgtv saqhalayto SS-Ir 
m pl suqhal m ~ saqalaytit SS-Ir f; cf agdo, daasa, gujje. (Fig. 60, 62, 
65, 68, 69).

 Used also as synonym of agdo→ and daasa→ (DC, IB, IX). It is like a 
gujje→, but with the central forked pole mabbarhotta [mabbarha→]. 

 {AfMor sakkaala ~ sokla ‘cabane légère (en Awsa), petit abri en pierre 
couvert de branchages (dans le nord)’; G ስዋላ [säqä̌la] ‘oblong house or 
tent, royal camp, shed, tabernacle; large rectangular house; Ti ስቅሎ [sǝqlo] 
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‘round house’; Ty ሰቕሎ [säqľo] ‘roof which is supported by one or more 
forked tree trunks or forked wooden supports; pillar or forked wooden 
support set in the middle of a thatched hut and supporting its roof; very 
large hut serving as a chief’s dwelling’, and ሰቐላ [säqä̌la] ‘large house with 
a conical roof or such like which rests on one or more forked tree trunks; 
traditional round thatched house’}.

soro nf thong made of leather or vegetal fibre used to fasten loads; pl sorar ~ 
m~f ~ soror m. (ReinApp→).

sorre see surre.

subax nm clarified butter; pl subox m~f; cf dhasko, mutuk, ruwat, sukat. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Af subax ‘clarified butter, ghee’; AfMor subax ‘buerre cuit (normalement 
liquide); graisse pour le bouillon; graisse d’animal figée’; Ty ስብሒ [sǝbḥi] 
‘fat, tallow, suet, grease’}.

sudda nf 1. hump, hunch 2. plateau; pl suddad m.

sugraf see tsugraf.

sugum nm short rainy season in the highland (approximately between March 
and June); syn lexeeta; cf barid, ganna, giilal, karma, rabca, xagaa, 
zazac. (ReinApp→).

 {Af sugum ‘spring, springs rains, rain which doesn’t amount to much’; 
AfMor sugum ‘période pluvieuse (mars-avril)’; Ty ስጉም [sǝgum] ‘between-
seasons rain (in May or June); harbinger of the krämti or highland rainy 
season (June-September)’}.

sukat nm butter (before boiling), butter for hair; sgtv sukatto NS ~ sukayto 
CS, SS f; pl sukkot SS-Ir; rel to uskute; syn dhasko, mutuk, ruwat; cf 
subax. (ReinApp→).

 {Af sukàti ‘lotion, ointment, oil/cream for exeternal medication’; AfMor 
sukati ‘onction, onguent, pommade à frictionner’}.

sullaxayla ~ sulluxayla nf necklace; cf dargayto, fillattö, mizginna, 
xenko, xirze. 

sulluxayla see sullaxayla.

suraara nf ~ siraara traditional leather skirt; pl suraarar m.

surre nf ~ sirre ~ sorre trousers; pl surrer ~ sirrer ~ sorrer m~f. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ስሬ ̄[sǝrrē] ‘trousers’; Ty ስረ [sǝrrä] ~ ሱረ [surrä] ~ ስሬ [sǝrre] ‘trousers, 
breeches, pants; fig valorous, brave’}.

suuma see shuuma.
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suuro nf small, normally triangular, entrance of the abur→; pl suuror m; cf 
afa, baab, caraf, ifaaf, ifee. (Fig. 156).

suwaa1 nm ~ suway SS-Ir ripe but still green ear of grain; sgtv suwatto NS 
~ suwayto CS, SS m.

— cilbot suwaa NS, CS ~ cilbot suway SS nm corncobs. 

 {Ty ሰዊት [säwwit] or ሸዊት [šäwwit] ‘ear of grain, pod (of peas, beans, etc.) 
still green but ripe enough to eat’}.

suwaa2 nm traditional beer. 

 It is the Tigrinya word for the Saho malab→.

 {Ty ስዋ [sǝwa] ‘Ethiopian beer (made of barley, dagussa and bits of dried 
ǝngēra-bread or ṭabita-bread)’}.

suway see suwaa.

SH

shaadir nf traditional women dress; pl shaadiira f. (ReinApp→). 

 {AfMor seedar ~ siidár ‘grand voile noir des femmes citadines, en soie ou 
en crêpe (kirib), qui enveloppe complètement; pagne gris (usé) des femmes 
en brousse’; Ar sidāra ‘an Iraqi headgear, commonly of black velvet’; Ti 
ሻድር [šadǝr] ‘a sort of garment coming from Arabia’; Ty ሻድር [šadǝr] 
‘cheap cotton cloth, colored cloth’}.

shaahi nf tea.

 — shaahit nuwaa see nuwaa.

 {Af saahi ‘tea’; AfMor shaahi ‘thé’; Ar šāy ‘tea’; Ti ሻሂ [šahi] ‘tea’; Ty ሻሂ 
[šahi] ‘tea (beverage)’}.

shaggaath nm ~ mashaggatha latch, door-bolt; syn masnaba pl shaggawuth m.

 {Ty ሰጋጥ [säggaṭ] ‘bolt, bar (for a door), lock, latch’}.

sharab nm CS2 kind of horizontal wooden pole used for the structure of 
the macdani→; sgtv sharabta, sharabto m; cf adcun, alkuf, asfun, 
barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, mabbarha, 
mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, qaabeela, 
qalitstso, sarwe, tormaan.

shaxan nm bowl, dish, plate; pl shaxun m var saxan/sexan SS; cf biyatti. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Af saxni ‘dish, plate’; AfMor saxan ‘assiette, tout plat, cuvette (en émail en 
plastique), contenu du plat, disque, parabole (télévision); Ar ṣaḥn ‘bowl, 
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dish; plate; meal, food; etc.’; Ti ሽሕን [šǝḥǝn] ‘plate, dish’; ሽሓኒ [šǝḥani] ~ 
ሸሓኒ [šäḥani] ~ ሳሓን [saḥan] ‘plate, dish, basin; disc’}.

shaxshax nm ~ saxsax SS ~ masaxsax SS-Ir roasting pan (for coffee, grain) 
with long handle; pl shaxshux m ~ saxaasix SS-Ir f. (Fig. 277).

 {Ty መሻሕሽሒ [mäšaḥšǝḥi] ‘means for roasting or parching, coffee roaster’ 
~ መሻሕሻሕ [mäšaḥšaḥ] ‘coffee roaster’}.

sheedali nm first brew of coffee (from awwal nm ‘the former, the previous, 
the first’) syn awwali; cf akhdar, barakä, cabbas, derejja, diggam, 
iliyas, maddaxa, mafarra, malamma. 

 See buun and buun dhaaco [dhaaco→] for details about the coffee 
ceremony and blessing.

shefshefo nm SS-Ir thick stick with sharp edges; cf diga, gomod, ilo, 
khayzaraan, luusa, mahar, morkos, sillac, siraat, wadhdheeceena.

 {Ty ሻፍሻፎ [šafšafo] ‘knobbed cudgel’}.

shekkello nf NS, CS ~ sekkello ~ SS senkello bucket; pl shekkellol ~ 
sekkellol m senkellit SS f.

 {AfMor sekkeello ‘seau’; It secchiello ‘bucket’; Ty ሰንኬሎ [sänkello] ~ 
ሸንኬሎ [šänkello] ‘pail, bucket’}.

shidaad nm small stick used for beating the drum, drumstick; pl shidawud 
m; cf kabaro

shiiro nf sauce, normally made of a puree of chickpeas. (ReinApp→).

 {Am ሽሮ [šǝro]~ ሹሮ [šuro]~ ሺሮ [širo] ‘a mush or pudding made from 
the flour of parched beans’; Ty ሽሮ [šǝro] ‘porridge or souce of peas, beans, 
lentils, etc, which have been peeled, mashed and cooked to a thick puree 
and seasoned with salt, pepper and other spices’}.

shiqhaaqh nm NS toilet, latrine; pl shiqhawuqh m; syn sinti bet, xashshut 
care (Fig. 136).

 {Ty ሽቓቕ [šǝqǎq]̌ ‘latrine, toilet, rest room’}.

shuqhle nm NS ~ saqhle SS-Ir work; rel to ushtuqhule; cf ciyyo, sirax. 

 {Ar šuġl ‘occupation, activity; work, job; etc.’; Ti ሽቅል [šǝqǝl] ‘work’; Ty 
ሽቕለት [šǝqľät] ‘job, task, work; working for a wage, a salary’}.

shuuma nf NS, CS ~ suuma SS maize-cob, ear of cob; sgtv shuumatto NS ~ 
shuumayto CS, SS f ~ sumayto SS-Ir m.

 Used as firewood when there is scarcity of other kinds of fuel (such as 
wood, charcoal, etc.). 

 {Ty ሱማ [suma] ‘corncob; ear of grain from wich the kernels are missing’}.
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T

taanikka see tanaka.

taf-ishe vIV slaughter, slash; cf eneye, igizzire, urxude.

 {Ty ተፍተፈ[täftäfä] ‘to slash, gash meat, to split, cut into the thickest parts 
so that it will cook uniformly, to cut, slash here and there’}.

taka see tika.

takar see thaqhar.

takare vII hang; rel to takareena, takarima. (ReinApp→).

takareena nm hanger, coat rack; pl takareenit m~f; syn takarima; rel to 
takare.

 {AfMor takreyna ‘ce qui sert à accrocher, à suspendre: pointe, crochet fin, 
poignée, anse, queue de casserole’}.

takarima nf 1. syn takareena→ 2. SS-Ir elevated place where the takareena 
is put; pl takarimam m ~ takarimit SS-Ir f; rel to takare, from its passive 
form takarime ‘be hanged’.

takla see takle.

takle nm ~ takla SS-Ir plant; sgtv takletto NS ~ takleyto CS, SS; pl taklit m 
~ taakil SS-Ir f; rel to itkile, takule, tiklo.

 {Ti ተከል [täkäl] ‘stem’; Ty ተኽሊ [täḵli] ‘plant, plant from a seedbed ready 
for transplanting; plantation}.

takule nm pole; rel to itkile, takle, tiklo.

 {Ty ታኼላ [taḵela] ‘poles, posts which are set in the ground for making a 
das-booth’}.

tambarik nm roof edge; syn tazbab, zaabeba; cf qatsre. (Fig. 145, 279).

tanaka nf ~ taanikka SS tin, can; pl tanakuk m ~ taanik SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af tanak ‘a large can; tin’; AfMor tanak ‘touque, bidon d’env. 18 litres 
(pétrole, essence)’; Ar tanak ‘tin, plate; jerry cans made of tin plate’; It 
tanica ‘jerry can, jug’; Ti ተነከት [tänäkät] ‘tin-case’; Ty ታኒካ [tanikka] ‘tin, 
can or box of tin, jerrycan; galvanized iron, sheet iron, tin plate, band iron, 
zinc, copper’}. 

tandur nm cylindrical clay or metal oven, built in a pit, used for cooking and 
baking; sgtv tandurta f; syn buufe; cf oton. (Fig. 197).

 — tandur-folo see folo.

 {Ar tannūr ‘a kind of baking oven, a pit, usually clay-lined, for baking 
bread’; ArSud tannūr ‘furnace’; Ti ተንዱር [tändur] ‘oven’}.
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tanker nm cistern, tank (container of water); pl tankeera SS-Ir f; syn baska2. 
(Fig. 278). 

 Normally the t. is collocated in the back of a house.

 {ArSudTP tankar ‘tanker (lorry, for water); En tanker}.

tarmaan see tormaan.

tastaa nm ~ tastay SS ~ testaa ox, bullock; pl tastuu m ~ tastoy SS m~f 
~ testoo m; cf awur, beceera, deehaalu, durut, fulaye, maddaxayto, 
ruga, zaraabic.

 {Ti ተስታይ [tästay] ‘young bull accustomed to the yoke’; Ty ተስታይ [tästay] 
‘ox accustomed to plowing’}.

tastay see tastaa.

taxtaxo nm SS-Ir honey mixed with water; cf bathce, birze, malab, mees, 
Xaliima macar.

tawla see thawla.

tazbab nm part of the roof of a naxsa→ or a zingo→ (CI) that juts out above 
the walls; pl tazbub m; syn tambarik, zaabeeba (XS, MC); cf qatsre. (Fig. 
145, 279).

 {Ty ተዝባብ [täzbab] ‘sticks or branches placed atop a wall and projecting 
over it to protect it from rain or runoff from the roof’}.

telis nm SS-Ir mat made of the fibre of siye→; pl teliisa f.

 The t. is used for preparing baskets, but also to cover the body of a 
deceased person after it has been wrapped in a cloth (made of abujadit 
cotton cloth).

 {Ar tillīs ‘kind of mat’; Ty ተሊስ [tälis] ~ ተሊሽ [täliš] ~ ቶልሽ [tolǝš] ‘very 
fine mat woven with various colours’}.

tenda nf ~ tendha SS-Ir tent; pl tendad m ~ tenod m~f ~ tendit ~ tendhit 
SS-Ir f.

 — tendat care f pl tendat carwa m

 {Af tenda ‘canvas cloth, tent’; AfMor tenda ‘tente en toile forte; toile forte’; 
It tenda ‘tent’; Ty ቴንዳ [tēnda] ~ ተንዳ [tända] ‘tent, tarpaulin, canvas’}.

tendiino nm reinforcing bar used for construction; sgtv tendiinoyta SS m; pl 
tendiinit m~f.

 {It tondino ‘reinforcing bar’}.

tendha see tenda.

tenekko see tonokko.
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teker nm sauce; cf tsabxe. (ReinApp→).

 {Af teker ‘additional items added to basic food such as ‘jam’ to bread; a 
mixture of tobacco and ash’; AfMor teker ‘partie savoureuse d’un plat’}.

testaa see tastaa.

tika nm ~ taka smoke; sgtv tikatto NS ~ tikayto CS, SS m; pl tikit m~f. 
(ReinApp→).  

 — tiki care see care.

 — tiki mayyaaca see mayyaaca.

 {Ty ትኪ [tǝkki] ‘smoke, fumes’}.

tikilbe nf species of shrub(s) or small tree(s) (Pterolobium stellatum); 
sgtv tikilbetta NS ~ tikilbeyta CS, SS m (seed/fruit), tikilbettä NS ~ 
tikilbeytä CS, SS f (tree). (ReinApp→).

 {Af tikible ‘species of acacia tree (Acacia asak); AfMor tikible ‘acacia 
(Acacia asak)}.

tiisha see thiisha.

tiklo nf 1. planting 2. foundation; rel to itkile, takle, takule. (ReinApp→).

tisti see thishti.

tokkat nm ~ tokkot ~dukket SS-Ir wristband; pl tokkaata f; cf 

 {Ty ድኮት [dǝkkot] ‘bracelet, anklet having a fringe’}.

tokkot see tokkat.

tonkobet nf mat made with vegetal fibre such as doum palm; syn seelan. (Fig. 272).

 XS says that they are Afar-style huts made with doum-palm mats.

 {Ty ተንኮበት [tänkobät] ~ ተንኮባ [tänkoba] ~ ተንኮባት [tänkobat] ‘large 
mat made of palm leaves (used to cover the floors of rooms); blind (shade) 
made of palm leaves, reeds’}.

tonokko nm ~ intonokko ~ tenekko wall plaster.

 {It intonaco ‘plaster’}.

tormaan nf ~ tarmaan CS2 horizontal pole that rests on the naafirat→ and 
supports the roof of a macdani→; sgtv tormaanto f; cf adcun, alkuf, 
asfun, barim, camid, facaalu, gamal, gashsha-le, gunde, kaaleel, 
mabbarha, mamxits, matxabba, maybet, mooro, moraale, naafirat, 
qaabeela, qalitstso, sarwe, sharab. (Fig. 199).

 {Af tarmaan ‘boom; rafter, ridgepole of a house’; AfMor tarmaan ‘antenne, 
vergue de la voile latine du boutre; pouter faîtière d’un toit’; ArYem farmān 
‘yail for sail’; ?Ti ቶርሞር [tormor] ‘crossbars in the roof’}.
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torobaal see thorobaal.

tukul nm circular hut. (Fig. 48).

 The term t., of Arabic origin, described the cylinder-conical house in 
Eritrea, during the Italian colonisation, even if the Eritrean t. were actually 
agdo→. Nowadays the word t. is sometimes used improperly to indicate 
rectangular houses, such as the macdani→ of the Eritrean lowlands. 

 {Af tukul ‘a circular house’; AfMor tukul ‘paillote légère, ronde’; ArSud 
tukl ~ tukul ‘conical grass hut, especially kitchen’}.

TH

thaabita nf pancake-like bread made of batter; equivalent to engeera→; pl 
thaabit m; cf baani, bokkoco, burkutta, buufet-folo, cadubla, engeera, 
hanza, luxlux, kinnas, qichcha, tandur-folo, xabaza, ximbashsha. 
(Fig. 213). (ReinApp→).

 See engeera for more details.

 {Am ጣቢታ [ṭabita] ‘large pancake-like bread made from fermented batter 
similar to ǝnǧära-bread’; Ti ጣቢታ [ṭabita] ‘a certain kind of bread’; Ty ጣቢታ 

[ṭabita] ‘ǝngēra-bread smaller than the regular ǝngēra’}.

thaabiya nf subdistrict; cf wereda, zoobä.

 {Am ጣቢያ [ṭabiya] ‘station, terminal, post; place in a river where water 
collects; Ar ṭābiya ‘fortress, fort; round fortress tower’; ArYem ṭābiyah 
‘fort’; Ty ጣብያ [ṭabya] ‘subdistrict’}.

thaaxuuna nf modern mill; pl thaaxuunan m; syn tarhxine makiina 
[makiina→].

thaqhar nm ~ takar SS-Ir soot; sgtv thaqharto m; pl takor SS-Ir f.

 — thaqhar deeseena see deeseena. 

 {Ty ጠቐር [ṭäqä̌r] ‘soot, smut, dirt’; Ti ጠቀር [ṭäqär] ‘soot’}.

thawaali nm wooden stick that forms the raised backrest of a bed; sgtv 
thawaaliita m.

 {?ArSudTP ṭawwāli ‘straight ahead, direct; etc’}.

thawla nf ~ tawla SS table; sort of table made of two lateral stones on the 
sides and an upper wooden surface; pl thawlal m ~ thawol ~ tawol SS-Ir 
f; cf raffe, therebbeeza.

 {Af tawla ‘table’; AfMor tawla ‘table’; Am ጣወላ [ṭawäla] ‘plank, board’; 
ArWatl ṭāwla ‘table’; It tavola ‘table’; Ty ጣውላ [ṭawla] ‘table (dining); 
board’}. 
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therebbeeza nf table; pl therebbeezaz m ~ therebeezit SS-Ir f; cf thawla.

 {Ty ጠረጴዛ [ṭäräp̣eza] ~ ጠረጰዛ [ṭäräp̣äza] ‘table, desk’}.

thilaa nf rope made of doum palm; sgtv thilyto m.

theesa see thiisha.

this see thiisha.

thiisa see thiisha.

thiisha nf ~ theesa; ~ this ~ thiisa SS-Ir communal land; right of habitation 
on a land; right to land; pl thiishas ~ theesas m.

 While in the Tigrayan land tenure system there is a difference between 
desa ~ däsa ‘right of land’ and ṭǝša ~ ṭiša ‘right of habitation’, in Saho both 
meanings are included in th.

 {Ty ጥሻ [ṭǝša] or ጢሻ [ṭiša] ‘being a sharecropper, tenancy; settlement’ ~ 
ጤሳ [ṭesa] ‘repopulation (of a town), from a verb with a general meaning 
of ‘fill with smoke, start a fire (in a hearth)’ and, form it, ‘to gather, to 
assemble people in a place, to settle, be a squatter, be or become a tenant’, 
probably because the smoke of a hearth was considered as the central part 
of a house, of a settlement; see also Ty ዴሳ [desa] or ደሳ [däsa] ‘property, 
land not held by an individual but in common by the family, clan or tribe, 
possession of plots of which is determined by lot’}. 

thibba nf shrewdness, skill, ability.

 — thibba-le skilled person (from thibba and le vIII ‘have); syn kibra-le.

 Skilled people are normally involved in the construction of houses. 

 {Ti ጥበብ [ṭǝbäb] ‘wisdom’; Ty ጥቢ [ṭǝbbi] ‘astuteness, shrewdness’}.

thishti nf washing basin; pl thishtit m~f.

 {Ar ṭašt ‘large metal basin or tub (for washing clothes or kneading dough)’; 
Ty ጥስቲ [ṭǝsti] ‘large corrugated iron tub used for washing clothes, 
washtub’}.

thixlo nf kind of porridge prepared with roasted barley flour; pl thixol m~f; 
cf dagxa. (Fig. 280, 281). (ReinApp→). 

 For the preparation of the th. see under dhixin and the following Tigrinya 
definition.

 {Ty ጥሕሎ [ṭǝḥlo] or ጡሕሎ [ṭuḥlo] a kind of pudding made by mixing 
roast barley flour with water then forming little balls that are skewered on 
thin forked sticks and dipped in zǝgni-sauce (used especially in Agame)’}. 

thonqor see qonqor. 

thoob see thub.
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thorobaal nf ~ torobaal SS water bag; cf ganrat, girba, idrotta, saar.

 {Af torbaal ‘canvas cloth’; AfMor torbaal ‘toile forte, objets confectionnés 
dans cette toile (tentes, récipients à puiser, etc.’; ?Ar (see Morin ad vocem)}.

thub nm ~ thoob brick; sgtv thubto ~ thoobta m; syn buluuk.

 {Ar ṭūb ‘brick’; Ti ጦብ [ṭob]~ ጦበት [ṭobät] ‘brick’; Ty ጡብ [ṭub] ‘brick’}.

TS

tsabxe nm SS-Ir sauce; cf teker.

 {Ti ጸብሕ [ṣäbḥǝ] ‘(midday-)meal, seasoning’; Ty ጸብሒ [ṣäbḥi] ‘dish, food, 
pepper sauce, stew (actually a dish like spaghetti sauce but confected of 
approximately equal portions of finely ground bärbärä-pepper and butter 
with an admixture of sautéed shallots and small portions of other spices)’}.

tsagce nm 1. foot of a mountain 2. shelter 3. wall (upper part of the floor); 
pl tsagcit m.

 {Ty ጸግዒ [ṣägʿi] ‘recourse, resort (seeking help), cover (concealment), 
shelter; […] wall (inner wall of a house); wall of a building’}.

tsanxa nf ~ sanxa SS 1. internal courtyard for beehives, usually surrounded 
by tall walls and partially covered by a roof 2. enclosure for beehives; pl 
tsanxax m ~ tsaanax ~ saanax SS-Ir; syn 2. zizzaalet dagge [dagge→]. 
(Fig. 110, 123).

 {Ty ጸንሓ [ṣänḥa] ‘internal, hidden entry into a house ordinarily for the 
sole use of members of the household; back door, courtyard, enclosed area 
in the rear of a house’}.

tsarwe see sarwe. 

tsaxla nm ~ saxla SS 1. black clay pot used for cooking, typically chicken 
or meat sauce 2. chicken or meat sauce; pl tsaxlit m ~ tsaaxil ~ tsaaxol 
SS-Ir f. (Fig. 280). (ReinApp→). 

 {Ti ጸሕል [ṣäḥl] ‘pan, bowl, pot (of clay)’; Ty ጻሕሊ [ṣaḥli] ‘pottery bowl in 
which foods are cooked and which often serves as a dish’}.

tsaxnane see saxnane.

tseera nf SS-Ir ~ seera 1. tail 2. fly whisk made from the hair of a horse’s tail; 
pl tseerar ~ tseeror f; syn saaseena.

 {Ti ጪራ [č̣ira] ‘violin’; Ty ጭራ [čǝra] ‘tail, fly whisk made from a horse’s 
tail, hair (single); hindmost, tail-end, last, end, stern (ship’s); onestringed 
violin’}.

tsewaarit nf ~ sewaarit SS-Ir support with many hangers; pl tsewaariita f.
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 {Ty ጸዋሪ [ṣäwari] ‘porter, supporter, trestle, etc.; kind of clothes rack or 
hanger consisting of a stick having several stubs of branches fixed in the 
ground and used to hang domestic utensils from, hat rack’}

tsilaal see silal.

tsilfa nf SS-Ir ~ silfa ladle, spoon; pl tsilfaf ~ tsilfit ~ tsilof f; cf manka.

 {Ty ጭልፋ [čǝ̣lfa] ‘ladle (originally a small clay pot with a handle, now 
usually of metal), dipper (often made from a gourd), crucible used by 
silversmiths for melting down Maria Theresa silver dollars, us. a tiny clay 
pot; scoop (for taking up grain)’}.

tsiqqa see chiqqa. 

tsirbo nf 1. empty space between the top of the outer walls of a naxsa→ and 
its roof (usually the front wall and the two lateral ones). 2. the back rooms 
in a naxsa→, including the junction between the back wall and its roof 
(usually it has very few open spaces); pl tsirbob m. (Fig. 282).

tsoqhla nf stone fence, wall enclosure, dry wall; cf qaanat dagge [dagge→].

 — tsoqhla mekkebaabiyo ~ tsoqhla mekkebaabiya nf SS-Ir Amharic 
term (መካበቢያ [mäkkabäbiya] ‘fence, enclosing wall, compound (enclosed 
area), campus)’ used for an enclosed, circular wall. 

 {Ty ጨቝላ [č̣äq̌ʷla] ‘heap, pile of stones, cairn’}.

tsugraf nm SS-Ir ~ tsurgaf ~ sugraf whip, lash; pl tsugaarif ~ tsugraafa f; 
cf khormaaj, xalanga.

 {Ti ጨርገፈ [č̣ärgäfä] ‘whip made of leather thongs’; Ty ጭጕራፍ [č̣ǝgʷraf] ~ 
ጭግራፍ [č̣ǝgǝraf] ‘whip, lash, stripe, welt’}.

tsurgaf see tsugraf.

U

uckure vI store; cf fordishe, ikhzine.

ugraahe nf ~ rugaahe SS-Ir type of grass used for making baskets as 
winchixti→ or in building contruction (Eleusine sp.); sgtv ugraahetta NS 
~ ugraaheyta CS, SS ~ rugaaheyta SS-Ir m.

 {Ti እርግሄ [ǝrgǝhe] ‘reed (used for making baskets) (Eleusine floccifolia)’; 
Ty ርግሄ [rǝgǝhe] ~ ኣርግሄ [argǝhe] ‘strong, tough grass used in making 
winnowing baskets; couch grass’}.

ugux nm small roofed shed for lambs and goat kids; pl uguuxa ~ ugaaxi SS-Ir 
f; cf abur. (Fig. 153).

 {Af ugux ‘cell, enclosure, fold, pen for goat kids, sheepfold’; AfMor ugux 
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‘abri en pierres sèches, généralement pour les petits animaux (chevreaux, 
agneaux)’}.

ulukluke see iliqhliqhe.

undhurh nm bead(s); sgtv undhudhdha f. (ReinApp→).  

 {Af undhudh ‘beads’; AfMor undhudh ‘ornement (ornement de métal, 
verroterie, perles de petite taille); perles’}.

unxuwe vII untie something.

urxude vI slaughter, butcher; rel to marxadde; cf eneye, igizzire, taf-ishe. 
(ReinApp→).

 {G ሓረደ [ḥarädä] ‘slaughter, sever, cut the throat, slay, destroy’; Ti ሐርደ 
[ḥardä] ‘to slaughter, to cut off the throat, to kill’; Ty ሓረደ [ḥarädä] ‘to 
cut an animal’s throat, butcher an animal, slaughter an animal according 
to Christian rites’}

urhuwe vI tie, bind, fasten; rel to madhdhayna, madhdhuwa. (ReinApp→).

 {Af odhe ‘bind, fasten, tether, tie; AfMor udhuwe ~ udhuye ‘attacher, lier; 
endiguer, restreindre‘}.

urhxurhe vI ~ irhxirhe SS-Ir pin basket; cf xidhdhi nm; rel to marhxarh. 
(Fig. 283). (ReinApp→). 

 {Af idhxidhe ‘darn, mend, repair, sew, stitch’; AfMor idhxidhe ‘coudre 
(vêtements); assembler des éléments de vannerie’}.

uscussube vI repair, refresh (tr); rel to cusuba vIII ‘be new’. (ReinApp→).

uskummure vI heap, pile up; rel to kumre.

 {Ti ክመረ [kǝmmärä] ‘accumulate, collect, fill up’; Ty ኮመረ [kommärä] ~ 
ኰመረ [kʷåmmärä] ‘heap, pile up by making stacks (grain, straw, etc., not 
wood, stones)’}.

uskune vI NS, CS ~ iskine SS decant, settle (of coffee); syn irjine. 

 {Af iskine ‘settle’; Ty ሰኸና [säḵäna] ‘settle (coffee grounds after boiling); 
subside (anger), be calm; etc.’}.

uskute vI rub with butter, grease, anoint; rel to sukat. (ReinApp→).

 {Af uskute ‘grease, rub with butter/oil, etc.; anoint’; AfMor uskute ‘oindre, 
graisser, enduire de’}.

ushshufule vI NS, CS ~ issifile SS-Ir set up a sifaalo→; rel to mashshafale, sifaalo. 

 {Ty ሰፈለ [säfälä] ‘be laid out, begun (grain on a grinding slab)’}.

ushtuqhule vI work, serve; rel to shuqhle; cf siraaxe.

 {Ar ištiġal ‘being busy or occupied, work’; Ti ሸቀለ [šäqqälä] ‘work’; Ty ሸቀለ 
[šäqqälä] ‘work for wages, go to work’}.
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uxruse vI plough; rel to maxras, maxrashsha. (Fig. 284). (ReinApp→).

 {Af uxruse ‘plough with oxen’; AfMor uxruse ‘labourer, cultiver’; Ar ḥaraṯa 
‘plow; cultivate (the soil), till (the ground); Ti ሐርሰ [ḥarǝsä] ‘plow’; Ty 
ሓረሰ [ḥaräsä] ‘plow, till the soil, cultivate, farm’}.

uykuce see ooqhoce.

W

waala nf rostrum, structure made of wood with four stands, used for placing/
keeping straw or cane, reed, typically of maize or sorghum; pl waalal m. 
(Fig. 285).

 {Ty ዋላ [wala] ‘rostrum, tribune, dais, platform of sticks resting on four 
forked limbs which have been fixed in the ground. It is used as a watch 
post from wich to scare birds trying to eat the grain of a field’}.

waalac see oolac.

waalal see oolal.

waane vII fan the fire, ventilating it with a waaneena; syn ishrife.

waaris see waarish.

waarish nm ~ waaris SS-Ir heir; rel to iwrishe, riste. (ReinApp→).

wadeena nm~f ~ waditeena small water container used for ablution; rel to 
wado; cf abriq, sanne. 

waditeena see wadeena.

wado nf ablution; rel to wadeena. (ReinApp→).

 {Af wado ‘ritual purity’; AfMor wado ‘ablutions avant la prière rituelle’; Ar 
waḍūʾ ‘water for the ritual ablution’; wuḍūʾ ‘purity, cleanness, cleanliness; 
ritual ablution before prayer’; ArSud waḍū ~ wuḍū ‘ritual ablution’; Ti ወዶ 
[wädo] ‘water for ablution before prayer’}. 

wadhdheeceena nm ~ wadhdhic SS-Ir type of stick; sgtv SS-Ir wadhdhicto; 
pl wadhdheeceenit m; cf diga, gomod, ilo, khayzaraan, luusa, mahar, 
morkos, sillac, siraat, shefshefo.

wadhdhic see wadhdheeceena.

wakkare vII engrave, carve stone, make rough surface; rel to wakkareena. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Ti ወቀረ [wäqärä] ‘cut (stone), chisel’; Ty ወቐረ [wäqä̌rä] ‘sculpt, carve; 
pound a grinding slab worn smooth with a pointed rock in order to make 
it grind better; level, smooth a stone; engrave; hammer’}.
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wakkareena nm kind of hard stone used to roughen the sifaalo→ or 
marhxan→; pl wakkareenit m~f; rel to wakkare.

 Nowadays a hammer may also be used for the same purpose.

walfe nm addiction (coffee, alcohol, cigarettes).

 {Ti ውሉፍ [wǝlluf] ‘accustomed’; Ty ውሉፍ [wǝlluf] ‘addict, accustomed, 
addicted to s.th.’}.

wallu nf SS-Ir tanned skin of calf; sgtv walluyta f; pl wallul f; cf cabuude, 
carsä, ceesal, gabtara, masfala, nacta, qafef, qitstsac, sido, warhxo.

 {Af wallu ‘leather mat with hairs removed’; AfMor wallu ‘peau de vache 
tannée‘}.

wandewande see wendowendo. 

wandowando see wendowendo.

waneena nf fan for feeding the fire; pl waneenit m ~ f ~ wanen SS-Ir f; rel 
to waane; syn mashrafit, mayrawwaxa. 

wanna nm owner; pl wannun m ~ wannon SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 — dukkan-wanna nm shopkeeper.

 {AfMor wan ‘devenier propriétaire; se montrer plus fort, battre quelqu’un 
au jeu’; Ty ዋኖት [wannot] ‘owner’}.

wansa see wansta.

wantsa nf SS-Ir ~ wansa drinking cup; pl wanots ~ wanos f. (Fig. 286). 

 — kurbi wantsa nf a w. made of kurbe→ wood.

 {Am ዋንጫ [wančạ] ‘drinking horn, horn tumbler or cup; cup (as award for 
victory in sports); measure for honey holding 1 ½ litres’; Ti ዋንጫ [wančạ] 
‘drinkinghorn’; Ty ዋንጫ [wančạ] ‘oxhorn cup, trophy’}.

warhxo nm 1. unprocessed dry animal skin 2. pelt, mat of untanned leather; 
pl warhaaxa f ~ wharhooxa ~ waarhix ~ warhxit SS-Ir f; cf cabuude, 
carsä, ceesal, gabtara, masfala, nacta, sido, qafef, qitstsac, sido, 
wallu. (ReinApp→).

wasan nm ~ wassaana limit, border.

 {ArYem waṯan ‘border stone in a field’; Ty ወሰን [wäsän] ‘border, boundary, 
limit(s), periphery, outskirts, fringe; margin, edge, bank, shore; limitation’}.

wasle see wishal.

wassaana see wasan.

waxalle nf SS-Ir skilled, skillful woman; pl waxallit m; syn aqhcazit; cf 
idaaden.
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 {Ty ወሓለ [wäḥallä] ~ ውሓለ [wǝḥallä] ‘good, skilled, capable, ingenious, 
skilled housewife, one who is expert in women’s work’}.

waybo nf species of tree(s) (Teminalia Brownii); sgtv waybotta NS ~ wayboyta 
CS, SS f (ReinApp→).  

 The wood of w. is among the ones preferred by women for the smoke bath 
for their ritual, nuptial or medical purification. 

 {Af wàybu ‘type of tree the wood of which is preferred for the fire in a 
smoke-hole (boodo) especially that prepared for a married woman, the 
resin of this tree is added to water which is drunk as a remedy for hepatitis, 
Combrentum Terminalia Brownii’; AfMor waybu ‘Terminalia brownii; contre 
la jaunisse, on lave le malade, de trois à sept jours, avec de l’écorce pilée 
dissoute dans de l’eau; le cɶur du waybu, séché, réduit en poudre, prend 
le nom de ogo et sert dans les fumigations féminines’}. 

wayda nm SS-Ir large wooden plate, bigger than galadda→; pl waydit f; cf 
koora. (Fig. 287).

 {Ty ወይዳ [wäyda] ~ ዋይዳ [wayda] ‘large basin of wood or clay used for 
kneading’}.

wenber see member.

wendowendo nm NS, CS ~ wandewande CS2 ~ wandowando SS-Ir hinges 
of a traditional door, consisting cylindrical extensions that are inserted in 
two holes in respectively the lower and the upper parts of the door frame; 
sgtv wendowendoyta NS, CS ~ wandewandeyta CS2 ~ wandowandoyta 
SS-Ir m; pl wendowendoytit NS, CS ~ wandewandeytit CS2 m ~ 
wandowandoytit SS-Ir; syn kirtim. (Fig. 237).

 {Ty ወንዳወንዶ [wändawändo] ‘pivot, axis of a door or shutter which serves 
in a place of hinges’}.

wereda nf SS-Ir province, district; pl weredit f; cf thaabiya, zoobä.

 {Ty ወረዳ [wäräda] ‘district (administrative), canton, borough; bet, wager’}.

winchixti nf ~ winsixti SS ~ wintsixti SS tray, basket tray made with 
ugraahe→ grass, and decorated with coloured tissue; pl wanaachix m. 
(Fig. 288).

 The w. is commonly used as a tray for serving bread, popcorn, etc., but also 
as a decoration for the house. The most popular models of w. vary slightly 
in size: about 30-32 cm. for the circumference of the upper part; 12-19 cm 
for the support base, which can have a height of 3 to 5 cm. Depending of 
the different style, the w. is called xankataysa w. or raakibayket w. The 
tissue decoration is called rikkiyaamo (from Italian ricamo ‘embroidery’).
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 Old w. can also be used as a lid for the gidcat qafo [qafo→].

 {Ty ውንጭሕቲ [wǝnčǝ̣ḥti] ‘container of basketwork or made from a gourd 
and used for butter, milk or yogurt’}.

winsixti see winchixti.

wintsixti see winchixti.

wisal see wishal.

wissaate see wishshaathe.

wissaathe see wishshaathe.

wishal nm ~ wisal SS ~ wasle NS (Thaaruca) wedge, chok; pl wishol m ~ 
wisol m~f.

 Wooden wedge used for stabilizing a gamal→ on a camidda [camid→]. 
It is also the wedge used for fixing to its shaft the iron blade of a hoe or an 
axe (AM). 

 {Ty ውሻል [wǝšal] ‘wedge, chock or other object used in making a bench 
steady’}.

wishshaathe nf ~ wushshaathe ~ wissaate SS-Ir ~ wissaathe SS-Ir 
women’s part of a hidmo→/naxsa→ or agdo→; pl wishshaatheth m ~ 
wissaatit ~ wissaathit SS-Ir m~f; syn addat care, agabi care, gooxo, 
saygudet care, say-marih care, sayyot care, sawot gaza. (see gooxo for 
figures’ list).

 The term is Tigrinya and is rarely used by the Saho. 

 {Ty ውሻጠ [wǝšaṭä] ‘semipartitioned area in the rear end of a house where 
food is prepared and into which only women may enter; kitchen; interior 
private room where the most precious things are kept’}.

wofara see wofra.

wofra nm ~ wofora 1. work (in the field, in the bush, etc.) 2. expedition, 
exploration, deployment; ~ wofara SS-Ir going out with the livestock; pl 
wofrit m~f; rel to ifaare. (ReinApp→).

 When a house is to be built, the whole village is asked to help, and this 
communal labor is called wafarat sirax (from wofra and sirax nm ‘work’); 
syn maxber sirax.

 {G. ወፈራ [wäfära] ‘go to a field (for any agricultural activity), go out 
into the countryside, feed in a pasture’; is extended to ‘go any place’; Ty 
ወፈራ [wäfära] ‘campaign, e.g., many people engaging in a common task 
like cleaning the fields, mowing, etc., communal labor (like building a 
house)’}. 
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wofora see wofra.

wushshaathe see wishshaathe.

X

xaaxot nm species of shrub(s) (Rumex usambarensis); sgtv xaaxotto m (seed/
fruit), xaaxottö f; syn gaali mulxu.

 The leaves of x. are also used to put the meat on the ground, while butchering.

 {Ty ሔሖት [ḥeḥot] ~ ሒሖት [ḥiḥot] ‘bush about 2 m. high which has red 
flowers. It is used in tannining hides (Rumex nervosus; Rumex alismafolius’}.

xabaza nf NS, CS ~ xabada SS 1. honey comb 2. flat bread; sgtv xabazatto 
NS ~ xabazayto CS1 ~ xabadayto CS2, SS f; pl xabuz NS, CS m ~ xabud 
SS m~f; cf baani, bokkoco, burkutta, buufet-folo, cadubla, engeera, 
hanza, kinnas, luxlux, tandur-folo, thaabita, ximbashsha. (ReinApp→).

 {Af xabada ‘bread’; AfMor xabda ‘galette’; Ti ሕቨዘት [ḥaväzät] ‘thick round 
bread’}.

xagaa nm NS, CS ~ xagay SS hot and dry season (approximately from 
December to March); cf barid, ganna, giilal, karma, lexeeta, rabca, 
sugum, zazac. (ReinApp→).

 During the x. season, which brings small rains to the lowland [barid→], 
the cold season is in progress in the highland [ganna→]. 

 {Af xagay ‘summer, hot season’; AfMor cagay ‘période de juin à août (les 
mois les plus shauds et secs de l’année)’; Ty ሓጋይ [ḥagay] ‘dry season (end 
of November to the end of June), dog days’}.

xagay see xagaa.

xaggo nf polygamy, plurality of wives, concubinage; pl xaggog m ~ xaggit 
SS-Ir m. (ReinApp→).

 {Af xaggo ‘polygamy, plurality of wives’; AfMor xaggo ‘ensemble des 
femmes d’un même homme, famille multiple, pluralité d’épouses’}.

xak nm branch (of a tree); part; clan, tribe division; pl xakok m~f. (ReinApp→).  

 — maczot xak nm each of the two or three vertical wooden planks that 
form the movable part of a door; syn maczot abrha [abrha→], maczot 
galca [galca→], naatseefa.

xaklo nm handle (of a hatchet, an axe); lit ‘has branch’ (from xak→ and lo 
vIII ‘has’); pl xaklit m ~ xaakil SS-Ir f; cf adducta, lacat, maaqhaca, 
mabbarha, naa. (ReinApp→). 

 {Ty ሓኽሊ [ḥaḵli] ‘hoe or pickax handle’}.
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xalaga nm rags; pl xalug m ~ xalog SS-Ir f; syn gamed, durruc. (ReinApp→). 

xalanga nm SS ~ xalengi whip, lash; pl xalangit m~f, cf khormaaj, tsugraf. 
(ReinApp→). 

 {Af halangi ‘whip’; AfMor halanga ‘fouet, bâton flexible, à manche orné’; Ti 
ሐለንጊ [ḥalängi] ‘whip’; Ty ሓለንጊ [ḥalängi] ‘whip, lash (originally made 
of a strip of hippo hide well worked and smoothed, now usally made from 
a dried ox penis)’}.

xaleele vII cover the roof of a house with leafy branches; rel to xalel.

xalel nm leafy branches used to cover the roof of a house and other kinds of 
buildings; rel to xaleele; syn garuf. (Fig. 199). (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ሐሌለት [ḥalelät] ‘green branches for building huts’}.

xalengi see xalanga.

Xaliima macar nf (lit. ‘Halima’s honey’ with the Tigrinya word መዓር [mäʿar] 
or መዐር [mäʿär] honey) hydromel, mead; cf bathce, birze, malab, mees, 
taxtaxo.

xalka nm a load of two lakoota→ tied together with xalkisheena→; rel to 
xalkishe.

xalkishe vII tie two lakoota→ together, using leather or vegetal fibre thongs; 
rel to xalka, xalkisheena.

xalkisheena nm thong of leather or vegetal fibre used to fasten two lakoota→ 
together in order to load them on an animal (like a donkey or mule); pl 
xalkisheenit m; syn dhaceena; rel to xalka, xalkishe.

xamxam nm ~ ximxam SS-Ir bottle gourd; pl xamxum m ~ xamaaxim ~ 
ximaaxim SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 {Ti ሐምሐም [ḥamḥam] ‘gourd; pipe; skull; bowl’; Ty ሓምሓም [ḥamḥam] 
‘kind of gourd or calabash which when dried and hollowed out is used as 
a container for water, butter, etc.’}.

xan nm milk; cf casaaxan, citta, miira, murra, sabansaabo, salada, 
xangazza, xarhiigo. (ReinApp→).

 {Af xan ‘milk’; AfMor xan ‘lait’}.

xangazza nf NS, CS1 ~ xangadda CS2, SS buttermilk; xangazzaz m ~ 
xangaddit SS-Ir f; cf casaaxan, citta, miira, murra, sabansaabo, salada, 
xan, xarhiigo. (ReinApp→).  

 {AfMor xangayda ‘lait baratté’; ?Ty ሓንጋ [ḥanga] ‘residue of butter which 
sticks to the vessel or skin in which it was churned, thick yogurt scraped 
from the churn’}.
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xangura nf communal collection of milk for a wedding; pl xangurar m.

xarastaa nm peasant, grower, farmer; pl xarastuu m; rel to maxras, 
maxrashsha, uxruse. (ReinApp→).

 {Ar ḥarrāṯ ~ ḥariṯ ‘plowman’; Ti ሐረስታይ [ḥarästay] ‘peasant’; Ty ሓረስታይ 

[ḥarästay] ‘plowman, cultivator, husbandman, peasant farmer’}. 

xarich nm NS, CS ~ xarid SS ~ xarij NS (Tharuuca) flour; sgtv xarichcho 
NS, CS ~ xariddo SS m; pl xariicha NS, CS ~ xariida SS f. (ReinApp→).  

 {Ty ሓሪጭ [ḥarič]̣ ~ሓርጭ [ḥarǝč]̣ ~ ሕርጭ [ḥǝrǝč]̣ ‘flour, powder’}.

xarid see xarich.

xarij see xarich.

xarhe vII throw, dispose; spill, pour. (ReinApp→).  

 — gomboz xarheena nf place for disposing of the rubbish of a homestead 
(from gomboz→ and xarhe→); cf cuduf.

 {Af xadhe ‘consign, discard, pour, pour out, spill, throw out’; AfMor xadhe 
‘renverser, gaspiller; verser, répandre’}.

xarhiigo nm ~ xarhuge SS-Ir colostrum, first milk after giving birth (of 
animals), after miira→; pl xarhugit SS-Ir f; cf casaaxan, citta, miira, 
murra, sabansaabo, salada, xan, xangazza. (ReinApp→). 

 {AfMor xadhugi ‘premier lait (colostrum) des vaches, des chèvres et des 
brebis à la mise bas’}.

xarhuge see xarhiigo.

xasar nm ~ xasor SS-Ir hay, straw; sgtv xasarto m. (ReinApp→). 

 — xasar dagge see dagge.

 — xasar niffaa see niffaa.

 {Af xasara ‘husk’; AfMor xasara ‘déchets, menue paille, balle du sorgho, 
glumes retirées au lavage’; Ty ሓሰር [ḥasär] ‘straw (of weath, barley), hay, 
thatch, chaff’}.

xasor see xasar.

xashshu nf ~ xaysu SS urine; pl xashshush ~ xaysus SS m~f. (ReinApp→).

 {Af xayso ‘urine’; AfMor xayso ‘urine; bile’}.

xateena nm 1. helper 2. loop of rope used for preventing the hands from spreading 
too widely apart while grinding with the moodod→ or the siyyaaxisheena→; 
pl xateenit m; syn hirgeena→; rel to xate vII ‘help’. (Fig. 133).

 {Af xateena ‘defender, helper, helpful person, helping hand’; AfMor xateyna 
‘celui qui est secourable, qui vient en aide; aide, adjoint, auxiliaire; adjudant’}.
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xaysu see xashshu.

xazo nf ~ xado SS meat; sgtv xazotta NS ~ xazoyta CS, SS ~ xadoyta SS f. 
(ReinApp→).

 — solat xazo ~ solat xado nf traditionally roasted meat prepared on the 
sola.

xeema nm first husband of a woman; pl xeemam m ~ xeemit SS-Ir f. 
(ReinApp→). 

 {AfMor xeema ‘premier conjoint d’une femme’}.

xeemä nf first wife of a man; pl xeemam m ~ xeemit SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor xeemá ‘première épouse d’un homme’}.

xeero nm rope, string; pl xerwa f; cf akat.

 — karfas xeero nm string tied to the karfas→; syn karfas akat [akat→], 
karfas carmo [carmo→], miraanqedem.

xera nf she-donkey, she-ass; cf okolo, zanan. (ReinApp→).

xenko nf SS-Ir necklace; pl xenkoytit f; cf dargayto, fillattö, mizginna, 
sullaxayla, xirze.

xibar nm form, manner, habit, characteristic; similarity. 

 — daasi xibaaru portable hut, tent, temporary dwelling; from daasa→ 
and diminutive form of xibar; cf agnet, gamedti care, seelonti care, 
tendat care (see Fig. 73, 74).

 {Ar ḫibra ‘experience (which s.o. has had); knowledge, skill resulting 
from experience’; Ty ሕባር [ḥǝbar] ‘habit, practice; temper, disposition, 
characteristic, nature; inclination; kind of thinking’}.

xidhdhi nf pining (baskets); rel to marhxarh, urhxurhe. (Fig. 283).

xijjil nm anklet; pl xijjiila nf.

 {Ar ḥaǧl ~ ḥiǧl ‘anklet’; Ti ሕጅል [ḥǝǧl] ‘bracelet for the foot’}.

xilab nm wooden bowl; pl xilob; syn affara cokkale.

 {Ti ሐልበት [ḥalǝbät] ‘large wooden dish with a broad bent rim’; Ty ሒላብ 

[ḥilab] ‘wooden bowl, pannikin, kneading trough made from a tree 
trunk’}. 

xilal nf SS-Ir padding or cushion used on donkeys when loading; sgtv xilalto 
f; pl xilol f; syn gambat, libdo (2.)

xilxila nf SS-Ir purse, woman’s handbag made of leather; pl xilxilit f. ([Fig. 289).

 The x. is a gift given to the bride by her mother, used to contain some 
ornaments and money.
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xilxilo see xilxila.

ximbashsha nf ~ ximboshsha ~ xomboshsha NS, CS ~ ximboysha CS 
~ ximbaysa SS-Ir flat sort of bread made from different kinds of grain, 
typically with yeast; sgtv ximbashshatto ~ ximboshatto ~ xomboshatto 
NS ~ ximbashshayto ~ ximboshshayto ~ xomboshshayto CS ~ 
ximboyshayto CS ~ ximbaysayto SS-Ir f; pl ximbos SS-Ir f; cf baani, 
bokkoco, burkutta, buufet-folo, cadubla, engeera, hanza, kinnas, 
luxlux, qichcha, tandur-folo, thaabita, xabaza. 

 {Ti ሕምባሻ [ḥǝmbašša] ‘flat bread made of wheat’; Ty ሕምባሻ [ḥǝmbašša] 
~ ሓምብሻ [ḥambǝšša] ‘bread of wheat or ṭaf made in a round flat cake 
about two cm. thick’}.

ximbaysa see ximbashsha.

ximboshsha see ximbashsha.

ximboysha see ximbashsha.

ximxam see xamxam.

xirriisa see xirrishsha.

xirrishsha nf ~ xirriisa 1. agriculture 2. SS-Ir farmland, field; pl xirrishshash 
m ~ xirriisit SS-Ir f; cf 2. dhage, zabiir, zarce.

 {Ti ሕረስ [ḥaräs] ‘field’; Ty ሕርሻ [ḥǝrrǝša] ‘field, farm; plowing; agriculture, 
farming, husbandry’}.

xirhe see xirho.

xirho nm ~ xirhe SS-Ir permanent habitation, residency; pl xiirha m~f ~ 
xirhaarhi SS-Ir f; syn mender; cf burhurh.

xirze nm necklace used as an amulet, talisman; pl xirzit m; cf dargayto, 
fillattö, mizginna, saggeeno, sullaxayla, xenko.

 Among the Muslim Saho, the x. has a small skin case enclosed with some 
verses of the Quran. It is used as an amulet, against diseases and the evil eye.

xishkob nm ~ xishkol small leather container.

xishkol see xishkob.

xodhdha nm stick.

 {Af xadhdha ‘stick’; AfMor xadhdha ‘bois; morceau de bois; rachis de la 
palme d’hyphène; outil, objet, instrument en bois; etc.’}.

xomboshsha see ximbashsha. 

xontol nm water trench at roadside or near vicinity; small drainage trench 
around a house to divert rainwater.

 {AfMor xontol ‘trou pour recueillir l’eau de lavage d’un cadavre’}.
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xorfaf nm dung of donkey; cf cokar, duqhce, gadca, gomoo, gudce, kibino.

xubxub nm calfskin filled with straw used to mimic the shape of the live 
animal and allow the cow to continue to give milk; pl xubaxub m~f. (Fig. 
290). (ReinApp→). 

xuduud nm border, boundary, frontier.

 {Af xudud ‘boundary’; AfMor xudud ~ xaddo ‘limite, terme (normal); 
frontière; limite (mesure), etc.’ but see also AfMor xudud ‘relief, hauteur 
(croupe, plateau) séparant deux ravins, vallons ou vallées’; Ar ḥadd (pl 
ḥudūd) ‘edge, border, limit, etc.’; Ti ምሕዳድ [mǝḥǝdad] ‘boundary, limit’}.

xuga nf SS-Ir drainage; pl xugit ~ xugog f; syn malxo.

xugayyo nf trellis of vegetal fibres and thin branches that interweave to form 
the roof covering; sgtv xugayyoyta m.

 X. indicates both the technical operation and the set of the assembled 
material.

 {?AfMor xuugi ‘verdure, étendue d’herbe fraîche’}.

xurhum nm species of halophile shrub(s), shrubby seablight (Suaeda monoica; 
Suaeda fructicosa); sgtv xurhumto f. (ReinApp→). 

 The x. is a saltbush, growing in saline or alkaline soil, and its dry branches 
are used for fencing.

 {Af xudhum ~ xurum ‘long-branched trailing green plant the leaves of 
which are popular with camels’; AfMor xudhum ‘arbuste, Suaeda fructicosa’; 
Ti ሕጥም [ḥǝṭǝm] ‘a grass, Suaeda monoeca’; Ty ሑጡም [ḥuṭum] ‘halophile 
shrub (Suaeda fructicosa)}.

Y

yabaa! see jabaa!

yabana see jabana.

yabay! see jabaa!

yacaade vII ~ yecaade CS2, SS fumigate oneself, perfume oneself with smoke, 
take a smoke bath (for women’s ritual, nuptial or medical purification); rel 
to yacaadeena, yacaadishe, yacaado; syn caraye. (ReinApp→).

 A good description of the process of women’s purification is found in Morin 
2012: 917: «Fumigation for therapeutic or comfort purposes is practiced 
by Afar and Saho women […]. Fumigation treats rheumatism, stomach 
aches, fatigue in general, especially after childbirth, causing a sensation of 
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comfortable warmth. It is also a rite of purification after menstruation, or 
during convalescence. […] Following the Afar and Saho custom, wrapped 
in a blanket, the woman fumigates her private parts by sitting on a mat 
pierced in the middle, above a hole dug for this purpose, in which the 
aromatics were burned on embers […]. Burning wood causes abundant 
sweating. The woman does not smell of sweat and has a good smell, it 
is said in Saho (tee nabse dimbih ure murreyay mece ure urreya). The girl 
does not smoke. Fumigation is practiced only before the wedding, and 
then every time the woman wants to please her partner […]. In both the 
Sahos and the Afars, it is the mother who prepares the fumigation of her 
daughter at the end of the three-month period, called cado-care (Afar cado-
cari), between the end of the wedding and the first visit of the husband, 
while the wife is still living with her mother […]. In this case (the release 
of cado-cari), the fumigation can be repeated for several days, up to three 
months in the Sahos […]. When her husband spends the night with her, the 
one who fumigates gives more pleasure than the one who does not smoke».

 {Af yacaade ‘sit on a boodo over smouldering wood/incense (women); 
AfMor yacaade ‘se faire des fumigations’}. 

yacaadeena nf ~ icaadeena ~ yicaadeena CS2, SS small hole in the 
ground of the gooxo→, used by women for their ritual, nuptial or medical 
purification; pl yacaadeenan m ~ yacaadeenit SS-Ir f; rel to yacaade, 
yacaado, yacaadishe; syn carayna. (ReinApp→).

yacaadise see yacaadishe.

yacaadishe vII ~ yacaadise ~ yecaadishe ~ yecaadise CS2, SS smoke 
something, fumigate (milk containers, as kurru→); rel to yacaade, 
yacaado, yacaadishe; syn carayshe. (ReinApp→).

yacaado nm ~ yecaado CS2, SS fumigation, smoke bath; syn carayishnan.

 {Af yacaadu ‘sitting on a boodo smoke-hole; type of wood used for a boodo; 
AfMor yacaadu ~ yicaadu ‘fumigation’}. 

yaciyyiyetiya nm harvester, reaper; rel to ciyyo, iciyyiye.

yahaaz see jahaaz.

yecaade see yacaade.

yecaadena see yacaadeena.

yecaadise see yacaadishe.

yecaadishe see yacaadishe.

yecaado see yacaado.

yicaadeena see yacaadeena.
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Z

zaabba zaabba/daabba f – it cf afraaza, faraaceenä, lammafle, mabaaro.

 {It zappa ‘hoe’; Ty ዛባ [zaba] ‘hoe’}.

zaabeeba nm ~ daabeeba SS-Ir part of the roof of a naxsa→ or a zingo→ 
(CI) that jouts out above the walls; pl zaabeebit m; syn tambarik, tazbab; 
cf qatsre. (Fig. 145, 279).

 CI, in a zingo

zaala nf NS, CS accumulated stones; terrace; pl zaalal NS, CS m ~ zaalol SS-
Ir f; cf daldal.

 {?AfMor daala ‘enclos, entourant des habitations’; Ty ዛላ [zala] ‘place full 
of stones (properly the stones and ruins of buildings), terrace’}.

zaaza nf ~ daada CS2, SS highland; pl zaazaz m ~ daadad CS2, SS m; cf 
sarxa. (ReinApp→).

 {?Af daaday ‘crown, peak, summit’; ?AfMor daaday ‘sommet du crâine, vertex’}.

zabana see jabana.

zabanit see jabana.

zabiir nm farmland; cf dhage, xirrishsha, zarce.

 {?ArYem zabīr ‘mole of canal, earthwall in field’}.

zabta nm threshing (by hand); rel to izbite; cf kayde.

zafzaafoyta nm leather strip; syn dama.

zagaxo nf NS, CS ~ dogxo SS-Ir kind of tree, velvet-leaved combretum 
(Combretum molle); sgtv zagaxotta NS, CS1 ~ zagaxoyta CS2, SS m ~ 
dogxoyta m SS-Ir. (ReinApp→). 

 The z. is one of the woods used by women for their ritual, nuptial or 
medical purification (cf kidkidda, oolac).

 {AfMor dogox ‘arbe (Combretum molle)’}.

zage vII NS, CS ~ dage ~ daye SS 1. cut 2. dig; rel to 1. dayeena; cf 1. 
faraace, fate; 2. igrice.

 {Af dage ‘dig, make a hole, pluck (flowers, fruit); AfMor dage ‘creuser; 
extraire du sol (sel, argile); etc.}.

zagxe nf NS, CS ~ zegxi ~ dagxe ~ degxi SS-Ir m roasted barley for making 
thixlo→; sgtv zagxedda ~ zegxidda ~ dagxedda ~ degxidda; cf alo, 
dhixin, laclaaco.

 The barley is roasted on the griddle kallat gasa [gasa→] (which has a 
raised part all around it), with clean, specially chosen sand. When the sand 
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gets sufficiently warm, the barley [cadeelaw→] is mixed with the sand. 
In this way the barley is roasted without being burned and remains clean. 
After the barley is roasted, it is swept away in a basket. The sand, which 
is heavier than the barley grains, remains on the kallat gasa. Afterwards, 
the z. is put through a sieve [mixe→] to be sure it is free of sand grains. 
Then the z. is ready to be mixed with water to prepare thixlo→.

 {Ty ዘግሒ [zägḥi] ‘flour made from parched barley}.

zalaala nf ear (of grain); sgtv zalaalatto NS ~ zalaalayto CS, SS m.

 {Ty ዘለለ [zälälä] ‘bunch or cluster (of grapes); ear of wheat, barley’}.

zambil see zambiil.

zambiil nf ~ jambiil NS, CS ~ dembil ~ zembil SS-Ir m vegetal basket with 
handles; sgtv dembilta ~ zembilta SS-Ir m; pl zanaabil ~ janaabil NS, CS 
m ~ dembiila ~ zembiila SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→).

 — dor-hot zambiil nf vegetal cage hanging from the ceiling of a room, 
used as a nesting place for brooding hens. (Fig. 291).

 {Af dambil ‘basket’; AfMor dambil ~ danbil ‘panier en paille, à usage 
domestique’; Am ዘምቢል [zämbil] ‘basket of woven palm leaf or bamboo strips 
or made of cord’; Ar zambīl ‘basket made of palm leaves’; Ty ዘምቢል [zämbil] 
~ ዘንቢል [zänbil] ~ ጀምቢል [ǧämbil] ‘palm-leaf basket or container, hamper’}. 

zanan nm NS, CS ~ danan SS male donkey, he-ass; cf okolo, xera. (ReinApp→).

 {Af danan ‘ass, donkey’; AfMor danan ~ danantu ‘Ane domestique (mâle)’}.

zanjabiil see janjabiil.

zaraabic nm ~ daraabic SS young bull, from about three to six years old; 
pl zaraabiice f; syn maddaxayto m; cf awur, beceera, deehaalu, durut, 
fulaye, ruga, tastaa.

 {Ty ዝራብዕ [zǝrabǝʿ] ‘untamed bullock, ox about two years old’}.

zarce nm ~ darce farmland; rel to zariica; cf dhage, xirrishsha, zabiir. 
(ReinApp→).

 {Af darci ‘agriculture, cultivation, cultivated area, garden, plantation’; 
AfMor darci ‘jardin, champ, terrain de culture; jardinage, horticulture’; 
see under zariica for Arabic}.

zariica nf agriculture, cultivation; rel to zarce. (Fig. 292). (ReinApp→).

 — zariica baclayshe see baclayshe.

 {Ar zirāʿa ‘agriculture; tilling, tillage; cultivation (of land); growing, 
raising (of crops); farming’, zarīʿa ‘that which is sown or planted; crop’; 
ArYem zarīʿ ‘crops’}.
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zarre nf NS, CS ~ darre SS-Ir back of the neck, nape; pl zarrer NS, CS m ~ 
darrer SS-Ir f. (ReinApp→). 

 — cari zarre nf the external back part of the care.

 {Af darre ~ derre ‘back, rear (location)’; AfMor darre ~ derre ‘partie 
postérieure de la tête, occiput; face postérieure, verso, envers, dessous, 
etc.; derrière’}. 

zazac nm ~ dadac short rainy season (in the lowland); pl zazoc m; cf barid, 
ganna, giilal, karma, lexeeta, rabca, sugum, xagaa. (ReinApp→).

 {Af dadac ‘short rainy season’; AfMor dadac ‘pluies d’hiver, qui affectent 
notam. la côte de la mer Rouge; période où tombent ces pluies; etc.’}. 

zazace vII ~ dadace do the transhumance to the lowland; rel to zazac, zazco; 
cf furuse.

 {AfMor dadace ‘revenir du pâturage où on a stationné en karma. Le verbe, 
commun à l’afar et au saho, désigne plus précisément, dans cette dernière 
langue, l’action de transhumer vers la côte, là où les pluies de dadac offrent 
un pâturage d’hiver’}. 

zazco nf ~ dadco transhumance (seasonal moving of the livestock) to the 
lowland; rel to zazac, zazace; cf fursa.

 {AfMor dadco ‘action de revenir du pâturage d’été’}.

zebeena see zibeena.

zegxi see zagxe.

zembil see zambiil.

zenzibil see janjabiil. 

zibeena nm ~ zebeena CS1 CS2 ~ dibeena SS wooden stick for stirring 
porridge, ladle; pl zibeenit ~ zebeenit CS1 CS2 m ~ diben ~ dibeenit 
SS m~f.

 The z. is normally made from the ‘Carrot tree’ indirkuxula→ because it 
is lighter and stronger than other wood, and also because it is believed to 
have a protective effect against jinn. So, if the dagxa→ is made using the 
z. from indirkuxula tree, the jinn won’t come near the porridge. 

 {Af dibeyna ‘whisk’}.

zibo nm 1. uninhabited place, wilderness; cf baraka. (ReinApp→).

zingirir nf SS-Ir big clay jar used for collecting liquids; pl zingiriira f; cf citro, 
dhuwac, gana, gombo, inxe, jabana, nitsba, saarima.

 {Ty ዝንግሪር [zǝngǝrir] ‘long-necked pot of medium size into which mead 
is decanted from the pot in which it was fermented’}.
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zingo nf 1. corrugated metal sheeting, zinc 2. CS2 house with a zinc roof; 
sgtv zingotta NS ~ zingoyta CS, SS m; pl zingog m~f; syn marabbac, 
qorqorre. (Fig. 181, 266).

 — zingot care see care. 

 {Af dingo ‘corrugated iron, tin’; AfMor dingo ‘feuille de tôle ondulée, toit 
ainsi revêtu’; It zinco ‘zinc’; Ty ዚንጎ [zingo] ‘corrugated metal sheeting, zinc’}. 

zinzino nf ~ dindino ~ jinjino 1. SS-Ir lever; 2. NS, CS club; pl zinzinon ~ 
dindinon ~ jinjinon m~f; syn 1. maassa 2. malakkiino. 

zirga nf ~ dirga SS small stick used for stirring milk; pl zirgag ~ dirgag SS 
m~f. (Fig. 293). (ReinApp→).

 {AfMor dirga ‘agiter le lait de chamelle pour le faire mousser’; Ti ዘርገ 
[zärǝgä] ‘intermingle’; Ty ዘረገ [zärägä] ‘make liquid turbid, stir up the 
dregs (of a beverage); etc.; churn milk’}. 

ziyaara nf annual pilgrimage. (ReinApp→).

 {Af diyaara ‘visit, kissing on head and hands (a compliment), memorial 
ceremony performed over a grave, wich includes ritual chanting and 
eating’; AfMor diyaara ‘pèlerinage, visite à une tombe d’un proche, d’un 
ancêtre ou d’un saint, cérémonie accomplie dans une mosquée ou dans un 
lieu de pèlerinage, visite’; Ar ziyāra ‘visit; call (social, of a doctor); visit to 
holy places, pilgrimage’; Ti ዘየራ [zäyära] ‘to visit, to go on a pilgrimage’}.

zizzaale nf NS, CS1 ~ didaale CS2 ~ dilaale CS2, SS honeybee(s); sgtv 
zizzaaletta NS ~ zizzaaleyta CS1 ~ didaaleyta CS2 ~ dilaaleyta CS2, 
SS f. (ReinApp→).

 — zizzaalet dagge see dagge. 

 {Af diidale ‘honeybees’; AfMor diidale ‘abeilles’}. 

zoobä nf region, district; pl zoobab m; cf thaabiya, wereda. (ReinApp→).

 {Ty ዞባ [zoba] ‘zone, region, district; corner, part (of the world), 
neighborhood, ward, precinct, quarter, locality’}.

zumam nm nose-ring; pl zumom m. (ReinApp→). 

 {Af dumam ‘nose ring, rope through a camel’s nose’; AfMor dumam ‘corde 
passée dans le narine du chameau; bijou de nez’; Am ዝማም [zǝmam] ‘gold 
ornament worn between the nose and ear’; ArSud zumām ‘nose-ring’; Ti 
ዝማም [zǝmam] ‘nose ring’; Ty ዝማም [zǝmam] ‘gold or silver ring Muslim 
women wear in the nose by piercing the nostril’}.

zurriya nf line of descent, lineage, progeny; cf care, kisho, meela, qabiila. 
(ReinApp→).
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 {AfMor durriyat ‘descendance, progéniture’; Ar ḏurrīya ‘progeny, 
descendants, children, offspring’; Ty ዘርኢ [zärʾi] ‘seed; fig stock, lineage, 
race, breed, strain, species, variety (of plant); birth, descendance, descent, 
extraction, blood (descent), posterity, progeny’}.

zuqhzaqh nm up and down movement. The word is not used alone but in 
multiword expressions as carat zuqhzaqh; pl zuqhzoqh m.

 — carat zuqhzaqh large wooden framework ca. 1-1,50 m. high in the 
gooxo→, with four vertical stakes fixed in the ground and with Y-shaped 
upper ends, used for storing objects and sometimes also for sleeping; it is 
the Tigrinya equivalent of the Saho carkaa→.

 {Ty [ዘቕዘቐ] zäqžäqä̌ ‘to put in a sack, shaking it up and down so that it can 
be filled well; to diminish; etc.’}.
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Appendix 
Terminologies quoted in the lexicon from Reinisch’s 
Wörterbuch der Saho-Sprache (1890)APPENDIX 
Terminologies quoted in the lexicon from Reinisch’s Wörterbuch 
der Saho-Sprache (1890) 
 
aabo, aabole 

 
abriq 

 
abrha  
abur  

adra 

 
af 

 
agdo 
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ala 

 
alaaki 

 
alayshe 

 
ale, alo 

 
alife 

 
amo 
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anada 
 

arac 

 
arax 

 
araz 

 
arcot  
awde  
awur 

 
awwali  
baab 

 
bab 

 
bacla, baclä 
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bago  
bakal, baklo 

 
barad 

 
baraka 

 
barbare 

 
barid 

 
barre 

 
barhcatto  
basak, baska1 

 

 
basarö 

 
bathce 
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baxra 

 
beceera 

 
beete  
birta 

 
boozo 

 
boronle 

 
boxo 

 
buka 

 
burkutta  
buuha 

 
buun 

 
buure 

 
cadeelaw 
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camid 

 
candhishe 

 
caraf 

 
carat, carat 
carmo 

 
caraye, carayshe 

 

 
carayna  
care 
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carmo 
 

casbe, casbento 

 
cashsho 

 
ceela 

 
ciido 

 
cilbo  
cilila 

 
citro 

 
citta, ictite 

 
ciyyo see iciyyice 
cokka 

 
cule 
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cumbulluk  
cunga 

 
chiqqa  
daarat 

 
daasa 

 

   
dabeela 

 
daga 

 
dagge 

 
dagudde 

 
dagxa 

 
dalluc 
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deese, des 

 
difeena, difeye 

 
diga1 

 
dik 

 
dishti 

 
dooda  
dora 

 
dor-ho 

 
dorkokit  
dudub 

 
dugre 

 
dukkan 

 
dhaa  
dhaaco  
dhaafi 
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dhage 

 
dharhaa  

 
dhawrheena 

 
dhexeena see irhxine 
dhiine 

 
dhirhxin  
dhurh  
dhuwac 

 
eefece 

 
emege 

 
engeera 
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engele 

 

    
faraace, 
faraaceenä 

 
faxe 

 
fijjan  
firaash 

 
firtito 
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fiye 

 
folo 

 
gabala 

 
gadaara 

 
gadca 

 
galadda 

 
galba  
galca 

 
galooda  
gamad 

 
gamed 

 
gana 

 
ganna 
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garbä 

 

   
gasa 

 
gashasha 

 
gaybe 

 
gaza 

 
geeso 

 
gibre 

 
giczim 

 
gidgido 

 
giilal 
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gira 

 
girbo 

 
golo 

 
gomboz 

 
goobe 

 
gooxo 

 
gujje  
gunde 

 
guula 

 
guulce 

 
hanza 

 
ibra 

 
iciyyiye, ciyyo 
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ictite see citta 
idrotta 

 
ifaare 

 
ifee 

 
iftixe, maftix 

 
 

igdile 
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igrice 

 
ilaw 

 
ilbide, libdo 

 

 
ilimmitse 

 
ilo 

 
imfiye 
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immindile 

 
inthaathic 

 
inxe 

 
iro 

 
irhxine, 
dhexeena, 
marhxan 

 
 

 
iskiyyide, kayde 

 
itkile 
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iwrishe, riste, 
waarish 

 

    
janjabiil 

 
kabaro 

 
kabel 

 
kafe, kafishe 

 
kalla 

 
karma 
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karhib 
 

kayde see iskiyyide 
kaye 

 
kiis 

 
kor 

 
kulse  
kumre 

 
kurbe 

 
kurru 

 
kuxul 

 
laa 

 
lacat 
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lace, lacishe 

 
lak 

 
lakoota 

 
laqhco 

 
lax 

 
lay 
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lexeeta 

 
libdo see ilbide 
lifeena 

 
liisho 

 
maaqhaca see ooqhoce 
maasiro 

 
mabaaro 

 
macaba see oocobe 
mactab 

 
macure  
maczit  
maczo  
machambara 

 
madagaffa 

 
maddaxa  
madeera 

 
madhdhuwa see urhuwe 
mafarra  
maftix see iftixe 
majlis 
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makaado 

 
makawanna 

 
malab 

 
malamma  
mallabada  
mamfiyo  
mandal  
mandaqh  
manka  
marabbac 

 
maratstsan 

 
marca  
marxadde see urhxude 
marhxan see irhxine 
marhxarh  
masaalil  
mas-e 

 
maseela 

 
maskot 

 
matharcas 

 
maw 
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maxras see uxruse 
maxrashasha see uxruse 
meelä 

 
mees 

 
member  
midirbet 

 
miizan  
miskillix 

 

 
 

mishar 

 
mogde 

 
moodod 

 
moogorh 

 
mooro  
moos 

 
mosob 

 
mukkutu  
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mulxu, mulux-
erhxe 

 
murra 

 
mutuk 

 
naa  
nabra 

 
nacra 

 
nacta 

 
nagare 

 
nasda 

 
nati 

 
naxsa 
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nidawo 

 
nihug 

 
noora  
numa  
nuwaa  
okolo 

 
oocobe, macaba 

 
oolac 

 
oolal 

 
ooqhoce, 
maaqhaca 
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oorofe 

 

    
orob 

 
qafo 

 
qamam 

 
qarbat 

 
qaxwa 

 
qilba 
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qob 

 
qonqor 

 
qoofiyat 

 
raa  

 
rado  
reedo 

 
 

rimid 

 
riste see iwrishe 
roomi 

 
ruga, rugä 

 
ruuz 

 
saadir 

 
saagan 

 
saar 

 
saca 
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sadaqha 

 
safo 

 
saga 

 
sagab 

 
saggeeno 

 
salada  
sanduq 

 
saraw 

 
sariida 

 
sarxa 

 
saxe 

 
saxnane 

 
seelan 

 
sef  
seleb  
sibbarh 

 
sido  

 
sifra  
siibole 

 
siica 

 
sinraa 

 
siraaxe, sirax 

 

    
sola, sole 

 
sootal  
soro 
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sifra  
siibole 

 
siica 

 
sinraa 

 
siraaxe, sirax 

 

    
sola, sole 

 
sootal  
soro 
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subax 

 
sugum 

 
sukat see uskute 
surre 

 
shaadir 

 
shaxan 

 
shiiro 

 
takare 

 
tanaka 

 
teker 

 
tika 

 
tikilbe  
thaabita 
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thixlo 

 
tsaxla  

 
undhurh  
urxude, 
marxadde 

 
urhuwe, 
maddhuwe 

 

 
   

urhxurhe 

 

   
uscussube 
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uskute, sukat 

 
uxruse, maxras, 
maxrashsha, 
xarastaa 

 
waarish see iwrishe 
wado 

 
wakkare 

 
wanna 
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warhxo 

 
waybo 

 
wofra  
xabaza  
xagaa  

 
xaggo 

 
xak 

 
xaklo 

 
xalaga 

 
xalanga 

 
xalel 

 
xamxam 
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xan 

 
xangazza  
xarastaa see uxruse 
xarich  
xarhe 

 
xarhiigo  
xasar 

 
xashshu 

 
xazo 

 
xeema, xeemä 

 
xera 

 
xubxub 

 
xurhum 
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yacaade, 
yacaadeena,  
yacaadishe 

 
zaaza  
zagaxo 

 
zambiil 

 
zanan 

 
zarce, zariica 

 

 
zarre 

 
zazac 

 
zibo 

 
zirga 

 
ziyaara 

 
zizzaale  
zoobä 
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zumam 
 

zurriya  

 
 
 



The photos are by Moreno Vergari, unless otherwise specified.

ER = Eritrea ETH = Ethiopia
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1. Approximative distribution of ethnic groups and languages in Eritrea and bordering regions (adapted 
and modified from: European Asylum Support Office (2015) Eritrea Country Focus, p. 13. Luxembourg: 
Publications Office of the European Union)
2. Documentary locations

1

2
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3. The village of Laacaytan (ER) (2010)
4. The village of Xadish (Khadra) (ER) (2010)
5. The village of Irhaafalo (ER) (2010)
6. The village of Buyya (ER) (2010)
7. A view of Caddi Qayyix from the Qooxayto plateau (ER) (2009)
8. Houses of Ciyaago (ER) (2009)
9. The house of Xajji Suleemaan Cumar Maxammad in the old Saafira (ER). In the background, the 
mosque of the new village (2008)
10. A view of Cishka (ER) from the opposite side of Saafira on the Qooxayto plateau (2008)

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10
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11. The village of Kaaribossa (ER) (2009)
12. The village of Dhamxina (ER) (2009)
13. Work session in Xaruba (ER) (2009)
14. The village of Thiisha (ER) (2008)
15. Fields and houses in Golo (ER) (2009)
16. A view of the village of Mako (ER) with the buidings of the school (2009)
17. The city of Caddi Girat (Adigrat) (ETH) (2020)
18. The village of Dhawhan (ETH) (2013)

11 12

13 14

15 16

17 18
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19 20

21 22

23 24

19. The village of Calliteena (ETH) (2020)
20. The village of Kallacasa (ETH) (2020)
21. The village of Dayya (ETH) (2020)
22. The village of Cayga (ETH) (2020)
23. Early routes of Islam penetration in the Horn of Africa (Fauvelle-Aymar & Hirsch, 2011)
24. Internal administrative divisions of Irobland (ETH) (Alema Tesfaye, 2012)
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25. Naasir Aboobakar bey, chief of the Saho Foqhrotti Care (Dainelli, 1910:130)
26. Catholic Monastery of Calliteena (ETH) (2013)
27. Grazing stock routes (Dinucci & Zeremariam Fre, 2013:34)

27

25 26
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28. Old transhumance routes, Xaddas river (ER) (Ciruzzi et al. 2002:156)
29. Moving for a transhumance, Soyra plateau (ER) (2009)
30. Map of Cindeeli-Raagali-Dhandheero area (ER) (Conti Rossini 1903b)

28 29

30
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31. Buknayti Care Irob transhumances (ETH) (Strebel 1979:43)
32. Northern salt trade route
33. Sketch of O’Mahoney’s salt trial (O’Mahoney 1970:154)

31

32 33
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34. Camel caravan transporting ganfur, salt bars (www.nationalparks-worldwide.info)
35. Salt market in Mäqälä (ETH) (ISPI 1936:321)
36. Salt market in Bati (ETH) (2014)
37. Saho-ʿAfar language map (Morin 1995:62)
38. Irob genealogical chart, Calliteena (ETH) (2014)

34 35

36

37

38
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39. Genealogy of the Tharuuca Bet Sarax (ER) (Zaccaria 2009:316) 
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40. Members of the 1905-1906 mission among the Saho
41. “Missione Eritrea” route (line) and the contemporary ATCMS mission itinerary (blue area) (ER) (2009)

40

41
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42. Different types of houses in Eritrea, Ethiopia and Somalia (Pavari 1936: Tav. VI)
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43. Different types of houses in Eritrea (Pavari 1936: Tav. IV)
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44 45

46 47

48 49

44. Distribution of the different types of houses in Eritrea (Dainelli-Marinelli 1912: 447)
45. Daasa of the Saho Minifire (ER) (Ciruzzi 2002: 92)
46. Daasa along the Xaddas river (ER) (Photo Meleca 2004)
47. Agdo 1905 (ER) (Dainelli 1936: 86)
48. Tukul as a colonial reinterpretation of the agdo, Asmara (colonial postcard) (ER)
49. Postcard of May Faaro (ER). This photo shows the three main types of Saho houses on the Eritrean 
plateau: the stone-based daasa, the simplified daasa and the naxsa. (Alessandro Comini’s picture, 1903, 
Vergari Archive)
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50 51

52

53

Figure 50. Saho village (ER) (Parkyns 1853)
Figure 51. Saho village (ER), Napier expedition (The Illustrated London News 1868)
Figure 52. Dik as a pastoral household (ER) (Dainelli-Marinelli 1912: 419)
Figure 53. Tigrayan hidmo (ER) (Dainelli, 1936: 93)
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Figure 54. Sketch of a care (ER) (Dainelli-Marinelli 1912: 422)
Figure 55. Sketch of a daasa (ER) (Dainelli-Marinelli 1912: 421)

55

54
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Figure 56. Daily activities in a Saho Village (ER) (Dainelli 1908: 161)
Figure 57. Saho village with daasa, Hazamo plain. 1971 (ER) (Franchini 1996: 55)
Figure 58.Temporary hut (seelonti care) of a Bet Khalifa family in Zola, 1906 (ER) (Ciruzzi et al. 2012: 202)

56

57

58
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Figure 59. Structure of a temporary hut in Laaxazen (ER) (2000)
Figure 60. Soqhlo in the Exhibition festival of Asmara (ER) (1999)Figure 
Figure 61. Caravan trade along the Xaddas river route (ER) (Photo Meleca 2004)

59

60

61
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Figure 62. Daasa/soqhlo in Laacaytan (ER) (2000)
Figure 63. Sketch of a daasa  (ER) (Venieri 1935: 16) 

62

63
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Figure 64.  Reedo ~ daas built for a wedding in Caddi Qayyix (ER) (2006)
Figure 65. Unfinished daasa/soqhlo
Figure 66.Sketch of a care (ER) (Venieri 1935: 17)

64

65

66
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Figure 67. Sketch of a care (ER) (Venieri 1935: 17)
Figure 68. Soqhlo, Laacaytan (ER) (2010)
Figure 69. Soqhlo interior, Laacaytan (ER) (2010)

67

68 69
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Figure 70. A Saho woman grinding soil for the preparation of jars (ER) (Dainelli 1908: 160)
Figure 71. A Saho woman grinding (ER) (Dainelli 1910: 127)
Figure 72. Dromedary transporting a movable hut, 1937 (ER) (Photo Grottanelli in Biasutti 1955, 3: 194)
Figure 73. Temporary hut (daasi xibaaru) in Caddi Yacqoob, 1905 (ER) (Ciruzzi 2002:12)
Figure 74. Contemporary temporary hut (daasi xibaaru), Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 75. Cave old settlement in Golo, 1906 (ER) (Ciruzzi 2002: 116)

70 71

72 73

74 75
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Figure 76. The same cave settlement of Fig. 75 at the present time in Golo (ER) (2009)
Figure 77. Sketch of internal subdivisions of the same cave (?) settlement (ER) (Dainelli-Marinelli 1912: 425)
Figure 78. External rock shelter near Golo (ER) (2009)

76

78

77
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Figure 79. Internal rock shelter near Golo (ER) (2009)
Figure 80. The old village of Caddi Qayyix, 1895-1896 (ER) (postcard, Vergari Archive)
Figure 81. Old mosque, Caddi Qayyix (ER) (LAAP 2006)
Figure 82. Colonial architectur, the Commissariato building, Caddi Qayyix (ER) (LAAP Archive 2006)
Figure 83. The back of a naxsa, Kaaribossa (ER) (2011)
Figure 84. A naxsa, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
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Figure 85. Old Saafira dam (ER) (2009)
Figure 86. Saafira basin (ER) (2008)
Figure 87. Escarpment at the edge of the Qoxayto plateau (ER) (2008)
Figure 88. Xalay village, 1905 (ER) (Ciruzzi 2002: 70)
Figure 89. Dhamxina village (ER) (2009)
Figure 90. Kaaribossa village (ER) (2011)
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Figure 91. Cultivated fields, Kaaribossa (ER) (2010)
Figure 92. Sketch of a hidmo (ER)(Venieri 1935: 11)
Figure 93. Sketch of a modified hidmo, Sancafe (ER) (Dainelli-Marinelli 1912: 414)
Figure 94. Front of a naxsa with measurements, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
Figure 95. Gooxo entrance (awde) of a naxsa with measurements, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
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Figure 96. Makaado of a naxsa, Kaaribossa (ER) (2009)
Figure 97. Interior of a gooxo, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
Figure 98. Woman at the entry of the gooxo, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 99. Naxsa interior, Kaaribossa (ER) (20011)
Figure 100. Qafo and a low wall separating rooms in a naxsa, Kaaribossa (ER) (2011)
Figure 101. Qafo separating spaces into a naxsa, Saafira (ER) (2011)
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Figure 102. Woman of Faqhat Xarak crushing locusts, Gurubtyia, 1905 (ER) (Ciruzzi 2002: 135) (2011)
Figure 103. Women weaving fibers, sitting on a nacta, Saafira (ER) (2008)(2011)
Figure 104. Weaving fibers, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 105. Washing clothes, Irhaafalo (ER) (2010)
Figure 106. Incomplete gabala, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
Figure 107. Finished gabala, Kaaribossa (ER) (2011)
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Figure 108. Hospitality in Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 109. Dagge, Dhamxina (ER) (2009)
Figure 110. Zizzaalet dagge, Ciyaago (ER) (2010)
Figure 111. Dagge, Cishka (fromerly used as abur) (ER) (2009)
Figure 112. Naxsa used as mosque, Cishka (ER) (2009)
Figure 113. Panoramic view of Calliteena (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 114. Barri Care, Catholic Monastery of Calliteena (ETH) (2017)
Figure 115. Open court inside the monastery, Calliteena (ETH) (2017)
Figure 116. Library of the monastery, Calliteena (ETH) (2014)
Figure 117. Panoramic view of a hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2017)
Figure 118. Hidmo of Tesfay Mesginna, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 119. Building in progress, Kallacasa (ETH) (2017)
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Figure 120. Rear of a hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 121. Partial view of the front of a hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 122. External annexes of the hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 123. Dilaleet dagge, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 124. Cawda, treshing floor, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 125. Treshing, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 126. Internal court of a hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 127. Wide view of the courtyard of a hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 128. Maybet, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 129. Preparing coffee in the maybet, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 130. Kishshina, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 131. Griddle with chimney, (tiki care) Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 132 Gooxo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 133 Grinding barley; the hands are tied with a hirgeena, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 134. Storage room in the hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 135. Mixed functions in the storage room of a hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 136. External latrine, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 137. Modern dividing wall in the hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 138. Hidmo with different annexes, Calliteena (ETH) (2017)
Figure 139. Type of hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2017)
Figure 140. Naxsa and terraced plots, Cishka (ER) (2009)
Figure 141. Naxsa, Cishka (ER) (2009)
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Figure 142. Old Saafira village (ER) (Photo Axmadsacad M.C. 2011)
Figure 143. Modern Saafira (ER) (Photo Axmadsacad M.C. 2011)
Figure 144. Saafira’s Mosque (ER) (2011)
Figure 145. Entrance of a naxsa, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 146. House under construction, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 147. Constructing and respecting the boundaries, Saafira (ER) (2008)
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Figure 148. Interior of a naxsa, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 149. Interior decorating, Ciyaago (ER) (2008)
Figure 150. Interior decor and aesthetics, Thiisha (ER) (2008)
Figure 151. Interior decor and aesthetics, Irhaafalo (ER) (2010)
Figure 152. Sketch of an abur (ER) (Dainelli-Marinelli. 1912: 419)
Figure 153. Abur and ugux, Dhamxina (ER) (2009)
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Figure 154. Abur, Cishka (ER) (2009)
Figure 155. Interior of an abur, Dhamxina (ER) (2009)
Figure 156. Door (suuro) of an abur, Dhamxina (ER) (2009)
Figure 157. Colonial list of abur as pastoral households in Dhiicot area (ER) (Fondo Ellero-Pezzoli, doc. 289)
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Figure 158. Constructive feature of a macdani’s roof, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 159. Constructive feature of a naxsa’s roof, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 160. Constructive feature of a hidmo’s roof, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 161. Quarry of qatsala, Calliteena (ETH) (2017)
Figure 162. Extracting stones for building, Calliteena (ETH) (2017)
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Figure 163a-163b. Diagram of gendered activities among the Irob (ETH)
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Figure 164. Male tools: oreena (axe), Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 165. Male tools: mabaaro and faas (pickaxe and hatchet), Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 166. Macdani, Irhafaalo (ER) (2010)
Figure 167. Panoramic view of Cungaale (ER) (2000)
Figure 168. Gasa, griddle, in a naxsa, Saafira (ER) (2011)
Figure 169. Marhxan, millstone, in a naxsa, Saafira (ER) (2008)
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Figure 170. Carayna, hollow for female purification, Saafira (ER) (2011)
Figure 171. Type one macdani, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 172. Type two macdani, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 173. Exploiting the external space: open air sleeping, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 174. Kitchen in a macdani, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 175. Interior of a macdani, Buyya (ER) (2010)
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Figure 176. Shop, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 177. Panoramic view of Laacaytan(ER) (see also Fig. 3 for a more recent view of the same village) (2000)
Figure 178. Marabbac, Saafira (ER) (2011)
Figure 179. Marabbac, Laacaytan (ER) (2010)
Figure 180. Marabbac, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 181. Marabbac, Calliteena (ER) (2017)
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Figure 182. Different types of abriq (ER) (2007 – Museum of Anthropology and Ethnology of Florence)
Figure 183. Agdo in Irob area, beginning 20th century (ETH) (postcard, photo Joseph Baeteman (?) – 
Vergari Archive)
Figure 184. Agdo in construction in Irob area, beginning 20th century (ETH) (postcard, photo Joseph 
Baeteman (?) – Vergari Archive)
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Figure 185. Arcaze stones, Dayya (ETH) (201)
Figure 186. Ayni, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 187. Fumigation of an ayni (ETH) (2018)
Figure 188. Basket container baarina (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 189. Balbala, Irhaafalo (ER) (2010)
Figure 190. Barkuma (Vergari Archive)
Figure 191. Barraad (ETH) (2014)
Figure 192. Barhcatto (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 193. The mees served in the boronle, Calliteena (ETH) (2018)
Figure 194. Preparing burkutta (ER) (Photo Meleca 2004)
Figure 195. Cooked and uncooked burkutta (ER) (Photo Meleca 2004)
Figure 196. Budeena (left) and dagudde (right) (ER) (2008)
Figure 197. Buufe ~tandur oven (https://farm1.static.flickr.com/176/445972244_883a715b8b.jpg)
Figure 198. Serving coffee, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 199. Different poles in a macdani, Irhaafalo (ER) (2010)
Figure 200. Carat, Irhaafalo (ER) (2000)
Figure 201. Raised border carcarto around a fireplace (ER) (1999)
Figure 202. Cado care, the bride hut in the Exhibition festival of Asmara (ER) (1999)
Figure 203. Dor-hot care ~ deraahut care, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 204. Mogogot care ~ kishshino in Saafira (ER) (2011)
Figure 205. Citro (type 1) (ER) (2010)
Figure 206. Citro (type 2) (ETH) (2014)
Figure 207. Preparation of dagxa, Calliteena (ETH) (2018)
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Figure 208. Dagxa (ETH) (2018)
Figure 209. Daldal terracing system, along the road to Cayga (ETH) (2020)
Figure 210. Dandas, stone bench in front of the entrance of a naxsa, Thiisha (ER) (2008)
Figure 211. Dorkokit, window’s wood frame of a naxsa, Kaaribossa (ER) (2009)
Figure 212. Dukka (ETH) (2014)
Figure 213. Irob woman with dhuwac (ETH) (2018)
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Figure 214. Preparing thaabita ~ engeera, Saafira (ER) (2011)
Figure 215. Faareena (Vergari Archive)
Figure 216. Galadda, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 217. Birti gasa in the kishshina, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 218. Gibaabo with its lid gamad (ETH) (2014)
Figure 219. Girbo (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 220. Girib (ER) (Photo Axmadsacad M. C. 2010)
Figure 221. Gofla (ETH) (2018)
Figure 222. Young bride behind the goleena, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
Figure 223. Gorsoy stone, Dayya (ETH) (2020)
Figure 224. Gullushsha, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 225. Helele under a carat, Xadish (ER) (2010)
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Figure 226. Igix, lower part in the makaado of a naxsa, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
Figure 227. Igix, lower part in the gooxo of a naxsa, Saafira (ER) (2011)
Figure 228. Jabana with its jabanat difeena and liif (Vergari Archive)
Figure 229. Niches in the walls of different houses (ER, ETH) (2008-2014)
Figure 230. Keera bed, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 231. Drying gadca in the gabala for preparing kibino, Saafira (ER) (2008)
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232 233

234 235

236 237

Figure 232. Kibino ready to be used for making fire, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 233. Kor, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
Figure 234. Kurru, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 235. Lakoota, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 236. Grinding coffee beans with maataka into a madagdag, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 237. Different parts of a door (maczo) in a naxsa, Saafira (ER) (2008)
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238 239

240 241

Figure 238. Rods’ tie of the yoke which press against the oxen’s neck, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 239. Working session in the majlis, Irhaafalo (ER) (2010)
Figure 240. Makhambiya, the lid for the galadda, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 241. Mallabada (Vergari Archive)
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Figure 242. Mamfiyo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 243. The grinding slab of fig. 169 with denominations and measurements, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 244. The upper part of fig. 169 with denominations and measurements, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 245. The different parts of the plough, masaaric.
Figure 246. Using the mas-e during the threshing, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 247. Masfala, Laacaytan (ER) (2010)
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Figure 248. Cupping with a maxmuga in Irob area, beginning 20th century (ETH) (postcard, photo Joseph 
Baeteman (?) – Vergari Archive)
Figure 249. Maxzal (Vergari Archive)
Figure 250. Buun mayyaaca, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 251. Mederder~sareegalla, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 252. Miliilik used as a measure for salt, Caddi Qayyix (ER) (2009)
Figure 253. Miskillix in a macdani, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 254. Misse, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 255. Mixe, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 256. Mokhbacti, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 257. Moogorh, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 258. Nacta, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 259. Nasda, Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 260. The dual use of the oreena, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 261. Oton, with mogogo and its mogde, Thiisha (ER) (2008)
Figure 262. Beehive (qafo), Ciyaago (ER) (2008)
Figure 263. Roof edge (qatsre) of a hidmo, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 264. Qob, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 265. Hole (qonqor) in the roof of a naxsa to allow smoke to escape, Kaaribossa (ER) (2008)
Figure 266. Qorqorre~zingo roof, Thiisha (ER) (2008)
Figure 267. Wooden frame fence (sabsab) for a kitchen, Laacaytan (ER) (2010)
Figure 268. Sanne, Sancafe (ER) (Photo Axmadsacad M. C. 2011)
Figure 269. Different poles in a naxsa, Kaaribossa (ER) (2011)
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Figure 270. Satata, Saafira (ER) (2011)
Figure 271. Saxnan: churning butter in a sibbarh at Exhibition festival of Asmara (ER) (1999)
Figure 272. Preparing baskets sitting on a seelan, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 273. Drywall built with the setanmadhdhuwa system, Dayya (ETH) (2020)
Figure 274. Sibbarh, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 275. Sido, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
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Figure 276. Preparing sola, Calliteena and Kallacasa (ETH) (2018)
Figure 277. Roasting coffee beans in a shaxshax, Cayga (ETH) (2020)
Figure 278. Tanker ~ baska, Kallacasa (ER) (2011)
Figure 279. Part of the roof that juts out above the wall (tazbab ~ zaabeeba ~ tambarik), Saafira (ER) (2008)
Figure 280. Eating thixlo in Irob area, beginning 20th century (ETH) (postcard, photo Joseph Baeteman 
(?) – Vergari Archive)
Figure 281. Eating thixlo, Dhawhan (ETH) (2013)
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Figure 282. The empty space (tsirbo) between the top of the outer walls of a naxsa, Dhamxina (ER) (2009)
Figure 283. Preparing baskets, Buyya (ER) (2010)
Figure 284. Ploughing, Igiila (ER) (2009)
Figure 285. Waala, Irhaafalo (ER) (2010)
Figure 286. Wantsa, Dhawhan (ETH) (2017)
Figure 287. Wayda, Calliteena (ETH) (2018)
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Figure 288. Winchixti, Kallacasa (ETH) (2014)
Figure 289. Xilxila (Vergari Archive)
Figure 290. Xubxub, Dhawhan (ETH) (2017)
Figure 291. Dor-hot zambiil, Thiisha (ER) (2008)
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Figure 292. Agriculture calendar in the Irob (Buknayti Care) area (ETH)
Figure 293. Stirring milk in a kurru using the zirga (ER)
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